
Strictly women only
Strictly Come Dancing has
returned to the BBC with an
all-female presenting team.
Pixie Lott, the pop star, is the
bookmakers’ favourite to win
the competition. Page 3

School literacy battle
Forty-five per cent of poor
white British-born boys cannot
read well when they leave
primary school, according to a
study commissioned to support
a literacy campaign. Page 12

Isis widens its reach
Islamic State (Isis) jihadists are
seeking recruits in al-Qaeda’s
heartlands in Afghanistan
and Pakistan as they try to
build a global coalition beyond
the Middle East. Page 22

Alibaba’s promise
The internet titan Alibaba has
assured British brands that it
will become easier to prevent
Chinese companies from using
the site’s trading platform to
sell counterfeit goods. Page 28

Grand prix ‘payback’
The Formula One driver Nico
Rosberg was said to have given
Lewis Hamilton victory in the
Italian Grand Prix after the
Briton accused him of forcing
him out of the last race. Page64

IN THE NEWS

David Cameron and Ed Miliband will
unite this week to make a last-ditch
attempt to save theUnionbypublishing
a government paper that commits
to handing more powers to Scotland
within days of a “no” vote.
Westminster’s main parties, shaken

by the first poll indicating a lead for
independence, are rushing out a pledge
for a legislative timetable for more de-
volution to try to halt the nationalists.
A government command paper,

backed by Mr Cameron, Mr Miliband
and Nick Clegg, on devo-max setting
out how and when powers could be
transferred could be published as soon
as tomorrow.
Alex Salmond, Scotland’s first minis-

ter, was contemptuous. “Having failed
to scare the Scottish people, obviously
thenext step is to try tobribeus,”he said
yesterday.
Heaccused theBetterTogether cam-

paign of a panicked response to the
YouGov poll indicating that 51 per cent
of Scots supported independence and
49 per cent backed the Union.
Amid the fallout from the poll:
6George Osborne denied that Mr
Cameron would have to resign if Scots
voted “yes” as senior Tories said that he
would face “high danger”.
6The Bank of England was braced for
heavy selling of sterling as the markets

reacted to increasing uncertainty over
the future of the UK.
6Buckingham Palace insisted that the
Queen was “strictly neutral” after
reports that the royal family was
increasingly concerned.
Leaders of the pro-Union effort

claimed privately to be unsurprised at
the shift towards the Yes camp from
undecided voters. They said that they
expected thoseprepared tomakea“leap
of faith” would declare their intention
first.Thosewhoremainundecided tend
heavily to theNo camp, according to its
strategists.
The move to reveal the mechanisms

for a further devolution settlement,
likely to includea commission todecide
its shape and legislative timetable, is
aimed at reassuring the “don’t knows”
that theyarenotbacking the statusquo.
Better Together insiders admit that

the situation is precarious. The poll
again confirmed that Labour voters,
the key swing constituency of the
referendum, were moving heavily to-
wards independence. So far the trend is
mostly limited to party supporters
below the age of 50, with older voters
remaining more sceptical about the
economic case for separation from the
rest of the UK. “If that starts to change
we really are screwed,” one senior
figure in the pro-Union campaign said.
The focusonLabourvoters leavesMr

Cameron reliant on Mr Miliband to
appeal to theparty’s heartland support-
ers. The primeminister intends to leave
the stage clear this week for Labour to
make a concerted push.
In a speech to the TUC general

council dinner in Liverpool today Mr
Milibandwill set the referendum battle
in the context of the “true traditions
Continued on page 7, col 4

Rotherham victim ‘told police chief of abuse’
Andrew Norfolk
Chief Investigative Reporter
Billy Kenber

A police and crime commissioner who
is facing calls for his resignation over
theRotherham child-sex scandal knew
for years that local girls were being
groomed and ruthlessly abused by
men, it was claimed yesterday.
Shaun Wright was the councillor

responsible for children’s services in the
South Yorkshire town for a five-year
period when groups of offenders used
and trafficked young teenagers for sex
with seeming impunity.
A sex-grooming victim has told The

Times of her outrage at Mr Wright’s
professed ignorance, in former years, of
the scale and severityof suchoffending.
She said that more than eight years

ago she and other survivors of such
abuse gave him a detailed, face-to-face
account of multiple crimes committed
against them when they were children.
“He seemed genuinely shocked. He

talked like he was going to go away and
see that something was done, but we
never saw him again. It was the end of
it for him, but not for us.
“I sat two feet from him and told him

really, reallyprivate things. Idon’tknow
how he can go on national television
and say he wasn’t aware, that he didn’t

know anything about it. For years they
had all the reports and information, but
they just ignored it.”
An independent inquiry found that

at least 1,400Rotherham childrenwere
sexually exploited from 1997 to 2013,
largely by men of Pakistani origin. It
criticised police and council officials
for suppressing and ignoring detailed
evidence of abuse.
Mr Wright, South Yorkshire’s police

and crime commissioner, recently
voicedregret thathe“wasn’tmoreaware
of the issue at the time”. He said that “if
I knew then what I know now, then
clearly more could have been done”. It
Continued on page 11, col 4

Hamish Macdonell
Francis Elliott Political Editor

Knockout couple George Clooney with his fiancée, Amal Alamuddin, at the Celebrity Fight Night in Florence yesterday, amid
speculation that they would marry this month. The charity event featured comedy boxing matches, auctions and live music

Parties unite
in last-ditch
bid to save
the Union
Leaders pledge to fast track further devolution

Time is running out
for the No campaign
Leading article, page 20
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Balls is accused of blocking
pledge to reduce tuition fees
Francis Elliott Political Editor

Ed Miliband is being blocked by Ed
Balls from committing a Labour gov-
ernment to radically reducing tuition
fees, claim senior Liberal Democrats.
The Labour leader said three years

ago hewanted to reduce fees to amaxi-
mum ceiling of £6,000 a year although
he stopped short of making it a mani-
festo pledge.
Damian McBride, Gordon Brown’s

former aide, today joins those calling
for action on tuition fees to address
critics suchasAlanMilburn, the former
health secretary, who say Mr Miliband
lacks policies that appeal to voters’
aspirations.
Writing in The Times, Mr McBride

reveals thatMrBrown, preparing to en-
ter No 10, had planned to term tuition
fees a “tax on aspiration” and scrap
them, but that the plans “fell apart”
when he was in office.
With someof thekey figures advising

Mr Brown such as Spencer Livermore
and Deborah Mattinson, the pollster,
onhow to reassuremiddle-class, south-
ern voters, now central to Mr Mili-
band’s team, he suggests the plans are

being dusted down. “Whatever aspira-
tional appeal he makes, it must be an-
chored in the lives of themajority or he
will risk looking as out of touch as
David Cameron. From Gordon’s list of
options, scrapping tuition feeswouldbe
a far better bet than inheritance tax,”
writes Mr McBride.
TheConservatives have said itwould

cost at least £800 million to cap fees at
£6,000, and some ministers claim the
true figure is closer to £2billion.MrMil-
ibandhas said that hewould pay for the
reduction in fees with higher corpora-
tion tax on financial services and forc-
ing better-paid graduates – those earn-
ingmore than£65,000– topayahigher
rate of interest on their student loans.
Speaking three years ago he hinted

hewould go further. “If we can domore
at the time of the election, we will. But
this is an important first step,” he said in
what was taken as a hint he wanted in
time to replace fees with a pure gradu-
ate tax.
Earlier this year, however, Douglas

Alexander, Labour’s election co-
ordinator, said thatwhile themanifesto
would contain a commitment to scrap
the current £9,000 maximum he again

failed to pledge it would contain the
£6,000 limit.
JohnDenham,whowas the universi-

tiesministers in the lastLabourgovern-
ment, was said to be working on pro-
posals to replacemeans-testedmainte-
nance grants with loans and a move to
more intensive two-year degrees as
part of efforts to reduce fees.
Supporters of a radical reduction of

fees say it would help “lock in” former
Liberal Democrat voters who had
switched to Labour as a result of Nick
Clegg’s reversal on the issue.
Party staff were put on notice to ex-

pect anannouncementduringLabour’s
annual conference later thismonth but
have since been stood down.
A senior Liberal Democrat said

Labour’s leadership was divided on the
issue. “EdBalls is among thewisevoices
urging caution. He doesn’t believe that
it’s worth reopening the debate around
the graduate tax,” he said.
Sources close to the shadow chancel-

lor said he was determined that the
“sums add up” on any pledge on tuition
fees but denied there was a substantive
difference with the Labour leader.
Damian McBride, page 17

Strikes may continue until
eve of general election

Strikes planned for next month in the
health service and local government
herald increased industrial unrest in
the public sector ahead of next year’s
general election, union leaders warned
yesterday.
Health unions are balloting on

strikes which could be held onOctober
13, a daybefore local governmentwork-
ers in England and Wales stage a 24-
hour walkout in a separate row over
pay.
Speaking as union leaders gathered

for the annual Trades Union Congress
conference, Dave Prentis, leader of
Unison, said local government workers
had been “betrayed” over pay by the
government, while health staff were
beingdenieda rise recommendedbyan
independent review body.
“We are moving to industrial action

over everything that has happened to
our members. We will take action
through the winter and into the spring
of next year if necessary.”
Frances O’Grady, TUC general sec-

retary, said Conservative manifesto

proposals raising the turnout threshold
in ballots to 50 per cent would “effec-
tively ban strikes by the back door”.
“If a Conservative government is

elected it would make strikes so diffi-
cult that there would be no effective
right to strike in the UK.”
“Dictatorships and authoritarian re-

gimes routinely suppress trade unions
and lock up strikers. Everyone who
cares about civil liberties should be
worried.”
Meanwhile Len McCluskey, general

secretaryofUnite,warnedEdMiliband
not to try to water down union influ-
ence over a future Labour-led adminis-
trationbyseekingacoalitionwithother
parties.
“If Labour win — and I hope they

win, in fact I believe they will win — if
they enter into a coalition there is no
doubt it would lead to a discussion
about our relationshipwith Labour,” he
told The Observer.
“To enter into a coalition in those cir-

cumstances would be very, very dan-
gerous, given theway the Liberal Dem-
ocratshave played during the coali-
tion,” he said.

Devolution
for cities call
in new report
Cities should be given the power to
revalue council tax bands and the free-
dom to spend government grants with-
out ring-fencing, according to a report.
The RSA City Growth Commission

has proposed significant devolution of
finance away from central government
to city-regions.
Its report argues that over-central-

ised decision making is “stifling
economicgrowth”and that thepolitical
institutions of policy making, regula-
tion and financial management
“should be reconfigured away from
central government towards metros”.
Jim O’Neill, the commission’s chair-

man, said: “What is ultimately critical
for our metros to thrive is for each to
identify what is right for them. Just as it
is the case that those in Whitehall are
hardly inaposition toknowwhat isbest
for the future of different parts of our
country, however well intentioned, it is
also the case that our central recom-
mendations, again well intentioned
and evidence-based, may work for
some cities and not for others.”

Osborne challenges 10% pay rise for MPs
George Osborne has insisted that a 10
per cent pay hike forMPs is “unaccept-
able” after the Commons expenses
watchdog reiterated its determination
to push ahead with the rise.
The chancellor suggested that the

movewould be blocked after the gener-
al election, and stressed that the Inde-
pendent Parliamentary Standards
Authority’s position was not “final”.
The comments, in an interview with

the BBC’s Andrew Marr Show, came
after the new Ipsa chief executive,
Marcial Boo, reiterated its commit-
ment to the increase from £67,000 to
£74,000. He said that the economy was
recovering and politicians should not
be paid a “miserly amount”.
“All the evidence points towards

MPs’ salaries having fallen behind,” he
told The Sunday Telegraph. Some

viewed the £74,000 figure as “at the low
end” and failure to pay “fair” rates
would make it harder to recruit good
candidates for parliament in future.
“This is an important job, the job of

anMP,”Mr Boo said. “Wewant to have
good people doing the job and they
need to be paid fairly.”
There was outrage when Ipsa an-

nounced the rise last year. David
Cameron, EdMiliband andNick Clegg
said it was unacceptable because public
sector rises were capped at 1 per cent.
MPs are already due a 1 per cent in-

crease to £67,731 next April, and under
Ipsa’s plan it will go up again a month
later to £74,000.
The watchdog has said that it would

conduct one further review of the pay
rise after the election — as it is legally
obliged to do—butMr Boomade clear

its conclusions were unlikely to shift.
“As of now, September, it doesn’t look
like there is anymajor economic factor
that would change the determination
that we reached in 2013,” he said.
Mr Boo, whose £120,000 salary is

£10,000more than that of his predeces-
sor, insisted that a change in the law
would be needed to prevent Ipsa
following through on its proposals.
However,MrOsbornepromised that

the issue would be “tackled”. “I don’t
think it is acceptable at a time when
there is continuing pay restraint in the
public sector that MPs would receive
such a big increase,” he said. “But this is
not the final verdict, this is not the final
report. There will be a report after the
electionand that’swhenwearegoing to
have to tackle this issue.”
John McTernan, Thunderer, page 18
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It’s strictly women only as Brucie bows out
The dance show is back
with Judy Murray, high
heels and spectacular
frocks . . . but no Forsyth,
David Brownwrites

JudyMurray has been dismissed by her
own son as being “absolutely terrible”
but insisted last night that winning
Strictly Come Dancingwould trump his
Wimbledon title.
As the show returnedwith one of the

first all-female presenting teams in
prime-time light entertainment, Mur-
ray said that she was delighted to be
paired with the leading professional
dancer, Anton du Beke.
Murray, who turns 55 today,

laughed off her son’s criticism and said
that if she won she would put his
Wimbledon trophy in a bin and replace
it with her Strictly award. The bookies
havemade her an outsider with odds of
33-1 to win the celebration of sequins,
tantrums, sexual intrigue and fake
tans.
Pixie Lott, 23, the pop singer, is the

favourite followed by Frankie Bridge,
from the girl band The Saturdays,
SimonWebbe, from the boy band Blue,

and Thom Evans, the former Scottish
international rugby union player.
Sir Bruce Forsyth made a guest ap-

pearance to hand over the baton to
ClaudiaWinkleman andhis former co-
host Tess Daly, who will present the
programme this year.
The female hosts follow a ruling by

Danny Cohen, the director of BBC
Television, that panel shows would
never again feature all male line-ups.
The BBC Trust called on the man-

agement in July to increase thenumber
of female presenters because of a con-
tinuing imbalance, despite a number of
initiatives announced by Lord Hall of
Birkenhead since he was appointed
director-general last year.
Forsyth, 86, who had presented the

show since its launch in 2004, per-
formeda tap dance routine that herald-
ed a “flashmob” style performance
fromthecontestants into the studio.He
will return to host specials for Children
in Need and at Christmas.
Last night’s launch of the 12th series

went head to head with ITV’s flagship
show, The X Factor. Strictly has been
ahead in the ratings for the past two
years. Murray qualified as a tennis
coach aged 17 and was once ranked as

Britain’s eighth best player. Andy, her
younger son, won the Wimbledon sin-
gles title last year and his brother, Ja-
mie, won the mixed doubles title in
2007. “I know how to train as a player
and as a coach, so I know about repeti-
tion being themother of skill,” she said.
Murray, who is renowned for her

competitive spirit, admitted that she
was “spectacularly bad” on the first two
daysof training sopractisedonherown
by dancing in high heels in her kitchen.

She hopes that her sons will come
to support her.

Tim Wonnacott, 61, the
auctioneer and host of Bar-
gain Hunt, described himself
as being “very, very, very
happy” after being paired

with Natalie Lowe, the
34-year-old Australian
professional dancer.

Gregg Wallace, 49,
the host of Master-
Chef, who is paired
with the Russian
dancer Aliona Vil-
ani, 30, said of his
prospects: “I get it. I
am the fat, bald dad
in this year’s show.”

Bruce Forsyth performed one last dance before handing over to Claudia Winkleman, left, and Tess Daly. Judy Murray is paired up with Anton du Beke, below

Television Andrew Billen

Strictly Come Dancing
BBC One
HHIII

Farewell, so nice to have seen you

When a presenter leaves a
programme, he is customarily written
out of its history. The niceness of
Strictly Come Dancing was reinforced
last night by Sir Bruce Forsyth
introducing the programme that, for a
decade, was his. He then blessed his
successors, his former sidekick Tess
Daly and her wingwoman, Claudia
Winkleman, thereafter known as
Claude.
I have harboured severe doubts

about this pairing — not because two
women cannot carry a programme
but because this is a ballroom-
dancing show, and in ballroom
dancing men pair with women.
Having seen Tess and Claudia

together my fears are rather different.
In one of the campy skits that
punctuated the programme, Claudia
and Tess arrived at the rehearsal
room on a tandem, with Daly on the
front seat. Wrong order. Tess was
always more of an Anthea Redfern
(Sir Bruce’s Generation Game wife)
than a co-host in her own right. Last
night, Winkleman had all the energy,
wit and silliness. At the end Daly said
in her unapologetic Mancunian that
the “hard work has joost begun”. It
has for her.
And, perhaps, for the show. It is far

from its best line-up of celebs: ITV
presenters, a Radio One DJ with the
face of a sorting clerk, Andy Murray’s
mother explicitly there to soften her
image. As, in the ritual pairing off,
blokes I hardly recognised faced their
destinies with one of an assortment of
near-identical Barbie dolls, it was
hard to care. The fun is going to lie in
watching This Morning’s Alison

Hammond, surely breaking some
weight record, and in seeing if Bargain
Hunt’s Tim Wonnacott can keep his
glasses from falling off his nose’s
precarious cliff edge.
Brucie, tip-tapping his way through

the opening sequence, could not
conceal how happy he was no longer
to have his every autocue slip
analysed. He would, he said, watch
Strictly, have dinner with his lovely
wife and then “bingo — a game of
bingo”. It is hard to say we will
miss his humour. What
some of us may mourn
is the break of the link
with the Saturday night
of our youth. The final
musical act of the show
was Smokey Robinson.
He was booked
presumably to make Sir
Bruce look young. Told
you it was a nice (to
see you) show.

Humble: I go naked to get close to nature
Fiona Hamilton

KateHumble, theBBCwildlifepresent-
er, has revealed that she feels closer to
nature bywandering aroundnakedand
urged “everyone to try it”.
The former Springwatch host de-

scribed how being naked was “my ec-
centric, barking-mad way of getting
closer to nature”.
She said: “There’s something joyous

about it, and I urge everyone to try it.
“My husband and I danced naked in

themiddle of the desert in Jordan once.
If you can’t get your kicks in that in-
credibly innocent, joyful way, then the
world is not a good place.”
Humble, 45, runs a 117-acre farm in

Monmouthshire with her husband,
Ludo Graham, 53, a former television
producer.
In a wide-ranging interview

with the Sunday People, Humble
told how her love of nature
extended into her personal
as well as professional life.
She said: “At home, we

have three dogs, assorted
chickens, ducks, geese, ten
ewes and their lambs. Then
upat the farmwe’ve got two
breeding sows, one of
which is expecting five pig-

lets. I have various sheep, more chick-
ens, ducks, geese and goats — which I
love, but they’re incredibly badly be-
haved. I’ve collected an awful lot of
animals. I’m like Brigitte Bardot.

“I have two slightly embar-
rassing kunekune sows that I
agreed to buy as piglets when I
wasa little bit drunkandhadno
idea what a kunekune was.”

She and her husband made
adecisionnever to have child-
ren but she said the animals
were almost as demanding.

“We usually get up at
6am to feed the animals,
but people with children
think that’s a lie-in.”

Kate Humble had nude
dance in the desert

Let young people take more
risks, says daredevil Duncan

Children should be allowed to take
more risks, says Peter Duncan, the
former Blue Peter and Duncan Dares
presenter, who called for an easing of
“restrictive” safety fears.
The60-year-olddaredevil has beena

contestant on the BBC’s Tumble show,
where celebrities take part in gymnas-
tic events, though he was voted out on
Saturday. As a TV presenter, he was
famed for undertaking hazardous ac-
tivities and stunts on children’s TV.
He said that the risk of minor injury

shouldnotdeterpeople fromencourag-

ing children to take part in physical ac-
tivities.
“There was a point at which health

and safety was so restrictive and if
someone hurt themselves then those
leading the activitieswouldbeblamed,”
he said. “No one ever wants to be reck-
less when in charge of young people,
but there has to be a point where you
take a risk.
“We were in a gym yesterday and 70

kids came in and flooded the gym and
were lifting and holding each other. It
was an extraordinary sight to behold.
Sometimes people do hurt themselves,
but people mend.”

Kaya Burgess

GUY LEVY/BBC
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Out-of-touch imams no use
in battle for young minds
Britishmosques and imamsarewoeful-
ly ill-equipped to grapplewith the ideas
of youngpeople tempted to join jihadist
groups, an expert on Islam in the
UKhas warned.
Mehmood Naqshbandi, who has

advised the Metropolitan police on
Muslims in Britain, told The Times that
most imams “know nothing much of
Isis” and “would struggle to find Syria
on amap”. He said that they communi-
catedmainly in their mother tongue or
“cringingly bad English” and were
equipped only to argue about factional
squabbles from the mid-19th century.
Muslim youths grappling with their

identity and beliefs were “left entirely
to their own devices”, he said.
Mr Naqshbandi, who wrote a police

guide toMuslims inBritain, was critical
of plans floated by Theresa May, the
home secretary, as part of efforts to
stem the flow of young Britons to Iraq
and Syria to join Islamic State. She has

promised to re-examine theprospect of
imposing new restrictions on radical
preachers and groups that do not meet
the threshold for proscription as a
terrorist organisation.
Mr Naqshbandi said it was better to

let such groups operate in the open.The
Times disclosed last week that the
Mosques and ImamsNationalAdvisory
Board (Minab), set up with government
backing after the July 7 London bomb-
ings, to induce better leadership in
mosques, had cut ties with the coalition
after facing pressure to sever links with
a group disliked by the government.
Minabargued that itwasbetter tode-

bate with such groups than to force
them into the margins. While sceptical
about some aspects of Minab, Mr
Naqshbandi said that it was wrong for
ministers to make it sever links with
controversial factions.
He said that the government must

realise that there was no top-down so-
lution to tackling radicalisation and re-
forming mosques. Instead, help was

needed to make them more inclusive
and accountable. “[Mosques] are the
only institutions of any consequence
that UK Muslims possess . . . perhaps
counter-intuitively, these are the places
where extremism should be debated
and examined,” Mr Naqshbandi said.
Hewarned,however, thatnoneof the

necessary discussion could take place
in the current atmosphere of fear
among politicians and the media. “It is
horribly clear that politicians, police,
the press and the mob cannot distin-
guish between behaviour that is a
throwback to the Islamofmigrants’ vil-
lages, activity that is the drama of fur-
tive, exploring, young intemperates,
and calculated attempts to threaten
society with political violence,” he said.
He concluded: “Right now the Mus-

lim community has numerous leaders,
but none of them has any following.
Whatever any of them may say to dis-
courage would-be Isis recruits, no one
is actually listening.”
Opinion, page 19

Laura Pitel Political Correspondent

Labour MP dies abroad
Ed Miliband has paid tribute to
the Labour backbencher Jim
Dobbin, 73, who died on a
parliamentary visit to Poland.
The former microbiologist had
been MP for Heywood and
Middleton, near Manchester,
since 1997 and had a 6,000
majority. The Labour leader said:
“He was a dedicated public
servant. Jim had a deep passion
for helping others.”

Students tied to home
A fifth of students who commute
to university would like to live on
campus but cannot afford to leave
home, researchers have found.
The average student does an
18-mile round trip to attend
lectures and tutorials, a survey
of 2,000 students by Santander
revealed, and one in ten travels
40 miles a day. The cost of living
away from home is now estimated
at almost £200 a week.

Richard III reburial
The most senior Catholic leader
in England and Wales will take
part in services marking the
reinterment of the remains of
Richard III. The Diocese of
Leicester said that Cardinal
Vincent Nichols and the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Most Rev Justin Welby, would
both be present when the
remains were laid to rest as part
of a week of events in March.

New Forest arrests
Police are questioning three
people about the murder of a
mother of five in the New Forest.
Penelope Davis, 47, was found in
a field near Beaulieu, Hampshire,
on September 2. She had multiple
stab wounds. Police said that one
person had been arrested on
suspicion of murder, one on
suspicion of perverting the course
of justice and a third on suspicion
of assisting an offender.
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Law change
aims to foil
UK jihadists
Richard Ford Home Correspondent
Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

The government is closing a legal loop-
hole tocatchBritish-linked fighterswho
go to Syria, but expects it will result in
only about four extra prosecutions a
year.
The proposals, in the Serious Crime

Bill, to be considered by parliament this
autumn, aim to counter the “evolving
threat” posed by UK residents who
travel to fight in war-torn countries.
The HomeOffice said it was extend-

ing the reach of the Terrorism Act so
that individuals who trained for terror-
ist acts abroad could be prosecuted as if
their actions had taken place in theUK.
The terrorism threat level has been

raised from “substantial” to “severe” in
response to the threat from Islamic
State. More than 500 Britons are
thought to have gone to Syria to fight
jihad, but about half are believed to
have returned and may pose a terror-
ism threat.

Run ragged The Red Arrows fly over thousands of participants in this long-exposure photo of the Bupa Great North Run taken on the Tyne Bridge, Newcastle, yesterday

British women run extremists’ religious police force

A schoolgirl from Manchester who
travelled to Syria to become an Islamic
State bride has posted a photograph of
herself holding a gun.
Zahra Halane, 16, fled Manchester

with her twin sister Salma two months
ago. She posted photographs on
Twitter, includingwhat is believed tobe
an imageofherselfwearingaburkaand
another of a fighter holding the Koran.
The pictures were posted as a former

Labour security minister warned that

Islamic State may have threatened to
behead David Haines, the Scottish
hostage, to help the independence vote
in the forthcoming referendum.
Mr Haines, 44, from Perth, has been

suffering from health problems since
being seized in a refugee camp in
northern Syria, The Mail on Sunday
reported.
Meanwhile, British women are

reported to be running the group’s
religious police force. Researchers
believe that British jihadists have been
recruited to the all-female al-Khanssaa

brigade, set up by Islamic State to
punish women for un-Islamic be-
haviour. The key figure is reported
to be AqsaMahmood, 20 a former
private school pupil from Glasgow
who fled to Syria last November.
Three other British women in

the 60-strong brigade and another
four potential British recruits have
already been identified. As well as
the al-Khanssaa brigade’s British

and French recruits, Islamic State’s
social media accounts are run by the
British and written in English, said
researchers at the International
Centre for the Study of Radicalisa-
tion at King’s College London.

Admiral LordWest of Spithead, a
former Labour security minister,
said: “Islamic State are pretty cute
abouthowwework in thewest.The
people who run their propaganda
and online operations are probably
aware of the [Scottish independ-
ence] referendum.”

David Brown

STEVE DREW / PA

A photo posted on Twitter,
believed to be Zahra Halane
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Police divers search canal for missing girl, 14
Detectives investigating the disappear-
ance of a 14-year-old girl have
expanded their search of a London
canal as they continue to question a
man on suspicion of murder.
Specialist teams, including police

divers from three forces, conducted an
intensive searchofahalf-mile stretchof
the Grand Union Canal near Hanwell,
west London. It came as Scotland Yard
released new images of five cyclists us-
ing the towpath where Alice Gross was
last seen. They were urged to come
forward.
A 25-year-old man, arrested on

suspicion of murder on Saturday night
in Ealing, was still being questioned.
Scotland Yard was adamant, however,
that it remained a missing person
investigation.
A Metropolitan police spokesman

said that the arrest had been made
because of fresh information received.
The teenager disappeared on Thurs-

day, August 28 from her home in Han-
well and was last seen on CCTV walk-
ing along the canal towpath close to the
Trumpers Way industrial estate.
The spokesman said: “Underwater,

confined spaces and dog search units
are on the scene. Surrey police and
Sussex police have provided theMetro-
politan police with specialist resources.

The search area has been expanded as
directed by the investigation. We are
not prepared to discuss this further.”
Alice’s mother made an appeal for

her return last week after police found
her rucksack near the River Brent.
RosalindHodgkiss, 50, said thatAlice

suffered from an eating disorder but
there was nothing to suggest that she
had planned to run away.
She said: “Alice has been unwell and

we’re now confirming that she had a
diagnosis of anorexia. Thatwas aworry
for her, it was troubling for her. But in
terms of the particular day there wasn’t
anything that was out of the ordinary
for how she had been over the past few

weeks that alerted us to the idea that
shemaybe planning to run awayor dis-
appear or anything like that. We were
expecting her home.”
Addressingherdaughterdirectly, she

said: “Wemiss you andwe love you.We
miss your laughter and smile, and we
missyourpresence in thehouse, andwe
just want you to come home and know
that you’re safe.”
Detectives have also urged anyone

who may have befriended Alice during
a songwriting workshop at the Round-
house in Camden, north London, last
month to come forward.
Alice’s sister Nina set up a dedicated

Facebook page to appeal for informa-

tion. A Twitter appeal, using the hash-
tag #FindAlice, has been supported by
celebrities including Jonathan Ross
and Graham Norton.
Police released fresh CCTV footage

over the weekend of two separate
groups of cyclistswhowerenear the ca-
nal around the time that the teenager
disappeared.
Detective Chief Inspector Andy

Chalmers said: “I would urge everyone
to taken a good look at the pictures re-
leased today to see if it jogs anymemo-
ries of the day Alice went missing.
“Her disappearance is out of charac-

ter and this investigation continues to
be a priority for us.”

Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

Watchdog chief vows to
protect ‘wild, unruly’ press

The head of the new press regulator
says he wants to preserve Britain’s
“wild, unruly” press but warned jour-
nalists that they faced tougher action
for breaches of editorial standards.
Sir Alan Moses said he would prove

critics wrong bymaking the Independ-
ent Press Standards Organisation (Ip-
so) an effective and non-partisan
watchdog. It launches today, nearly two
years after the Leveson inquiry into the
culture and ethics of the press.
Sir Alan, a former Court of Appeal

judge, came under fire from Hacked
Off, the campaign group that says that
Ipso is a “sham” and not independent.
In a frank interview, Sir Alan said
Hacked Off’s concerns were “wholly
understandable” and was at times
scornful of journalists he will regulate.
Newspapers had sometimes been

“naive and childish” in their responses
to critics, he said. “What is so interest-
ing about your colleagues is how thin-
skinned you all are. You like doling it
out but you don’t like receiving it. The
slightest criticism creates an eruption.”
Sir Alan said that better regulation

would be good for the press because it
would restore public trust after the
phone-hacking scandal. He said it was
regrettable that the divide between the
press and its critics had become so en-
trenched. “You’ve got two sides just
shouting at each other. Who’s thinking
about the victims?”
Ipso has been established to replace

the Press Complaints Commission, in
defiance of a royal charter on news-
paper regulation agreed by the three
main political parties last October.
Overseeing about 90 per cent of pub-
lishers, includingTheTimes, the regula-

tor has promised the speedy rectifica-
tionof errors, to investigate complaints,
to monitor compliance with the Edi-
tor’s Code of Practice and to impose big
fines for systemic wrongdoing.
Hacked Off says that Ipso will not

complywithLord JusticeLeveson’s rec-
ommendations or provide adequate re-
dress for the victims of reckless or un-
ethical reporters. Sir Alan said he had
had “a lot” of contact with Hacked Off
and the Media Standards Trust,
another campaign group, and found
their criticisms useful.
“Of course they’re angry. Of course

they don’t trust Ipso,” he said. “And of
course they regard it as a fake. I’mnotat
all surprised, and I want to show that
they’re wrong.”
Sir Alan said he was putting his own

credibility on the line by taking the
chairmanship, but was convinced Ipso
could be effective and independent.
“The red line is crossed when some-
body tries to controlwhatwedo in rela-
tion to investigation and breaches of
the code. Andwewill not tolerate that.”
In defence of the newspapers, Sir

Alan said it was an achievement that so
many publications with competing in-
terests had allied to form the new body.
“The press could have said: ‘We don’t

agree with regulation, we think regula-
tion is a very silly idea andwe think that
you will lose far more in damaging the
freedomof the press to talk to power by
having any system of regulation,’” he
said. “That would have been . . . a per-
fectly coherent response. But they’ve
never said that.”
Sir Alan faces tough negotiations

with the publishers about Ipso’s budget.
He said that the watchdog was likely to
require “substantially more” than the
£2 million its predecessor received
annually, at a time when some mem-
bers are struggling financially.
The Guardian, The Independent, the

Financial Times and Private Eye have
not signed up to Ipso or committed to
the regime established under the politi-
cians’ charter. The Guardian said it was
waiting for Ipso to demonstrate its
independence before it joined.

Alex Spence Media Editor

Sir Alan Moses:
“The press is too
thin-skinned”

Alice Gross was last seen on a stretch
of a London canal. Police are keen to
speak to five cyclists seen near by
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More than he can chew Hercules, a dachshund, sprints into action at Battersea Dogs & Cats Home’s annual fun day

Cancer services
struggling under
‘flatlining’ budget
Cracks are beginning to show in NHS
cancer services in England in the wake
of efficiency savings and the recent
NHS reforms, according to a report
released today.
Cancer charities called for more

funding after the report suggested an
increase in cancer diagnoses, coupled
with better survival rates, meant that
the system could not meet demand.
The study, commissioned by Cancer

Research UK, also found that reforms
had led to a “leadership vacuum” at a
national level and left staff under
“mounting pressure”.
Last year, more than 1.4 million

patients in England were referred by
theirGPwithsuspectedcancer, a50per
cent increase from 2009-10. However,
“the cancer budget has essentially flat-
lined”, the authors said.
Harpal Kumar, Cancer Research

UK’s chief executive, said NHS cancer
services could cope with “overwhelm-
ing change, increased demand,
squeezed budgets and fragmented
leadership” for only a limited time.
He said: “The people that have

propped up these NHS services tell us
in this report that ‘enough is enough’.”
Thestudywasconductedbyacadem-

ics at the University of Birmingham
and ICF GHK Consulting, using NHS
data alongside interviews and surveys
with health workers and patients.
Almost three quarters of those

surveyed thought that the current
financial environment had had a “neg-
ative” impact on patient care. In the

three months to June, 84.1 per cent of
people waited more than two months
between referral from their GP and
starting cancer treatment, the second
quarter in a row that the NHS had
missed its target of 85 per cent.
Andy Burnham, Labour’s shadow

health secretary, described the report
as “devastating reading”.
Jane Ellison, public health minister,

said: “This Government has prioritised
cancer, investing three-quarters of a
billion pounds over four years to im-
prove early diagnosis and treatment.”
Mike Hobday, director of policy and

researchatMacmillanCancerSupport,
said: “Cancer commissioning is in a
state of utter confusion and uncertain-
ty. England already has some of the
worst cancer survival rates inEurope so
we cannot afford to see cancer care for-
gotten. We’re calling on NHS England
to urgently clarify cancer commission-
ing responsibilities, allocate the job of
managing thewhole cancer pathway to
one body or person and provide ade-
quate resources for commissioning.”
SeanDuffy, national clinical director

for cancer at NHS England, said that
survival rates had never been higher
but that Cancer ResearchUKwas right
to highlight the need formore integrat-
ed commissioning between specialist
and local services.
6 Toast should be only lightly golden
to reduce the risk of cancer, according
to a food safety watchdog. The Euro-
pean Food Safety Authority said that
certain foods cooked at high tempera-
tures can form a chemical, acrylamide,
shown to cause cancer in animals.

Kat Lay

Hundreds in
their thirties
havedementia
Twice as many people in the UK
develop dementia under the age of 65
than previously thought, according to
new figures.
More than 42,000 people are suffer-

ing from early-onset dementia, accord-
ing to a report to be published later this
week — far higher than previous
estimates of 17,000. This includes
thousands of people in their forties and
more than 700 in their thirties.
Experts saiddoctors oftenmissed the

disease inyoungerpeoplebecauseof an
assumption that dementia sufferers are
frail and elderly. People in their forties
and fifties are reluctant to go to their
GP because they fear the stigma and
discrimination of being diagnosedwith
dementia, the report said.
The findings come from amajor new

study into the illness and its cost,
conducted by the Alzheimer’s Society,
the London School of Economics and
the Institute of Psychiatry.
GeorgeMcNamara, head of policy at

the Alzheimer’s Society, called for
health and social care services and
employers todomore to supportpeople
living with the condition.
The figures estimate that 42,325

people under 65 are living with demen-
tia, and around 32,000 of these cases
are in people aged 60 to 65.
The report, which is released on

Wednesday, also predicts that cases of
early-onset dementia will increase to
more than 50,000 by 2051.

A fur blanket
for babies can
stop allergies

Sleeping on animal fur or skin could
dramatically reduce a baby’s risk of de-
veloping asthma, according to a study.
Scientists believe that exposure to

germs contained in animal skin and fur
could prime the immune system not to
trigger allergies.
Their research will be presented to-

day at the European Respiratory
Society international congress in Mu-
nich. Previous studies have suggested
that being exposed to a wider range of
environments from a young age could
protect against asthma, but it was not
clear if this was true in urban settings.
The researchers used data from

around 2,500 city-dwelling German
children, 55 per cent of whom slept on
animal skin in their first three months
after birth.
The chance of having asthma at the

age of sixwas 79 per cent lower in those
who had slept on animal skin.
The results lend support to the

“hygiene hypothesis” that suggests too
much cleanliness early in life can
increase susceptibility to allergies.
Christina Tischer, from the Helm-

holtz Zentrum München Research
Center, said: “An animal skin might be
a reservoir for various kinds of
microbes . . . Our findings confirmed
that it is crucial to study further themi-
crobial environment within the animal
fur to confirm these associations.”

Kat Lay
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Cameron faces
‘a wave of fury’
if Union is lost

Francis Elliott Political Editor
Hamish Macdonell

David Cameron would face a moment
of “high danger” in the event of Scot-
land voting for independence next
week, according to senior Conserva-
tives.
George Osborne yesterday denied

that a “yes” vote could trigger resigna-
tions, saying that the referendum was
“notabout the futureofmyself orDavid
Cameron” but a decision “about the
next 300 years”.
The prime minister has previously

“emphatically” rejected calls to quit in
the event of a vote for independence.
His allies say a commitment to resign
would only help to motivate tradition-
ally Labour-supporting Scots.
However, senior Conservatives pre-

dicted a “wave of fury” if Scotland
votes to leave the UK on Septem-
ber 18. “For a quite significant
proportion of the parliamentary
party, theUnion is an existen-
tial issue of such pre-emi-
nence that the prime
minister would face a
moment of high danger
if itwas lost,” saidonehigh-
ly influential Tory.
It would require the support

of 15 per cent of Conservative
MPs— currently 46— to trigger
a “no confidence” vote in the
party leader. The proximity of
nextMay’s general election could
end up being Mr Cameron’s most
potent argument to keep his job, as
Tory MPs worry about the electoral
impact of changing leader so close to
the poll.
Some MPs have suggested that,

faced with the constitutional chaos of
separation, they could vote to postpone
the election, but senior Tories say the
move would be a gift for Nigel Farage
and Ukip. “One can only imagine the
clamour led by Farage that we were
desperately putting off the day of reck-
oning,” said one.
Jacob Rees-Mogg yesterday called

on the Tory leadership to help Ukip to
win seats in the next election and bring
them into government in the event of
victory. The Tory MP for North East
Somerset, writing in The Mail on Sun-
day, makes the provocative suggestion
thatMrFarage couldbeappointeddep-
uty prime minister.
“Sheer bloody-mindedness is stop-

ping theconservative family fromdom-
inating the UK political scene to
achieve what all of us want,” he said.
However, the chancellor rejected the

call. “There will be no pact with Ukip,”
said Mr Osborne yesterday.
Meanwhile, one of the UK’smost ex-

periencednaval officerswarned yester-
day that Scottish independence would
make itharder for theUKtocombat the
threats of Islamic State andRussian ag-
gression. Admiral Lord West of Spit-
head, the former security minister and
former First Sea Lord, said independ-
ence would be a “catastrophe” for the
nation’s defence. And he accused the

UK Government of “burying its
head in the sand” by refusing to

draw up contingency plans
for a “yes” vote.

Several senior UK
defence ministers
have insisted that

there are no plans in
place for Scottish independ-

ence because they do not be-
lieve it is going to happen.
ButLordWest said: “A ‘yes’ vote

would be little short of a catastro-
phe from a military point of view.
It would make it more difficult to
defend Britain... it would diminish
these islands, diminish Nato and

the west’s ability to do things.”
The formerheadof theRoyalNavy

warned that the UK and Scottish
governments would be too busy
squabbling over the independence
settlement to mount any effective
security operations.
Leading article, page 20

Inside today

The heart says Yes.
No wonder it’s winning
Melanie Phillips, page 18

Poll swing will push down the pound

The pound is expected to fall on the
currency markets today and to come
under pressure all week after Alex Sal-
mond’s Yes campaign took a surprise
lead in polling before the referendum.
Sterling suffered its steepest weekly

drop in a year last week after a poll on
Monday showed the Yes campaign had
almost caught upwith Better Together.
HowardArcher, aneconomist at IHS

Global Insight, warned that the latest
developmentwas likely tohaveanother
big impact. “Therewill likelybea signif-
icant reaction early on in the week to
the ‘yes’ side gaining the lead for the
first time in a mainstream poll.
“Sterling looks to be set for another

challenging week . . . The markets hate
uncertainty” Mr Archer said.
Investors dumped the pound last

week on the assumption that a “yes”

vote would delay an interest rate rise in
anticipation of drawn-out negotiations
over separation.
Sterlingdipped toa seven-month low

against the dollar — falling almost 3
cents since the poll last Monday to
$1.6325. Traders bought volatility op-
tions that pay out in the event of swings
in prices that would be expected if the
union is broken.
Kathleen Brooks, research director

at Forex, a trading company, has
warned that the pound could easily
drop below $1.63.
Stockmarketswereunscathedby last

week’s poll, but shares in Lloyds Bank-
ing Group and Royal Bank of Scotland
were hit over concerns about their loan
exposures to households and business-
es. Analysts expect both banks tomove
their headquarters south of the border
in the event of a split.
Ms Brooks said investors’ reaction

was likely to be largely confined to the
currency markets, but she pointed out
that Canadian stocks sank in the week
ahead of Quebec’s vote on independ-
ence in 1995.
Meanwhile, an influential think-tank

is due to warn today that an independ-
ent Scotland might have to borrow
billions from the International Mone-
tary Fund to stay afloat.
Analysts at theCentre forEconomics

and Business Research believe that
Scotland would need to issue about
£9 billion of bonds to finance its deficit
or borrow the money from the IMF.

Devolution plan is sign of
panic in London, says SNPPhilip Aldrick Economics Editor

Continued from page 1
of social justice and the Labour
movement.”
Gordon Brown, who has a key role in

persuading Labour voters to vote “no”,
blamed policies including the with-
drawal from council tenants of the
spare-bedroom subsidy for pushing
supporters into the hands of the SNP.
Tory figures are appalled at Labour’s

“ramshackle” organisation and its fail-
ure to persuade supporters such as Sir
Alex Ferguson tomake the case for the
Union. Jason Ferguson, the son of the
former Manchester United manager,
said his father denied that he had re-
fused to take part in the No campaign.
MrOsborne, thechancellor, saidyes-

terday: “You will see in the next few
days a plan of action to give more

powers to Scotland, more tax powers,
more spending powers, more powers
over the welfare state.”
Alistair Darling, the head of Better

Together, confirmed that the govern-
ment’s document would not contain
precise proposals. He said: “What we
are talking about are the powers that
have been announced by the party
leaders in Westminster. What the gov-
ernment is saying is that it intends to
publish the timetable, the procedure to
allow thesepowers tobe implemented.”
MrSalmond said that theonlyway to

guarantee more powers for Scotland
was to vote “yes”. “Theyarenot serious,”
he said of the Westminster govern-
ment. “This is a panicky, last-minute
measure because the Yes campaign is
winning on the ground.”

‘Yes’ voters don’t want the Queen
Hamish Macdonell

More“yes”votersnowwant toditch the
Queen as head of state of an independ-
ent Scotland than want to keep her in
place, according to a new poll.
The YouGov poll, which will alarm

monarchists on both sides of the inde-
pendence divide, found that 46 per cent
of supporters of separation nowbelieve
that an independent Scotland should
break its linkswith theUK royal family.
It came as the monarch risked being

drawn into the referendum campaign
amid reports there was a “great deal of
concern” among the royal family at the
prospect of a win for the Yes campaign.
The report, which coincided with
David Cameron’s annual visit to Bal-
moral, prompted a spokesman to stress
that the Queen was “strictly neutral”.
A total of 40 per cent believe an inde-

pendent Scotland should keep the
Queen, with 14 per cent undecided.
Among “no” voters, the results are

very different. More than two thirds of

“no” voters (69 per cent) believe that
an independent Scotland should keep
the Queen, with just 18 per cent in fa-
vour of a Scottish republic and 13 per
cent undecided.
The results show that “yes” voters are

much more republican and anti-
monarchist than many observers had
anticipated. Even though Alex Sal-
mond, the first minister, has insisted
that theQueen would remain the head
of state of an independent Scotland,
there has been increasing speculation
about the future of the royal family if
Scots vote “yes” on September 18.
LastmonthStephenHaseler, director

of theGlobalPolicy Institute inLondon,
warned that there was a possibility that
Scotland might ditch the royal family
after the Queen’s reign is over. He said:
“Myabsoluteconviction is thatonce the
Queen goes, the Scots won’t wear
PrinceCharles, and theywill go for a re-
publican system within the European
Union.”
The SNPMSP JohnMason is one of

many republicans in the independence
movement to have called for Scotland
to have an elected head of state, while
KennyMacAskill, the justice secretary,
has insisted it will be “for the people to
decide” on the future of the monarchy
after independence.
Mr Salmond has made it clear that

the Queen will stay, however. His
spokesman said: “The Queen will
remain as head of state in an independ-
ent Scotland. That position is clear and
it has been consistent.”
A Buckingham Palace spokesman

stressed that the Queen remained
completely neutral about the referen-
dum.
He said: “The referendum is amatter

for the people of Scotland: the Queen
remains strictly neutral on this, as she
does on all political issues. The Queen
has maintained a close interest in the
referendum, as she does with all major
matters of public debate, and is being
kept informedbyherministers andoffi-
cials in the usual way.”

Concerns over the royal family’s neutrality tainted a visit by the Queen and Prince of Wales to the Braemar Highland Games

A Better Together campaigner
shows her support for the Union

Scotland decides

SAMIR HUSSEIN / WIREIMAGE
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Braveheart rhetoric doesn’t play
S

hetland, it does not take long
for locals to tell you up here in
the far north of our still
United (certainly until
Thursday week) Kingdom, is

actually closer to Bergen than to
Aberdeen. Norwegian flags fly in
several gardens alongside the road
into Lerwick from Sumburgh airport.
The Nordic cross of the Shetland flag
is also in evidence. Not a saltire or
Union flag is in sight, however.
Shetland may well be a long way from
London — it’s a long way from
Glasgow and Edinburgh too. Frankly,

it’s a long way from anywhere. Which
means the standard nationalist urging
to break free of the shackles of the
Westminster elite does not play as
well in Lerwick as it does in Leith.
Indeed Shetlanders do not talk or
behave like people feeling the need to
break free of anywhere or anyone. As
one local man — late twenties, a
joiner, declining to be named on
account of his advanced state of
refreshment, a state he hoped, I think
optimistically, to later conceal from
his wife — put it: “Salmond thinks
he’s William Wallace. He comes out
wi’ all this Braveheart freedom stuff.
It’s bollocks. I don’t want to disrespect
the English but you are getting a bit
tight. Then again, will I have to pay
more taxes to Salmond?”
When pressed further to explain

himself, this chap repeated his earlier
view. “It’s bollocks.” What is? I asked.
He grinned and shook his head.
“I’m away for a pint.”
Such exchanges were far from

untypical, both in the sentiments
expressed and my difficulty in fully
understanding what those sentiments
were. I don’t usually have a problem
with the Scottish accent. On Saturday
night in Lerwick, I struggled. Asking
directions to the harbour, I was told
not to pursue my current route on
account of it being tha’ lang wind.
Taking an immediate left turn,
however, would be much maire ying
wee. Fortunately it was a beautiful

evening — no need for one of the
legendary local jumpers tonight —
and Lerwick is a small town.
Not long later, in the Thule bar on

the harbour, I met Valerie Watt. As a
teacher, Mrs Watt had gratifyingly
clear diction. She told me very firmly
she was voting no. “Independence is
too risky,” she said. What did her
pupils have to say on the subject? “I
don’t know. We’re not allowed to talk
to them about it.”
Her friend Laura McCready, a nurse,

aged 32, was not so committed, but
thought she’d probably vote no as well.
“Better the devil you know,” she
sighed, a phrase I suspect we will hear
a great deal of in the next ten days.
She then admitted she didn’t know
much about the issues involved. “My
nine-year-old knows more than me.
It’s complicated. But we should stick to
what we know.” Mrs McCready downs
her sambuca. “Do you like my outfit?”
Mrs McCready was dressed as

Patsy Cline. She started her outing
— at 1pm, seven hours earlier, as
Dolly Parton. “But that girl over there
stole my wig.” Mrs Watt had come out
as the Israeli transvestite who won
Eurovision. Elsewhere were a fair
smattering of Lady Gagas, Katy
Perrys and Madonnas.
And an awful lot of men, many of

whom seem to be called Magnus,
dressed as Vikings, or Lord of the
Rings warriors, or Game of Thrones
heavies. Lots of leather wrist bands
and helmets and swishing fake fur
cloaks, at any rate. The occasion is
Shona’s 30th birthday. Life goes on.
Opposite the Thule bar, moored in

Lerwick harbour, is an old liner
painted in a crazy black and white
zigzag pattern. “The zebra barge”,
as the locals call it, provides
accommodation for hundreds of the

Robert Crampton,
in the outer reaches
of the British Isles,
begins a week-long
journey
through a
country at the
crossroads
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SCOTS’ MISCELLANY
BY TOM WHIPPLE

News Scotland

Remaining value of
North Sea oil reserves, £trn

Initial costs of setting up an
independent state, £m
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If Scotland secedes

Increase in male life expectancy in the
new UK

Decrease in the average annual
rainfall in the new UK

The number of years elapsed since the
UK last had a Wimbledon singles
champion will increase from 1 to 37
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We were feeling we
were going to get a bit
of a thumping. But
there’s a swing now
Brian Nugent, Yes campaigner
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as well in prosperous Shetland

marginally yes and the islands have
voted crushingly no, the longed-for
new country could face a secessionist
threat of its own. “I don’t want to be
going with a begging bowl to London
any more,” Mr Pottinger said. But
many fellow islanders recoil from the
prospect of high-spending ministers
from Holyrood bringing their begging
bowls north.
Independence may be the cool

option down in the central belt. Up
here, with due respect, the age profile
of the Yes advocates I met does not
suggest that nationalism is in fashion.
“We think the young folk are two to
one for us,” Mr Nugent said. Not to
my eye. “I’m undecided,” said Zoe
Henry, 20, a barmaid. “It’s tricky. I
need to read up on it. I’m Scottish, but
I quite like being British as well.”
“I’m voting ‘yes’ all the way,” said

Ms Henry’s friend Antonia
Laurenson, also 20. Ms Laurenson,
dressed — perhaps inevitably — as a
Viking, then whooped for a while and
began twerking for the camera.
“What about you guys? What will you
vote?” she asked, calming down. I
explained that I lived in London.
“Aye, but what will you vote?” I told
her I didn’t have a vote. “Really? I
thought you did.”
“It’s all mad,” said a third friend,

neither whose name, nor I’m afraid,
precise meaning, was I able to catch.
“I’m no voting.” You’re voting no? I
asked. “No, I’m no voting.” I’m sorry, I
don’t understand. She looked at me
patiently. “I’m no going to vote at all,”
she said, very slowly. Something for
everyone there, then. Even so, I’d
have to conclude that if Alex Salmond
is to get his “yes” vote ten days from
now, he will not have to trouble
himself for too long thanking many of
the folk living on these islands.

Scotland News

something to lose makes people less
likely to leap into the unknown.
Not everybody, however. I spoke to

three men prominent in the Shetland
Yes campaign. All, co-incidentally or
not, were well advanced in years and
the luxuriance of their facial hair.
Danus Skene, Geordie Pottinger, both
70, and Brian Nugent, 62, admitted
that theirs was a difficult task but said
they believed that things were turning
in their favour. “We were feeling we
were going to get a bit of a thumping,”
Mr Nugent said. “But there’s a swing
on now.”
Even so, the Yes camp admits

privately that its main task is to reduce
the differential between Shetland’s
result and that on the mainland to a
level that would not embarrass a
potential sovereign government in
Edinburgh. If the overall vote is

thousands of temporary workers
building a new gas terminal further
north. The influx is not popular with
many locals — but it does point to
the second explanation, after
geography, for what has been called
Shetland exceptionalism: this place is
prosperous.
Unemployment is as close to zero as

it ever gets. The bars and pubs and
clubs are full. In general, give or take,
the population is noticeably younger,
healthier, better dressed, more
vigorous than compatriots elsewhere,
either on the mainland or further
south in England. Houses are Spartan,
but neat and well maintained, streets
and other public spaces immaculate.
The dinghies on the quayside are
lined up precisely en echelon, with
none of the usual nautical detritus
around to mar the scene. Having

The independence road from Berwick, but Shetland doesn’t have one on its map

Tomorrow
Robert Crampton in Aberdeen;
Ben Macintyre on the first king of
Scotland; more Scots’ miscellany

PART ONE

A SHORT HISTORY
OF THE UNION

— Ben Macintyre

Alex Salmond, centre, was well aware of the stone’s significance in 1996

T
he Stone of Scone is the
single most important,
mysterious and widely-
travelled object in
Scottish history.

It is, depending on your point of
view, the coronation stone of kings
Scottish, English and British, and
therefore a symbol of the Union;
but having been seized by the
English king in 1296, and finally
returned to Scotland seven
centuries later, it is also the
supreme symbol of Scottish
independence.
It is a holy relic, known as the

Stone of Destiny and the
Coronation Stone, fought over by
the Scottish and English for
centuries. But some insist it is a
fake. For an object of such
turbulent contention, so
weighted with meaning, it is an
outwardly unremarkable thing:
an oblong block of red
sandstone inscribed with a
rough cross, and with an iron
ring embedded at either end
for lifting and carrying.
According to legend it is

Jacob’s Pillow, the stone on
which the Israelite patriarch
slept at Bethel and dreamt of a
ladder to heaven. It may
have been taken to
Ireland by the Prophet
Jeremiah, and from there,
perhaps, to Scotland, by
Fergus, son of Erc, king of
the Scots. For a time it
may have been lodged in
the lost city of Evonium,
where successive Scottish
kings were crowned.
The coronation stone was kept

in the monastery of Scone, north
of Perth, but after the Battle of
Dunbar, Edward I, the Hammer of
the Scots, seized it and took it
south to Westminster Abbey.
There it was fitted into a wooden
throne, known as King Edward’s
chair, on which English and then
British monarchs were crowned.
According to one theory, the

stone taken by Edward was a
replica, and the real stone was
hidden by Scottish monks.
In 1328, England agreed to return

the kidnapped stone, but by now it

had already acquired huge
symbolic meaning — angry English
crowds prevented the stone from
being removed fromWestminster.
The stone remained in England

until 1950, when a group of
nationalist Scottish students took
it from the abbey (breaking it in
two in the process), and then
brought it north, where it was
secretly repaired by a Glasgow
stonemason.
On April 11, 1951, the stone was

left on the altar of Arbroath
Abbey, draped in the saltire, and
then brought back to Westminster.
The stone was used at the
coronation of Elizabeth II in 1953,
but once again, there were
rumours that the returned stone
was a copy, while the real thing
remained in Scotland.

Then, in 1996, seven centuries
after Edward confiscated it, the

stone once again made a
journey north, after the
Tory government,
responding to the rising
tide of nationalism,

agreed that it should
reside in Scotland when
not in use for coronations.
It is now held in
Edinburgh Castle,
alongside the Scottish

crown jewels, the Honours
of Scotland. Some 10,000
people lined the Royal
Mile to see the stone
escorted to the castle.

The Stone of Scone is
indissolubly associated
with Scotland, but as a
national emblem it has
led a restless existence:
from Biblical Israel to

Ireland to Scotland to England,
back to Scotland, back to England
again, and finally to its current
home in Edinburgh. Whether it
heads south once more, to be used
in a future coronation, will
depend, like so much else, on the
outcome of the independence
referendum.

The stone was
left at Arbroath
Abbey after being
stolen in 1951

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER DAVID BEBBER

than it is to Aberdeen and the islanders, buoyed by oil money, are reluctant to trade Westminster rule for that from Holyrood

stone
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Capaldi out of
the thick of it
An Academy Award may guarantee
fame but it doesn’t guarantee
fortune. Peter Capaldi, who spent
the 1980s living in bedsits, won a
short-film Oscar in 1995, above. It
opened doors, but many soon
slammed shut. Capaldi sold a script
to Harvey Weinstein and flew to
New York to start work. A
limousine took him to their offices
and, giddy on success, he gave Rolf,
the driver, a huge tip. Little did he
know, the Weinsteins had changed
their mind and they sent him
packing within minutes. He told
GQ: “I get back in the car and say to
Rolf: ‘I’ve got nothing, I’m going
back to England now, apparently.’
As I got out, he rolled up the tip
and handed it back to me.”

Ian Katz has thrown Newsnight into
an existential crisis. He caused
uproar last year by calling Rachel
Reeves’s appearance “boring
snoring”. His defence in the FT is
that “a large proportion of political
interviews — maybe even most —
are boring snoring”. Risky words
from the editor of a programme built
on interviewing politicians. Is Gerald
Ratner doing his PR?

if at first you don’t secede
After years researching Henry VIII
and the Reformation forWolf Hall,
is Hilary Mantel struggling to
separate reality from fiction? Paul
Jesson, playing Cardinal Wolsey on
stage, asked Mantel over lunch in
Downing Street if she was up to
date with rehearsals. “I know about
it because Thomas Cromwell
emailed me,” she said at a New
Statesman talk. The lunch was
thrown by George Osborne, who
must have wanted tips from
Cromwell on dealing with a ruler
overseeing a traumatic breakaway.

An unlikely love-in erupted between
Alan Johnson and George Osborne
on the Andrew Marr Show, with the
pair agreeing avidly on issues from
Scottish independence to Lib Dem U-
turns. If the slum-raised ex-postman
and the baronet’s son briefly seemed
like brothers, it was soon belied by
the chancellor, who admitted, with

measured understatement: “We’re
two west London boys. Although we
did have a different upbringing.”

no commercial interest
The BBC makes £150 million a year
from BBC Worldwide, largely
thanks to Mark Gatiss, writer of
cash cows such as Sherlock and
Doctor Who. Yet he was off-
message in a Reddit Q&A. Asked if
he likes to watch the BBC’s overseas
channels, he said: “No, because
they’ve got adverts! I watched Deep
Breath [a new Doctor Who episode]
in New York and it was about five
and a half hours long.”

fishy business
Liam Neeson had a strong enough
stomach for Nazi atrocities in
Schindler’s List and brutal
abductions in Taken, yet he was
broken by one dinner with Helen
Mirren. The pair dated in the 1980s
and Mirren took him for a taste of
seafood. “We ordered shrimp,” she
said. “I come from Southend and
had been eating prawns my whole
life — yank the head off, break the
back, pull the legs off, slurp — he
was just horrified by the brutality,
going: ‘Oh my God, that’s so gross.’”
This from a man who starred with
Hugh Grant in Love Actually
without feeling nauseous.

kaya burgess

Head dismissed one
week into new term
David Brown

For almost 500 years Sherborne has
been at the heart of the educational
establishment, producing generations
of military and religious leaders.
However, the all-boys public school has
now been divided by the shock
dismissal of its headmaster less than a
week into the new academic year.
ChrisDavis left after just fouryears in

charge, having returned to teaching
followingasuccessful career in theCity.
His departure was announced on
Friday by Sherborne’s governors, who
said that there was no suggestion of
untoward activity. Mr Davis’s wife,
Innes, 52, said yesterday that they were
unable to talk about what happened.
The Dorset school with 600 pupils

charges fees of £31,655 a year.
MrDavis, 53, whohas twodaughters,

wasappointedheadmasterhavingbeen
a housemaster at Eton, his alma mater.
Some parents complained that he was
placing toomuchemphasis onacadem-
ic achievement and was trying to turn
Sherborne into another Eton.
The Good Schools Guide describes

himas “tall, affable, chatty,with a shock
of grey hair” and as a “complete apolo-
gist for single-sex education”. It adds:
“Some parents (and boys) resent the
many references to Eton and any whiff
of Sherborne being second best; he
might do well to tone it down a bit.
Parental opinion is as yet sharply divid-
edonMrDavis: to somehe iswarmand

engaging, to others aloof and remote.”
The guide said he had shone a bright

lighton the“dustier cornersofacademe
and the pastoral system”.
Mr Davis had said that the boys “just

don’t work hard enough” and had re-
shaped the school day so there was
more supervised prep time.
Old boys at the school have included

theactorsHughBonneville andJeremy
Irons; Chris Martin, the Coldplay
singer; John le Carré, the writer; Alan
Turing, the mathematician and war-
time code-breaker; and Sheikh Tamim

bin Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, the
Emir of Qatar where Sherborne has an
international branch.
The Rev Gordon Parry, chairman of

governors, told parents that the school
needed a new “strategic direction”. He
wrote: “There is absolutely no element
whatsoever of untoward activity on the
part of the outgoingheadmaster, or any
other member of the staff, that has led
to or contributed to this decision.”
MrDavis announced lastmonth that

the number of boys with the three top
A-level grades was at a four-year high,
92 per cent of papers were A* to B.

Chris Davis’s
departure has
divided Sherborne
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‘Why can’t they admit they made mistakes?’
Andrew Norfolk

By the time she met Shaun Wright it
wasalready too late for Julie.Heryoung
body, an object for men’s routine pleas-
ure since the age of 11, had already suf-
fered a lifetime’s casual brutality.
Her anger in recent days, burning as

she describes her meeting, almost a
decade ago, with the man who is now
South Yorkshire’s police and crime
commissioner, is on behalf of the hun-
dreds of other lost children.
Some encountered the same sex of-

fenders, were let down by the same
child-protection system that treated
her with an indifference that bordered
on contempt. History kept repeating it-
self inRotherham’s flats, parksandback
streets, with shattering consequences
for many young teenage girls.
Itmight have been sodifferent, an in-

dependent inquiry has found, had
senior police and council officials heed-
ed the alarm bells sounded by frontline
workers and taken decisive action.
For Julie (not her real name), those

missed opportunities crystallise into
the day, more than eight years ago,
when she says that she and three young
women shared their histories with Mr
Wright, then the Labour councillor re-
sponsible for children’s services.
The story she told him, as they sat at

a small table in the kitchen of Risky
Business, a youth project that support-
ed exploited children, was of a child
who grew to know far too much about
sex and far too little about love.
Born to an alcoholic father, sexually

abused as a very young girl by a relative
of her mother’s partner, she spent her
early years in and out of care. She was
stick thin and sometimes so hungry
that she stole children’s packed lunches.
She slept on the landing of her family
home, andwasbeatenandplunged into
an ice-coldbath for angeringher father.
Julie was 11 when she was permanently
removed from his care.
She entered a foster home where

another 11-year-old resident had a 27-
year-old white “boyfriend”, who intro-
duced Julie to his brother. In the early
hours one morning, police arrived at a
house where the children lay naked in
an upstairs bedroom.
“They [themen] told us to hide down

the side of the bed. The roomwas dark.
A young policeman came into the
room. I knew he’d seen me. He turned
awayand said, ‘No, there’s nogirls here’,
and they left.”
Was that the first time she had sex

with aman? She shrinks and her barely
audible reply is delivered, head bowed:
“It was the first time I said yes.”
At 12, she entered her first children’s

home. An older girl was “going out”
with a man who features in numerous
confidential social services and police
intelligence reports, seen byThe Times,
about the perpetrators of child sexual
exploitation in Rotherham.
Hewas a leading player in a large cir-

cle ofmen of Pakistani origin for whom
the sight of a troubled young teenage
girl, easily lured by a can of lager or a

Question over Establishment links of new child-abuse inquiry chief
Francis Elliott Political Editor

Theresa May is to stand by her choice
of chairwoman for an inquiry into
historic child abuse despite Fiona
Woolf’s links to Lord Brittan of
Spennithorpe, who is embroiled in
claims of an establishment cover-up.
The home secretary announced the

appointment last week after Baroness
Butler-Sloss, her initial choice, was
forced to stand down following claims
that she faced a possible conflict of

interest. The Home Office refused to
say yesterday if it knew that MsWoolf,
the lord mayor of London, had a house
in the same street as Lord Brittan and
sits with him on the board of a City
conference.
When he was home secretary, Lord

Brittan was handed information about
an alleged paedophile ring, which he
has said he passed to officials.
Ms Woolf also donated to a charity

appeal by Lord Brittan’s wife, Diana,
with whom she sits as a judge on an

awards panel, according to TheMail on
Sunday newspaper.
Simon Danczuk, the Labour MP for

Rochdale who has helped to expose
failures to investigateabuseallegations,
called onMsWoolf to reassure victims.
“It’s up to her now to say what her links
are with Lord Brittan,” he said.
However, TomWatson, another MP

who helped to force an inquiry, said:
“The panel should be judged as a team.
It’s time to get on with their inquiry.”
If disquiet over the linkswere to grow

it would threaten to become a major
embarrassment for Ms May after the
departure of Lady Butler-Sloss, whose
brother, Lord Havers, was attorney-
general during the 1980s when he tried

to dissuade Geoffrey Dickens, a Tory
MP, from revealing that Sir Peter
Hayman, a diplomat, was a paedophile.
Lord Brittan has defended his hand-

ling of a dossier passed to him by Mr
Dickens that contained allegations of
abuse by other prominent figures in
Westminster and Whitehall.
The results of a smaller inquiry into

why hundreds of Home Office files re-
lating to claims of sexual abuse by
prominent figures went missing is due
by the end of the month.

Fiona Woolf was
chosen last week
to lead the inquiry

cigarette, presented the prospect of
easy sex and a business opportunity.
There is tiredness in her voice as she

relates encounters with adults from the
late 1990s into the early years of this
century, years spent in homes, foster
placements and hostels.
Police feature, rarely for the right

reasons. Somewereongood termswith
the Pakistani gang; one was far too
friendly with the girls. One officer, she
says, talked her out of having amedical
examination after aman tried to force a
bottle inside her when she was 15.
“I’d told my social worker. The

policeman was supposed to take me to
a special unit, but he parked in a lay-by,
turned to me and said that no good
would come of it, that nobody would
believe me. They’d say I was a liar.”
Aged 17, Julie was “sold” by her main

abuser to a middle-aged Pakistani res-
taurateur in Blackpool. He made her
have sexwithmen in lieu of rent for her
squalid room above the restaurant.
She was rescued by Risky Business,

whose staff brought her back to South
Yorkshire.With support, she broke free
from her “friends” and believes that
those workers saved her life. She was in
her early 20s when, she says, she spoke
toMrWright, who is refusing to resign
as commissioner. Three more victims
are said to have described the same
meeting. What did it feel like to watch
him, voicing dismay at the findings of
the inquiry and regret that he did not
know more of such abuse at the time?
“I’m taking it personally. I made him

a mug of tea that day. We were telling
him how it became normal for us, that
we’d complained and nobody had done
anything, that in the endwe accepted it
because it became a way of life,” she
said. “I told ShaunWrightwhat I had to
do to threePakistanimen in the back of
a car. Names were named. He acted
shocked but we never saw him again.
“They’ve swept itunder thecarpet for

years. Why can’t they admit that they
made some really, really bad mistakes
and . . . a lot of girls’ lives were ruined?”

Commissioner stands firm
Continued from page 1
is understood that soonafterhebecame
the local authority’s lead member for
children’s services in 2005, Mr Wright
was invited to meet a group of young
women who as children had suffered
violentabuse.He is said tohave listened
to their stories during a function at the
offices of a Rotherham youth project
that worked closely with victims of
child sexual exploitation.
MrWright told the Commons home

affairs select committee in written
evidence last year that he did not meet
any sex-grooming victims during his
council years. He told MPs: “I do not
believe it would have been appropriate
for me to request to meet victims of
child sexual exploitation as this would
have been an invasion of privacy of
these vulnerable victims.”
Asked about the function at the

youth project, Mr Wright told The
Times: “I do not recall themeeting.” He
modified his earlier statement to MPs,
sayingyesterday thathedidnot “recall”
being informed of the individual

circumstances of abused Rotherham
children. The home affairs committee
has reopened its 2012-2013 inquiry in
response to the findings of an inde-
pendent report on Rotherham by
Alexis Jay.MrWrightwill giveevidence
to before MPs tomorrow.
He has resisted calls for his resigna-

tion by the prime minister, the home
secretary and Ed Miliband. Sheffield
City Council passed a vote of no
confidence in Mr Wright last week.
The police commissioner, who was

elected to his £85,000-a-year post in
2012, said that he would not resign
because he had “always acted in the
best interests of young people”. He
added that theJayreportacknowledged
that he had “acted appropriately” in
response to four sex-grooming reports
“during my time in office”.
He said: “I have improved the

policing of child sexual exploitation in
South Yorkshire during the last two
years and I intend to continue on
that path to deliver sustainable,
transformational change.”

Men began grooming Julie (not her real name) when she was 11. She has now spoken out, below, claiming she revealed her story to Shaun Wright at a meeting

STEVE MORGAN
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Under cover An orangutan and its baby wear one of the bean sacks donated to Paignton Zoo by a coffee company in Devon

Weakest young
readers are seven
years behind peers
Britain has the widest gap in reading
ability between the best and worst 10
and 11-year-oldsof anyEuropeancoun-
try except Romania, research shows.
The gap is equivalent to seven years of
lessons in primary school.
Researchers discovered that 45 per

cent of poor white British-born boys
could not read well when they left pri-
mary school. Englandhas the strongest
link between weak literacy and unem-
ployment of any developed country,
including the United States.
The research, by Newcastle Univers-

ity, theNationalFoundation forEduca-
tional Research, the National Literacy
Trust and the think-tank CentreFo-
rum, was commissioned to support a
new campaign to eradicate illiteracy.
Aquarter of thepoorest familieswith

children in primary school have fewer
than 10 books and the most commonly
readmaterial among all children is text
messages and websites.
The campaign, Read On, Get On,

launched by charities including Save
the Children and Teach First, and sup-
portedbyhead teachers andpublishers,
has set a target that all children aged 11
should read fluently by 2025.
Unusually for such an alliance, it is

not lobbying the government for action
but seeking to mobilise a mission link-
ing teachers, parents, charities, volun-
teers, employers and figureheads such
as authors, actors, footballers and com-
munity leaders. It wants each child to
read for at least 10 minutes a day with
parents or mentors.
It says children should be able to

understand books such as the Harry
Potter series or Treasure Island, plus
websites, newspapers, magazines and
dictionaries.Thealliancehas set a stan-
dard higher than the government’s but
about aquarter of childrendonot reach
this level at 11 and among poor pupils
that rises to 40 per cent.
By 2020, the campaign wants the

proportion of children not reading well
by 11 to fall toone ineight,withall child-
ren achieving good early language de-

velopment. By 2025, all but a small
number with special needs or circum-
stances should be able to do so.
The alliance includes charities that

support children reading in primary
schools or community centres.
Dame Julia Cleverdon, chairwoman

of the campaign, said: “It is tragic and
unfair that children from the poorest
families and the most deprived com-
munities are least likely to read well at
the age of 11 in the UK — one of the
wealthiest countries in the world.”
6 An “alarmingly high” proportion of
adults donot have a good grasp of read-
ing, writing and maths, and urgent
action is needed to tackle the issue,
MPs have warned.
The Commons business select com-

mittee called for anational campaign to
promote free GCSEtuition in these
subjects alongside better funding and
assessments to establish needs.
“There is still analarminglyhighpro-

portion of adults with low literacy and
numeracy skills, a situation which suc-
cessive governments have failed to ad-
dress adequately,” the committee says.
It argues that while the government

haspledged free trainingand tuition for
adults to studyEnglish andmaths up to
GCSE, those with the most limited
skills are unaware this support is avail-
able.
Leading article, page 20

Greg Hurst Education Editor

Hundreds of schools have
no access to computers

An estimated 250 schools still do not
have a computer, despite coding now
being part of the national curriculum
and their use being crucial to children’s
career prospects, a study suggests.
It also estimates that while the vast

majority of teachers use digital techno-
logy, only about one in seven is com-
pletely computer literate.
Tools such as interactive white-

boards, tablets and laptops are now an
everyday feature of most classrooms,
and teachers who help their pupils to
use them as much as they can claim
that they have improved exam results
by at least one grade.
However, the study, by Virgin Media

Business, suggests that many teachers
are struggling to stay on top of the new
technology. “There seems to be a grow-
ing digital divide between the techno-
logy that is available in the classroom
and teachers’ ability to effectively use

it,” said Mario DiMascio, executive
sales director atVirginMediaBusiness.
“The UK is a world leader in innova-

tion and digital technology drives our
economy. We can’t take any risk of the
next generation not having the skills
they need to maintain that advantage.”
Half of teachers believe that their

school’s budget is the most significant
barrier to the use of technology in
schools, but almost a quarter think that
it is teachers’ lack of ability to use the
technology that poses the biggest
challenge.
The study of more than 1,000 teach-

ers will be discussed at the first Digital
Youth Council this year, which is being
set up by Virgin and aims to give pupils
a stronger voice on the issue. Among
the study’s findings was an estimate
that 250 schools have no computer.
Theresearchshowedthatabout2per

cent of teachers (about 9,000) believe
that their level of ability with techno-
logy is inadequate,while40percent say
they are “good enough”.

Rosemary Bennett
Social Affairs Correspondent

Between the lines

The nations with the smallest gap . . .
1 The Netherlands
2 Croatia
3 Norway
4 Czech Republic
5 Austria

. . . and the widest
1 Romania
2 England
3 Bulgaria
4 Hungary
5 Northern Ireland
Source: NFER analysis
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DNA ‘proves Jack the Ripper was Polish barber’

Jack theRipperwasaPolishhairdresser
called Aaron Kosminski, according to
an authorwho claims tohave identified
the Victorian serial killer using DNA
evidence from a 130-year-old shawl.
Kosminski, a 23-year-old immigrant,

lived in the East End of London and
died in an insane asylum more than a
decade after five women were mur-
dered aroundWhitechapel in 1888. His
namehas often featured among the top
suspects for the killings.
Russell Edwards, who calls himself

an “armchair detective”, claims to have
“categorically” identified Kosminski as
the culprit, using evidence taken froma
shawl purportedly found next to the
body of Catherine Eddowes, one of the
Ripper’s victims.
Working with Jari Louhelainen, a

Finnish molecular biologist, Edwards
told The Mail on Sunday that traces of
bloodandsemenhadbeen foundonthe
shawl.
He claimed to have tracked down

surviving relatives of Eddowes and
Kosminski and found a “perfectmatch”
with their mitochondrial DNA, which
is passed through the female line.
“When the email finally arrived tell-

ing me Jari had found a perfect match,
I was overwhelmed,” he said. “Seven
years after I bought the shawl, we had
nailed Aaron Kosminski.”
Edwards, whose book about the

discovery, Naming Jack the Ripper, is
published tomorrow, said thatKosmin-
ski lived with his two brothers and a
sister on Greenfield Street, close to
the site where Elizabeth Stride was

Tech addicts too
busy texting to
mind manners
Lucy Holden

The relentless march of technology is
taking its toll on British manners,
according to an etiquette expert.
People have become so engrossed in

their mobile technology that they are
ignoring those around them, said Jo
Bryant, a tutor at Debrett’s, the school
of social skills. “We’reonourphones all
the time, talking and texting and using
social media and we’re ignoring every-
one around us,” she said.
She added that the thank-you letter

had been made virtually obsolete by
social media. “Technology has taken
such a toll onmanners thatwe think it’s
fine to say thank you or happy birthday
via Facebook rather than face to face or
with a card — thank-you letters are so
rare they’re practically extinct.”
However, a thank-you slot on

Saturday Live, on Radio 4, suggests that
the failure to say thank you is not new.
The slot asks listeners whether they
owe somebody a thank-you.Dixi Stew-
art, a producer on the show, said: “The
number of people saying thank you for
something that happened 30 or 40
years ago is so many more than the
number saying thank you for some-
thing that happened last week.”
Among the belated thank-yous the

show has broadcast are those from
people who had help with broken-
down cars, had lost tents at Glaston-
bury or whose lonely Christmas was
brightened by a visitor.

Five women were killed in the East End of London in 1888. Aaron Kosminski, below

Too many suspects

6Walter Sickert, an artist with
apparent links to the royal family
6 The Duke of Clarence was
mentioned as a suspect in 1962
6 Sir William Gull, Queen Victoria’s
physician
6Montague John Druitt, a barrister
who drowned himself in 1888
6George Chapman, a Polish
migrant
6 Lewis Carroll, the author of
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

Kaya Burgess
MARY EVANS PICTURE LIBRARY

same room as two of Eddowes’s
descendants for three days at a confer-
ence in Wolverhampton in 2007,
which could explain how her family
mitochondrialDNAhadcome tobeon
the shawl.
“The shawl has been openly handled

by loads of people and been touched,
breathed on, spat upon,” Mr Cobb
explained.
“My DNA is probably on there.

What’s more, Kosminski is likely to
have frequented prostitutes in the East
End of London.
“If I examined that shawl, I’d prob-

ably find links to 150 other men from
the area.”
It has never been proven that the

shawl was found next to Eddowes.
Donald Rumbelow, a Ripper expert
who runs Ripper tours in East London,
said that it was not included in a police
list of items found with her body.
Peter Gill, a pioneer of DNA profil-

ing, said: “The shawl is of dubiousorigin
and has been handled by several

people who could have shared
that mitochondrial DNA
profile.”

He pointed out that,
even inphotographs,Mr
Edwards is seen hand-
ling the shawl without
gloves.
“Normally you go for

peer-review before going
to the press,” he said. “This

hasn’t been reviewed by the
scientific community.”

TheMetropolitan Police said that its
“cold case” team would be informed of
the claims.

murdered. He was considered
a suspect by police at the
time and was committed
to an asylum in 1891,
three years after the
spate of murders.
However, Ripper

experts, known as
Ripperologists, have cast
doubt on the claim, which
is the latest in a century of
claims about the supposed
identity of the serial killer.
Richard Cobb, who runs Jack the

Ripper conventions and tours, said
that the shawl had been present in the
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rich, dense velvet (as far
away as you might
possibly imagine from
the tacky patent variety
she would have worn in
her Spice Girls days),
alongside a selection of
pointed, leather and
leopard-print loafers.
“I’m about to open my

own store shortly and so
it was really important
to take a look at my
signature and really
push what I was doing,”
she said. “One of the
things I felt I wanted to
do was design my own
shoes, because shoes
really finish off an outfit.
But let’s see, because I
didn’t do them to sell.”
As any woman (or

man) with the slightest
interest in fashion will
know, the wrong shoe
can kill an outfit. The
outfits that they were

intended to complement
were clothes that
focused elegantly on an
elongated silhouette. “I
like the idea of
uniforms,” she said, “but
what I wanted to think
about was really light,
interesting fabrics and so
we have used a lot of jute
and developed all the
fabrics ourselves.”
Beautifully

streamlined linen jackets
and coats were trimmed
with pops of red or
yellow, and a few
exposed zips added a
sporty, practical and
rather minimal edge to
concealed belted skirts.
Stripes, a combination
of monochrome and
pale taupes, appeared
on chunky,
lightweight knits or a
summery onesie. Shirts
had a strict, military air

— except they were
cheekily cut away at the
back to reveal a flash of
bare back — and were
teamed with buttoned-
up suede skirts, adding a
holiday safari feel.

With the confidence
that she is obviously
enjoying — last year her
label reported sales of
£30 million – those
hoiked-in, very
structured silhouettes of
yore seem a distant
memory. Although she
had adhered to her
signature slimline
silhouette, there was a
pleasing and modern-
looking slouch to the
sweaters and knitted

dresses. “That just felt
much cooler,” she said.
Designing clothes that

do not look as if they are
trying too hard, and
whisper rather than
shout, echoes other
design choices she has
made, most recently the
appointment of the
interior designer Rose
Uniacke to bring an
understated, more
refined look to her
Holland Park mansion.
Her new store also

promises to be spare and
a bit conceptual, even if
it’s hard to imagine her
as a checkout girl.
“You’d be surprised,” she
said. “I love retail so who
knows who you’re going
to see . . . there might be
David on the door,
Brooklyn doing a
Saturday job and me on
the till.”

Victoria Beckham
puts best foot forward
in shoe design debut

I
s the rise of Victoria
Beckham to fully
fledged
international
designer finally

complete?
The icing on the cake,

not counting the
imminent opening of her
7,000 sq ft London store
in Dover Street and
rapid expansion in the
US, must be the news

that she is now also
designing her own shoes.
At yesterday’s

spring/summer 2015
show in New York, there
was less focus on the
media brouhaha
surrounding the outfit
choices of a three-year-
old — fashion editors
were sad to miss out on
seeing Harper Beckham
— and more on the
clothes. Of which more
shortly because what
really set iPhones
flashing were her shoes
— an assortment of
high, block-heeled
platform sandals in a

Best night of my life? Cheating
on Mick Jagger, says Faithfull
Marianne Faithfull has admitted that
the best night of her lifewas the one she
spent cheating onMick Jagger with his
bandmate, Keith Richards.
The singer, 67, who dated Jagger for

four years, said that her night with the
Rolling Stones’ guitarist remained
memorable.Asked todescribe thebest
night of her life by the The Mail on
Sunday’s Event magazine, she said:
“The night I spent withKeith. Even
now, it stands out. I think it was so
great and memorable because it was
just one night. That was it. And we’re
still great friends.”
Richards has previously admitted

that he bedded Faithfull in revenge,
after Jagger slept with his girlfriend,
Anita Pallenberg.
Herevealed thathehad to “jump

out of a window” almost naked
when Jagger returned un-
expectedly while he was in bed
with Faithfull, and was in such

ahurryhe lefthis socksbehind.Hesaid:
“Marianne and I still have this joke. She
sends me messages, I still can’t find
your socks.”
Faithfull, whose new album is out

later this month, said that she “learned
anawful lot aboutmusic fromMickand
Keith, and an awful lot from Charlie
[Watts], actually, about jazz, but I
don’t think he had any idea that I
was looking up to him and drinking
in his words. He would have been
appalled.”

She described her biggest
achievement as getting out of
the “straitjacket I was in during

the Sixties”.
“It’s not ‘Marianne from

the Sixties’ or the ‘ex-girl-
friend ofMick Jagger’ any
more, and I think that’s a
great achievement.”

Confessions of the middle
class: we make sex tapes
David Brown

Fiona Hamilton AsHollywood stars come to termswith
having their intimate videos and pic-
tures plastered all over the internet, a
poll suggests that 12 per cent of theBrit-
ish middle class have made their own
sex tapes.
AYouGov poll commissioned byThe

Sunday Times found that just seven per
cent of the working classes had record-
ed themselves in flagrante.
Confusingly, 13 per cent of men ad-

mitted using a camera compared with
7 per cent of women, suggesting either
thatmanymenwerealoneor that some
women were simply keen to appear on
camera with different partners.
The findings come amid the release

of the film Sex Tape starring Cameron
Diaz and Jason Segel as a couple with
two children who film themselves to
reignite their love life, but accidentally
send the film to other people.
Coincidentally, hundreds of intimate

videos and pictures taken by celebrities
of themselvesare reported tohavebeen
hacked and shared on the internet.

Jessica Brown Findlay, who played
Lady Sybil Crawley in Downton Abbey,
Jennifer Lawrence, the actress, and
Cara Delevingne, the model, were
among those named as having had
compromising pictures posted online
after their accounts on the iCloud stor-
age system were hacked.
TheYouGovpoll found that sex tapes

weremost popular amongBritons aged
25 to 39 years old, with 16 per cent turn-
ing the camera on themselves. Three
per cent of those aged over 60 had also
starred in their own productions.
The most camera-shy couples were

in theMidlands andWales where just 8
per cent had filmed themselves.
Liberal Democrat voters were the

most likely to film themselves, with 16
per cent turning on the camera com-
pared with about one in 10 of the other
big parties.
Three per cent of LibDemvoters and

six per cent of those agedunder 24were
unsure if theyhad filmed themselves—
meaning they could be in for a shock
the next time they look at the internet.
David Aaronovitch, page 18

Faithfull with Jagger
in 1969. The pair
dated for four years

REUTERS, REX FEATURES, PETER MICHAEL DILLS/ GETTY IMAGES

New York
Fashion Week
Carolyn Asome

bar

lab

Watched by David and
her son Brooklyn, Victoria
Beckham unveiled a
collection that whispered,
rather than shouted, style
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New rail fare cap fails to stop 160% ‘stealth’ rise
Commuters travelling to work by train
have been spared part of a planned fare
rise in January after George Osborne
bowed to political pressure to raise
fares only by the level of inflation.
Regulated rail fares will now rise by a

maximum of 2.5 per cent next year,
after the chancellor agreed to lower the
cap from 3.5 per cent.
He has also scrapped a “flex” rule

that would have allowed train compa-
nies to raise fares by an additional 2 per
cent on some routes.
Mr Osborne’s decision comes as

commuters working in northern towns

including Manchester, Sheffield and
Leeds face a “stealth” price rise of up to
162 per cent from today after Northern
Rail decided to scrap off-peak evening
fares on some services.
Rail unions and campaigners said

that part-time and shift workers would
be hardest hit by the move.
Announcing his decision to hold

down rail fare rises in The Sun on Sun-
daynewspaper, the chancellor said: “It’s
only because we’ve taken difficult deci-
sions on the public finances thatwe can
afford to help families further.”
It is the second year running thatMr

Osborne has set the cap on rail fares at
the July RPI figure, rather than the

planned RPI plus one per cent. He
claimed that the move would save
season-ticket holders £75 across 2014
and 2015. Labour dismissed it as a ploy
and said that regulated fares had risen
by more than 20 per cent since 2010.
Commuters in Mr Osborne’s own

constituency of Tatton will be among
those affected by today’s separate price
rise. From today, off-peak tickets are no
longer valid on many weekday train
services between4.01pmand6.29pm in
Yorkshire, Greater Manchester, Der-
byshire and Cheshire.
Thechangemeans that a return jour-

ney from Rochdale to Wigan will now
cost £11, up 162 per cent. Other fares

rising sharply include a return from
Hexham to Newcastle, which doubles
to £7.10, while the cost of commuting
between Wigan and Manchester will
rise from£4.20 to £9.10 for a day return.
Mary Creagh, the shadow transport

secretary, said that the bungled hand-
ling of theWest Coast franchise, which
cost taxpayers at least £50 million, was
to blame for the increases. “People
shouldn’t have to choose between pay-
ing more or waiting until after dark to
travel,” she said. “Commuting looks
very different when you’re travelling in
the back seat of a government car.”
Northern Rail, which is the most

heavily subsidised rail franchise, said

the changes had been made because
the Department of Transport had
asked the company to look at addition-
al ways of generating income.
Martin Abrams, from the Campaign

for Better Transport, said: “This fare
increase threatens to make rail travel
unaffordable to tens of thousands of
part-time workers.”
Mick Cash, acting general secretary

of the RMT, said: “The axing of off-
peak fares is a savage kick in the teeth
for people already struggling with the
burden of low pay and austerity.”
Northern Rail and the Department

for Transport said they expected only a
“minority of passengers to be affected”.

Billy Kenber

Thousands of homes built
despite local opposition

Permission for new rural housing es-
tates is being granted by government
inspectors in the face of local opposi-
tion because councils are failing to
meet controversial regulations, cam-
paigners have claimed.
Almost 27,000 newhomes have been

given the green light against local
authority wishes under rules that
favour developers if building land has
not been identified, according to re-
search by the Campaign to Protect
Rural England (CPRE).
Government inspectors overturned

councils’ decisions to refuse planning
permission in 72 per cent of cases in-
volving the building of 10 ormore prop-
erties where a local five-year land sup-
ply had not been identified.
The CPRE said there were problems

with how the targets for housing were
set, including a lack of guidance for
councils and a system that overstates
demand. Areas that have struggled to
meet their targets, it added, are forced to
increase their supply of land by 20 per
cent as a “buffer” to ensure choice and

competition — leading to more devel-
opment on lucrative greenfield sites.
John Rowley, planning officer at the

CPRE, said: “These figures show that
current policy is encouraging unneces-
sary housebuilding in the countryside
against the wishes of local people.
“The government should remove the

automatic presumption for develop-
ment where there is no five-year land
supply. It should also immediately stop
demanding an extra 20 per cent hous-
ing requirement from councils already
struggling to meet targets.”
Thecampaignsupported thegovern-

ment’s desire to meet demand for new
homes, he said, but councils must be
given detailed guidance on targets and
told to prioritise brownfield sites.
Brandon Lewis, the housing and

planning minister, said: “Communities
[now] have the power to decide on the
areas they want to see developed and
those they want to be protected. As a
result, planning permission for new
housing is at its highest since the peak
of 2007 and thenumber of appeals both
submitted and allowed has fallen.”
Housing shortage ‘hits recovery’, page33

David Brown

Flower power Caitlin Bates, 10, soaks up the sun yesterday at Whitburn windmill,
South Tyneside. More blue skies are forecast for this week. Forecast, page 17

PAUL KINGSTON / NNP
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Stem cell gift at 17
A sixth-form student aged
17 will become Britain’s
youngest stem cell donor
this week. Ethan Buttress
will be one of the world’s
youngest people to
undergo a procedure to
take the marrow from the
bone in his pelvis. The
teenager from Lady Bay,
in Nottinghamshire,
knows only that it will go
to a child with cancer.

Stray dogs count
At any one time there are
more than 100,000 stray
or abandoned dogs in
Britain, with 21 dogs a day
being put down. Some
72 per cent of owners are
unaware that they have
only a week to reclaim a
dog from a local authority
before it can be put down.
Numbers of dogs handled
by councils this year has
fallen 1 per cent to 110,675.

Sex attack victims
Female students who are
the victim of a sex attack
are three more times
likely to become a victim
again within a year,
according to a study
published in the journal
Psychology of Addictive
Behaviors. Women who
suffered an attack turned
to drink more in the
following months, possibly
as a coping mechanism.

Russia halts trek
A British man walking
around the world has
been stopped in his tracks
at the Russian border.
Karl Bushby, 45, from
Hull, set off from Chile in
1998, but upon reaching
Russia 13 years later, was
refused entry. He is now
walking from Los Angeles
to Washington DC, where
he will submit a visa
request at the embassy.

Hot summer helps farmers
grow opium for the masses
Paul Simons

Fields of tall, white opium poppies
gently nodding in the breeze is a sight
usually associatedwith the drug barons
of Afghanistan or Colombia. However,
opium poppies are being farmed in
England with increasing success and
this year has seen a bumper harvest.
Fieldsof thedistinctive flowers canbe

found in Dorset, Hampshire, Oxford-
shire and Lincolnshire, where farmers
have just the right alkaline, free-drain-
ing soil and climate.
It is thought thecropnowcoversupto

6,400 acres with a dozen or so farms
now involved. They are sold to the
pharmaceutical industry to make
pain-relieving drugs.
This summer a

record 5,750 ton-
nes of poppy were
harvested, a third more
than last year. “After a hor-
rendous winter of floods and
rains, we had excellent conditions
when the seeds were sown in early
April, with dry weather, warmth and

plenty of moisture in the soil,” said
JonathanGibbs,headofpoppygrowing
atMacfarlan Smith, theUK’s onlymor-
phine manufacturer.
Once the seedlings took root in

spring, the growing weather just
carried on getting better.
“The hot sunshine and dry weather

in June and July gave us the volume of
crop and also increased the levels of
morphine, and we just about managed
to get everything harvested before the
wet weather began in August,” Mr
Gibbs added.
For farmers, opium poppies are a lu-

crative crop that works well in rotation
with wheat and other cereals, and has
the added benefit of getting rid of

pests, diseases and weeds. “We
were growing oil seed
rape too often and
needed another
break crop, and the

poppy is unlike any other
crop we grow, so it’s very use-

ful,” said Guy Hildred who farms in
south Oxfordshire.
Although the British-grown opium

poppy looks similar to those farmed in
Afghanistan, it is a completely different
variety. It is also a distinct species to the
common wild red poppy, which con-
tains no morphine at all.
Poppies are grown under licence

from the Home Office, but they are no
use to anyone looking to steal them for
making illicit drugs, because they need
a considerable amount of sophisticated
refining to make into morphine.
The quality of the drug produced

from the British poppies now ensures
that some 50 per cent of all the mor-
phine used in theUK is beingmet from
the domestic crop,making a significant
saving on opium poppy imports from
places such as Tasmania and Spain.
“We spent huge amounts of money

on research and development before
we bred a variety suited to our climate,”
saidMrGibbs. “Nowwith all the talk of
climate change, I’m seeing the UK
more suited to growing the morphine
poppies, and this year was ideal.”

Paying homage A Canadian Lancaster bomber, one of two remaining planes, in
the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight over Windermere, Cumbria, yesterday

and

British farms are responsible for 50 per
cent of the morphine used in the UK

STUART WALKER / PA
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Labour can be the party of voters’ dreams

L
ast week thousands of
children will have told their
new classmates all about
what they want to do when
they grow up. Over time,

those unabashed dreams may linger,
but the willingness to share them
openly — let alone chase them —
falls away.
Not for me, though. Since I was a

teenager, I’ve told anyone who asks
that my life’s ambition is to win the
Oscar for best adapted screenplay —
of Prosper Mérimée’s novella
Colomba to be precise. But in recent
years, the responses have become
rather stern. “Couldn’t you start by
finding a proper job, buying your
own home, maybe getting married
and trying for kids?” All the things
we’re supposed to want in life; the
adult aspirations that replace our
childhood dreams.
And that’s where the politicians

come in. They can’t turn me into
William Goldman or get Jessica in
year seven an audition with Little
Mix, but when it comes to buying a
house, they’re like genies of the lamp.
After all, aspiration is one of those

concepts — like hope, fairness and
the future — that every politician
feels they must “own”. If it sounded
familiar when David Cameron told
last year’s Tory conference “we are
the party of the future”, it’s because
every leader for decades has said the
same, back to Lenin and the
Bolsheviks in 1906. But the battle to
own aspiration is no mere exchange

of rhetorical guff; it has serious
implications for the budget policies
of both main parties, competing not
just to show they understand what
we all want out of life, but to
subsidise our progress.
That’s why the Tories introduced

the poorly targeted Help to Buy
housing scheme and spent months
working out how to introduce a
pitifully small married couple’s
allowance. That’s why they’ve joined
a bidding war with Labour to offer
the most generous childcare support.
Yet however much Mr Cameron

pleads that his “dreams are about
helping people to get on in life”, his
problem is that many of them don’t
think he understands how they live
now, let alone their aspirations.
Unfairly or not, he is finding the “out
of touch” label impossible to shrug off.
For Labour, before it can even

persuade the public it must first
resolve its long-running internal feud
about what aspiration means. The old
Brownite wing interprets it as the
extension of opportunities: the

chance to get a good education, earn
a decent wage, live in a good
community, put away some savings,
buy a home and bring up children
who will have even more chances.
Sometimes it simply means escaping
poverty.
The Blairites see aspiration more

as the extension of rights: pay less tax
and enjoy a bigger pension; choose
which school or hospital to use; put
local yobs under curfew; build a
conservatory without planning
permission; and run a business free
from regulation. If you become rich

in the process, good luck. While the
previous Labour government often
managed to enjoy the best of both
worlds, it also endured their frequent
collisions. Mr Brown would complain
that tuition fees stifled opportunity,
while Mr Blair felt aspiration was
best served by introducing market
forces across the education sector.
Mr Blair would complain that one of
Mr Brown’s tax measures would hit
families on average incomes. Ed
Balls would tell Mr Blair that he
clearly had no idea what average
incomes were.
Mr Blair would respond in private

and eventually in public that Mr
Brown and Mr Balls didn’t “get”
aspiration. In his mind, a man
earning £20,000 would be appalled
at a tax hitting those earning three
times as much, because that is the
wage he aspires to reach. Mr Blair
would never have tolerated a
mansion tax or the 50p top rate of
income tax. Over time, and none too
subtly, the “aspiration agenda”
became accepted Westminster code
for Tony’s love affair with affluent
voters in southern England who
wouldn’t look twice at Gordon.
As Mr Brown prepared to take over

as prime minister, he desperately
assembled policies designed to win
over those southern sceptics. He
would exempt the vast majority of
estates from inheritance tax; his
shared equity scheme, the forerunner
of Help to Buy, would be expanded;
and best of all, he would describe the
university tuition fees introduced by
Mr Blair as a “tax on aspiration”and
scrap them for all students.
Those plans fell apart during the

early tumult of Mr Brown’s
premiership and the moment was
lost. But now, seven years later, the
battle within Labour has resumed. In
these pages last month, the ultra-
Blairite Alan Milburn told Ed

Miliband he needed “policies and
positions” to appeal to “southern and
aspirational and middle-income
voters”. The ultra-ambitious Chuka
Umunna chimed in, calling on
Labour to tell an “aspirational story”.
Jack and the Beanstalk, perhaps.
Make no mistake, these are the

opening chords of an orchestrated
attempt to paint Mr Miliband as
having no appeal to “Middle
England”, either to force his hand in
manifesto discussions or to shape the
narrative if he is defeated next May.
How should Mr Miliband respond?

Above all, carefully. Tony Blair could
afford to focus on Middle England
because he had Gordon Brown
focusing on Labour’s core vote, and
frankly — in the three elections that
Mr Blair won — those voters had

nowhere else to go. Thanks to Ukip,
Mr Miliband does not have that
luxury. He must remember that, for
millions of working-class voters, the
aspirations that Mr Blair
championed — choosing schools and
building conservatories — are as far-
fetched as me heading to Hollywood.
Whatever aspirational appeal Mr
Miliband makes, it must be anchored
in the lives of the majority or he will
risk looking as out of touch as David
Cameron. From Gordon Brown’s list
of options, scrapping tuition fees
would be a far better bet than
inheritance tax.
From an electoral perspective, it

would secure the support of those
ex-Liberal Democrat voters now in
the Labour column. But even more
important, scrapping tuition fees
would unite Labour’s dual visions of
aspiration: letting the middle classes
keep more of their own money while
removing barriers to working-class
opportunity. After all, what parent
who hears their child dream of being
a doctor, scientist or teacher ever
wants to respond that university is
not for them?

Damian McBride was Gordon Brown’s

media adviser and is author of Power

Trip. Matt Ridley is away

For Labour, aspiration has to mean
more than building a conservatory

RICHARD CANNON
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Isis has set a trap. We
must not fall into it
Richard Williams
Page 19

Blairites will paint him
as having no appeal
to Middle England

comment pages of the year

Working-class voters
have somewhere else
to go, thanks to Ukip

Ed Miliband must show he understands aspiration better than anyone. Scrapping tuition fees would be a good start

Damian
McBride

@dpmcbride
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Alicante 30 Sunny
Amsterdam 17 Sunny
Athens 28 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Thunder
Belgrade 27 Sunny
Berlin 21 Sunny
Brussels 20 Sunny
Bucharest 29 Sunny
Budapest 26 Fair
Corfu 25 Shower
Faro 23 Fair
Florence 27 Sunny
Frankfurt 23 Sunny
Geneva 26 Sunny
Gibraltar 28 Cloudy

Helsinki 18 Sunny
Innsbruck 22 Sunny
Istanbul 24 Shower
Lanzarote 23 Sunny
Las Palmas 23 Sunny
Lisbon 21 Sunny
Madeira 24 Rain
Madrid 25 Sunny
Majorca 26 Thunder
Malaga 30 Cloudy
Malta 26 Thunder
Milan 27 Thunder
Moscow 22 Sunny
Munich 24 Shower
Naples 26 Thunder

Nice 25 Thunder
Nicosia 27 Shower
Oslo 12 Rain
Paris 23 Sunny
Prague 23 Rain
Reykjavik 12 Rain
Rhodes 25 Sunny
Rome 28 Sunny
Salzburg 24 Shower
St Petersburg 17 Sunny
Stockholm 20 Cloudy
Tenerife 22 Fair
Venice 27 Sunny
Vienna 25 Sunny
Warsaw 27 Shower

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C

thetimes.co.uk

Noon today

Spain, Portugal, southern France
Some sunny spells, but areas of cloud will bring
scattered showers and thunderstorms.
Maximum 31C (88F), minimum 11C (52F).

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Belgium,
northern Germany, northern France
Largely fine and dry with sunny spells and patchy
cloud, a few showers in northern Germany.
Maximum 25C (77F), minimum 8C (46F).

Poland, southern Scandinavia
Rather cloudy with outbreaks of rain spreading
gradually northwards and eastwards, heavy and
persistent in places and perhaps thundery.
Maximum 27C (81F), minimum 6C (43F).

Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova
Many places dry and warm with sunny spells.
Maximum 27C (81F), minimum 9C (48F).

Northern Scandinavia, the Baltic states
Mnay places dry but rather cloudy with a few
bright or sunny intervals. Thicker cloud in
northern Sweden may produce some patchy light
rain. Maximum 25C (77F), minimum 5C (41F).

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Austria,
the Balkans, Switzerland, Turkey
Sunny spells and scattered showers or
thunderstorms, some heavy with hail.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 6C (43F).

British Isles
Many places fine and dry with sunny spells, but
somewhat cloudier farther north.
Maximum 23C (73F), minimum 2C (36F).

Outlook
Scattered thunderstorms continuing in quite a
few areas, but also some warm sunshine.
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David Aaronovitch Notebook

@daaronovitch

It’s difficult to ask people to be Better Together when they don’t feel part of a shared identity

The heart says Yes. No wonder it’s winning

P
anic and recrimination have
broken out in equal measure
after an opinion poll put the
Scottish independence Yes
camp in the lead for the first

time. Politicians in the No campaign,
horrified by the now distinct
possibility of financial damage and
political chaos as Britain breaks up,
are redoubling their efforts to
persuade the Scots “we are better
together”. Alas, this digs them even
deeper into their hole.
You see, the British don’t seem to

know what “we” means any more.
It’s difficult to persuade people to
stay part of a Britain that has
fragmented its own collective
identity and purpose on so many
different levels.
MPs want Scotland to behave as if

Britain is still run from Westminster.
But parliament has undermined its
own coherence and authority by
systematically exporting power away
from itself. It transferred sovereignty
upwards to the EU. It devolved
power downwards to the Scottish
and Welsh assemblies. It outsourced
power sideways when it encouraged
judges to trump parliamentary
decisions by human rights law, which
in turn encouraged the development
of divisive group identities to claim
“victim” rights. At a cultural level,

the ruling class and intelligentsia set
out deliberately to redefine Britain
through a year-zero approach to its
composition and traditions. In 1983,
the historian Benedict Anderson told
us that nations were merely
“imagined communities”. In 1992 in
her book Britons, Linda Colley told
us that Britain was only invented as
a nation by the 1707 Act of Union
between England and Scotland (so
much for ancient Britain) and that,
since both the Protestantism and war
that had forged this union had now
vanished, Britishness had to be
rethought.
Against this intellectual backdrop,

a terrific fight took place during the
Eighties and Nineties between
history teachers. One lot believed
they had a duty to transmit national
identity by teaching pupils the story
of Britain and its institutions. The
opposite camp said that was racist

because Britain, with its history of
colonial exploitation, was itself
intrinsically racist —indeed the very
idea of a nation was racist.
At the time, I followed these

debates closely. I listened aghast as
history teachers dismantled the
transmission of British national
identity. One argued that to pass it
down through education was “the
new fundamentalism” associated
with the “superiority of the British
empire”. A lecturer in education
approvingly quoted authors who

asked whether there could be any
shared values at all.
Under Tony Blair and Gordon

Brown, the Labour government
acted on this attitude by setting out
to create an entirely new identity
through mass immigration and the
imposition of multiculturalism.
With tribal, group politics now

replacing Britain’s historic national
story, patriotism became a dirty
word. Five years ago, a survey by
the University of London’s Institute
of Education found that three
quarters of teachers believed it was
their duty to warn pupils about the
dangers of patriotism. Two years
ago, a survey by the Institute for
Public Policy Research found that
only 31 per cent of English voters
said they were “very attached” to

the UK; more of them felt English.
The Scots understand what it is to
be Scottish and feel good about
Scottish achievements. Many in
Britain no longer know what
Britishness is — and if they think
they do, they are told they should
hate it. The Scots are proud of their
past; the British are constantly
apologising for theirs.
Those not in the independence

camp are amazed that, given the
apparently overwhelming evidence
that Scotland would be so much
worse off if it goes it alone, the Yes
supporters appear to be letting their
hearts rule their heads.
Of course, head may yet triumph

over heart; Scotland may pull back
from the brink. But I have some
sympathy with the Yes camp.
Whatever you think of Alex Salmond
and his cynical, even xenophobic
opportunism in promising benefits
he cannot possibly deliver, what he
stands for is a story defined by a
specific history, literature, language
and outlook on life.
He’s offering the political

expression of a cultural identity that
Scots recognise and share. “Better
together”, by contrast, is trying to
persuade them to remain in a project
that is in the steady process of willed
disintegration.
That’s not to say the No camp’s

arguments are wrong; far from it. A
sense of common purpose will not be
enough to make an independent
Scotland thrive and prosper.
But Britain itself will not survive

the relentless dynamic of
balkanisation unless it rediscovers its
own heart and comes to believe
again in its own historic identity.

The Scots feel good about their past,
their language, their outlook on life

If Brits think they know
what Britishness is
they’re told to hate it

Underpaid MPs
are in a mess of
their own making
John McTernan

W
e have a new measure
for incompetence —
one far worse than
being unable to
organise a piss-up in

a brewery. It is MPs being unable to
organise a pay rise in a parliament.
The latest twist in this long-

running Whitehall farce is a 10 per
cent pay increase they don’t want. At
a time of professed austerity this is
understandable; however good the
case for it, it looks terrible. “Help,”
cry the MPs. “What are we to do? It’s
an independent process.”
It beggars belief that the

Commons gave itself no emergency
cord when it gave up control over
MPs’ pay; a power to override the
recommendations — to annul them,
not improve them. If none of them
thought this through — an issue so
close to their own hearts — is it any
wonder that major projects such as
Universal Credit are a disaster?
In the end, the fault lies with the

politicians themselves — and their
leaders. They have dismally failed to

make the case for fair pay and have
suffered the consequences. There has
been a mixture of irrelevant one-off
gestures and strategic, slow-burn
errors.
In the former category are the

ostentatious announcements by
prime ministers that their cabinets
won’t take the pay increase. It either
makes the PM look parsimonious, as
with Gordon Brown, or it implies
that the salary is too small to matter
to a man of real wealth, as with
David Cameron.
In the latter category was the

strategy of holding down pay but
boosting allowances. This was
delivered by the old lags on the back
benches with the connivance of the
whips and the tacit support of
leaders. Then, foolishly, they decided
to make allowances claimable, like
expenses: but either it’s an allowance
that you get to spend or keep as you
wish (as in Australia) or it’s expenses.
It can’t be both.
The tragedy is that MPs are

underpaid. If we really don’t want a
political class made up of career
politicians —a combination of
lobbyists and special advisers —
then politics needs to be attractive to
mid-career professionals too.
Currently the pay isn’t.
It’s time to sort out MPs’ pay once

and for all. Set it somewhere
between a head teacher and a GP
and then add in performance pay.
Tie any increases to economic
growth or to overall pay. That would
give a real incentive to deliver.

John McTernan is a former political
adviser to Tony Blair and Gordon Brown

Affairs of
Ambridge
best left to
imagination

I
t is an under-remarked fact of
British middle-class life that its
favourite radio soap opera — The
Archers— specialises in middle-
aged sex. When the silage is in

(or out, or on, or — I suppose —
under), the calves are all born and
the sukebind hangs heavy on Lakey
Hill, the everyday story of country
folk becomes an everyday story of
country matters.
This auditory salaciousness, for

various reasons, which we will
discuss, always involves someone
over 40 and is invariably adulterous.
Those who winced through the
period when Ruth and David Archer
were spouse-snogging (all “come
here, I have a special birthday
present for you, the milking can
wait” suggestive mimsiness) are
grateful for the latter. The sex lives of
married couples are no one’s
business but their own, and often not
even theirs; the sex lives of
adulterous couples concern us all.

Though there was an exception
(sometime in 1870 a young Archer
had sex with a young Horrobin in a
caravan), postwar listeners have
thrilled to mature concupiscence and
consummation. There was the
literally steamy scene featuring
Jolene Rogers and Sid Perks in a
shower, which many of us feel
hastened the poor man’s death, there
was Lilian and Paul, there was Ruth
and someone who was so
embarrassed at his role as her
impossible lover that he
disappeared never to return,
and there was Brian Aldridge
with practically anything on
two legs — which in
Ambridge isn’t much at all.
Even so, it was a shock to

realise that the latest bout
of howsyerdaughter
involves a man of 36 and a
matron of 47. The fact that
the deed was done in a
tent at a rock festival
increased the sense of
dislocation. But then I
realised that, for me, the
characters were — as I
am in my own dreams
— much younger than
they are supposed to
be. They have the
same voices they
have always had and
so are perpetually
25. We the

listeners are their Dorian Gray
pictures, growing raddled in the attic,
while they stay youthful and are able
to snog on the ground and not even
say “oh my bloody knees” when they
get up again.
You could only get away with it on

radio. On TV you’d see the wrinkles.
You’d see the knees.

Dialogue of the deaf

Now let’s imagine that Roy
and Elizabeth (our
naughty couple) steal
away for an evening
and, in a mad moment
of normality, meet up in
a decent restaurant in,
say, Birmingham. How
would their conversation
sound?
In my recent

experience it would
consist of apologetic
requests either to speak up
or to repeat the last
sentence. “Oh Roy, how are
we going to tell Freddie?”

“I’m sorry, could you . . . ?” “I
said HOW AREWE GOING
TO TELL FREDDIE?” “Well I
think it’s a relative of the
aubergine. Or is it a squash?”
“WHAT?” “IS IT A
SQUASH?” Bad radio.

This seems to be the situation:
first, these days good restaurants are
full. I blame TripAdvisor. Second,

they are full of surprisingly young
people with something to celebrate.
Third, these eateries have done away
with any kind of furnishing that
absorbs noise. Fourth, on top of all
that they play loud music.
There is of course a “fifth” that has

everything to do with me and
nothing to do with Alfredo’s or the
Jaipur Nirvana. My hearing isn’t
what it was, as I daresay Elizabeth’s
soon won’t be. I need Giles Coren to
recommend restaurants not just on
food or service, but also whether I
can hear a word anyone says.

Criminal meddling

The last episode of The Sopranos
famously ended in a loud
restaurant. The enemies of the

anti-hero Tony Soprano were closing
in and he was there in a joint with
his family, Don’t Stop Believing on the
jukebox, and then that was it.
Glorious ambiguity. Had he been
whacked over the carbonara? We
would never know.
Except that when I was in the

States last week the creator of the
series popped up to say that, in fact,
Tony had survived.
To which my response is: mind

your own business, cleverclogs. You
don’t get to decide. When the final
credits rolled, mate, that was the end.

The level needs to be
somewhere between
head teacher and GP

Melanie
Phillips

@melanielatest
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Isis has set a trap. We must not fall into it
Amilitary offensive by the West is not what is needed. Iraqi Sunnis threw out extremists before, they can do so again

T
o those of us involved in
defeating al-Qaeda in Iraq
in 2005-08, the rise of
Islamic State (Isis) looks a
lot like history repeating

itself: ten million Iraqi Sunnis being
ruled by a foreign terrorist authority
determined to rip the heart out of
Baghdad and our civilisation,
western hostages being killed on
television and an indecisive debate
over further UK or US military
involvement.
On the face of it, this situation

looks as near to a defeat of our
policies in Iraq and the Middle East
as you can imagine, one that looks
impossible to correct and one that is
sure to result in never-ending
terrorism at home. The Syrian war
provides succour to, and a logistics
base for, the Islamic State
organisation and brings an unhelpful
complexity to the region in ways that
freeze all interested governments.
In contrast to the calm assurance

of the comic-book gangster character
Jihadi John, our leaders have looked
defensive, chinless, uncertain and

unable to communicate, let alone
craft any strategy. And while we
seem to have done nothing but argue
about the wisdom of the decision not
to bomb Syria, the Islamic State force
has been multiplying, affirming itself
seemingly as a permanent and
threatening part of the fabric of the
new world order.
At the moment, it all looks as

though the terrorist is winning and
the only instinctive PlayStation-like
response must be to bomb them
hard, wherever we can find them
—as advocated by Henry Kissinger
yesterday —while we do our best to
rescue any hostage we can find and
hope that somehow they will give up,
go away and leave us alone.
If only it were as simple as that.

Those that promote such action
forget the experience of the very
recent past (or had no direct
experience of it) and ignore the
hard-won understanding of this
situation by those that were actually
there. They are choosing to believe
Jihadi John and not look at the facts.
They also forget that the UK, the US
and their security institutions are no
longer the intervention virgins of
2003, but conflict-hardened realists
who understand well the limitations
of the use of foreign force in
another’s country.
Those of us that witnessed the

breathtaking courage of the Iraqi

Sunni population that resisted al-
Qaeda in 2007 know that it is only
they, and not we, who can defeat
Islamic State. Friends of mine in
Anbar speak now of thousands of
murdered, crucified and beheaded
Iraqis, whose untelevised deaths hide
the real nature of Islamic State’s
terrible and bogus authority; and of
the despair born of being forced to be
part of a group that is an enemy to
the world, an antagonist to Shia
Islam and one that chooses never-

ending religious conflict as its
defining rationale. They are Iraqis
first and not “caliphatis” and they see
Islamic State as foreigners who are
exploiting their justifiable
dissatisfaction with the Maliki
government, their fear of attacks by
Shia militants and the chaos of the
Syrian war to create a pseudo-state
for their own purposes.
As much as they fear Islamic

State’s brutality, they fear more its
ability to use propaganda to set the
conditions for a never-ending
regional war and an end of hope for
their children. They urge us not to be
fooled by Jihadi John and his

statements. He is not killing foreign
hostages to keep us away. Rather he
is doing this to draw us into open
conflict in Iraq and Syria in ways
that will affirm the self-styled status
of Isis as champions of Islam against
the Christian West and increase, not
weaken, its grip on its hostage
populations.
In the same way that Islamic State

is delighted when unwise
commentators highlight the plight of
the Christian victims of the conflict
above that of the Muslim ones, so
will it be if our forces are seen to be
leading any military offensives
against it. Islamic State has set a
strategic ambush to turn us, by hasty
actions and words, into a version of
the Israeli Defence Forces attacking
a Gaza-like caliphate, thereby
ensuring its legitimacy as a
theocracy under attack.
As worrying as it may have

seemed, the decision by our leaders
to tread carefully, not to panic and
thereby to avoid this ambush has
been the right one. For in spite of the
gloomy picture projected by Islamic
State, the terrible hostage situation
and the threat of a bloodbath on the
UK’s streets, they are not actually
advancing. In spite of bombings,
Baghdad is not about to fall, Iraq is
not about to fracture and the spread
of Islamic State’s influence into
Lebanon and elsewhere is being

effectively resisted. There are even
signs that they are now
overextended militarily and that
their brutality is making them
weaker politically, particularly within
Iraq. As with al-Qaeda in Iraq, they
are neither as numerous, as
homogenous in courage or
conviction, or as tactically effective
as they like to project on television,
and can be relatively quickly
eradicated if the right tools are
deployed in the right way, over the
right amount of time.
In the language of conventional

military manoeuvre, they may have
reached their culminating point and,
like Napoleon halted at the gates of
Moscow, be quite vulnerable to the
right sort of counterattack. While we
must ensure that there are no further
advances, which may mean limited
airstrikes ideally conducted by the
Iraqis, the next decisive move must
be a clear and credible pledge by the
Iraqi government to its Sunni
citizens that their security and needs
will be protected. Meanwhile its
forces, supported by our intelligence,
air and special forces, must ready
themselves to link up with that
population and retake Iraqi territory
from the foreign terrorist.

Colonel Richard Williams is a former
commander of the SAS.
Libby Purves is away

Intervention virgins of
2003 are now realists
hardened by conflict
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Signifying Much
The fight over Scottish independence dwarfs all other political events. Time is

running out for the No campaign to prevent a momentous change
Toomany British politicians seem to have treated
Scotland like the actors treatMacbeth— the play
whose name must not be spoken. The campaign-
ers have woken up only very late in the day to the
fact that, when the hurlyburly’s done and what’s
done cannot be undone, two new countries will
have been created, almost carelessly.
While a lotof attention is trainedon theClacton

by-election and the office of a parliamentary clerk
in theHouse of Commons, a drama thatmight yet
be filed alongside the Act of Union and the Great
Reform Act is unfolding in Scotland. People
around theQueenwere saying it was by nomeans
a given that shewould become theQueen of Scot-
land. People around the prime minister were pre-
paring to go public with demands for his resigna-
tion, comparing him to LordNorth, who resigned
in 1782 after the loss of the American colonies.
When theQueen and the primeministermeet to-
day at Balmoral, the stakes could hardly be higher.
The latest YouGov poll forThe Sunday Times on

the Scottish referendum suggests that the Yes
campaign, which seeks independence, is today in
the lead for the first time in the campaign— by 51
percent to49percent—asundecidedpeoplecon-
tinue to break towards independence. The Better
Together campaign’s 22-point leadhasevaporated

as Labour supporters, in particular, declare them-
selves for independence.
In a funk, the Better Together campaign has

now raised the prospect of a more federal Britain
emerging in the event of a vote to maintain the
Union.AlistairCarmichael, theScottish secretary,
has said that he will hold a convention on
devolution within weeks of such a vote. The idea
would be that a debate would take place all over
Scotland—not just inHolyrood—about thenext
substantive phase of devolution.
The idea is to reframe the offer of the No

campaign — which has thus far accused the Yes
campof a vaulting ambitionwhich overleaps itself
—bysaying thatScotlandcan takemore fiscal and
monetary power while retaining the financial
security of remaining a member of both the UK
and theEU. Thiswould be likely to lead to an offer
to the Scottish government of complete control
over income tax rates, although the Labour party
has yet to agree to this. The proceedings of the
convention are planned to have been completed
byMay2015 so that thenextWestminster govern-
ment can implement them at once.
This is, in effect, to place on the ballot paper the

third option—more extensive devolution— that
David Cameron rejected when he rather need-

lessly rushed Alex Salmond, the SNPleader, into
a referendum the latter did not really want. If the
upshot of the campaign is a tight vote and an
extensive series of new devolved powers, Mr
Salmond will proclaim this, with some justifica-
tion, as a political triumph overMrCameron. The
swagger that we see before us in Mr Salmond’s
recent public appearances is now showing up in
the numbers. Better Together needs to act.
Onwhich point,more devolution is a good idea.

There is, without doubt, a risk that more devolu-
tion merely scotches the snake of nationalism
rather than kills it, but the principle that power
should be as close as possible to the people affect-
ed is a good one. Indeed, it would have been good
for the Better Together campaign to have had
changes to offer earlier in their campaign. They
have needed from the start, but lacked, a fatal
vision sensible to feeling as to sight.
The British political class is in a fight for which

it seemed unprepared. It needs to find its voice,
and some policy changes can help. This is the big-
gest event in British politics in livingmemory; the
No campaign needs to wake up to the Scottish
play’s tragic ending. It is a play all about thosewho
would “wronglywin”. It ends in the death of a dear
thing thrown away, as it were a careless trifle.

A Fragile Peace
As the ceasefire breaks in Ukraine the West is left with sanctions as its sole option

The one seemingly optimistic note from aweek of
a Nato summit in Newport that offered an
unrelieved diet of bad news was the announce-
ment of a ceasefire, negotiated inMinsk, between
the Russian and the Ukrainian forces. There was
a moment of hope that a conflict in which 2,500
people have already lost their lives might be re-
solved by negotiation.
The European leaders at Newport agreed that

new sanctions would come into force against
Russia in any case; that looks to have been a wise
decisionas theceasefire rather sadlyandpredicta-
bly broke down no more than a day after it had
been established, when Ukrainian battalions
reported that they had been subjected to
explosions from Grad rockets in the port city of
Mariupol. A checkpoint controlled by Ukrainian
nationalists is ablaze and there are reports of pro-
Russian rebel trucks and tanks on manoeuvres,
something thathasbeendenied inMoscow,which
accused Ukraine of starting the shelling.
It may prove impossible to engineer a durable

ceasefire as longaspro-Russian separatists arenot
prepared to give up their ambitions for an inde-

pendent state with close diplomatic ties to Russia.
Even the terms of the ceasefire that were agreed
represented something of a shift forKiev, as Presi-
dent Poroshenko accepted conditions that, a few
months ago, might have seemed inadmissible.
Rebels who look to Russia are still in control of a
region that includes the cities of Donetsk and Lu-
hansk and which includes a sixth of the popula-
tion of the old Ukraine.
This raises the question, if the ceasefire cannot

be reinstated, of what the next step can be. The
preferred policy has, so far, been the imposition of
sanctions. Given the propensity of the French to
supply helicopter carriers to theRussian navy and
the Spanish to refuel Russian warships, sanctions
are not toothless. Gas exports have also become,
under the aegis of theRussians, a tool of politics. It
therefore makes sense to cut Russia out of the
energy revenues from EU member states. The
sanctions can bite at a more individual level too.
Western economies are more linked than ever
before.Agreat deal ofRussianmoney finds itsway
into London, and the plutocrats of Russia relish
that connection.

It is a basic rule of all conflict situations that, in
the absence of an emphatic military victory and
defeat, no solution can last unless all parties to it
have tired of the fight. President Putin has shown
no sign that he is prepared to come to the
negotiating table in good faith. Despite some
elaborate expressions of his bona fides, Mr Putin
has never genuinely wanted to be a participant in
an international system.He is thewolfwhoprowls
alone, who has on his record reneging on arms
control treaties and assaults on Chechnya,
Georgia and Ukraine.
Thedisasters in Syria and Iraqhavenot escaped

thenotice ofMrPutin,whouses their cover for his
own expansionist objectives. An east Ukraine
which is, in all respects, parasitic on Russia would
suit Mr Putin in itself and scupper any plans to
bind Ukraine further into European institutions.
All over theworld theUnited States andEurope

are facing tests of their resolve. Policy has been
slow and courage has been lacking. There is at
least an agreed package of sanctions against
President Putin, limited as they are. Theymaynot
be enough to break the stalemate.

Read It In Books
The campaign for universal literacy should be a national mission

Every so often a nation decides it needs amission.
Sometimes missions are thrust upon a country
and it has to achieve safety fromexternal threat. A
generation ago nations defined their missions to
conquer space. There is a candidate for a mission
for Britain that is a lot more down to earth. We
could ensure that all children learn to read well.
Aconsortiumof charities andeducationalorga-

nisations has begun a campaign called “Read On.
Get On” which has a deceptively simple aim —
that, by 2025, every child of 11 should be able to
read well enough that they can enjoy a work of
children’s literature, such as Treasure Island, or

indeed a newspaper such as The Times. At the
moment, a quarter of all children do not achieve
that minimum level, a proportion that rises to
45 per cent among poor white boys born in Brit-
ain. A report by the group shows that only Roma-
nia in theEuropeanUnionhas a larger gap in abil-
ity between the strongest and theweakest readers,
equivalent to 7 whole years of schooling.
Not that reading ability is entirely about school-

ing.Aquarterof all thepoorest familieshave fewer
than ten books in the home and one of the most
notable findings of recent research has been that
children, especially those from poorer homes, are

not reading enoughwith, or being read to by, their
parents. Fathers are particularly culpable and the
campaign is seeking to persuade all families to
read with their children for at least ten minutes
every day. Most of the text that some children are
seeing is a message on a mobile phone.
The boost to prosperity from a more literate

population is obvious, especially in this country, in
which the link between poor reading ability and
unemployment is stronger than it is in any other
developed nation. More than that, literacy opens
adoor intoenchantedworlds. Ina richnationsuch
as ours, there is no excuse for failing any child.

Daily Universal Register

UK: The Independent Press Standards
Organisation, the new newspaper regulator,
launches; Sir Philip Dilley takes up his post
as new Environment Agency chairman
Switzerland: England begin their Uefa Euro
2016 qualifying campaign away in Basle
US:Kei Nishikori meets Marin Cilic in the
men’s final of the USOpen tennis
World: International Literacy Day

Nightingales are
always elusive birds,
even when they are
singing. One can
stand beside a dense
blackthorn hedge
only a few feet from

a nightingale singing inside it, and never see
the bird. After they have finished breeding
and singing, usually in late June, they
become practically invisible. No one knows
what they do between then and their
migration back to Africa in early autumn.
No doubt they are feeding in the
undergrowth and building up their strength,
but they are small, skulking, dark-brown
birds, and few people ever see one then.
However, once they set off, they are
sometimes encountered along the coast,
especially the south coast. There were three
on Beachy Head in Sussex in mid-August.
Portland is an exceptional place for
birdwatching — a promontory that runs six
miles out into the English Channel. At the
weekend, besides the nightingale, there were
two quite rare visitors there — a barred
warbler and an ortolan bunting.
DERWENT MAY

Martin Freeman,
pictured, actor, Sherlock
(2010-), The Hobbit: The
Desolation of Smaug
(2013), 43; Jeannette
Altwegg, 1952 world
figure skating champion,
84; Timothy Cox, lord-

lieutenant of Warwickshire, 59; Anne
Diamond, TV presenter, 60;Michael Frayn,
playwright, Noises Off (1982) and novelist,
Spies (2002), 81; Fred Jarvis, general
secretary, National Union of Teachers
(1975-89), 90; Christopher Gibson-Smith,
chairman, London Stock Exchange, 69;
Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, composer, The
Lighthouse (1980) and conductor, 80;
Geoff Miller, chairman, England cricket
selectors (2008-2013), 62; Vice-Admiral Sir
Roy Newman, flag officer, Plymouth and
commander, Central Sub Area Eastern
Atlantic (1992-96), 78; Lady Patricia
Nutting, chair, Georgian Group (1999-), 73;
Bruce Sansom, director, Central School of
Ballet (2006-09), 51; Professor EH
Sondheimer, mathematician, 91;
Colonel Sir James Stirling of Garden,
chartered surveyor and lord-lieutenant of
Stirling and Falkirk (1983-2005), 84;
Reginald B Whellock, biologist, 100.

In 1944, London was hit for the first time by
a V2 rocket; in 1974, US President Gerald
Ford issued an unconditional pardon for any
offences his predecessor Richard Nixon
might have committed as President; in 1986,
General Augusto Pinochet, President of
Chile, survived an attempt on his life in the
Chilean capital, Santiago; in 1991, the
electorate of the Yugoslav republic of
Macedonia voted for their homeland to
become an independent state.

“You can’t learn too soon that the most useful
thing about a principle is that it can always be
sacrificed to expediency.”
W Somerset Maugham, The Circle

Nature notes
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Letters to the Editor

Corrections and
clarifications

The Times takes complaints about
editorial content seriously. We are
committed to abiding by the
Independent Press Standards
Organisation (“IPSO”) rules and
regulations and the Editors’ Code of
Practice that IPSO enforces.
Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email to
feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post to
Feedback, The Times, 1 London Bridge
Street, London SE1 9GF

1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

Iraqi Christians
Sir, We urge the government to
respond to the plight of 100,000
displaced Christians living in life-
threatening conditions in Erbil in
northern Iraq, who have been forced
to flee from the Islamic State’s brutal
persecution.
Although local Christian

communities have established a
handful of refugee centres, thousands
of people, including newborn babies
and the elderly, are packed into
church halls or tents. Others live in
steel structures and on the concrete
floors of unfinished buildings; many
people have no adequate shelter from
temperatures as high as 45C.
Although the UN, the Department

for International Development and
British non-government organisations
have responded quickly to
humanitarian needs, supported by the
British public, there is an urgent need
for a longer-term solution to ensure
lasting safety and stability: either “safe
havens” for those who wish to remain
in their own land (which has been
their home for 2000 years), or an
organised exodus. Many countries
have taken Syrian and Iraqi refugees.
Britain is conspicuous by its refusal.
We therefore urge the government to
grant some Iraqi Christian refugees
asylum in Britain.
UK bases in Cyprus would be an

ideal staging post to assist transport
from northern Iraq for those seeking
refugee status in other countries. Our
participation in the two Iraq wars has
implicated us in creating the current
situation. Hence, becoming intimately
involved in resolving the crisis would
help to rebuild good relations with
the Iraqi people.
baroness cox
lord alton of liverpool
lord dannatt
lord griffiths of burry port
lord curry of kirkharle
baroness hollins
lord mccoll of dulwich

‘Lost’ scientist
Sir, Andrew Billen (TV review, Sept 5)
was wrong to state that Robert
Watson-Watt was “excluded from the
annals of science and wartime
victory”. He was elected Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1941 and knighted in
1942, and after the war received other
significant awards. However, this
great engineer has sometimes been
called a physicist.
professor bj brinkworth, FREng
Waterlooville, Hants

How to deal with returning jihadists
Sir, The news that some
disillusioned jihadists are seeking
ways of returning to Britain offers
the government a possible way out
of its legal impasse (“Let us come
home, say young British jihadists”,
Sept 5). Given their reported belief
that “if they died fighting other
rebels or jihadist groups they might
not qualify for martyrdom and its
benefits in paradise”, there is
clearly a long way to go before
these fighters are ready to be
reintegrated into society.
Nevertheless the fact that they

seem prepared to undergo
mandatory deradicalisation
programmes and continuing
surveillance by the British
authorities suggests that it would be
worthwhile instituting a
rehabilitation programme rather
than simply denying British
passport-holders the right of
return, which would almost
certainly be illegal.
Components of the programme

would need to include a channel of
communication for willing
returnees to identify themselves
and to make safe and secure
arrangements for their return to
the UK; formal arrest on arrival in
the UK and remand to a dedicated
secure detention facility to enable
thorough debriefing, rehabilitation
and assessment of returnees prior
to release (or charge where

appropriate); and continuing
surveillance after release until the
authorities are satisfied that an
individual presents no security
threat.
The government is right to take a

tough line on terrorism and to
refuse re-entry if a suspected
jihadist would not be rendered
stateless, but for British passport-
holders who wish to return there
must be a way of facilitating this
while at the same time ensuring the
safety of the public.
michael patterson
Swineshead, Lincs

Sir, The idea that we might seek to
reintegrate young British Muslims
who become disillusioned with
killing in Syria and elsewhere is the
utmost folly (“Experts raise fears
over strategy to deal with Jihadists
back from war”, Sept 6).
Aside from providing a clear

route for terrorists back into the
UK, it would also send the
unambiguous signal that going off
to experiment with murderous
jihad abroad was a viable gap year
option.
shaun gregory
Professor of International Relations
Durham University

Sir, What an opportunity to
demonstrate the contrast between
the brutal, unforgiving philosophy

of the “Islamic State” and the
compassionate civilisation of a
Christian based society. The
proverb of the prodigal son springs
immediately to mind.
Moreover, the pragmatic view

that there is no stronger instrument
of transformation than a mind
driven by idealistic fervour that has
been changed by the personal
experience of a very different
reality is one that should not be
dismissed by equally entrenched
dogma on behalf of our own
authorities.
Many of the young men who went

out to fight were disillusioned by
the British reticence to engage in
the early days of the Syrian
uprising, and very likely felt
disempowered in their personal
lives.
A compassionate and intelligent

understanding of their motives, as
expressed by the German model,
would be much more constructive
in defeating extremism than a
punitive response to their desire to
return to what they now seem
happy to consider “home”. Putting
them in prison is not the answer,
but learning how to deal
constructively with their
undoubtedly traumatising
experiences would be educative for
us all.
ams hutton-wilson
Evercreech, Somerset

Hong Kong airport
Sir, Rather than the poorly conceived
Kansai airport (letter, Sept 5), surely
Hong Kong’s Chek Lap Kok airport is
a more apt comparison with “Boris
Island”. This massive project was
planned, designed and substantially
constructed under British rule using
mainly UK-based consultants. The
logistical constraints were greater than
the proposed new London airport. I
worked for a construction company on
the new airport, and like all the
contractors, our only access to the site
was by boat and barge. To reach Chek
Lap Kok, new underground and
overground rail lines, highways,
bridges and tunnels were built (at one
time 91 per cent of the world’s dredger
vessels were working in Hong Kong
waters). The new airport lifted Hong
Kong into the top rank of international
airports and was a massive boost to

Hong Kong’s economy after the
handover in 1997. The airport’s
infrastructure was also the spur to
large new developments served by the
new road and rail links. This would be
true for “Boris Island” too.
Surely if all this could be achieved

by us in Hong Kong, we could do it
equally well on our home turf?
brian sobey
Huyton, Liverpool

Women and faith
Sir, Bettany Hughes (report, Sept 5)
notes that Ancient Greek women were
“kept not only covered, but veiled”. By
the time of the Byzantine empire
women lived almost entirely separately
from men. When the Ottoman Turks
conquered Constantinople in 1453 they
imitated these Greek practices and
forced Muslim women, who had
previously been treated with much
greater equality and respect, to wear
veils and remain hidden in the Zenana
or Harem.
Many other inclusive and

democratic aspects of the earliest
days of Islam, Christianity and
Judaism seem to have been forgotten
by modern practitioners of those
faiths while negative innovations,
imposed by later bigots, are mistaken
for doctrine.
ralph lloyd-jones
Nottingham

WWI propaganda
Sir, It is interesting to see that the art
of wartime disinformation was
practised as early as the very
beginning of the First World War.
Your report from the Times Archive
(Sept 5) on “General Samsonoff’s
Bravery” states that Samsonoff “met
with a heroic end” when he and his
staff were killed by an exploding shell.
In fact Samsonoff committed

suicide by a bullet to his head after he
disastrously lost his army and the
Battle of Tannenberg. As Barbara
Tuchman recounts in The Guns of
August, “His body was later found by
the Germans and buried at
Willenberg, where in 1916, with the
help of the Red Cross, his widow was
able to retrieve it and bring it back for
burial in Russia.”
günter h maskort
Rochester, Kent

School cricket
Sir, Two weeks of school cricket in
July would benefit the game and
those involved enormously (letters,
Sept 3 & 5). Not only is the weather
warmer but the pitches harder and
faster, thereby giving batsmen more
confidence and bowlers more to think
about. The summer term was brought
forward several years ago to
accommodate an earlier exam
timetable, but this has led to
children playing in three sweaters on
soggy pitches.
jonathan carey
Weston, Hants

21st-century pipe
Sir, In our local pub last week there
was a man at the bar smoking an
e-pipe (letters, Sept 5 & 6). Who said
we don’t move with the times.
robin hughes
East Ogwell, Devon

Lingua franca
Sir, Latin can indeed prove useful
(letter 6 Sept). In 1896 my
grandfather, Sir James Mackenzie
Davidson, an opthalmologist, read of
Röntgen’s discovery of the x-ray and
went to Würzburg. The great man
spoke no English and he knew no
German, so they talked in Latin.
These discussions helped to develop
the stereoscopic x-ray. Röntgen
received the Nobel prize in 1901 and
in 1897 Sir James became a founding
member of what is now the British
Institute of Radiology.
lord davidson
Hatfield Peverel, Essex

At Bow Street Police Court
yesterday, Maximilian Walter Curtis
Duntz, 31, cigarette manufacturer,
of Green Street, Leicester Square,
W, was charged on remand with
failing to register himself.
When the prisoner was arrested,

he first said that he thought he was
a Norwegian, but did not know
where he was born; then that he
was born at sea and, finally, that he
was born in Berlin.

Detective-inspector Carlin stated
that the prisoner was enrolled as a
Special Constable in the name of
Walter Curtis six days before he
was arrested.
The prisoner, giving evidence,

said that as he had lived in England
for 16 years and did not owe
allegiance to Germany, he regarded
himself as a British subject.
Mr Hopkins: “We have kept ‘open

house’ for years, but we have not
come to that yet.”
In reply to the magistrate, the

prisoner said that the only reason
he changed his name was that
Duntz sounded very much like
“dunce”. He had no idea when he
joined the special constabulary that
only British-born subjects were
eligible.
The magistrate sentenced the

prisoner to the maximum term of
six months’ imprisonment, and
recommended him for deportation,
the effect of which, he said, might
be that he would be interned until
the end of the war.
Carl Linz, 53, a German

canvasser, of Railton Road, Brixton,

was charged at Lambeth with
traveling more than five miles from
his registered address without a
permit. It was stated that he had
visited Woolwich. Mr De Grey
directed a remand, and when bail
was suggested, replied: “No,
certainly not. Here is an alien
enemy going to Woolwich.”
Mr H. Sydney (for the defence):

“He went to Woolwich on business.”
Mr De Grey: “So he says. It may

be true, but I am not going to let
him out until I am quite satisfied
that it was so.”
At Marylebone the remanded

charge against William Norman
Bott, a mining engineer and Special
Constable for the City of London,
for failing to register was dismissed,
the magistrate saying that he had
established his defence. The
prisoner, it was stated, was
naturalised in 1885.

on this day september 9, 1914

GERMAN
AS SPECIAL
CONSTABLE

BBC’s poor taste

Sir, I am moved to ask why a
decapitation scene (report, Sept 5)
was contemplated, let alone
included, in a multigenerational
series such as Doctor Who, in the
first place?
peter graham-woollard
Colwinston, Vale of Glamorgan
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Scotland
Sir, Alex Salmond is keen to
compare an independent Scotland
with Norway (“Why Scotland will
never be Norway”, Sept 6).
Yet why has no one pointed out

that the average price of a “pint” in
Norway is two to three times that in
the UK?
chris hawkins
Newton Aycliffe, Co Durham

Sir, My late Scottish grandfather
perhaps held the key to saving the
Union. He declared: “You will nay
persuade a Scotsman by smothering
him in kisses or threatening him
with a stick”.
When I, a cheeky wee boy, asked

him why then he had married an
English woman, he replied: “Laddie, it
was the clink of coin”.
roger macdonald
Richmond, Surrey
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World
Isis poaches recruits from
al-Qaeda in Afghanistan
Jihadists from the Islamic State are
trying tobuildaglobal coalitionbeyond
the Middle East and have begun a
recruitment drive in the heartland of
the rival terrorist network al-Qaeda.
Supporters of Islamic State (Isis)

have been handing out a 12-page pam-
phlet entitled Fatah, or Victory, in and
around the Pakistani city of Peshawar,
say residents. The booklet, adorned
with picture of an AK-47, has appeared
in Afghan refugee camps near the city
aswell as in neighbouringAfghanistan.
The rugged tribal areas that straddle

the border have long been a hideout for
Islamist militants, but the appearance
of Isis propaganda in Pashto and Dari,
the main languages of the region,
suggest that the well-funded organisa-
tion is wooing young fighters from the
ranks of established insurgent groups
such as the Taliban.
The rise of Isis in Iraq and Syria, with

its video beheadings andmass summa-
ry killings, has made a strong impress-
ion on the jihadist community of South
Asia. Isis posted pictures at the week-
end of the second Lebanese soldier be-
headed by militants. Abbas Medlej, a
Shia, was captured when the jihadists
overran the Lebanese border town of
Arsal last month.
By contrast, older networks such as

al-Qaeda have struggled to make the
headlines. Jamat-ul Ahrar, a splinter
group of Pakistani Taliban fighters, has
already declared its support for Isis and
its cause of setting up a caliphate.
Pakistani security officials say they

are aware of the distribution of Isis ma-
terial, and that anyone involved will be
“crushed”. Pakistan’s army is involved
in an extended campaign to flush out
militants from the country’s remote
northwest.
Details of the recruitment drive

emerged as the United States opened a
new phase in its air campaign against
Isis, attacking near the critical Haditha

Dam,which provideswater and electri-
city to more than a million Iraqis.
The airstrikes against Isis armoured

vehicles at the dam 100miles outside of
Baghdad come in a critical week for
Iraq before the deadline on Thursday
for forming Iraq’s unity government.
The air campaign marks an expansion
of US operations and answers critics in
Iraqwhocomplained thatUSair power
had only been offered to Kurds.
President Obama will meet leaders

of Congress tomorrow and he is plan-
ning a speech on Wednesday setting
out his policy for dealingwith Isis. In an
interview for NBC’s Meet the Press re-
corded at the White House this week-
end, Mr Obama made clear: “The next
phase is now to start going on some
offence.”
Haider al-Abadi, Iraq’s new prime-

minister-in-waiting, has been left in no
doubt that broadermilitary and techni-
cal support from the US and Britain
hinges upon creating a unity govern-
ment which gives Sunnis and Kurds a
stake in the country’s future.
Mr Obama said he was “optimistic”

that the new government would be in
place this week. Outlining the speech
he will make onWednesday— the eve
of the 9/11 anniversary — he said he
would “describe what our game-plan is
going tobegoing forward”, adding: “But
this isnotgoing tobeanannouncement
aboutUS ground troops. This is not the
equivalent of the Iraq war.”
He said that the expandingoperation

was consistent with counter-terrorism
campaigns in places such as Yemen,
Somalia and Pakistan of the past five or

six years. He said: “The good news is
because of American leadership, we
have built a broad-based coalition in-
ternationally and regionally to be able
to deal with the problem.”
He called upon Sunni states—Saudi

Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Jordan
and Turkey — to “step up”, insisting
“they need to be involved”.
In a significant development yester-

day the Arab League added its voice to
the chorus from theNato conference in
Wales last week. Nabil Elaraby, the
secretary-general of the Arab League,
appealed to Arab countries to find the
political will to confront Isis and other
militant groups, describing them as an
existential threat.
Echoing language used by both Mr

ObamaandDavidCameron,MrElara-
by said what was needed from Arab
countrieswas a “clear and firmdecision
for a comprehensive confrontation” to
what he called “cancerous and terror-
ist” groups.
Mr Obama acknowledged that Isis

could not be defeated with airstrikes
alone, but said it would be a mistake to
send US troops into Syria. Noting that
thisweekmarks the 13th anniversary of
the September 11 attacks, he said he
would tell Americans that there was no
intelligence of “an immediate threat to
the homeland” from Isis.
“That’s not what this is about,” he

said, “but it is anorganisation if allowed
to control significant amounts of terri-
tory, to amass more resources, more
arms, to attractmore foreign fighters . . .
over time that could be a serious threat
to the homeland.
“We are not looking at sending tens

of thousands of American troops. We
are going to be part of an international
coalition carrying out airstrikes in
support of work on the ground carried
out by Iraqi troops, Kurdish troops,” he
said. “We are going to be able not just to
blunt the momentum of [Isis],” he said.
“We are going systematically to de-
grade their capabilities. We’re going to
shrink the territory that they control . . .
we are going to defeat them.”

Isis announced the beheading of a second Lebanese soldier with this Twitter image

Iraqi played dead in massacre of 1,700 comrades

Pakistan
Digby Lidstone Islamabad
David Taylor Washington

An Iraqi soldier who survived a mass
execution by fighters from Islamic
State, has told of lying for hours among
the bodies of slaughtered comrades
before making a miraculous escape.
AliHusseinKadhim, a Shia recruit in

the Iraqi army, was among hundreds of
troopsmurdered in a June killing spree
by thegroup, alsoknownas Isis.Theex-
ecution of up to 1,700 soldiers in Tikrit
is the deadliest sectarian massacre in
Iraq since the reignof SaddamHussein.
At the same time, a Yazidi girl held as

a sex slave said sheprayed tobekilled in
a US airstrike rather than endure fur-
ther torment.
Speaking to The New York Times, Mr

Kadhim, 23, said the jihadists forced
their Shia captives to sit in rows, before
killing them. Others were dragged to
the bank of the Tigris before being shot

in the head and dumped in the river.
When his captors opened fire on his
line, Mr Kadhim thought of his family.
“I sawmy daughter in mymind, say-

ing: ‘Father, Father’,” he said. Blood
spurted on his face from the dead
around him. He felt a bullet pass by his
head, and fell forward, pretending to be
hit, into the trench before them.
Stationed at the former US military

base of Camp Speicher in Tikrit, Mr
Kadhimwas among 3,000 soldiers who
fled when the blitzkrieg began. They
changed into civilian clothes and set off
on foot for Baghdad, 120miles south. It
was a bad mistake. They got only a few
miles before being caught by a group of
50 Isis fighters in armoured vehicles.
“They told us: ‘Don’t worry, we will

take you to Baghdad,”MrKadhim said.
“They tried to make us feel safe. They
tricked us.” The soldiers were paraded
through town before being herded on
to trucks and driven to the grounds of

one of Saddam’s former palaces for exe-
cution. Mr Kadhim lay for four hours
among the bodies of fallen comrades.
Whendarkness fell hecrept to the river,
hiding among the reeds. He was saved
by the courage of local Sunnis, who de-

fied Isis to give him shelter and a fake
ID, enabling him to escape.
Meanwhile, a Yazidi girl held by Isis

described the suffering of sex slaves in
northern Iraq. “I amtooashamed to say
what they do to us, and I don’t even
know the words to describe my tor-
ture,” theMayat, 17, told the Italiandaily
La Repubblica in a call made with a
phone thought tohavebeenprividedby
her captors. Captured lastmonth, she is
being held with about 40 women, and
said the men spared neither those with
small children nor girls under 13.
“Those are the ones who react worst

to this filth. There are some who have
stopped talking. One tore her hair out
and theyhave takenher away,” she said.
“I just wish the Americans would

hurry up and kill them all, or that they
hitmewith oneof their bombs, because
I don’t know how long I can stand it.
Theyhave already killedmybody.Now
they are killing my soul too.”

Iraq
Hugh Tomlinson

Ukrainian soldiers survey the damage

British ‘killer’
may have
been framed,
says judge

AUS judge has ordered federal author-
ities to release secret records that could
help to prove that a British business-
man sentenced to death for double
murder 27 years ago is innocent.
The order compels agencies includ-

ing the FBI and the Drug Enforcement
Agency to sharewith lawyers forKrish-
na Maharaj everything they know
about four narcotics conspirators who
witnesses claim carried out the killings
and framed him.
The four were killers, traffickers and

United States
Jacqui Goddard Miami

Ali Hussein Kadhim with his daughter
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Ukraine peace hope
fades as three cities
come under attack

Ukraine’speaceprocesswashangingby
a thread last night after repeated cease-
fire violations at the weekend left at
least one person dead.
Both sides blamed each other for

breaking the truceagreed inMinskonly
on Friday. It is unclear how much of a
political appetite there is to salvage it.
Fighting was reported in Donetsk

and Luhansk, the two largest cities in
the region, with the International Red
Cross forced to call off a delivery of
humanitarian aid to Luhansk.
Mariupol, the biggest city in the east

not in rebel hands, is braced for an in-
surgent assault after its eastern out-
skirts came under mortar and artillery
attackonSaturdaynight andagain yes-
terday. Gunfire was heard in the city.
An Amnesty International report

yesterday accused both sides of war
crimes including “indiscriminate shell-
ing, abductions, torture, and killings”.
A 33-year-old woman was killed in

Mariupol and four peoplewerewound-
ed on Saturday night, although it was
unclear whether the woman died in
shelling or after a shooting.
“They, terrorists, Russians, are trying

toscareus,” saidSlavik, aUkrainiansol-
dierafterUkrainianpositions inMariu-
pol came under fire. “They are lying all
the time. They are people with no hon-
our . . . Everyone saw us pulling out
tanks in line with the agreement. We
only left lightly armed people to man
checkpoints and thesemonsters violat-
ed every word of the agreement.”
Conquest of Mariupol by the rebels

would be a grievous blow to Ukraine’s
economy and open up a corridor of
Russian influence down to Crimea.
In the earlyhours of yesterdaymorn-

ing the separatist Donetsk People’s Re-
public posted a tweet saying: “The
armed forces of Novorossiya [the
rebels’ imperialist-era name for their
territories] are taking Mariupol.”
Russia’s permanent representative to

the Organisation for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE) said on
Friday that pro-Russian separatists
would “liberate” Mariupol. The OSCE,
which brokered the ceasefire talks in
Minsk, released details of the 12-point
protocol that Ukraine, Russia, the
rebels and theOSCEhave signed up to.
It includes provisions to “carry out

decentralisation of power” in the rebel-
held areas of Donetsk and Luhansk,
which will be allowed temporary self-
government before elections; to create
a buffer zone along the Ukraine-Rus-
sian border; and to remove “illegal
armed groups, military hardware, and
all fighters and mercenaries”.
Neither side has acknowledged that

the ceasefire had failed yet, and
Ukraine said it would honour it.
If the ceasefire collapses it is difficult

to seewhatKiev’sPlanBmightbe.Nato
has made it clear that it will not send
troops to support Kiev. If the fighting
resumes inearnestUkraine’s forceswill
almost certainly lose.
However, a Ukrainian presidential

aide said yesterday that fiveNato coun-
tries, including the US, have now
agreed to provide Ukraine with mili-
tary advisers andmodernweapons, but
all five countries denied the claim.
On Saturday the US announced a

£36 million non-lethal military aid
package to Ukraine, including body ar-
mour, radios, vehicles, thermal vision
devices and medical supplies.
PresidentPutin is suspiciousof closer

military co-operation between
Ukraine and Nato, and cited possible
Ukrainian Nato membership to justify
the annexation of Crimea.
The EU has prepared new economic

sanctions against Russia that could be
suspended if Moscow pulls troops out
of Ukraine and honours the ceasefires.
The Russian foreign ministry

pledged an unspecified “reaction” if the
sanctions were implemented and ac-
cused Brussels of supporting the “party
of war” in Kiev.
Leading article, page 20

Ukraine
Ben Hoyle Moscow
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Israelis rent their land
to Arabs as Torah tells
them to stop farming
Page 24

Close shave for Earth
after asteroid flies
too close for comfort
Page 25

Pistorius court prepares for judgment day

Everybody inSouthAfricahas anopin-
ion onwhat happened atOscar Pistori-
us’s house when his girlfriend was shot
dead in the early hours of Valentine’s
Day, 2013. Judge Thokozile Masipa’s,
however, is the one that matters.
Juries were abolished under apart-

heid, so the woman who has sat impas-
sively through the flights of rhetoric
and emotion in the seven-month
murder trial will, this Thursday, spell
out her version of exactly what the
Olympic and Paralympic athlete did—
and why.
She has listened to dozens of

witnesses, examined the reconstructed
toilet cubicle that has been an unlikely
feature of her court, and looked at
hundreds of pictures of Reeva
Steenkamp’s lifeless body and the
bloodied crime scene.

The judge, along with the many mil-
lions watching on television, has heard
Mr Pistorius’s version of what hap-
pened that night and that of his neme-
sis, the prosecutor Gerrie Nel, played
out over several months.
In gripping testimony punctuated by

retching, sobbing and wailing, Mr Pis-
torius described a quiet night at home
withhis girlfriend, yoga and eating sup-
per before going to bed. He described
waking up to bring some fans in from
the balcony and hearing a noise in the
bathroom—claiminghe thought itwas
an intruder.
He had to describe over and over,

under close examination from Mr Nel,
retrieving his gun from under his bed
without noticing whether or not Miss
Steenkampwas there, taking aim at the
locked lavatory door, and firing four
shots into the cubicle. He carried her
downstairs, where she died in his arms.
MrNel used testimony from the par-

alympian’sneighbours—whosaid they
heard a woman screaming before the
shots were fired — to argue that he
killedheronpurpose at the endof a ter-
rible argument.
Nineteenmonths afterMrPistorius’s

life changed for ever, it is about to
change again, this time dictated by a
black woman known to her friends as
Tilly. In South Africa, where despite 20
years of democracy, apartheid’s legacy
lives on, a black woman deciding the
fate of a rich, white Afrikaner man is a
powerful image.
ThisThursdayMrPistoriuswill learn

his fate, but for him and his legal team
Judge Masipa’s verdict will be only
another “version” of events. If he is
found guilty, he can appeal against the
verdict and the sentence, on the
grounds of a mistrial or his disability.
He has been out on bail since the be-

ginning of proceedings andmaywell be
allowed to stay out pending any appeal.

South Africa
Ruth Maclean Johannesburg

money-launderers for Pablo Escobar,
the leader of the Colombian Medellin
drugs cartel, whose lieutenants say
commissioned the shooting of Derrick
andDuaneMooYoung inRoom 1215 of
the DuPont Plaza Hotel in Miami in
1986.
“There is strong reason to believe

that theUSgovernmenthas exculpato-
ry documents that would help Mr Ma-
haraj prove his innocence,” said Clive
Stafford Smith, his British lawyer who
is the director of the human rights
charity Reprieve.
Urging the US government to

comply swiftly with the court’s or-
der, Mr Stafford Smith said: “The
government would surely not wish
to be party to covering up evi-
dence that may exonerate
an innocent person.”
Maharaj, 75, formerly

from Peckham, south
London, was convicted
in 1987 of murdering

the Moo Youngs and spent 15 years on
death row before his sentence was re-
duced to life imprisonment. He has al-
ways maintained his innocence, claims
since supported by Colombian cartel
figures.
A hearing will be held in Miami in

November to consider whether to re-
lease him or order a new trial.
The case has exposed allegations of

corruption in Florida’s law enforce-
ment and judicial systems in the 1980s

and beyond, with officers paid by
the cartels either to cover up evi-
dence or turn a blind eye as
cocaine worth billions of dollar-
spoured into the region and

bloody turf wars raged.
The latest court order,
granted by JudgeWilliam
Thomas, instructs the
government to hand
over all records in its
possession relating to
the criminal activi-
ties of four people the
defence considers
“critically relevant”.

after an attack on an army checkpoint in Mariupol. A 33-year-old woman died and four others were hurt in the city

Krishna Maharaj: 15
years on death row
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Chilling out Polar bears are beginning to gather near the town of Katovik (pop 239)
on the Barrier Islands in Alaska before reaching their peak numbers next month

Israelis dodge Bible law
by renting land to Arabs
In a fewweeks, just before the Jewish
newyear, one personwill become the
proud — albeit temporary — owner
of nearly half the country’s agricul-
tural land.
Thecomingyear, 5775 in theJewish

calendar, is a shmita, when Jewish-
owned farms in Israel must be left
fallow according to the Torah. It is
mentioned in Exodus 23:10 alongside
the weekly day of rest: “And six years
thou shalt sow thy land, and shalt
gather in the fruits thereof; but the
seventh year thou shalt let it rest and
lie still.”
The practice does not apply

abroad, and remains a bit obscure in
the diaspora. In Israel, though, it is a
source of controversy: prices jump,
farmers bicker about compensation
and rabbis argue over the rules. Dur-
ing the last shmita, in 2007, even the
Supreme Court got involved.
In the early days of the modern

state, when small farmers in largely
secular kibbutzim dominated, only a
few dozen acres were set aside.
In an indication of growing reli-

gious sentiment, the area left unculti-
vated has grown: 54,000 acres were
left fallow in 2000, and close to
100,000 in 2007, according to Keren
HaShvi’it, an organisation that pro-

vides funding for observant farmers.
The prohibition also applies to
gardens and even potted plants on
apartment balconies but not to
greenhouses. Yaakov Chaitovsky, a
rabbi, urged residents last month not
to pay their condominium dues un-
less their buildings observed the rule.
More than 6,500 farmers are ex-

pected to stop farming this year.They
will receive statecompensationbased
on previous earnings; in June the
Knesset approved a £16.8 million
budget, slightly less than in 2007.
Observant farmers are allowed

only to maintain their fields, and
fruits and vegetables that grow in fal-
low fields are free for anyone to pick.

A century ago, rabbis devised a
system allowing Jewish farmers to
sell their land to non-Jews for a year.
The government organises the sale,
typically to a single individual. Last
time, it was Colonel Hamada Gha-
nem, a Druze army officer, who
signed a post-dated cheque for £8 bil-
lion and took ownership of 430,000
acres of farmland.
However, food prices rise sharply

during the year. “[Last time] the
basics, tomatoes, cucumbers, some-
times they doubled or even tripled in
price,” said Moshe Smilowitz, a ven-
dor in a religious quarter of Jeru-
salem. “You see families buying less
than they normally would.”

Israel
Gregg Carsltrom Jerusalem

Cowboy builders wreck pyramid

Archaeologists fear that one of the
world’s oldest pyramids is about to
collapse because of botched recon-
struction efforts by a contractor that
Egyptian authorities are planning to
rehire this month.
The 4,600-year-old Step Pyramid

of Djoser at Saqqara, an ancient
necropolis about 20 miles south of
Cairo, was closed to the public after
the interior chambers were declared
unsafe.
Egypt’sMinistry of State forAntiq-

uities ordered the initial restoration
of the third dynasty tomb in 2008, to
save the pyramid’s structure, itsmaze
of underground tunnels andwall dec-
orations. It hired Shurbagy, an Egyp-
tian contractor, to start the repairs.
The project was frequently sus-
pended for lack of funds.
However, Egyptian ar-

chaeologists working in
Saqqara and the

nearby Dahshur necropolis told The
Times that Shurbagy, which had not
previously worked on preservation
projects, was responsible for contrib-
uting to the damage and the partial
collapse of the pyramid. They said
that the company was being rehired
to cover the tracks of the destruction.
The Step Pyramid was built in

about 2600BC to house the mummy
of King Djoser by Imhotep, his
master architect. It was initially clad
in white limestone, which has since
weathered away to leave the unusual
stepped shape.
“It’s criminal to ask them to come

back and pick up where they left off
andclearlydone sonooneknows just
howmuch damage has been inflicted
on the site,” said Amr, a senior
archaeologist who asked for his
identity to be concealed for fear of

recriminations.
“They used modern-day
materials instead of
taking samples from

the site and basing
theirmaterials on

that. We know
they forced
their equip-
ment in-

side, causing vibrations and so con-
siderable internal damage,” he said.
Ahmed, another archaeologist

who also requested anonymity, said
that several of the ministry’s engi-
neers who hadworked on the project
and complained about Shurbagy had
been fired. “They are putting con-
siderable pressure on the fragile
structure by adding new rocks on
top,” he said. “Plus they have been
over injecting epoxy [a resin used in
restoration] inside the pyramid, caus-
ing greater damage.”
The antiquities ministry has de-

nied the partial collapse of the Step
Pyramid. It maintains that the resto-
ration work was approved by Unesco
and undertaken using the latest tech-
nology and a team of experts.
However, the rehiring of Shurbagy

has caused uproar within the minis-
try, one of its employees said. “They
have been several reports filed inter-
nally saying that this restoration
should not go ahead andhighlighting
the problems of using modern mate-
rials,” said Mohamed Galal from the
pre-dynastic department. “This is the
oldest pyramid in the world. It is of
great value to the archaeological
community. We should stop this.”

Egypt
Bel Trew Cairo

Egyptians arrested over gay wedding video

Egypt’s top prosecutor has detained
seven men for “debauchery” after
they allegedly appeared in a video of
a same-sex wedding.
The clip, which the authorities said

was filmed in April, showed twomen
dressed in suits exchanging rings and
kissing briefly during a party on a
Nile river boat.
The prosector’s office ordered the

suspects to be detained for four days
pending investigations and accused

them of broadcasting footage that
“violates public decency”.
They called on investigators to

refer the group to trial “to protect
social values and mete out justice”.
Homosexuality is not illegal in

Egypt but since themilitary takeover
last July, dozensof gaymenhavebeen
arrested and at least 20 jailed under
laws criminalising “sexual deviance”
and “debauchery”. Their sentences
have ranged from three to 12 years.
The police are increasingly using

the internet to track down members

of the lesbian and gay community,,
trawling homosexual datingwebsites
to locate Egyptians and posting fake
profiles.
They also monitor YouTube and

Facebook, where copies of the gay
marriage video appeared.
Mohamed Bakir, a human rights

lawyer, said there were “many more
gay and transgender people we don’t
know about currently in prison”.
The prosecutor also ordered that

the men be physically examined to
check their sexual orientation.

The Step
Pyramid is
in danger

Many farmers will observe the Torah and leave their land fallow next year

DAVID SWINDLER / GUZELIAN

MENAHEM KAHANA / AFP / GETTY IMAGES
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Wake-up call for
Earth after near
miss with asteroid
United States
Jacqui Goddard Miami

An asteroid nicknamed Pitbull for its
small size but “scary demeanour” last
night flew closer to the Earth’s surface
than some TV satellites in what astro-
nomers saidwasa “very, very close call”.
At its nearest point to Earth, the 4.6

billion-year-old rock was expected to
have come within about 40,000 km
(25,000 miles) before passing safely
back out on a path towards the Sun.
Its discovery only a week ago was a

reminder of our planet’s vulnerability
to space debris. Last year, a meteor the

same size entered Earth’s atmosphere
and exploded 30km above Siberia, on
the same day as an asteroid skimmed
the planet by just 27,680 km.
“This has been a time of wake-up

calls, of seeing either these very close
nearmisses or actual hits onour planet.
Wehadone that crashed into theocean
earlier this year . . . so, pretty amazing
stuff,” said Bob Berman, an astronomer
at Slooh Community Observatory.
Calculations based on the asteroid’s

brightness as it drew closer to Earth es-
timated that it measured between
18.2mand 25.9m. By bouncing radar off
its surface as it reached its closest point
over New Zealand at 7.18pm UK time

last night, Nasa hoped to get precise
readings.
Though not visible to the naked eye,

an armyof astronomers caught glimps-
es through telescopes. Themeteor that
exploded over the Russian city of
Chelyabinsk, measured 20m, glowed
30 timesbrighter than theSun, released
the energy of 20 atomic bombs,
damaged 7,200 buildings in six cities
and injured more than 1,500 people.
AlthoughNasahas catalogued about

95 per cent of near-Earth asteroids
wider than 1km — known as potential
“city killers” — it has identified and
tracked only one per cent of the mil-
lions more measuring 30m or less.
In an effort to improve knowledge of

potential threats, Nasa last year
launched the Asteroid Grand Chal-
lenge, callingonall astronomers tohelp
its sky survey.
“While not imminent, the threat is

real andwe need a team of the best and
the brightest working on it together,”
said Nasa.
Dr Dan Brown, an astronomy expert

at Nottingham Trent University, said:
“While this one isn’t a threat, some-
where out there there’s a rock with our
name on it,” he added.
Paul Cox, the technical and research

director at Slooh, said: “We continue to
discover these potentially hazardous
asteroids — sometimes only days
before theymake their close approach-
es to Earth. We need to find them
before they find us.”
Other initiatives to improve planet-

ary defence include work by the B612
Foundation, an organisation founded
by former Nasa astronauts, scientists
and engineers, which plans to launch
the Sentinel Space Telescope, the first
privately-funded asteroid-hunting
space observatory, by 2018. The project
would place a telescope in orbit around
theSun togazebackatEarthanddetect
asteroids, using an infra-red detector.
The B612 Foundation said that Pit-

bull’s sudden appearance “is another
reminder of how mapping our inner
solar system with the Sentinel Space
Telescope will give us years of advance
warning, not days”.

Cannon gives
salmon a
flying start

Humans do not make life easy for
salmon. Inparticular, thehabitofbuild-
ing dams across rivers complicates the
upstreamvoyages the fishmustmake to
reach spawning grounds.
Now, though, a new invention pro-

mises to make migration slightly less
arduous: the “Salmon Cannon”.
The device sucks live fish through a

tube at about 22mph, enabling them to
bypass artificial barriers. They are then
shot out the other side, unharmed, to
continue their travels.
In the state of Washington, it has

been tested to help transport chinook
salmon past dams on the Columbia
River, and the company behind it —
Whooshh Innovations — believes it is
less traumatic than alternatives.
In the past, when salmon have been

unable to migrate on their own, they
have been caught and then transported
in trucks. Fish ladders can be built, but
they work only for small obstacles, and
are no good for hydroelectric dams.
The cannon’s tube creates a seal

around a fish, a mist keeps its gills wet,
eyes moist and protective coat of slime
intact, while an electric pump creates a
pressure differential. The system can
transport a fish for 35 metres, but
Whooshh believes that greater distan-
ces are possible.
The technology was originally de-

signed to transport apples and pears in
orchards. “One day we put a fish in the
fruit tube” said Todd Deligan, the vice
president of Whooshh. “It went flying,
and we were like: ‘Check that out’.”

Bill Gates makes history for US schools

Bill Gates is planning to revolutionise
how history is taught in American
schools, havingbeen inspiredbyaDVD
he watched while on a treadmill.
In 2008, after stepping down from

Microsoft, he began to watch self-
improvement DVDs . He found one
especially engaging: taught by David
Christian, an American historian, it
sought to summarise the history of the

universe — 14 billion years — by using
knowledge from various disciplines,
such as anthropology, economics,
physics and astronomy.
“Itwasvery clarifying,”MrGates told

The New York Times. “I thought, God,
everybody should watch this thing!”
He met Professor Christian, to float

the idea of bringing his “BigHistory” to
schools in the hope that it would be-
come “a framework for all knowledge”.
Mr Gates offered to pay and assem-

bled experts who have developed a
website designed to serve as an online
textbook.
Professor Christian says that he

blends academic disciplines with the
aim of producing “a single coherent
story that will explain how everything
came to be the way it is . . . and perhaps
where everything is going”.
Big History is being offered free to

about 1,200 schools. If it is a success,
thousands more will be added.

Last farewell Melissa Rivers and her son, Cooper Endicott, 13, at the funeral of her
mother, the comedian Joan Rivers, who was cremated in New York yesterday
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Pope seizes control
of souvenir sales

Technological progress and the re-
formist zeal of the Pope have combined
to end the sale of the Vatican’s famous
parchments through souvenir shops
and put themwithin reach of anyone in
the world with access to the internet.
Ornate papal blessings to mark im-

portant church events, such as bap-
tisms,weddingsandordinations, canbe
bought in dozens of souvenir shops
around the Vatican, but Francis has de-
cided todiscontinue the lucrative trade.
The papal almoner, who is responsi-

ble for disbursing the Pope’s charitable
payments, has written to about 50 sou-
venir shops and bookshops in the vicin-
ity of the Holy See to say that the
Vatican will not be renewing its licence
for the blessings in the new year.
The shops pay €3 (£2.40) for a

Vatican seal and the signature of Arch-
bishopKonradKrajewski, the almoner,
and can then sell the decorative parch-
ments for up to €50.
The practice was introduced by Pope

Leo XIII over a century ago, in order to
endow the Vatican’s charity office with
the financial resources it needed. Local
souvenir shops became increasingly in-
volved in the tradeafter theholy year of
1950, when the tiny almoner’s office
found that it could not keep up with
growing demand from pilgrims.
Now the Pope has decided that the

parchments should all be sourced from

inside theVatican. The internet and the
introduction of an online payment
system will make the sale of authentic
“made inVatican” parchments a reality.
Instead of only €3 going to charity,

the profit generated by each blessing
will go to the Pope’s charities, the Vati-
can says. Mindful of the sin of simony,
the exchange of spiritual advantages
for things of material value, the almon-
er’s office points out that “the granting
of the papal blessing is absolutely free”
and the payment is to cover the cost of
the parchment, wrapping and postage.
“All money paid to the Elemosineria

Apostolica for blessings is used for the
Holy Father’s works of charity,” it says.
Parchments ordered directly from

the Vatican can cost up to €40, includ-
ing postage. The Vatican will continue
to outsource calligraphy services for its
elaborate documents to orders of clois-
tered nuns, while its dozen in-house
scribes work to satisfy global demand.
Last year thanks to thePope’s soaring

popularity requests for the blessings in-
creased by 50 per cent, to 340,000, and
enabled the almoner to distribute some
€1.2 million to the poor, mainly in Italy.
Archbishop Krajewski gets his

instruction directly from the Pope.
Every morning a Vatican gendarme
goes fromthePope’s residence to theal-
moner’s office across the Vatican gar-
dens, bringing abundle of letters sent to
Francis asking for help. On each letter,
the Pope might write “You know what
to do”, or “Go talk to them”.

Italy
Philip Willan Rome

XINHUA /LANDOV/BARCROFT MEDIA

We are fed up
with Hollande,
French say
France
Charles Bremner Paris

President Hollande has vowed to wea-
ther the storm of unpopularity even
though a poll yesterday suggested that
84 per cent of the French did not want
him to stand for election again.
MrHollande, 60, brushed off sugges-

tions that he should resign, because his
credibility had been demolished by the
stagnating economy and embarrassing
disclosures about his private life.
The socialist leader told his staff on

Saturday night that he had a “duty, in
the name of the Republic, to display a
solid character”.
A poll by Ifop for Le Journal du Dim-

anche reported that 71 per cent of
people who voted for him in 2012 did
not want him to seek a second term.
Colleagues of the president acknowl-
edged that he had just endured “two
black weeks” with a cabinet crisis and a
kiss-and-tell book byValérie Trierweil-
er, his former partner. Friends dis-
missed as nonsense her claims that he
secretly despised theworking class that
his party defends.
Mr Hollande is benefiting from the

untouchability of incumbents. With
the centre-right opposition in turmoil,
only the National Front is demanding
that he dissolve parliament. His gov-
ernment faces a vote of confidence on
September 18, which it is almost certain
towin, but his tenurewill be unaffected
even if it is defeated.

Hive of activity A beekeeper sets about the precarious task of checking his hives,
which are on a cliff face at Shennongjia nature reserve in Hubei province, China
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German toll roads
target foreigners
Berlin A plan to introduce
toll roads in Germany
that would earn money
from foreigners but not
locals could end up
costing the government
more than it makes.
Under the plan, which has
divided Angela Merkel’s
coalition, German drivers
would have to pay the toll
but their car taxes would
be cut, so only foreign
drivers would lose out.
Leaked government
documents suggest it may
breach the constitution
and EU rules. (Reuters)

Death penalty for
Afghan rape gang
Kabul Seven men who
posed as policemen to
drag four women from
their car before robbing,
beating and gang raping
them have been given the
death sentence. The crime
sparked national outrage
and their trial was shown
live on TV. (Reuters)

Abbas may end
unity with Hamas
RamallahMahmoud
Abbas, the Palestinian
president, has threatened
to break off a unity
agreement with Hamas if
it does not allow the
government to operate
properly in the Gaza strip.
It drew an angry reaction
from Hamas. (AFP)

Monsoon floods
leave 300 dead
Srinagar Landslides and
flash floods triggered by
five days of monsoon
rains have killed almost
300 people in northern
India and Pakistan.
Thousands of people are
stranded in their homes
as floodwaters submerged
many villages. (AP)

FROM OUR
CORRESPONDENT

It was 200 years ago that a skirmish
with the British led a young lawyer
to write the Star-Spangled Banner

W
hich is the best:
Jimi Hendrix’s
howling
instrumental at
Woodstock or

Whitney Houston’s vocal acrobatics
at the 1991 Super Bowl?
The Star-Spangled Banner is one

of the world’s most unavoidable

songs, pulling people to their feet at
every American sports stadium as
amateurs try to hit the “land of the
freeeee” top note before a ball is
kicked or a pitch is thrown.
And stirring though it is, Brits

usually blush a little, knowing we
were the enemies of freedom that
Francis Scott Key had in mind when
he wrote his lyrics 200 years ago.
This week, at a fort in Baltimore

harbour, the story of the anthem
will be celebrated in homage to the
giant flag that started it all.
For Britons, the anniversary is a

reminder of our own foul play,
although Sir Peter Westmacott, our
ambassador, tells audiences: “Well,
yes we did set fire to your White
House, but you got that lovely
national anthem out of it”.

But no amount of soft diplomacy
can quite supplant the central place
in American culture of the cold-
hearted British villain — even
Jaguar car adverts have our leading
men obsessing about power under
the slogan “Good To Be Bad”.
Yet while every US citizen knows

the first verse, the conflict that gave
America its “Home of the Brave”
rallying cry is mostly forgotten, a
dull draw between the Civil War
and the Revolutionary War.
Key, a lawyer sent to negotiate

the release of prisoners, was on the
deck of a British ship in Chesapeake
Bay on September 14, 1814, when a
25-hour barrage of Fort McHenry
came to a fruitless end, and a Stars
and Stripes flag measuring 30 by 42
feet continued to stream over the
ramparts. As the British sailed
away, Key wrote four verses on the
back of a letter, and set it to a
popular British tune. It became the
national anthem in 1931.
It takes about 20 minutes to walk

from our Washington office to the

National Museum of American
History, and, on the way, I counted
101 American flags and one teenage
boy in a pair of stars-and-stripes
sneakers. Today, the original Fort
McHenry flag (wool bunting with
cotton stars) is kept under low light
and behind glass at the museum.
The flag is still 30ft deep, but has a
ragged edge and has lost 8ft from its
length, after 19th century patriots
were allowed to snip souvenirs.
The war and the power of Key’s

words still make Americans
emotional — one senior Republican
told me of a boat trip he took
following the course of the 1814
skirmishes along the Chesapeake.
As they reached Fort McHenry
tears ran down his cheeks.
Patriotism comes in different

forms, and the exhibition includes
images of the flag born aloft by
Marines at Iwo Jima, the Ku Klux
Klan on a 1925 march, and civil
rights marchers in Selma, Alabama.
Finally, there is the sound of

Hendrix torturing the anthem in
protest against the Vietnam War.
A woman with her grandson,

pointed out his picture: “That’s Jimi
Hendrix — he played it in a very
strange way and I saw him the last
time he played it in America,” she
said, with a pride Francis Scott Key
might have recognised.

Francis Scott Key saw the barrage of Fort McHenry by the dawn’s early light

David Taylor
WASHINGTON

ED VEBELL / GETTY IMAGES
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Alibaba to help UK
firms fight the fakes
Leo Lewis Beijing
Alexandra Frean US Business Editor

British brands fighting the onslaught
of Chinese counterfeiters have secured
a landmark agreement from Alibaba,
the internet commerce titan whose
imminent listing in New York will vie
to be the largest flotation in corporate
history.
Alibaba begins its roadshow to

potential investors today as the com-
pany seeks to raise about $21 billionand
persuade the market that an opaque
Chinese company with a controversial
management structure and eccentric
mix of businesses should command a
valuation in excess of $160 billion.
The roadshow will span three conti-

nents with a hundred meetings in ten
days, marketing an IPO that is due to
start trading on September 18.
As bankers put the finishing touches

to presentations to be made in New
York, London, Singapore, Hong Kong
and Los Angeles, a deal has emerged
between the Hangzhou-based com-
pany and the China-Britain Business
Council (CBBC).
The accord will make it significantly

easier for British companies to shut
down Chinese firms that use Alibaba’s

huge online trading platform, Taobao,
to peddle rip-off goods.
Brokers trying to frame Alibaba’s

business for non-Chinese investors
describe it as a cross between Amazon
and eBay. In fact, at $240billion of
goods for sale last year, it handlesmore
ecommerce than those twogiants com-
bined and has an active customer base
in China that comes close to the entire
population of the United States. Last
year the company, founded and led by
the eccentric entrepreneur Jack Ma,
reported profits of $3.5 billion.
Nevertheless, lawyers in China have

described Taobao as a vigorously ex-
ploited hotbed of intellectual property
abuse, where fake versions of famous
international brands are sold routinely.
According to one estimate, 80 per cent
of the goods being offered via Alibaba’s
platform are rip-offs.
The agreement betweenAlibaba and

Britain comesaftermonthsof efforts by
the Chinese business to boost its image
abroad: the same lawyers who have
fought hard to shut down the websites
of fakers on Taobao say that in a coun-
try notorious for counterfeiting, Aliba-
ba stands out for trying to cleanse its
online shopping mall of criminality.
There remain significant obstacles for

companies fighting to protect their
brands—problems, fundmanagers say,
that are likely to add to scepticism of
Alibaba as a “clean” investment proxy
for the growth of Chinese ecommerce.
The new memorandum of under-

standing between Alibaba and the
CBBC streamlines British companies’
ability to navigate China’s complex
“take-down”process—themechanism
that allows abrandor intellectual prop-
erty holder to have traders in fake
goods taken offline.
Under existing rules, a British com-

pany must prove that a product being
sold on Taobao is a fake, but, critically,
cannot use the exceptionally low price
tags on those products as evidence that
they are counterfeit.
The new deal — which, for now,

places British companies at an advan-
tage to foreign rivals — will allow IP
holders to notify Alibaba of an alleged
infringementand lets theChinesecom-
pany take more immediate action if it
sees merit in the complaint.
Baroness Neville-Rolfe, the govern-

mentminister for intellectual property,
described the deal as an “historic
enforcement agreement . . . It sets an
example that I hope other businesses
will follow.”

Was it simply the
sins of the father?

T
here is no worse suffering
for a parent than the death
of a child. So it is possible
to feel sorry for Bernard
Madoff, the biggest con

artist in Wall Street history, who has
lost both his sons since he began
serving a 150-year prison sentence
in 2009.
Mark, Madoff’s elder son, hanged

himself four years ago. Last week
Andrew, the fraudster’s younger son,
succumbed to mantle cell
lymphoma at the age of 48. It is
almost as if a biblical form of
vengeance is being wreaked upon
the family.
Before his death, Andrew blamed

his father both for his brother’s
suicide and for his own illness,
telling People magazine that the
financial scandal “killed my brother
quickly and it’s killing me slowly”.
This brutal remark was consistent
with the pair’s insistence that they
had no idea the financial empire in
which they both held senior
positions was based on a $65 billion
Ponzi scheme. The brothers stuck
rigidly to this story to the bitter end.
Yet it is deeply implausible.
Madoff’s empire had two arms:

investment management and
trading. Mark and Andrew helped
to run the trading business. Legal
documents filed in July by Irving
Picard, a trustee seeking to win
compensation for victims, revealed
that they each had seven personal
accounts at the corrupt-to-the-core
fund management business.
Mark, over the years, put $381,393

into his accounts, but withdrew
$18.7million. His brother invested
$569,006 and enjoyed a “return” of
$17.2 million. Statements showed
every single purported trade made
on their behalf, between 1987 and
1997, was profitably “in the money”
— defying recessions, the dotcom
bust and the September 11 attacks.
Both educated at top universities,

the two brothers held Wall Street
securities licences and chaired
committees on best practice in
trading. Yet apparently they never
queried these impossible returns, or
wondered why a $65billion business
was audited by a three-person
accountancy firm based in a
suburban shopping centre. On top
of their phony investment gains, the
two men received staggering pay
packets: Mark received $33.5million
between 1993 and 2008, while
Andrew got $34.2 million.
Four close associates of Madoff

senior, including the fraudster’s
brother Peter, have pleaded guilty to
acting as accomplices. A further six
employees have been convicted
after trials. Yet Andrew and Mark,
so close to the old man, knew
nothing? A High Court judge in
London ruled last year that there
was insufficient evidence to bring a
case against them under English
law. And they’ve taken their secrets
to the grave. But if they really didn’t
know, they were wilfully covering
their eyes and ears.

A hill of beans

Sainsbury’s answer to a vicious
supermarket price war is a joint
venture with Denmark’s Dansk

Supermarked to open 15 Netto
discount outlets in the north of
England, selling groceries in bulk on
a “pile ’em high, sell ’em cheap”
basis.
One of the first, likely to open in

November, will be carved out of a
corner of a Sainsbury’s superstore at
Heaton Park, Manchester, where
10,000 of the site’s 100,000 sq ft of
floor space will be given to Netto.
This discount shop will have a

separate entrance but will be in the
same building. Such proximity raises
some curious questions. The point
of Netto is that it will be cheaper. So
is Sainsbury’s planning to stock, for
example, Heinz baked beans at two
different prices on the same location
— a normal price in the Sainsbury’s
supermarket and at a cheaper price
on Netto’s shelves within the same
building? This is shaping up to be an
intriguing retail experiment.

Secret of this bust

In happier times for the skimpy
underwear trade back in 2008, the
La Senza lingerie chain had a

shop in just about every sizeable
town in Britain: it employed 2,650
full and part-time staff at 117 stores.
But after falling into administration
twice, the business has been
consigned to the graveyard of retail
failures. The final shops will shut
shortly, with staff sent home nursing
their P45s.
So far, so unexceptional. Plenty of

familiar shopping names have gone
bust during Britain’s prolonged
economic downturn. Except that
there are persistent whispers that La
Senza could have been saved.
Part of the chain’s problem, it

seems, is that the La Senza brand is
owned by L Brands, an American
multinational, which had an
exclusive deal to supply all the
British shops’ stock. More than a
dozen potential rescuers came
forward and held talks with PwC,
the administrator. None was willing
to take on La Senza without some
wiggle room over pricing on this
supply deal from L Brands.
Why wasn’t L Brands willing to be

flexible to save the business? It isn’t
saying and has ignored requests for
comment. But it is surely no
coincidence that L Brands owns
Victoria’s Secret, a more upmarket
brand, which has opened seven
shops in Britain since arriving here
in 2012. It may be that L Brands felt
that La Senza was cannibalising
higher-margin sales at Victoria’s
Secret and the chain was left
twisting in the wind through a
ruthless commercial decision taken
around a boardroom table in Ohio.

andrew.clark@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Andrew Clark

The parrot may have
kicked the bucket,
but the success of

broadcasts such as the last
live Monty Python stage
show in July suggest that
UKTV is in rude health
(Dominic Walsh writes).
The owner of channels

including Dave and Gold

said that investment in
content and distribution
deals was “really paying
off” as it reported a 6.1 per
cent increase in 2013
revenues to a record
£278million. Underlying

earnings fell 6per cent to
£67.4 million as it invested
in content and channels,
although after stripping
out such costs earnings
rose by 7 per cent to
£76.7million.

Circus stars
are pure Gold

DAVE J HOGAN / GETTY IMAGES
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Need to know Your 5-minute digest

The week ahead

today

Associated British Foods, the
owner of the Primark discount
retail chain, has had an
impressive year, with booming
sales of cut-price T-shirts and
jackets offsetting weak sugar
prices in its food business. The
shares have risen by 57 per
cent over the past 12 months.
A trading update is likely to
reveal that margins at its
British Sugar division remain
under pressure but analysts
expect like-for-like sales
growth for the summer of
about 4 per cent at Primark.
Interims: Medical Group
Investments; Green Reit;
Escher; Pennant International
Finals: Dechra
Meetings: Bacit
Trading Statement: Associated
British Foods

tuesday

Dixons Carphone, the recently
merged consumer electronics
company, is very excited about
its first set of results since the
deal. “Our Q1 Trading Update
next Tuesday 9th September!”
it breathlessly tweeted from its
corporate account. The shares,
which tanked on the day of the
merger, have recovered largely
because of Vodafone’s decision
to cut ties with Phones 4u,
Carphone’s arch rival. Dixons
Carphone is also celebrating its
entry to the FTSE 100 this
week. Investec expects
“positive trading numbers”
with a rebound in Britain and
Northern Europe but says that
strong comparative figures
mean like-for-like sales will
decline.
Interims: Synety; Safecharge
International; Hilton Food
Group; Martinco; HaloSource;
Dalata Hotel Group
Finals: Abcam; ISG; Geong
International; Hargreaves
Services
Trading Statement: Dixons
Carphone
Economics: UK: trade balance
(July); manufacturing
production (July); industrial
production (July)

wednesday

Conditions in France’s DIY
market will be the focus as
Kingfisher, the owner of B&Q
and Screwfix, reveals its
half-year results. Kingfisher
admitted in July that consumer
demand was proving weak at
Castorama, its French arm,
and Sir Ian Cheshire, the chief
executive, is likely to be
quizzed about recent trading.
Analysts expect underlying
profits to be broadly
unchanged on last year’s figure
of £365 million.
Interims: Kingfisher; Alkane
Energy; Optimal Pay;
Advanced Medical Solutions
Group; Accesso Technology
Group; Alliance Pharma;
Corero Network Security;
Belvoir Lettings
Finals: Barratt Developments;
Thorntons; PureCircle;
McBride

Meetings: Greene King;
Mwana Africa; ITM Power;
BATM Advanced
Communications
Trading Statement: Sports
Direct International

thursday

Almost six months have gone
by since a severe profit
warning sent Morrisons into a
tailspin and prompted a
change in strategy by Dalton
Philips, the supermarket
chain’s embattled chief
executive.
Mr Philips promised deep

price cuts to try to compete
with the likes of Aldi and Lidl,
together with an aggressive
expansion of Morrisons’
embryonic delivery service for
online customers. Mr Philips
has a large number of scornful
critics including the chain’s life
president, Sir Ken Morrison,
who described the company’s
strategy as “bulls**t” at a
stormy recent annual meeting.
Morrisons will be under

pressure to show some early
signs of improvement in its
half-year results. Analysts at
Jefferies expect profits of about
£172 million, down from
£344 million a year ago.
Interims: John Lewis
Partnership; Next; Morrison
(Wm) Supermarkets; Ocado
Group; M&C Saatchi; Verona
Pharma; Futura Medical
Final results: Ashmore Group;
Ricardo; Dunelm Group
Meetings: Entertainment One
Group; Lonmin; Ortac
Resources; South African
Property Opportunities;
Accsys Technologies
Trading Statement: Home
Retail Group; Darty
Economics: UK: RICS house
price balance (Aug); Europe:
ECB publishes monthly report;
US: Monthly budget statement
(Aug)

friday

As happens so often with JD
Wetherspoon, the pub
operator’s final results will be
all about rising like-for-like
sales and falling margins. Tim
Martin, the chairman and
founder, is no follower of City
fashions and so long as he can
keep earnings moving
forwards, his priority will
remain keeping prices to the
customer as low as he can.
Although the benefits of a
food-led 5 per cent increase in
like-for-like sales will be be
wiped out by a 60-basis point
fall in margins, the opening of
45 new pubs, including the first
in the Republic of Ireland,
should push pre-tax profits
modestly better to about
£78 million, up 1.4 per cent.
Analysts pointed out that it
would be the fifth straight year
of margin erosion, and a sixth
looks to be in prospect as Mr
Martin, who retains a 27 per
cent stake, sticks with his tried
and tested formula. At Friday’s
close of 760p, his stake was
worth £254 million.
Finals: Wetherspoon (JD)
Meetings: Evocutis; Sacoil
Holdings
Trading Statement: SThree
Economics: UK: construction
output (July); US: retail sales

Gilt-edged conspiracy theories
MartinWaller Trade Secrets

T
here is something
about the gold
market that attracts
conspiracy theorists.
This may be because

traditionally the precious
metal is the ultimate haven
for those trying to insulate
themselves and their savings
from hard times.
So often gold is bought by

those who at the same time
are stocking up on tinned
baked beans and AK-47s for
the impending apocalypse.
Such people tend to have a
skewed view of the world.
To take one persistent

myth, it is implausible that the
gold now stored by the Bank
of England is, in fact, much
cheaper tungsten, covered
with gold leaf, although
tungsten does, indeed, have a
similar weight to gold.
Another: the actress who was
painted all over with it in the
James Bond film Goldfinger
did not die of asphyxiation.
Yet the action of the gold

price this year has been
decidedly odd, and it has
given rise to some equally odd
speculation. With Ukraine
and the Middle East aflame,
one might expect the price to
have risen sharply. In fact, a
glance at the graph shows
that it rose from about $1,000
an ounce five years ago to top
out at more than $1,900 in
September 2011.
Then it plunged sharply to

bottom out at less than $1,200
in December last year and has
traded in a relatively narrow
range since, ending last week
at about $1,267.
One might expect it to soar

in response to those
geopolitical crises. I have been
asking market participants
why it has not.
To start with the least

plausible and work upwards:
there have been suspicions in
the past that the authorities,

presumably meaning various
central banks though the
International Monetary Fund
is also mentioned, have been
intervening in the markets to
stabilise commodities prices.
If this is happening in gold,
through the sale of some of
their reserves, this works for
only so long, as earlier efforts
to control precious metals
markets have shown.
Second, Chinese banks

undoubtedly have been
increasing their buying of the
precious metal. A squeeze on
borrowing has made it
difficult for them to extend
fresh funds to their industrial
clients. Instead, and this is a
fact, they have been indulging
in gold-based financing for at
least the past year. The
customer borrows the metal,

uses it to fund their business
and then repays it after a
given period.
Several banks are known to

have increased their holdings
in gold by startling amounts.
Against this, a World Gold
Council report suggested that
actual Chinese physical
consumption fell by 52 per
cent in the second quarter as
less gold was bought because
of the clampdown in
corruption, which limited its
use as gifts.
This brings us on to the

third factor. The other use of
gold is to go into jewellery. In
the huge markets of India and
China, it is traditional to give
gold as presents. The slowing
Chinese economy, and the
devaluation of the rupee,
increasing the cost of

imported goods and taking
cash out of the Indian market,
will have reduced
consumption accordingly.
There is a seasonal aspect,
too, as one observer pointed
out. Most of the gold used in
jewellery for the Christmas
market this year has probably
already been sourced.
The fourth factor is the

relative strength of the dollar
and world stock markets. The
last gives investors
somewhere else to store their
cash. The relationship
between gold and the dollar is
an inverse one: when one
rises, the other tends to fall,
because funds towards one
flow from the other. The
greenback has risen this year
by 5 per cent against the
sickly euro, for example.
A note last week from Jon

Bergtheil, of Citi, is sceptical
about whether it is
worthwhile to try to
second-guess the movement
in the gold price, given the
inevitable small rallies and
dips that one gets in an
extended bear market. He
expects the price of gold to
show small rises in coming
years, forecasting $1,420 by
2018. He, therefore, is bearish
on gold producers, even
top-quality ones such as
Randgold Resources and
Fresnillo.
I am inclined to agree that

forecasting, in this case, is a
mug’s game. However, if the
price is, indeed, being
distorted by Chinese banks,
central bank intervention or a
temporary suppression of
demand, then gold could
rebound very sharply when
distortion ceases.
Mind you, I think I read

somewhere on the internet
that the whole gold market is
being rigged by green-skinned
lizards from Venus, walking
among us in disguise.

Company Change

Perform Received takeover approach 27.2%

Lamprell Improving market sentiment 12.0%

Just Eat Analyst upgrade after better than expected performance 10.0%

Supergroup Strong sales and rising sentiment 10.0%

Thomas Cook Further progress on restructuring 9.1%

Booker Poor market reaction to investor stake sale -8.3%

Foxtons Disappointment at BC Partners’ decision to sell stake -9.6%

Fresnillo Pressure on gold and China iron ore prices -9.8%

Low & Bonar Challenging market conditions -17.5%

NewWorld ResourcesMarkets react to debt restructuring -29.7%

The week’s biggest movers

World markets
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What the papers said

THE SUNDAY TIMES SUNDAY TELEGRAPH MAIL ON SUNDAY

6Bonuses: The Treasury is to
clash with the European
Union in an effort to overturn
a cap on bankers’ bonuses,
arguing that the rules are an
unjustified intrusion.
6Co-operative Group:
Odgers Berndston, the
headhunter, has been hired to
find the Co-op’s first
independent chairman.
6BT: Rivals have criticised
the telecoms group’s
monopoly on high capacity
data links, casting a shadow
over the long-term prospects

of its Openreach
network, which
fundings ventures in
sport and mobile.
6Hobbs: The fashion
brand beloved by the
Duchess of
Cambridge, is to phase
out its NW3 arm.

6Network Rail: Executives
have been told by the
Treasury that they must apply
a “Daily Mail test” to
spending plans and seek
clearance for big salaries
after changes in accounting
rules officially placed the
company’s £34 billion debt on
to the Treasury’s books.
6Rolls Royce: The Serious
Fraud Office investigation
into alleged corruption at the
aero engine maker has hit
trouble after bail was lifted
for two men arrested in
February, including a
prominent Liberal Democrat
donor. They are expected to
play no further part in the
inquiry.
6PHS: One of Britain’s
largest office cleaning and
services companies, has
struck a deal that will slash

debt from £943 million to
£373 million in return for
lenders taking control.
Charterhouse, PHS’s private
equity owner, will exit.
6Phones4u: The mobile
retailer is considering all
options, including deep cost
cuts or a merger, after
Vodafone decided to end a
contract that accounts for a
third of the high street
group’s new businesses.
6Nisa Retail: The
wholesaler that supplies
1,000 independent
shopkeepers is to
pay members a
special dividend
as it tries to
regain their
confidence after the
loss of a lucrative
contract and the
departure of its boss.

Duc

6BP: Investors fear that the
oil giant will be forced to cut
its dividend and reduce share
buybacks after it was found to
have been “grossly negligent”
by a US court over the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill
in 2010 that could result in a
fine of up to $18 billion.
6Hand Picked Hotels: The
country house hotel chain
owned by Guy Hands and his
wife Julia has blamed fewer
wedding receptions and
increased competition for a
rise in losses for the year to
November 2013 from
£6.9 million to £9.1 million.
6Morrisons: Profits are set
to have halved amid plunging
sales at the supermarket
chain. It unveils half-year
results this week, piling
further pressure on Dalton
Philips, the chief executive.
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Wandera promises to mount mobile phone defence

Jennifer Lawrence is among celebrities whose personal data has been stolen

Timing is everything. With memories
still fresh of last week’s scandal sur-
rounding the hacking of celebrities’
data, a British company says that it is
taking up the fight to preserve smart-
phone security.
Wandera already specialises in

monitoring and compressing the data
generated by apps on behalf of corpo-
rate customers, but it is branching into
security applications for smartphones.
It is a natural move for Wandera,

given that its founders and executive
team have hit pay-dirt before in the
computer security market. Eldar and
Roy Tuvey sold ScanSafe, their previ-
ous British company, to Cisco in 2009
for $200million. That company spe-
cialised in desktop computer security,
but the world of hacking has shifted to
smartphones, which are often largely
unprotected.
“Thebattlefieldhasmoved tomobile.

Everyone is now looking for the next
iOS exploit, not the nextWindows one
any more — and they’re getting better
at it,” Eldar Tuvey said.
Moreover, the problem is not limited

to the rich and famous. According to
Wandera, users of one popular restau-

rant chain in the UKare unaware that
a treasure trove of information, includ-
ing the ages and genders of their child-
ren, is being transmitted unprotected
over the airwaves. Another app from a
media group can be hacked, revealing
its users’ stock tips, Wandera claims,
and there are other examples of apps
that fail to protect information.
The central London-basedWandera,

which is backed by the Bessemer fund
that invested inLinkedInandPinterest,

believes that itwill offer theonlymobile
phone security product that monitors
both the device and the traffic running
over a corporate network for threats or
unusual behaviour. Mr Tuvey com-
pared it with airport security, where
scanners x-ray bags for illegal material
but the passenger is also vetted at pass-
port control.
The threat posed by hackers is not

always malicious. Some can leak infor-
mation inadvertently. That became
apparent toMr Tuvey whenWandera’s

chief technology officer plucked his
password from a chess app running
over theWanderanetwork.Awider test
revealed that seven out of ten devices
running on thenetworkwere transmit-
ting sensitive data.
“These apps are not malicious, but

are very badly designed,” Mr Tuvey
said, adding that a hacker could deter-
mine a person’s life from information
generated by vulnerable taxi, hotel and
restaurant apps alone.
Gartner, the research company,

predicts that 75 per cent of all mobile
security breaches will be the result of
mobile appmisconfigurationormisuse.
Mr Tuvey, who left Cisco after the

ScanSafe sale, said that he was not
interested in selling out to a large tech-
nology company again. “I want to build
a bigUKplayer in tech thatwe can take
to the public markets and doesn’t get
gobbled up by a US player in three to
four years,” he said.
In which case, launching the

product with an array of photogenic
celebrities expressing outrage in the
media about hacked data, including
the actresses Jennifer Lawrence, Kate
Upton, Kirsten Dunst and Selena
Gomez, seems especially fortuitous.
“We couldn’t have timed it much
better,” Mr Tuvey admitted.

Nic Fildes
Technology & Communications Editor

FREDERIC J. BROWN / AFP / GETTY IMAGES

‘Everyone is looking
for the next iOS exploit,
not the next Windows’
Eldar Tuvey, chief executive, Wandera
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Crofters stand up and
fight for Harris Tweed

T
he Outer
Hebrides may
seem remote
from the
cut-throat

world of commercialism,
but when it comes to
defending the Harris
Tweed name the crofters
and weavers are as
zealous as any
pin-striped banker
(Dominic Walsh writes).
The American retailer

behind the Crate &

Barrel chain has
become the latest
company to fall foul of
the islanders’ fierce
defence of their
handwoven cloth
after it started to
stock a “Harris
Tweed Chair”
badged as part
of a “Harris
Tweed Collection”.
After finding

itself on the end
of court

proceedings,
Euromarket Designs,
the owner of Crate &
Barrel, has agreed to
“an appropriate
monetary settlement”
and the removal of the
name Harris Tweed

from the items of
furniture, none
of which
contained any
genuine cloth.
Crate &

Barrel said
that its

improper use of
the name was not
deliberate,
adding that no

chairs from the “Harris
Tweed Collection” had
been sold in the UK. The
American business,
owned by Otto Group, of
Germany, has changed
the name of the
offending office chair,
made of “lovely black
and white fabric” and
retailing at $399, as the
Harvey Chair Black.
Over the past five

years, the Harris Tweed
Authority, a statutory
body whose task is to
safeguard “the
long-term integrity” of
the Harris Tweed name,
has won half a dozen

cases against big high
street names, including
TK Maxx and Zara.
The retailers have

fallen foul of the Harris
Tweed Act, passed in
1993 to protect the
handcrafted and dyed
cloth made by 350 or so
islanders in Lewis,
Harris, Uist and Barras,
using pure virgin wool.
Harris Tweed, which

dates back to the
mid-19th century, has
long been associated
with royalty and landed
gentry but is now used
by some of the world’s
top fashion houses.

Traditional weavers aggressively defend their Harris
Tweed brand from unfair exploitation by companies

Little Red could
be thrown to the
wolves and shut
by ruthless Virgin

Virgin Atlantic is considering axing its
new domestic airline after suffering
heavy losses, with six out of ten seats
left empty.
Senior executives at Virgin are

mulling the business’s future only 17
months after Sir Richard Branson
donned a kilt to board Little Red’s
inaugural flight with a promise of “stiff
competition” for British Airways.
Industry sources said that Virgin had

been discussing options for Little Red
with partners and suppliers. One said
that closurewas “on the cards and look-

ing likely”. A second insider said: “It has
been discussed, yes, but we don’t know
when it will happen.”
Little Red flies from Heathrow to

Manchester, Edinburgh andAberdeen.
Despite their Virgin branding, the air-
craft are crewed and operated by Aer
Lingus under a subcontracting
deal.
Fares start from £57 each

way, but, according to Civil
Aviation Authority figures,
only 42 per cent of seats were
occupied in May, the last
month for which figures are
available.
Chris Tarry, an aviation

analyst, said: “There is
a tremendous amount
of capacity on these
routes and if you put on
extra capacity, fares
go down.
“Virgin has a good

brand, but brand alone is not
always enough to secure
success.”
The company established Little

Red as a way to attract “feeder
traffic” from the north of England
and Scotland on to its long-haul

services to the United States and Asia.
It was granted 12 valuable daily pairs of
take-off and landing slots at Heathrow
in2012whenBAwasordered to surren-
der space by competition regulators as
a condition of its takeover of bmi.
A key problem for Virgin is that it

would lose these slots if it ceases Little
Red’s domestic flights — they cannot
be used for long-haul routes.
Nevertheless, Virgin has taken an

increasingly hard-headed approach to
financial performance since a deal last
summer under which Delta Airlines
bought a 49 per cent stake for $360mil-
lion.
Virgin Atlantic lost £51million in

2013 andCraigKreeger, its chief execu-
tive, has vowed to drag the company
into the black this year.
Last week, Mr Kreeger reshaped

Virgin’s long-haul network by scrap-
ping routes to Tokyo, Cape Town,
Mumbai and Vancouver.
The carrier also recently ended ser-

vice to Australia but it has beefed up
routes to the United States, including a
new service toDetroit, as part of its tie-
up with Delta.
Explaininghis approach,MrKreeger

told reporters: “We asked questions
[about routes]. Is it profitable? Do we
see it becoming so?How important is it
strategically?”
LittleRedhas found itself in a fiercely

competitivemarket:notonlydoBAand
easyJet operate London-to-
Scotland flights, butRyanair re-

cently re-entered the market
with flights from Stansted
for as little as £19.99.
On top of that, Little Red

competes with another Vir-
gin operator: Virgin
Trains offers return

tickets between
London and Glas-
gow from £48.
A Virgin Atlan-

tic official said:
“We look at Little

Red through the same
lens as the rest of the busi-

ness.
“It must deliver on perform-

ance, potential or strategic
contribution. Little Red is still
in its growth phase, so it is too
early to comment on these
criteria.”

Andrew Clark
Deputy Business Editor

lens

Sir Richard Branson’s new airline
has run into tricky headwinds

4
Number of destinations Little Red
flies between
Source: Little Red
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Challenger counts
up its first million
The advance of independent energy
suppliers has reached a key milestone,
with the largest reaching a million
household accounts.
Research to be published today

shows that a record number of house-
holds have deserted the Big Six to join
independent suppliers.
According to Cornwall Energy, a

consultancy, First Utility has one mil-
lion accounts for electricity and gas,
which works out at 550,000 household
customers in total, andwith other inde-
pendents helps to supply 8 per cent of
the market, equivalent to more than
two million households. First Utility,
with 2 per cent of the overall market, is
followed by Utility Warehouse and
Ovo Energy.
In 2011 the independents supplied

only 1 per cent of households,withEDF
Energy, SSE, ScottishPower, Centrica,
npower and E.ON supplying everyone
else.
Ed Davey, the energy secretary, said

that thenumberof suppliershadalmost
trebled since 2010, which he put down
to government action to open up the
energy market.
The round of above-inflation price

rises by the big energy companies last

autumn triggered a wave of switching
to independent suppliers, which claim
to be more efficient and better at cust-
omer service. In November, 600,000
households switched, double the previ-
ous year’s number , although switching
rates have since slowed. First Utility
tookon 100,000 customers thatmonth.
The Big Six suppliers say that inde-

pendents with fewer than 250,000
customer accounts enjoy a significant
advantage because they are exempt
from twogovernment green levies, sav-
ing their customers at least £50 a year.
However, once suppliers hit 500,000
customer accounts they no longer get
any special treatment and pay as much
in green levies as their larger rivals.
Ian McCaig, the chief executive of

First Utility, said: “Hitting the one mil-
lionmilestone is hugely significant and
proves how much of a shake-up was
necessary in the market. We have been
at the forefront of bringing lower
energy prices and better value for the
UK consumer.”
First Utility launched a campaign,

which the government and regulator
backed later, to halve the time that it
takes for consumers to switch energy
supplier. By the end of the year, con-
sumers will be able to switch in about
two and a half weeks.

Tim Webb

Energy suppliers are under
pressure to pass on savings

The government has called on big
energy companies to cut household
bills after unwittingly handing them an
estimated £250million windfall profit.
According to official figures, the

groups will savemore than the govern-
ment expected from cuts to ECO, a
household insulation scheme that is
carried out by the industry but is
funded by subsidies on energy bills.
The government said in December

that it would “roll back” green taxes to
knock £50 off household energy bills.
The key to this was watering down the
£1.4billion-a-year ECO scheme to
make it cheaper for companies to meet
their targets. The government and
industry agreed that these cuts would
achieve savings of between £30 and £35
per household.
However, last month government

officials published a new cost estimate
of the slimmed-down scheme, which
showed that this year companies are
forecast to save £250millionmore than
expected. This is because the utilities

that hit their targets early are allowed
to insulate fewer homes, while costs
havealso slumpedasworkhasdriedup.
The Department of Energy and

Climate Change called on companies
yesterday to pass on the additional
savings to consumers by cutting bills.
Passing on the windfall to consumers
would result in a saving of about £10 for
each household in the UK this year.
Fuel poverty campaigners pointed

out that the government could not
force companies to cut bills. Energy
companies have already refused to pass
on the recent slump in wholesale
energy prices, which has boosted their
profit margins, despite pressure from
politicians and regulators.
Derek Lickorish, the chairman of the

Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, which
advises the government, said: “This is a
golden opportunity for the industry to
show its commitment to restoring trust
and passing the gain back to customers
who need it most.”
Mr Lickorish wants the £250 million

tobeused toboost theenergyefficiency
of fuel poverty households.

Tim Webb

F itness First’s return to
financial health will be
given a leg up today

when the group announces
plans to accelerate a
£225million club revamp
programme (Dominic Walsh
writes).
The gym chain, which was

rescued from the brink of
collapse in 2012, is also
thought to be remain keen to
swallow LA Fitness amid

speculation that an auction of
its rival’s remaining 47 clubs
is being considered.
Andy Cosslett, Fitness

First’s chief executive, said
that the decision to double
the pace of investment in its
British and Australian clubs
had been taken after a sharp
improvement in trading in
refurbished sites.
Since January, the 19

revamped clubs in Britain
have recorded an increase in
revenue of between 5 per cent
and 15 per cent, having
recruited 16,000 new
members, the first growth in
UK membership since 2009,
and improved their retention

rates. The new design is also
paying dividends in Australia,
where seven revamped clubs
have a 19 per cent rise in new
joiners. The group now
expects to have 66 British
clubs and 50 Australian
venues operating under the
new format by the end of this
year.
Last week Fitness First

opened its first new club in
the UK since the financial
restructuring that handed
control to Oaktree Capital
Management. The high-tech
£1.7million club at
Bishopsgate is its seventh
venue in the City of London
and 77th overall.

Fitness First
gains strength
from new look

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, JACK HILL
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British business has called on
the next government to back
working parents by providing

childcare subsidies to stop talented
staff being forced out of the labour
market (Philip Aldrick writes).
The British Chambers of

Commerce has urged all parties to
consider its own scheme, which is
designed to help parents cover the
cost of childcare. “Soaring childcare
costs mean that many parents are
forced to drop out of the workforce,”
the business lobby group said in its
Business Plan for Britain.

The mother (and
father) of all battles

B2M PRODUCTIONS / GETTY IMAGES

Housing shortage
is hampering the
recovery, says CBI
The housing shortage has been blamed
for adding £4billion a year to family
bills and draining cash that could be
helping to drive economic growth.
The CBI estimates that the drastic

undersupply in housing stock has led
to out-of-control price rises that are
sucking spending out of more produc-
tive areas.
The business lobby group has pub-

lished an analysis to illustrate how
urgently Britain needs to deal with the
shortage. In its business manifesto,
published ahead of the party confer-
ence season, it calls for the number of
homes built each year to be doubled to
240,000.
“Addressing the chronic housing

shortageshouldbenear the topofevery

party’s to-do list,” Katja Hall, the CBI’s
deputy director-general, said.
Central to delivering the target are a

“flexible and more workable planning
system and a simpler and competitive
tax regime”, the CBI claimed. It argues
that the undersupply has been respon-
sible for above-inflation rises in house
prices, which have forced up mortgage
costs and rents and pushed people fur-
ther away from their places of work.
Housing-related costs have added

£3.2billion to consumer bills annually,
while commuting costs have added
£770million, the Centre for Economic
and Business Research calculated for
the CBI.
“People have to pay for our failure to

build enough new homes, whether
facing longer and longer commutes or

struggling with rising housing costs,”
Ms Hall said. High prices were also
“holdingbackmanyyoungpeople from
getting on to the property ladder or
renting a good home”.
The CBI is calling for ten new towns

and garden cities to be built by 2025, for
new powers for local authorities to re-
lease “low quality green belt land” and
for tax reform.
Although stamp duty reform should

be implemented only “when the public
finances permit in the next parlia-
ment”, an improved system would in-
volve higher rates being applied only to
the proportion of the property price
that falls above the threshold. At
present, the entire price is subject to
stamp duty at each new threshold rate.
Housebuilding has picked up rapidly

since the introduction of the govern-
ment’s help-to-buy subsidy schemes,
but it still falling a longway short of the
CBI’s target.
Mark Carney, the governor of the

Bank of England, has emphasised that
the housing shortage is a fundamental
problem. The government has been
reforming planning to deal with the
issue, but the CBI and others, such as
the British Chambers of Commerce,
believe that far more needs to be done.
In the past 14 years, Britain has built

more than 200,000 homes a year only
four times. In 2010, fewer houses were
built than in any year since the Second
World War.
In its business manifesto, the CBI

also called for a clearer “road map” for
infrastructure spending, as a percent-
age of GDP in the next parliament and
beyond and — lifting a Labour party
idea — to establish an independent
body tohold successivegovernments to
previously agreed national building
projects.
“We need an independent body that

can set out a clear vision for major
national projects,” Ms Hall said.

Philip Aldrick Economics Editor

Low-paid workers put
more into pension saving

More low-income workers are putting
enough away in savings for their retire-
ment than in 2012, in a vindication of
the government’s auto-enrolment plan
to defuse the looming pensions crisis.
Half of workers earning between

£10,000 and £30,000 a year are “saving
adequately”, compared with a third
when the scheme was launched two
years ago, according to research by
Scottish Widows.
Employers have been compelled to

sign staff up to pension schemes to
address fears that theywerenotprepar-
ing for the costs of old age. Under the
policy, over a six-year period, every
employerwill have toenrol eligible staff
into an occupational pension scheme
and contribute towards it.
According to Scottish Widows’

annualWorkplace Pensions Report, the
policy has had a dramatic impact. For
employees agedbetween30and49, the
number of people saving adequately
has risen to 49 per cent, from 7per cent
last year. Overall, 53 per cent of people
are saving adequately for retirement,
up from 45 per cent last year.
Lynn Graves, the head of business

development at Scottish Widows, said:
“This year’s results are extremely en-
couraging. The reform is more widely
understoodandwelcomedas it rolls out
to a wider cohort of employees.”
However, almost a fifth of adults in

theUKare not saving at all, while a fur-
ther 28 per cent are saving less than
they should, the survey of 5,200 adults
found.
Signs that people are considering

their long-term financial prospects
came as a survey showed that consum-
er spending is on track for its strongest
quarter since the start of 2010.
Visa Europe said that household

spending rose by 2 per cent last month,
despite the continuing pay squeeze,
providing further evidence that the
recovery is gainingmomentum. Its UK
expenditure index rose by 2 per cent
compared with last year, driven by
spending on the high street and at
hotels and restaurants.
The north of England is now driving

the pick-up in momentum. Activity in
the North West, North East and York-
shire is accelerating more quickly than
in London, according to Lloyds Bank’s
England and Wales regional purchas-
ing managers’ index.

Philip Aldrick

‘People have to pay for
our failure to build
enough new homes’
Katja Hall
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Industry
falls behind
in machine
investment
Robert Lea, James Hurley

British companies are concentrating
their spending on marketing and staff
training, leaving corporate investment
in plant and machinery lagging behind
their European competitors and the
rest of the industrialised world.
According to data from the engin-

eering and manufacturing federation,
95 per cent of industrial companies
invested in equipment in the past two
years.However, over thenext twoyears
half of companies surveyed by the EEF
have no plans for fixed capital invest-
ments. Only a third said that they
would be investing in machinery and
generally only at moderate levels.
Seventy per cent of companies said

that they would be channelling money
toward recruitment and training, with
60 per cent saying that marketing and
branding was their priority and a simi-
lar amount investing in research and
development.
Official figures show British capital

expenditure at 13 per cent lagging be-
hind European Union and other devel-
oped nations, which average 18 per
cent.
“Investment in plant and machinery

has been a source of concern for some
time, with levels lower than our major
competitors,” Lee Hopley, the EEF’s
chief economist, said.
The federation found that much of

the investment had been in replace-
ment, keeping up with technological
change. “Investment and resource allo-
cation choices are not straightforward,
with skills and innovation competing
with plant and machinery,” Ms Hopley
said.
Separately, today ministers will

launch their latest plans to help British
businesses to “revolutionise” their
export capabilities. As part of a broader
drive to tackle the country’s weak trad-
ing performance, companies are to be
given fast and easy access a range of
overseas online marketplaces to en-
courage them to begin selling abroad
for the first time.
UK Trade & Investment, the export-

ing and inward investment agency, has
compiled information on 400 of the
world’s leading “e-marketplaces”, in-
cluding Amazon China and Rakuten,
the Japanese e-commerce platform,
Rakuten.
Lord Livingston of Parkhead, the

trade minister, said that the UKTI’s “e-
exporting programme” would help
companies to access what he claimed
tobeaglobalmarketof threebillionon-
line consumers.

Ian King

This is the time of year when, if
you venture into the
countryside, you will see farm

workers busy on their combine
harvesters.
On the face of it, all is not well in

the world of the agricultural
workhorse immortalised in song by
The Wurzels. During the six months
before the all-important harvest
season, when most purchases of new
combines are made, UK sales are said
to have been no better than the same
period last year — which was pretty
horrendous, sales being down by
more than a third on 2011-12.
Yet a long-term view would suggest

that things are not as bad as they
seem. Combine sales rose in three
consecutive years to 2011-12, partly
thanks to strong grain prices and tax
incentives made available at the time
to farmers to encourage them to buy

more agricultural machinery.
Moreover, much of the recent
downturn can be ascribed to recent
innovations in the spare parts sector,
all of which have made it easier for
farmers to prolong the lives of their
combines and even increase their
productivity.
In the meantime, manufacturers

are raising their game, producing
bigger and more powerful combines.
CNH Industrial, whose brands
include New Holland and Iveco,
launched its latest model six weeks
ago with the claim that it was the
world’s most powerful combine, with
a 14,500-litre grain tank that empties
in less than two minutes — the
equivalent of emptying approximately
140 baths in the same time.
So a crisis in combines? Not at all.

As The Wurzels might put it: “Don’t
tell I, tell ’ee.”

Got a brand new combine harvester?

There are few
examples, in
business history, of
successfully
charging for a

product or service that used to be
given away for nothing. The excellent
digital editions of this newspaper are
a rare exception.
This is the ghastly challenge

looming for the City’s stockbrokers in
2017. At present, few charge for ideas
and research generated by their
analysts. The cost of supplying that
research — a good analyst will earn
about £150,000 a year — is bundled
in with the dealing commissions
charged to fund managers when
brokers execute trades on their behalf.
The Financial Conduct Authority,

taking its lead from the European
Union’s European Securities and
Markets Association, thinks this is
unduly opaque and has been sniffing
around. Its conclusion, slipped out in
July when much of the City and
financial press was on holiday, is that,
of the estimated £3billion paid in
dealing commissions annually to
brokers, around half covers the cost of
research. Those costs, of course, are
passed straight to customers. The
FCA wants this to end. In other
words, brokers must split out the cost
of research from dealing commissions
and start charging for it.
The FCA has a point. A lot of

research is wasteful. For example,
there are dozens of brokers covering
mega-caps such as Royal Dutch Shell
or Vodafone, many of whom have
little original to say on the subject.
Their work goes unread.
Yet establishing a pricing structure

for a service previously given away is
easier said than done. It is not always
simple to prove that an idea
generated by an analyst in a piece of
research resulted in a big gain for a
fund manager. One piece of research
may be far more valuable to one fund
manager than it is to another.
Worse, this sensible-sounding

proposal will have unintended
consequences. A likely upshot is that
fund managers will narrow down the
number of houses from which they
buy research and, in all probability,
shrink the size of the research
universe. Many companies, especially
at the mid and small-cap end of the
market, may find themselves no
longer being followed by analysts,
making it harder for them to raise
interest in their activities. It could

lead to some being forced to pay
analysts to publish research on them
merely to attract interest — research,
regrettably, that would be dismissed
as little better than advertising. Fund
managers are likely to consolidate as
they seek to spread the cost of buying
analyst research among a wider client
base. Barriers to entry for new fund
managers would rise.
In other words, there will be less

competition on the research side, with
fewer brokers providing research for
fund managers, and less competition

on the fund management side,
because there will be fewer fund
managers. It is hard to see how this
would benefit customers.
The shrinkage in the amount of

research available may even affect the
efficiency of the stock market itself.
Information of the kind provided by
brokers’ analysts lubricates the
market by giving people a reason to
trade. Less information means a less
efficient market. Retail investors, who
often become aware of analysts’
opinions only when they see them on

television or read about them in
newspapers, would also miss out.
There is also a threat to the City’s

competitiveness. The FCA’s proposals
go far further than is set out in the
EU’s new market rules as set out in
the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive II (MiFID II), potentially
putting London at a disadvantage to
other European financial centres, let
alone Wall Street, where nothing like
this is on the cards.
Let’s not get too despondent.

Unintended consequences can be
overcome, as was shown by the way
in which a European Commission
directive on short-selling was
implemented. Under the European
Short-Selling Regulation, which took
effect from November 2012, it was
required that the period between the
time a share trade is agreed and its
settlement — the date when cash and
shares are exchanged — should fall to
two days. Fines would be levied on
market participants failing to settle a
trade by then.
When the regulation was unveiled,

the London Clearing House was
asked for its views by the old FSA and
it sounded out a handful of the big
global players inhabiting London’s
stock market, such as UBS and
Deutsche Bank. Sure, no problem,
they said. That was understandable
enough, as such players operated only
in big, liquid stocks such as those in
the FTSE 100 and those in the upper
reaches of the FTSE Mid-250.
Yet quickly it became obvious that

delivering stock inside two days
would be harder in the mid and
small-cap sectors, where there is less
liquidity, raising the risk that, rather
pay large fines, participants would
withdraw for the market. This, in
time, could have deprived mid and
small-cap companies of capital.
Common sense prevailed. Mid and

small-cap brokers such as Peel Hunt,
Numis Securities, the London Stock
Exchange and the LCH itself
approached the FSA and exemptions
were sought for mid and small-cap
stocks. The intended settlement date
for mid and small-cap stocks was
pushed out to nine days after the
trade being executed.
It is to be hoped, in contemplating

this latest shake-up of the equities
market, that the
FCA displays the
pragmatism that its
predecessor did on
that occasion.

‘‘

’’

Brokers and fund managers could
pay heavy price for market reform
Ian King is Business Presenter, Sky News. His show, Ian King Live, is broadcast at 6.30pm Monday to Thursday
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Modi finds Japanese ambitions in tune with his own
B mbay
mix
robin
pagnamenta

B
anging the drum is the
stuff of trade missions
everywhere, so the sight of
Narendra Modi playing a
traditional Japanese Taiko

drum during a visit to Tokyo last
week was hardly earth-shattering
stuff, even if it may have been
ear-splitting. It was, however,
symbolic of a more dynamic presence
as India’s prime minister — one that
is delivering results.
Amid the back-slapping and the

visits to Buddhist temples, Mr Modi
and Shinzo Abe, his host and
counterpart, unveiled plans to double
Japanese investment in Indian
infrastructure to $35billion over the
next five years, a deal that could pave
the way for Japanese-backed new
roads, bridges, ports, metro systems
and bullet trains. The two leaders,
united by a nationalistic and
pro-business ideology, also signed
pacts spanning defence technology,
clean energy, transport, health and
women.
In many ways, Japan and India are

well matched. India desperately needs
Japanese cash and technology to
boost development and upgrade its
decrepit infrastructure; Japan is
looking to India to provide growth
and low-cost manufacturing hubs to
help it to compete with China. Tokyo
is already a key player in the
$90billion Delhi-Mumbai Industrial
Corridor, which aims to create “smart

cities”, seven of which are being built.
Japanese loans and rolling stock were
also used to build the Delhi Metro.
Yet last week’s long-term

infrastructure deals have been a long
time in the making — indeed, they
are the result of more than a decade
of assiduous courting of Japan by Mr
Modi. While western governments,
including those of Britain and the
United States, shunned him for years
over his record as an alleged Hindu
chauvinist, relations with Japan were
extremely warm. Investments by
companies such as Hitachi and
Suzuki helped to make Mr Modi’s
Gujarat one of India’s fastest-growing
states. If Mr Modi is able to reap the
fruits of those relationships now,
there is a sense in India that he is also
rewarding Japan for its loyalty.
It will be interesting to observe the

difference in body language when Mr
Modi makes his first visit to the US
this month: a diplomatic ban on him
was lifted only in February.
Of course, there are other powerful

forces pushing Japan and India closer,
above all an increasingly assertive
China and the desire in Tokyo and
Delhi to cap its regional ambitions,
especially in the South China Sea.
Either way, as long as Mr Modi is in

charge, it is a relationship that looks
set to grow stronger and stronger.

Power struggle

Mumbai is in the throes of its
annual Ganesh Chaturthi
festival, a blaze of colour and

noise in which idols of the Hindu
elephant god Ganesh are paraded
noisily through the streets and
dunked in the Arabian Sea.
Amid the usual dancing, drumming

and consumption of copious amounts
of Desi Daroo, or country liquor, last
week’s festivities were plagued by
something else: power cuts that

plunged many of the brightly
decorated and illuminated Mandals —
temporary halls where the elephant
idols are stored — into darkness.
Although blackouts remain a

regular problem in many Indian
cities, they are unusual in the centre
of India’s business capital. The
outages came after a row between
private generators and regional
distributors, the result of an industry
saddled with debts and arrears of at
least $100 billion.
The problem is likely to get worse,

presenting a growing challenge for
India’s new government as it seeks to
engineer a rapid economic recovery.Narendra Modi is building close links with Japan, to the countries’ mutual benefit
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Race to fight pollution
is beginning in Beijing

The brains behind the Formula E elec-
tric racing car championship sit in a
luxury hotel in Beijing, sipping Tibetan
mineral water, finalising deals with
Chinese sponsors and fretting over the
ideal weather for the first race.
If the skies are crisp autumnal blue

and the sun is shining, the spectacle in
the Chinese capital on Saturday will
deliver glorious pictures of 20 revolu-
tionary cars tearing around the “Bird’s
Nest” stadium at 150mph, igniting (the
organisers hope)worldwide passion for
a new era of motor sport.
But if Beijing is truer to form and

delivers a classic “airpocalypse” day —
adense fugof throat-catchingpollution
harmful to human health — the larger
point of Formula E will be made.
For thesponsors,manyof themfund-

ing the new series from their corporate
social responsibility accounts rather
than their marketing budgets, a toxic
pea-souperwouldbeperfect. This, after
all, is a race inwhichnot adropof petrol
will be burnt and the intentionofwhich
is, in part, to make motor sport’s finest
drive electric car battery technology
with the samevigour thatFormulaOne
has pushed the combustion engine.
“Beijing is the right place to start

this championship,” Alejandro Agag,
the chief executive of Formula E Hold-
ings, says. “We are promoting cars that
fight pollution, so itmakes sense to start

sending that message from one of the
mostpollutedcapital cities in theworld..
The message of Formula E, whose

ten-race season will be contested in
cities including London, Miami and
Monte Carlo, evidently appeals to the
FIA, thebody thatoverseasmotor sport
and which has strongly endorsed the
series. The problem for Formula One,
according to Mr Agag, is that attempts
to introduce environmentally minded
restrictions, or to reduce the imbalan-
ces between the best-funded cars and
the rest, are being imposed on a storied
championship that resists those
changes. Starting fromscratch, thenew
series has rules that offer the option of
spreading technology breakthroughs
between teams.
The organisers hope that with no

exhaust and so less air-turbulence, the
drivers will pursue one another more
closely, overtake more often and brake
later into corners. Among those racing
will be Jarno Trulli, Nick Heidfeld and
Nelson Piquet Jr, all former Formula
One drivers.
Mr Agag acknowledges that real-

world purchases of electric cars have
not takenoff as the industryhadhoped.
One deterrent is “range anxiety”, the
fear of a battery running out during a
journey. It is unclear whether the for-
mat of Formula E will cure that: the
races will involve one pit-stop, after
which the driverwill race on in an iden-
tical model with a fresh battery.

Leo Lewis Beijing
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If you’ve got a luxury house
standing empty, join the club
A website gives the
world’s wealthy the
chance for a holiday
house swap, writes
Kathryn Hopkins

M
anypeoplewere treading
water in 2009, doing
what they could to pre-
vent their businesses
going bust in the worst

financial downturn in living memory.
Not Giles Adams. He decided that the
crisis presented a great time to start a
business — one, moreover, specifically

tailored for the super-rich, many of
whom were losing money fast.
“Back when the bottom dropped out

of the world in 2008-09, three of us sat
around a table and thought: ‘There’s
blood on the street, everyone’s panick-
ing— there’s got to be a decent oppor-
tunity here.’
“We thought there were enough

affluent people who acquired these
luxury assets during the boom times
and didn’t want to sell them because
theywouldn’t get the price theywanted
or the price they paid for them, but now
they needed to start adding a little bit
more value to their lifestyles.”
He settled on the idea of an online

club that “enables the owners of assets
to trade the downturn between them-
selves”. After paying a joining fee,
members could rent their holiday
homes and earn points that they could
cash in to stayat aproperty listedon the
site. The more points they earned, the
more luxurious the properties they
could stay in.
Armed with a PDF mock-up of a

website, he spent time “knocking on
doors” so that members were already
on board by the time that the company,
then called Utopia Exchange, was
launched in 2010. The site went live
with a number of wealthy users willing
to lend everything from their homes to
yachts, chalets and cars.
“Nobody minds having a beautiful

home sitting empty in the south of
France for four fifths of the year when
capital appreciation [and] income is all
goingoneway.When things take a little
bit of a turn, everyone starts to look at
things through different glasses.” He
had about 60 members at the outset.
The company was ticking along

nicely until he stumbled on an Amer-
ican website called 3rd Home, run by

Wade Shealy, an entrepreneur, which
had a similar approach but concen-
trated on holiday homes. “My initial
reaction was: ‘Damn. Somebody else
has had the same idea as me.’ ”
However, Mr Adams decided that

collaboration, not competition, might
be a better approach for both busin-
esses. “I reached out to Wade and said:
‘Look, on the surface wewould seem to
be competitors, but you’re based in the
States . . . so there has got to be a way
where your members can use our kit,
ourmembers can use your kit and we’d
[share] the business.”
Mr Shealy, who is based inNashville,

agreed and 3rd Home effectively
acquired Utopia Exchange. They
folded all of their members into the
3rd Home brand and jettisoned non-
property-related members.
At the time of the merger, they had

about 120 members, with about 140
properties. Today theyhave 2,400prop-
erties in 70 counties worth on average
£2.3million each. The total property
portfolio value is about £5.7billion,
with a £22million holiday home on
Martha’s Vineyard — the wealthy,
super-exclusive island off the coast of
Massachussetts beloved of US presi-
dents and Hollywood’s A-list — the
most expensive property on their books.
The two men run the company to-

gether. Those with valuable homes
share which weeks they are willing to
give up to other members and then
cherry-pick the properties they like the
look of.
The business might rely on the spirit

of sharing, but Mr Adams makes no

Giles Adams says that the 3rd Home

bones about the elitism at the heart of
the concept. “A lot of these people
haven’t made their money by giving it
away. Everybody likes a good deal and
you can only get into 3rd Home if
you’ve got a house of the right level,
right quality and right value. It is very
much a club.”
The minimum cost of a property

listed on the site is $500,000, but price
alone isn’t enough to join theclub. Ithas
to have the right fixtures, fittings and
amenities.
“There’s a big difference between a

property in Bali for $500,000 and a
property here. You get a garage for
$500,000 in central London and
obviouslywewouldn’twant to take that
in the club. We’ve had members join,
start to upload their property andwe’ve
had to say: ‘I’m sorry, we don’t have
demand for [that].’ ”
The company makes its money

through an initiation fee of $2,500 and
exchange fees from $395 to $995 per
week. Sales this year are expected to
reach $2.5million (£1.5million).
Additional funding for growth came

a couple of years ago from an unusual
source: the site’s own members: 3rd
Home raised $2.5million by selling a
stake in the company to 80 of its users.
“At the time we didn’t have any

particular vehicle to enable [members
to invest], so we decided to carve out
20 per cent equity and set up what
we’ve called our founding circle club.
All [founding members] invested
between $25,000 and $250,000 each.
“Not only do we get additional capi-

tal to fund the growth, but also they are
our sounding board for any changeswe
want to make.”
The company’s main focus is to get

more members in Europe, Asia and
Australia.About60percentof itsmem-
bers are based in the United States, but
it wants to be a global club. It alsowants
to attract more members in Britain
because people inAmericawant to stay
in London, Cornwall, the Cotswolds
and Scotland.

You can only get in
if you’ve got a house
of the right level“
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Going for growth Business
Size matters when
measuring red tape
The government is considering a
shake-up of small business
accounting that could result in
“radical changes” for thousands
of companies. Proposals include
raising the threshold at which
companies are no longer
considered small, which would
allow an estimated 11,000 more
businesses to file abbreviated
accounts.
The government is also

reviewing the exclusion of
public companies from the
small business accounting regime
and wants to provide more
flexibility in how accounts are
presented.
Jo Swinson, the business

minister, said that
implementing the proposals
would “cut red tape . . . All our
companies should be
concentrating on growing their
business, not spending their time
filling out paperwork.”

Skills shortages bite

Plans for growth at small
companies are being undermined
by skills shortages, according to
EY. Less than a quarter of
business owners believe that they
are able to attract the right talent,
a survey of more than 200
entrepreneurs undertaken by the
accountancy firm found. Stuart
Watson, of EY, said: “For
entrepreneurs to sustain their
growth plans, they need to
demonstrate fresh thinking and
an innovative approach to
attracting talent from a global
pool. This will help them stay
ahead of the curve.”

Non-bank options
Small businesses are missing out
on vital funding for their
investment plans because of
ignorance over non-bank
funding, Aviva has warned.
The insurer said that one third of
companies “don’t understand
what alternative finance is” or
know how to take it out. A
similar proportion plan to
invest in their businesses during
the second half of this year.
Robert Ledger, head of small
business at Aviva, urged smaller
companies to refer to
ww.greatbusiness.gov.uk to weigh
up their options.

Ofcom puts
broadband
services under
microscope

Ofcom is investigating whether small
businesses are getting a raw deal on
broadband and phone services.
The communications regulator said

that it was carrying out a range of work
to ensure that smaller companies were
being treated fairly by providers and
that they received “regulatory protec-
tion where necessary”.
It is planning to investigate how

competitive the market is for small
firms, then to recommend ways to im-
prove broadband coverage and review
whether tougher rules are needed to
make sure that companies are not mis-
treated by telecoms providers.
Ed Richards, the chief executive of

Ofcom, said: “While there have been
developments in the range of services
available over the past decade, we’re
still not confident that SMEs are
benefiting as consistently as they
should be from high-quality digital
communications.”
The regulator is concerned that

smaller companies are missing out on
the protections from which consumers
benefit and that they lack the scale to
negotiate the kind of competitive deals
that their larger counterparts enjoy.
Mr Richards said: “Our work will

help to ensure that the market is deliv-
ering for businesses of all kinds and to
make sure that the right protection is in
place for them if it isn’t.”
Ofcomwill publish detailed research

on the SME market in the autumn but
is not expected to reach a verdict on
whether it believes small companies
need better protection until next year.
It said that it would “assess the gaps” in
superfast broadband coverage in both
rural and urban areas and would pro-
pose solutions.
The regulator’s intervention comes

as Alex Pratt, the chair of the LEP
Network, which represents England’s
new regional growth bodies, criticised
the government’s broadband policy as
“a mess”. Local Enterprise Partner-
ships,whichare tobehanded£17 billion
of public money over the next seven
years, have been told that improving
broadband coverage should form part
of their responsibilities.

James Hurley

website is a club and you can join only if your house, such as the Cape Cod cottage above, is of a high enough standard

A cheap place for every budget
Analysis Kathryn Hopkins

F inding an alternative to the
traditional hotel has become
big business in recent years as

holidaymakers search for unique
properties. Millions of tourists
around the world have used the
property-sharing site Airbnb to find
cheap places to stay, from spare
rooms or entire mansions.
Founded by the designers

Brian Chesky and Joe Gebbia, and

Nathan Blecharczyk, a
technologist, six years ago, the
American website’s parent
company was valued at an
estimated $10 billion by a recent
fundraising, which makes it
more valuable than
InterContinental Hotels Group, the
world’s biggest operator by number
of rooms.
Another London-based rival to

3rd Home trying to get in on the
sharing act is onefinestay, which
has been described as the rich
man’s Airbnb. Most properties are
based in big cities and the main
home of the owners, who tend to be
away a lot.
It was set up by Greg Marsh, who

realised after a trip to Pisa that he
would never have experienced the
Italian city the same way if he
hadn’t had a connection with
someone who lived there.
The value of the overall “sharing

economy” has been valued at as
much as £16 billion.

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHY, ANDREA RENAULT / POLARIS
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When I first
heard about
Ashya, I cried
Lesley Anderton’s son benefited from
the proton beam therapy denied
to Ashya King. She understands his
family’s pain, she tells Stefanie Marsh

I
n the early summer of 2009,
Ross Anderton woke up one
morning with a puffy eye. He
was 16 months old. His mother,
Lesley — not a woman given to
worrying about “every little
sniffle” — was sufficiently
concerned about her son to take

him to the GP. “He’s got a blocked tear
duct,” the GP said: mother and son
were sent on their way. The next day
Ross’s eye swelled some more. A week
later it was starting to bulge out of its
socket. The GP, though, stuck to his
tear duct theory, referring Ross to the
eye pavilion in Edinburgh — and its
18-week waiting list. It was only on
July 31, six weeks after his mother had
first taken him to the GP, that Ross
was finally correctly diagnosed — with
cancer of the soft tissue of the eye.
In a strange way, says Lesley now

— and given the horrors that were
to come regarding Ross’s illness —
that GP taught her a crucial lesson:
to question what doctors told her, or
to demand answers when they weren’t
forthcoming. It made her sceptical
when, five months later, three
doctors in a row told her that only
radiotherapy — extremely toxic to a
child of Ross’s age — could save his
life. In December 2009, little Ross was
the first person in Scotland to be sent
with NHS approval to the US for
proton beam therapy. When it
comes to your children’s health,
Lesley says, “question everything”.
Proton beam therapy has been

discussed widely in the media in
the past week, due to the
controversy surrounding five-
year-old Ashya King, who was
reportedly blocked from going
to Prague for the treatment
because, his family claim,
Southampton General Hospital
said it would have no benefit
whatsoever on his kind of cancer.
Lesley and I are talking on the

phone about the
Ashya King case.
I interviewed her
a few months
ago for an article
about the higher
incidence of
cancer among
boys than girls,
and her story,
astonished me.
Yes, she says,
of course she’s
been following
the King case. “To

be honest, I cried. I know exactly what
those parents were going through. In
that moment you would do anything
for your child to increase their chance
of survival.”
The four days that Ashya King spent

alone in hospital, very ill, while his
parents were under arrest particularly
horrified Lesley. Like most people she
thinks it’s “barbaric”. Ross underwent
chemotherapy too — three times —
and contracted a serious blood
infection. “We didn’t know whether he
was going to pull through. When your
child is having chemotherapy he could
die at any moment. He could have a
stroke. Anything could happen. It’s
absolutely everything that the parents
are there — for them, for the child. I
feel incredibly sad that someone,
somewhere made the decision to take
Ashya’s parents from him in his hours
of need. I can’t imagine how that must
have been for them. I didn’t leave
Ross’s side. I couldn’t have lived with
myself if anything had happened and I
wasn’t there with him.”
Lesley also knows what it’s like to

feel the low unease that sets in when a
doctor tells you something about your
child that goes against your instincts.
“I think there is a lot to be said about
mother’s instinct. And about asking
the right questions. Doctors only tell
you what they think you can cope
with.” Or what they know, which
may — in a global healthcare
marketplace — not be everything.
When all was over, and Ross began
to get better, a friend said to
Lesley — it was only half a joke:
“A worried mother does more
research than the FBI.”
A misdiagnosis by his GP

was not the only thing that
stood in the way of Ross’s

hard-won recovery. During the
long wait for the first eye clinic
appointment, Lesley and her
husband, Andy, became

Forget the
gap year,
a monk’s
life will be
heaven

I
don’t often hear myself say
this but boy am I on the same
page as the Archbishop of
Canterbury. For when it comes
to formulating new and exciting
ways to knock the whole
gap-year phenomenon on the
head, the Most Rev Justin Welby

has come up with a doozy: Monk Year.
Yep. Beginning in September 2015,

youths and young adults from across
the country will be invited to apply for
a place among a monastic community
in Lambeth Palace, where, over a
single year, they will live by the rules
of St Benedict and practise a strict
adherence to silence, prayer and work.
The archbishop, with his marketing
eye on the gap-year market of
thrill-seekers and adrenaline junkies,
has promised candidates that the year
will be, “anything but comfortable and
risk-free”. Because, you could, like,
seriously mangle your knee from
falling off a prayer bench. Kowabunga!
Nonetheless, I think that the Most

Revsome is on to something. When
I lived in rural Scotland, I stumbled
across the Benedictine monastery
Pluscarden Abbey and it became my
favourite place on earth. Silence.
Footsteps. Blokes in hoodies. Lots of
gardening. No chat. Tons of Latin
chants. More gardening. Even less
chat. And more footsteps. I used to
stare at the monks, some in their early
twenties, standing next to the abbey’s
altar, almost disappearing beneath a

smoky cloud of frankincense and
hammering out Gregorian chants, and
I’d think, like Michael Palin in Life of
Brian, “You lucky, lucky, bastards!”
Seriously. Think about it. No job. No

traffic. No bills. No holiday plans. No
school runs. No dinner parties. No
other people. No talking crap, about
crap, or listening to other people’s
crap. Just heaven. And that was me, as
a grown-up, sometime around 2002.
Imagine what it would be like for a
school-leaver today. Someone whose
psyche has been forged within the
hopeless, enervating furnace of social
media and who can’t make it from the
bed to the bathroom without posting
12 selfies and five status updates. This
is the generation, more than any
before it, that needs to go full monk.
And what are they going to miss,

anyway? Squeezing into a wooden
bunk on the Khao San Road in
Bangkok? I’m sure the monks in
Lambeth Palace will replicate those
conditions as a rule. Getting mashed
to bits from ganja on the beaches of
Goa? Again, I’m sure the monks
in Lambeth Palace will take the
meditative mind to faraway places.
Or having tons of casual sex with
like-minded hedonists in the wilds of
Tasmania? Again, as I say, er, I’m sure
the monks in Lambeth Palace, er . . .
Point being, there is nothing to miss,

and everything to gain. Because if you
were an employer looking to hire the
best of youth, and faced with two
returned gap-year graduates, which
one would you choose? The one with
the fab tan, the stupid necklace,
bleached hair, barbed-wire tattoo, out
of focus eyeballs and bungee-jumping
anecdotes, or the one who’s stinking
ever so slightly of incense? On second
thoughts, don’t answer that.

I’m one
happy
immigrant

Things you’re not
supposed to admit in
company, No 357. Every
time I see that footage
of all the guys in Calais
charging towards the
ferries, as well as an
obvious sense of
despair, heartbreak
and sympathy there is
this teeny-tiny part of
me that feels like one
of those early-bird

punters inside Harrods
on the day of the sales,
looking out at everyone
else squashed against
the glass doors, and
I’m thinking, “Woo
woo! I’m already here!
I’m in the place to be!
The ‘des res’ of Europe!
Woo woo!”
And perhaps, as an

immigrant myself
(“former immigrant”

sounds a bit odd,
and deluded), I feel it
more acutely than
most. But when those
guys are interviewed
in silhouette on the
BBC news and they
say that the UK is the
ultimate destination,
I want to whoop out
loud, “Woo woo! I
made it! Check me
out!”

Keeping
sane in the
bathroom
Speaking of quiet
monastic places of
saintly retreat . . . Nice
to see that Michael
Caine has named the
bathroom as the
pivotal room in any
relationship, claiming
that the secret to his
42-year marriage to his
wife, Shakira, is, simply,
separate bathrooms.
I would go further,

however, and say that
the bathroom is, in fact,
the secret to sanity
itself in the modern
world. Seriously. A
bathroom with a lock.
Divine. Just grab your
smartphone, your iPad,
whatever, and hit the
bathroom. Sometimes
my kids knock on the
bathroom door and
ask, “Dad, are you all
right in there?” And
I’m not even on the loo.
Just sitting on the edge
of the bath, chilling.
Virginia Woolf used

to say that women, in
order to stay sane and
be creative, need a
room of their own. I’d
say that men, in order
to do the same, need a
bog with a lock.

Kevin
Maher

GETTY IMAGES
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increasingly worried and decided to go
private. So, in July 2009, a month after
they’d first seen the GP, they rang the
hospital. They were told the only
ophthalmologist prepared to treat
children was on holiday for two weeks.

Eventually, they took Ross straight
to the emergency ward, where: “I
knew it was serious because all these
doctors, one after another, came
up to look at Ross’s eye.” He had an
ultrasound on the Friday. The
following Monday they gave him a
biopsy. It was left to Lesley to spell it
out: “Has he got cancer?” “We can’t
rule it out,” was all she was told.
Perhaps — she thinks — they were
trying to soften the blow. Ross was
formally diagnosed later that week.
“Orbital rhabdomyosarcoma — a rare
soft-tissue cancer that developed in his
right eye.” They gave Ross three
rounds of chemo but it didn’t work.
His parents were faced with two
choices: either the doctors could
remove Ross’s eye and some of the
surrounding tissue, or else there was
radiotherapy. Those were the only
options, the oncologist said: it would
be better to have radiotherapy. Yes,
there’d be some side effects, “but we
will worry about that later”.

The story of what happened to Ross
and what is happening to Ashya King
bear only superficial comparison. They
diverge on several points: Ross had
cancer of the soft tissue around the
eye; Ashya has a brain tumour. Ross
was still a baby; Ashya is five. They are
identical in two respects: both children
are or were seriously ill, their lives
were in danger, and both parents
questioned the authority of their sick
child’s doctors. Both boys had
chemotherapy. Both sets of parents
subsequently banked on proton beam
therapy, though it’s still not clear, in
Ashya’s case, whether the treatment is
effective on brain tumours — his
doctors seem to have thought not.

“As a parent of a sick child, you
clutch at straws,” says Lesley, “but
you have a right to clutch at straws.”
Nobody told Lesley about proton
beam therapy — perhaps the doctors
didn’t know about it. Perhaps “they
didn’t think we would travel abroad for

moon if your child is sick.” When
Lesley started finding out about
proton beam therapy, there were
doctors here that told her that it was
unsafe or unproven or unavailable.
What spurred her on? Always in the
back of her mind was the thought of
Ross, age 16, turning to her and
saying: “Why did you let them do that
to me, mum?”

By the end of October 2009, about
five months after that first visit to the
GP, and following chemotherapy,
Ross’s tumour was a brown, lumpy
growth protruding from beneath his
eye. Lesley and her husband went to
finalise his treatment plan. It was her
birthday, she recalls. She and her
husband sat across from an oncologist,
an ophthalmologist and a plastic
surgeon. Ross was to undergo
radiotherapy; he was, in that moment,
under anaesthetic, being fitted with
the mask that he would need to wear
during the treatment. Lesley pushed
for the finer details: “ ‘What exactly
are the side effects of radiotherapy?’ It
was quite a shock. Lots of people have
had radiotherapy so you don’t think
about what it means.”

Because Ross was still so tiny, and
the tumour was on his face, the side
effects of radiotherapy were likely to
be both unknowable and severe, not
just on the eye, but on the surrounding
area — his pituitary gland, his hearing,
parts of his brain would probably be
affected. He would probably have to
take growth hormones his whole life;
he’d be at a risk of secondary cancers.
Lesley remembers the horror she felt
when the plastic surgeon started
talking about facial reconstruction
technology, which would allow him to
remove one of Ross’s ribs and graft it
on to his face. “If it was my child, it’s
what I would do,” he said. She
remembers her husband saying: “Is
there no other treatment?” and the
doctors all shaking their heads: “No,
not that we know of.” They went on to
detail those side effects in full: Ross
would probably lose his eye anyway.

When she got home, Lesley got on
the internet. She found a forum set up
by parents of children who had Ross’s

— many sick children are not. Lesley
can’t understand why it’s taking so
long for proton beam therapy centres
to be built in the UK, though there are
plans to build two centres: in London
and Manchester. “They have two in
Germany. They have them in France,
in Poland, in Switzerland. Ross was
treated in 2009. It’s now 2014. A
centre was supposed to open up this
year, then it was 2016. Now it’s 2018.”

Ross is now six years old. He is
healthy and smiling. His right eye can
be bloodshot, he is missing a few
eyelashes and he will have lifelong eye
issues. There may also be side effects
related to chemotherapy. But there’s
no question that, in following their
instinct at the outset, his parents have
changed the course of Ross’s life.
While Lesley still feels guilty she
waited a week between those initial
trips to Ross’s GP, I’m amazed by her
tenacity. She’s become a self-taught
expert in children’s oncology.

Radiotherapy would have lumbered
her son with health issues that would
have continued, possibly multiplied for
the rest of his life. Why does Lesley
think Ross was misdiagnosed by his
GP? “Children’s cancer is something a
GP might come across maybe once in
their entire career,” she says. Even for
someone in the medical profession, it
can be a taboo, she says. Why wasn’t
proton beam therapy discussed as a
treatment option? “They didn’t know
about it. Or I was told it wasn’t tested.
Or maybe it is seen as too much of a
hassle for them, for us.” It’s not for
doctors to pre-empt those decisions:
“People should have that option, even
if their doctor’s don’t agree.”
September is Childhood Cancer
Awareness Month. Visit
childrenwithcancer.org.uk or text
CHILD to 81400 and give £3 to
Children with Cancer UK

condition and posted, as best she
could, a description of what he was
going through. Almost instantly she
started getting messages from other
parents — American ones. “They told
me about proton beam therapy and
that it was effective on orbital
rhabdomyosarcoma and that there is a
reduced risks of secondary cancers
later in life.” She learnt that proton
beam therapy isn’t any more effective
than radiation therapy, it’s just a more
precise tool, accurate to 2mm as
opposed to over 1cm with traditional
radiation: a huge difference in a one-
year-old child. And as proton beam
therapy does not have an exit point,
there is no radiation to the brain.

Proton beam therapy is available in
the UK: patients with rare types of eye
cancer can go to the proton therapy
centre at the Clatterbridge Cancer
Centre in Merseyside — but the
proton beams produced there are
relatively low-energy and can’t be used
to treat other types of tumour. The
only alternative is to find treatment
abroad. So Lesley wrote to clinics in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and
Switzerland. The doctor in Fort
Lauderdale wrote back straight away:
“There were a lot of statistics in his
favour.” Lesley retrieved Ross’s
medical records and faxed them to
Switzerland and Florida. She
contacted her MP, her MEP, NHS
specialists, her local health authority
(“They got back to me very quickly”)
and her radiation doctor — the same
person who had told her a week
previously that radiation therapy was
Ross’s only option — who was happy
to submit Ross for approval. After four
weeks, Ross had NHS funding and
approval to travel to Florida for five
weeks of proton treatment. The family
left on a plane on December 18. It was
lucky Ross was well enough to travel

Above: Ashya King
with his parents Brett
and Naghemeh King.
Right: Lesley Anderton
with her son Ross and,
below, Ross at home in
East Lothian

A worried
mother
does more
research
than
the FBI

increasingly worried and decided to go our child. But you’d go to the 
moon if your child is sick.” When 

Above: Ashya King 
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Allison Janney found fame as CJ in TheWest Wing and now stars as a recovering addict in the
hit sitcomMom. Her family history made her a shoo-in for the role, she tells Andrew Billen

S
uccessful actresses do not
“start” their careers at 38.
They do not become
world-famous in their
forties. Nor do they, eight
years on from losing the
role that brings them
international fame, emerge

from post-cancellation semi-obscurity
to be hailed all over again aged 54.
This, nevertheless, is the career cycle
of Allison Janney.
“I think,” she says in that

tremendously rich, warm, intelligent
voice of hers, “my age had to catch up
with my height. I am 6ft tall and I was
playing 40-year-olds when I was 20. I
just had to be patient.”
When, however, The West Wing, the

utopian political drama in which she
played the sassy, speed-talking press
secretary CJ, ended in 2006, her
patience was needed once again. After
seven series, during which she
garnered nine major prizes, she found
herself bereft of a cast who had
become her family and without
guaranteed work. She spoke of “losing
her edge”, maybe returning to Ohio,
where she was brought up, perhaps
building a “creativity barn” in her
backyard, in which she would paint.
It didn’t quite come to that, but two

sitcoms failed to get past or to their
pilots; a third was cancelled after one
season. She made it into a hit movie,
Juno, but only as pregnant Juno’s
small-minded but, hey, big-hearted
supporting-role mother. She was,
apparently, splendid in a Broadway
revival of Dolly Parton’s 9 to 5, but the
critics panned the show. A year ago
things began to look up. A sitcom,

Mom, was renewed and her supporting
role in the sex-research dramaMasters
of Sex was beefed up because, well, she
was so good — a scene in which her
character is interrogated about sex
with her (gay) husband and she
mistakes a reference to the “relief” of
orgasm for the relief of “it” being over
is quite wonderful. She is back in
season two presently on More4 .
What neither of us know when we

talk in a London hotel this summer is
that she is about to be nominated for,
and then win, two Emmys for her work
on these programmes. Had Janney
known, I suspect she would have been
far less protective of Mom, whose first
season will soon be on DVD, whose
second ITV2 will screen next year and
whose promoters organised our chat.
I think she thinks I don’t like it.

Actually it grew on me, but from a
very low base. It is a puzzling work.
For one thing, its official star is Anna
Faris, who has played dumb blondes in
not a few movies but here gets to be
the single mother and recovering
alcoholic, Christy. Yet Janney, who
plays Christy’s mother, Bonnie, also
single, also “in recovery”, steals every
scene: her speeches are wilder, her
physical comedy more ambitious.
“I think it is primarily her show, but

we share it because our relationship is
the central one,” says Janney of Faris.
“Off camera, we are more like sisters. I
like to say we are similarly silly and
have a similar work ethic, which is
hard work, be on time, and be
considerate to others.”
What is even more curious, but

brave at least, is that its creator, Chuck
Lorre, has placed some disturbing

After The West Wing I almost quit
acting — then I won two Emmys

themes in the middle of one of the
multicamera, studio-audience sitcoms
for which he is famous (Two and a
Half Men; The Big Bang Theory).
Another supporting actress, Mimi
Kennedy, works hard to get laughs out
of her character’s breast-cancer
diagnosis. Janney’s Bonnie deals with
her diagnosis of another taboo
American complaint — the
menopause — with outrage. This is
one of many occasions in which
Janney marches off set to scattered
applause, leaving Faris to cap her exit
with an inadequate line, in this case:
“I’m glad she is not my mom.”

Bonnie and Christy’s addictions are
what really make Mom distinct,
however, and also what attracted
Janney, although they could just as
easily have repelled her.
“I liked the backdrop for the show,

that it was centred on these two
women who were trying to change
their lives in recovery. I don’t think
anyone’s a stranger to that area in
this day and age. Unfortunately, I’ve
had a lot of friends and family I’ve
lost to addictions. I’ve had friends I’ve
tried to help and make better choices.
I’ve gone to Al-Anon programmes.
I’ve gone to open AA meetings. I’ve

I have been
engaged three
times. Three.
Never did it
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when he came to cast The West
Wing. The turning point did come
in 1996, with her Broadway debut
in Present Laughter and a proper role
in Stanley Tucci’s excellent film Big
Night. Two years later, aged 39,
she was CJ. “I was a late bloomer,”
she says.
With boys too. Self-conscious

about her height, she did not get a
date until college, although she was
rarely without a boyfriend after. “I
have been engaged three times. Three.
Never did it.” Is it she who pulls out?
“Kind of. I get cold feet for whatever
reason, but you are not going to
analyse me. I would still like to find
someone to share things with.”
Does she date now? “Not really, no.

It’s really hard to date. I don’t go on
any dating sites.”
It must be hard with such a

well-known face? “Yes, it is a little.
I don’t actually know how to do it.
I’ve always been very thin-skinned.
It’s funny. I tend to play characters
who are very thick-skinned, victims
with attitudes and the smartest-
woman-in-the-room kind of girls. I
think that’s partly because of my size
and voice.”
When we meet she has just

come back from Budapest, where she
has been filming with Melissa

McCarthy and Jude Law a comedy
thriller, Spy, which she believes may
become a franchise. She so hit it off
with another of its leads, Miranda
Hart, that they plan to star in a
West End show together, when
Hart writes it. Having spent a
summer at Rada in her twenties,
she is excited by the idea, but then,
in general, I detect none of the
resignation that clouded her
interviews after The West Wing. She
looks quite lovely too. I wonder what
has re-energised her.
“What has re-energised me? I don’t

know. This show?”
Or feeling that life is short?
“There’s also a little bit of
that, having lost people
and going through a
period of mourning and
maybe coming out of it
a little and going, ‘OK.

I’m still alive. I got
to be here and I
want to enjoy
my life.’ I have
more things I
want to do and
I’m getting
opportunities
and taking
them and
having them
work out.
Mom has
started a little
chain reaction
of good things.
I’m glad. I

needed it.”
She deserves it,

I say. “I needed it,”
she repeats.

Mom season one will
be released on DVD
on Oct 6 at £17.75

been in that world a lot. There’s so
many jobs as an actress that I feel, ‘I
can’t do that’, things I cannot portray,
or I won’t, or wonder if I can pull off.
This was not one of those.”
She talks emphatically. I wonder if

there is a connection with her younger
brother, Henry “Hal” Janney, whose
death in 2011 in St Paul, Missouri, I
have read was “unexpected”. It
transpires he killed himself. “He had a
problem with addiction. It’s very
tragic. It’s very hard to try to help
someone when you want something
more from them than they want for
themselves. It’s tragic.”
Was he addicted to alcohol? “And

other things. But that was why I felt I
wanted very much to take on Bonnie
and this world of addiction.”
I suppose it normalises it if it

becomes part of a sitcom on CBS?
“Well, that’s true. You don’t have to
feel like it’s abnormal. A lot of people
are going through this and it’s not
shameful. It is a disease.”
And no reason to blame their

upbringing either. Look at Janney: 18
months older than Hal with the same
solidly middle-class, happily married
parents in Dayton, Ohio. “I know. I
know. Not everyone can find a place
to land in this life and I wish my
brother had.”
Yet, I protest,Mom is such a broad

comedy in which to place this issue.
“Yes, and I was quite delighted and
surprised that Chuck kept it going. I
thought the backdrop of recovery
might just ground this comedy in
something, make it a little more
meaningful and more relatable to
people, but he keeps bringing up teen
pregnancy and menopause
and cancer.”
Janney recently lost a friend to

breast cancer and saw it as her job
to make her laugh during her final
days. “That’s what I feel like we’re
doing withMom. Dying is part of life.
People get sick. Everyone’s going,
we just don’t know when. I went
through a plate glass window when
I was 17 and almost died. I lost like
three quarters of my blood. I was in
hospital and the attendant was trying
to keep me awake so I wouldn’t go
into a coma and I remember him
saying, ‘Would you like a piece of
lemon meringue pie?’ And I said,
‘Oh, no thank you. I’m on a diet.’
And there I was about to die!” She
laughs. It could be a line fromMom.
It was that accident — she ran

through a glass door at a party —
that ended her ambitions to figure-
skate professionally. After a
year’s recuperation she
went to university in
Ohio, where she was
spotted by a college
alumnus, Paul Newman,
who encouraged her to
join a theatre group
in New York. Parts
for a giantess
turned out to be
rare and she
struggled to
attract an agent,
but she soon
enough won small
roles in soaps and
decent films,
including the
political drama
Primary Colors,
where a pratfall
down a flight of
stairs was
remembered by
Aaron Sorkin

My brother had a
problem with
addiction. It’s
very tragic

LARRY BUSACCA / NBC VIA GETTY, REX FEATURES

Allison Janney at this
year’s Emmy awards
and, right, with Mom
co-star Anna Faris.
Above left: with the
cast of The West Wing
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I hate the nihilistic, the squalid.
Demon dog of crime fiction or teddy
bear? James Ellroy tells Rhys Blakely
that there’s beauty in his dark tales

I
have been told to meet James
Ellroy in the Pacific Dining Car,
a cloistered, clubby throwback of
a restaurant with wingback
chairs and waiters in bow ties.
It’s in downtown Los Angeles
and has been on my list of places
to visit for a while, mostly

because I’d heard that Ellroy, the
self-proclaimed “demon dog of crime
fiction”, comes here and because it
sounded like a remnant of the era he
writes about.
The maître d’ puts me in a corner

booth. I’m early, but so is Ellroy. He’s
66, 6ft 3in and somewhat bearlike.
He’s bald, with a moustache. He’s
wearing 1950s-style floral camp shirt,
chinos and a Rolex Milgauss
wristwatch. “Not here,” he says in
a growl a semitone away from a
death-rattle. “I once conducted an
affair with a married woman at this
table. Too weird.” It’s as if he’s been
plucked from one of his own hard-
boiled novels. Or perhaps he’s pulling
my leg. Either way, we move.
Ellroy is widely regarded as one of

the US’s greatest crime writers; his
best-known novel, LA Confidential, a
tale of police corruption set in the City
of Angels in the 1950s, became a fêted
film that won Kim Basinger an Oscar
in 1998. I suspect, though, that you
either love his stuff — the high
machismo, the labyrinthine plots, the

period slang, the drugs, the grisly
violence — or you really don’t. His
new novel Perfidia (“My largest book,
my most ambitious book”) —
reviewed in Books next week — won’t
convert anybody, but fans thirsty for
another fix of his grubby, grandiose
world will lap it up.
Set in LA on the eve of America’s

entry into the Second World War,
Perfidia weighs in at 700-odd pages.
“It’s a binge,” Ellroy says, and its heft is
instrumental. Over the past 30 years
he has evolved the crime novel by
joining it with the sweep of history; by
injecting the genre, as he puts it, with
the “sense that there’s a secret human
infrastructure of large public events”.
He acknowledges debts to Dashiell
Hammett, James M Cain, Ross
Macdonald and the cop-turned-crime
writer Joseph Wambaugh, but his
pivotal inspiration, he says, was Don
DeLillo’s Libra, a semi-paranoid
reconstruction of what the plot to kill
Kennedy might have looked like
(renegade CIA men, crazy Cubans,
the Mob).
Ellroy made his name with the LA

Quartet (The Black Dahlia, The Big
Nowhere, LA Confidential andWhite
Jazz, published between 1987 and 1992,
and set between the late Forties and
late Fifties). In the Underworld USA
Trilogy — American Tabloid (1995),
The Cold Six Thousand (2001) and

Scarlett Johansson and
Josh Hartnett in The
Black Dahlia and,
right, James Ellroy.
Below: Kim Basinger
in LAConfidential

Blood’s a Rover (2009) — the debt to
DeLillo became clearer. He blended
fiction and fact to write a twisted
alternate history of America from
1958 to 1973, ricocheting from JFK’s

infidelities to the Vietnam War, to the
death of J Edgar Hoover, the birth of
Black Power and the reign of Richard
Nixon. It was a vast undertaking and
it sent Ellroy over the edge. In 2001
he had a nervous breakdown. (His
mental disintegration explains the
overdone staccato style of The Cold Six
Thousand, he says, before joking that
his state of mind mirrored the state of
the US in the Sixties.)
So Perfidia is a kind of comeback,

using characters familiar from the
Underworld Trilogy and the LA
Quartet. The book begins on
December 6, 1941; an American-

I’m here to
express the
wonder that I
see in the world
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I’m astonished at those labels

Japanese family has been killed
ritualistically in LA. The next day the
Japanese will raid Pearl Harbor. An
LAPD buzzing on Benzedrine and
bigotry investigates the murders while
initiating a chaotic round-up of
suspected Japanese fifth-columnists.
In the city, wartime breeds a manic
revelry: in one scene set in a
Hollywood basement opium den,
Salvador Dalí’s pet leopard eats chow
mein off Count Basie’s plate, while
Clark Gable displays “a pic of Cary
Grant with a d*** in his mouth”.
Harry Potter it is not.
Ellroy says that the book — the first

of a planned quartet — came to him
while he was writing Blood’s a Rover.
He speaks in a low, incantatory
rumble: “I had a flash of handcuffed,
forlorn Japanese Americans, in a
military type vehicle . . . armed soldiers
at the front, heading up a snow-
capped mountain pass towards the
Manzanar internment camp [in

California]. Within moments I realised
— the Second LA Quartet; the first
novel to be called Perfidia; a
700-page novel; told in
real time.”
As he crafted his

initial outline, a
researcher dug out the
LA newspapers from
the period. “I saw early
on that history had
been kind to me,” he says.
“I was abetted in my
fictional design by the
outlandishness [of the
period] — isolationism,
interventionism, a great deal
of racial rancour: the Catholics
and Protestants hate each
other, the English and the
Irish hate each other, the
Chinese and the Japanese
hate each other; there is a
great deal of casually
expressed antisemitism,

the crazy notion that the Jews started
the war, Father Coughlin [a fascist

priest broadcaster] on the
radio. And I saw,
schematically, that this
was a great template for
Ellroy’s sexual s***,
Ellroy’s racial s***,
Ellroy’s romantic s***,
Ellroy’s cop s*** —
and I proceeded.”
The use of the third

person fits: Ellroy is a
notorious showman.
Modern life leaves him

cold, he says. “I would
rather live imaginatively

in the past.” He doesn’t
own a mobile phone
and avoids the
internet. He says he
hasn’t read a
contemporary
novel — bar one
written by his

ex-wife, Helen Knode — in years.
“The digital revolution has destroyed
the civil contract,” he says. “People
cannot be with themselves.”
That said, he’s great company:

warm, solicitous, profane, engaging,
bitchy (Basinger wasn’t intelligent
enough to play her part in LA
Confidential, he says). His one
concession to modern culture appears
to be the four or five hours of
television he watches at a friend’s
house most Friday nights. Did he see
True Detective, HBO’s recent nihilistic
reboot of the crime genre?
“I’ve seen the first three episodes.”

What did he think? “I thought it was
bulls*** — I really did. I thought it
was male hoo-ha. I thought it was
anti-religious, I thought it was a
couple of jive bulls*** actors still
around talking s***, and I didn’t
believe one second. My buddy and I
turned it off . . . It wasn’t beautiful, it
wasn’t true. It wasn’t ennobling.”
Later he’ll say: “I hate the squalid, I

hate the nihilistic. I’m always
astonished when people lay those
labels on me. I’m here to express
the wonder and beauty that I see in
the world.”
In the background, the famous

Ellroy creation story looms. In 1958,
when he was ten, his mother Geneva
— an attractive, alcoholic, red-headed
nurse — was murdered. His parents
had separated not long before and
when Ellroy had been asked by his
mother who he wanted to live with, he
said his dad. She hit him. At that point,
as Ellroy told it in one of his two
memoirs, he “issued The Curse, I
summoned her dead. She was
murdered three months later.” The
crime was never solved.
Her death informed everything he’s

written, he says. Sure enough, in
Perfidia there is a search for a
red-headed siren.
This autumn he’s coming to Britain

for a book tour, to spend time with a
new British girlfriend and to write a
screenplay for a remake of Laura, a
classic 1944 film noir originally
directed by Otto Preminger. But don’t
take what he says while he’s over here
too seriously.
He describes how most of his life is

spent in his LA home, in the dark,
brooding. He often rises in the middle
of the night “to get the drop on the
world” and to work. When he does
finally get out, he confesses that
he’s been known to overdo the
“demon dog” persona. He expresses
scandalous ideas — he once, for
instance, voiced support for slavery
— to bait the media.
The demon dog flashes a schoolboy

grin: “I’m amazed they go for it,”
he says.
Perfidia by James Ellroy is published
by William Heinemann on Sept 11

GRAHAM JEPSON; WRITERS PICTURES
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The digital
revolution has
destroyed the
civil contract

Video: watch
James Ellroy
introducing
Perfidia
tablet editions and
thetimes.co.uk/books
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James Nesbitt
Detective who confronted the relentless violence of Ulster’s Troubles and led the hunt for the notorious Shankill Butchers

Nesbitt in an alley near Tennent Street police station where the Shankill Butchers dumped many of their victims’ bodies

The Shankill Butchers were a gang of
sectarian killers, chilling even by the
standards of Ulster’s Troubles in the
1970s. A band ofUlster Volunteer Force
(UVF) fanatics, they earned their nick-
name for the way they mutilated their
victims. Based in the Shankill Road, the
Belfast heartland of the loyalist para-
militaries, they cruised streets andback
alleys looking for Catholics who they
kidnapped and then beat, tortured and
killed, slashing their throats and some-
times virtually decapitating them with
butcher’s knives and cleavers or sus-
pending their victims frommeat hooks.
Protectedby their reputation and the

fear surrounding their leader, a sadistic
sectariankiller calledLennyMurphy, 11
members of the gang were eventually
convicted of killing 19 people. The final
figure may have been as high as 30 and
manymorewouldhavediedbut forDe-
tective Chief Inspector Jimmy Nesbitt,
regarded as the most professional
detective in theRoyalUlsterConstabu-
lary.He accruedmore commendations
than any other UK police officer.
The leader of a small, hard-pressed

murder squad based in the centre of
Belfast, Nesbitt was in bed at home one
morning in November 1975 when he
was called to a body found in an alley.
Francis Crossan, a 38-year-old Catho-
lic,was the first of thegang’s victims.He

hadbeenkidnapped, beaten in the back
of a taxi and dumped in an alley where
Murphy hacked at his head until it was
almost severed.
Nesbitt and his men were already

veterans of the gathering violence of
theTroubles.Theyhadsolved 101of the
132 murders committed over the previ-
ous two years, but Crossan’s death was
savagely different. Nesbitt told his offi-
cers: “We’re dealing with someone
more brutal than the average terrorist
and we’d better get him.”
For three years Nesbitt stalked the

gang. A quiet and unassuming man,
often casually dressed with a cigarette
between his lips, he was sometimes
taken for a journalist rather than the
best detective in Northern Ireland.
Although he and his men worked 18-

hour shifts, seven days a week, they
struggled to break the wall of silence
protecting thegang.They facedaccusa-
tions of failing to catch the gang
because they were Protestants, which
Nesbitt angrily rejected. He said, “We
were professional detectives. If people
are being murdered you give every-
thing to catch the killers. We weren’t
interested in the religion of who was
killed. The religion part only came into
it because it provided uswith amotive.”
He had nothing but contempt for the

Shankill Butchers, who he described as
“resolute and savage”. They were so
warped in their views, he said, that
when they killed two Protestants by
mistake they then perversely planned
to shoot six Catholics in “retaliation”.
Murphy — who killed a fellow para-

military in prison and murdered

another in front of hismen— was jailed
for 12 years for arms offences but con-
tinued to mastermind the attacks. By
then, the police had built up a huge
amount of intelligence; Nesbitt recalled
that it was “like a big balloon waiting to
burst and we just needed the break-
through to put everything into place”.
That moment came when one of the

victims, Gerard Laverty, a 24-year-old
Catholic, survived an attack but was
barely alive. Eight days after his ordeal,
Laverty was persuaded by Nesbitt to
leave his hospital bed to go to the Shan-
kill Road to see if he could spot his
attackers. Nesbitt picked the day of the
local governmentelectionswhenmany
people would be out on the streets. Sit-
ting in the back of an unmarked car,
Laverty picked out two men.
Nesbitt andhismenhad theevidence

they needed. In 1979 11 members of the
gangweregiven42 life sentences totall-
ing2,000years in jail.Murphy,whowas
still in prison, escaped any charges,
much to Nesbitt’s intense regret— but
he was eventually ambushed, shot and
killed by the IRA.
Thomas James Nesbitt was born in

1934 in Belfast. His father was an elec-
trician and the family lived in amiddle-
class area of north Belfast, not far from
the cockpit of violence where Nesbitt
later worked. A bright intelligent boy,
he was educated at Belfast Technical
High School. His parents harboured
hopes he would go to university but
Nesbitt had other ideas: “I simply
wanted to get out into the world and
makesomethingofmyself. Iwas itching
to do something exciting.”
He left school towork for a linencom-

pany as a salesman with the promise of
travel. When that dream collapsed he
turned to policing. As a boy he read
everything he could about detective
work and pored over the newspaper re-
ports of murder trials. In 1957 he joined
theRUCwith the aimof becoming a de-
tective.Hehadabaptismof fire.His first
posting was to the sleepy border village
of Swatragh, Co Londonderry at a time
when the IRAwasmounting cross-bor-
der attacks. On his first night the post
was raided and the RUC man next to
him was shot. Nesbitt stayed cool, re-
turned fire and repulsed the attackers.
By the early 1970s, as a detective

inspector, he was heading the ten-man
murder squad at Tennent Street police
station in Belfast. It covered a popula-
tion of 150,000 and 15 square miles —
including hardline loyalist and republi-
can areas — and was the target for
attacks by paramilitaries of all colours.
The murder squad had a backlog of un-
solved cases andwas dogged by internal
bickering. Nesbitt, a tough detective
who led from the front and would take
on themostmenial tasks, rebuilt itsmo-
rale. In one weekend in 1974 his team
were facedwith nine sectarianmurders.
His squad eventually solved 250 out

of more than 310 killings. In the early
1980s Nesbitt was promoted to RUC
headquarters as a detective superin-
tendent.When he left the police he had
67 commendations, a record. Each
night he returned home to his wife
Marion and his two sons Mark and
James and devotedly followed the for-
tunes of the Crusaders football team.
Years later he still remembered all the

victims, including the last, who was a
Protestant killed by loyalists who had
mistaken him for a Catholic. He was on
his way homewith a doll he had bought
for his three-year-old daughterwhowas
ill. Nesbitt said he looked for clues from
themenhe interviewed in the “darkness
of their eyes”. He recalled the UVFman
who told him that killers went on killing
so that the details became a blur. But
Nesbitt felt the constant pain of dealing
with the relatives: “There were times
when it hit me hard, not simply seeing
the bodies but witnessing the heart-
break and tragedy of the living.”

James Nesbitt, MBE, police officer, was
born on September 29, 1934. He died
after a short illness on August 25, 2014,
aged 79

One victim was
carrying a doll he had
bought for his daughter
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Susan Raven

Dame Kathleen
Ollerenshaw

His Honour Judge
Andrew Gilbart QC
writes: One of the
pleasures of any
civic function in
Manchester was to
enjoy the company
of Dame Kathleen
Ollerenshaw (obit-

uary, Sept 4). I first met her in 2008
when she was already well over 90,
when as the new honorary recorder of
the city I attended a reception in the
town hall for the new lord mayor. She
was introduced to my wife and myself

and then talked with wonderfully
infectious enthusiasm about her work
as a mathematician. She was always
direct, cheerful and the opposite of
pompous. She told me on that first
occasion that when she was bored she
would lie in the bath and write
equations on the ceiling.
She never let her age hold her back.

As a freeman of the city she would
always attend the annual Remem-
brance Service at the cenotaph in St
Peter’s Square, and would insist on
walking in the procession to and from
the town hall, usually on the arm of her
fellow freeman Sir Bobby Charlton,
much to the appreciation of those
lining the route. Manchester will miss
her a great deal.

Lives remembered

If you would like to add a personal view or
recollection to a published obituary, you

can send your contribution by post to Times
Obituaries, 1 London Bridge Street, London SE1
9GF, or by email to tributes@thetimes.co.uk

@

The Right Rev John
Austin Baker

Canon Barney Milli-
gan writes: John
Austin Baker (obit-
uary, Aug 27) was a
musical man with a
distinctive sense of
humour.As a fellow
student at Cuddes-
don Theological

College I saw something of his many-
sided enthusiasms. When, many years
later, I tried writing hymns, I sent him
copies and invited him to write tunes.
This was after his retirement when I
assumed that diary pressures would

have become less demanding. His
replies, with the sheets of music, were
delightful, oftenstarting“DearGilbert”
and ending “John Sullivan”.

John Rankin writes:
Ten years ago I sat
next to Susan Ra-
ven (obituary, Aug
29) at a wedding
reception in Suf-
folk. About 35 years
earlier I had taught
a boy called Adam

Raven at a London crammer. I inquired
if she was his mother and she said that

she was. Adam had told me that Simon
Raven was his father, and that having a
fatherwhowasanotoriousnovelistwas
challenging. Susan explained that
Adam had become an artist and was
proud of his achievements in an admir-
ing, critical way. She sent me 23 post-
cards covering a ten-year range of
Adam’s work. I was impressed by his
paintings for their humour and quirky
style, depicting London scenes. He was
a gifted artist and Susan made every
effort to help him be recognised.
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Andy MacMillan
Maverick Scottish architect who wrestled the architecture of Catholic churches into the 20th century

MacMillan was devastated to see how his masterpiece, St Peter’s College seminary, below, was allowed to crumble

The novelist Alice Thomas Ellis once
asserted that if you fetch up in a town
you haven’t been to before and want to
find the Catholic church, look for the
most ugly building you can find and
that will almost certainly be it.
The Catholic author’s ire at what she

perceived to be the iniquities of the
postwar ecclesiastical Modernism
might have been directed at Andy
MacMillan, who along with his archi-
tectural partner IsiMetzstein, sought to
“strip out the rubbish”of decorative
traditional churches. He wrestled the
building form into the 20th century by
designing brutalist concrete and
modernist redbrick exteriors andmini-
malist interiors that won great acclaim.
ThemaverickGlaswegian, who him-

self was a lapsed Protestant, revelled in
such iconoclasm.Hewasassistedby the
Roman Catholic Church’s profound li-
turgical modernisation in the early
1960s which culminated in the Second
VaticanCouncil andneededboldarchi-
tectural statements to herald the spirit
of the age.
MacMillan designed many churches

in Scotland while working with Metz-
stein at the practice Gillespie, Kidd and
Coiaandhis tourde forceStPeter’sCol-
lege seminaryon thebanksof theClyde
in Cardross, consecrated in 1966, has
been called Scotland’s most important
piece of postwar architecture. The con-
crete ziggurat of continuous arches
weaved a powerful narrative. Cele-
brantsof amasswouldprocess fromthe
sacristy to the top-litmain chapel along
a curved ramp flanked by silo-like side
chapels whose thick concrete was
punctured with randomly shaped
windows.
Vatican II ultimately proved to be the

undoing of the seminary as one of the
directions of the council was that semi-
narians should be trained for thepriest-
hood among the faithful in parishes
and not banished to remote country-
side locations.On top of that the steady
stream of young men deciding to be-
comepriests slowed to a trickle.By 1979
there were just 21 seminarians training
in a facility built for 100. The seminary
was closed in 1980 and quickly became
an intriguing ruin in surrounding
woodlands, beloved of truanting child-
ren who used its walls as a canvas for
graffiti. MacMillan was devastated to
see howhismasterpiecewas allowed to
crumble: “It’s terrible to live in a culture
that can allow a building like that to be
treated that way,” he bemoaned.
St Peter’s A-listing in 1992 did little to

stop the decline. A £7.5 million plan to
restore part of the seminary, including
the chapel, andmaintain the rest a ruin
to visit, in the same way that tourists
visit medieval monasteries, was given a
boostwith amajor grant from theHeri-
tage Lottery Fund in December 2013.
MacMillan was thrilled by the plans.
AndrewMacMillanwasbornprema-

turely in 1928 in a Glasgow tenement.
He was not expected to survive but he
did after his unemployed father
ingeniously devised a home-made
incubator. As an apprentice atGlasgow
Corporation his talent for draughts-
manship was noticed and he was en-
couraged to study architecture. While
lining up to enrol for night courses at
the Glasgow School of Art, where the
celebrated architect of the school
Charles Rennie Mackintosh had
queued for night classes some 50 years
before, MacMillan struck up a friend-
ship with Isi Metzstein. The pair later
teamedup in 1954at thepracticeGilles-
pie, Kidd and Coia. Here MacMillan
took the lead with the Jewish atheist
Metzstein on designs for Catholic
churches; the commissions rolled in as
theirdevoutCatholicboss JackCoiacut
deals with Glasgow archdiocese.
Inspired by the Swiss great Le

Corbusier, who created the 1955
sculptural white concrete chapel at
Ronchamp, Macmillan and Metzstein
designed St Paul’s, Glenrothes (1957),
which has been described as the first
modern church in Britain. St Bride’s in
East Kilbride (1964) was a particular
favourite of MacMillan’s and the
red-brick monolith became one of the
most recognisable buildings of
Scotland’s first New Town.
MacMillan’s and Metzstein’s

boldness never dimmed as they de-

signed nearly 20 churches together
over the followingdecades.Theywould
work in silence on the same drawing
without needing to say a word to each
other. The intense concentration
would be broken by a gag, and Metz-
stein oftenhadMacMillan in stitches of
laughter as the “master of the Jewish
one-liner”.
As their reputation spread,

MacMillan and Metzstein worked on
bigger projects such as the library at
Wadham College, Oxford and Robin-

son College, Cambridge. By this stage,
MacMillan was busy creating his other
great legacy as the charismatic head of
school at theMackintosh School of Ar-
chitecture at theGlasgowSchool ofArt
from 1973 to 1994. Teaching amid the
beautiful timber interiors by the Art
Nouveau dandy, MacMillan turned
“the Mac” into a world-class school.
MacMillan argued that Georgian/

Victorian street patterns, squares and
gardens produced a more humane
environment when cities in the UK
were being indiscriminately demol-
ished under the banner of a utopian
future. This revised view of urbanism
and placemaking is become an accept-
ed creed. He was appointed OBEin
1992.
As a straight-talking Glaswegian

with an impish sense of humour,
MacMillan was a rigorous teacher who
could reduce his students to tears in
tutorials, buthewouldgenerouslywork
overtime to help them and cared about
themdeeply.One student once stood in
awe when he espied MacMillan in a
Glasgow bar laughing over a whisky
with the comedian Billy Connolly
before returning to teach in the
afternoon.
After his retirement, MacMillan

remainedaprominentandmuch-loved

figure on the Scottish architecture
scene, often chairing design competi-
tions. He was a member of the panel
that chose the late Enric Miralles’s
controversial design for the Scottish
Parliament building at Holyrood.
When the building was vilified in Edin-
burgh for being architecturally under-
whelming and hugely over budget, the
Glaswegian turned on the building’s
critics the in city with typical brio.
A few months before his death he

revisitedmanyof the Scottish churches
he had designed on a tour with the
GlasgowSchool ofArt choir,whichwas
testing out the acoustics in each church
as research for an architecture stu-
dent’s dissertation. As the singers
began, MacMillan looked deeply
moved and his wife Angela (who
survives him along with their four
children: Angela, a buyer and product
designer, Siobhan, who works in com-
munity education, Fiona, an architect,
and Fred who works in the film
industry) squeezed his arm. Seemingly
about to burst into tears he looked at
the ceiling.When asked if he was about
to well up, he replied: “Oh not at all. I
was actually just wondering what
bloody idiot thought those light fittings
were a good idea.”
He still taught at “the Mac” at the

time of his death and entertained with
his fund of stories on architectural
greats he had met, such as James Stir-
ling, Daniel Libeskind and the Smith-
sons. Returning to the school after the
recent fire that destroyed the library, he
gazed on the blackened exposed struc-
ture and remarked that he felt enlight-
ened as for so many years he had
misunderstood Mackintosh’s design.
He died after collapsing while in his

element judging projects for the Royal
Institute of Architects in Scotland’s
annual awards.

Andy MacMillan, OBE, architect, was
born on December 11, 1928. He died after
a cerebral haemorrhage on August 16,
2014, aged 85

Maria
Lassnig
Austrian artist who was
still startling critics
with her nude self-
portraits in her eighties
“The perfect artist for the age of the
selfie” was how one critic described the
painter Maria Lassnig. She was still
startling audiences with her nude por-
traits in her eighties. She opened her
debut exhibition in Britain — at the
Serpentine Gallery —just before her
90thbirthday. It featured a self-portrait
in which she was naked, with open legs
andsaggingbreasts, andpointingagun.
She said that she wanted to express
what it felt like to be inside an 89-year-
old body. “Visiting blokes are advised to
bring a helmet,” wrote one reviewer.
Lassnig’s artistic career had spanned

more than 70 years. She painted vi-
brant, often distorted human torsos
which were influenced by realism, sur-
realism, cubismand, as she said, “I don’t
know how many other isms.” As a girl,
she consciously made the decision not
to have a family of her own. “When I
wasyoung, Iwascleverenough toknow
that if I got married or had children, I
would be eaten. I would be sick if I
couldn’t paint . . . So I renounced it.”
She continued to paint, working

several hours a day, despite her declin-
ing health. She used various lovers or
her neighbours in Austria— including
her local priest — as her models.
Born out of wedlock, Maria Lassnig

spent the first five years of her child-
hood living with her grandparents at
their farmhouse in theAustrian townof
Kappel amKrappfeld. Someyears later,
her mother married her adoptive
father. She only met her biological
father after she reached adulthood.
Lassnig developed her style of paint-

ing when she enrolled at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Vienna during the
SecondWorldWar. She began to depict
her fantasies and nightmares through
the humanbody, calling her style “Kör-
perbilder” or “body awareness”: “I step
in front of the canvas naked, as it were.
I have no set purpose . . . I let things
happen.”As a student, shewas once ex-
pelled from a class, accused of being
“degenerate”.
Her rising success in Austria was re-

warded with a scholarship to study in
Paris. Here she met the forerunner of
surrealism, André Breton. Following
the death of her mother, she moved to
NewYorkwhere shebecame fascinated
with painting plastic after seeing so
many supermarket-wrapped fruit and
vegetables. In the 1980s she took up a
post as professor at the University of
Applied Arts in Vienna and was still
teaching in her 70s. Her dream was to
showatMoMAPS1 inNewYork,which
she achieved this year.
Lassnig adored entertaining friends

inViennaandCarinthia, in rural south-
ernAustria. Shewasknowntomakeap-
ple strudels up to a week in advance of
their arrival. For her 85th birthday she
danced a waltz at the Ritz. She refused
offers of a lift by car and took the tram.

Maria Lassnig,
artist, was born
on September 8,
1919. She died
on May 6, 2014,
aged 94

He would often
reduce his students to
tears in tutorials

EPIC SCOTLAND

EPIC SCOTLAND
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.15 The Housing
Enforcers 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer 11.00 Street Patrol UK
11.45 Caught Red Handed 12.15pm
Bargain Hunt 1.00 BBC News;
Weather 1.30 BBC Regional News;
Weather 1.45 Doctors 2.15 Pressure
Pad 3.00 Escape to the Country
3.45 A Taste of Britain 4.30 Flog It!
5.15 Pointless 6.00 BBC News
6.30 BBC Regional News
Programmes 7.00 The One Show
7.30 EastEnders 8.00 Inside Out
8.30 Putin’s Gamble: Panorama
9.00 New Tricks 10.00 BBC
News 10.25 BBC Regional News;
Weather 10.35 The Secrets 11.05
Boomers 11.35 Live at the Apollo
12.25am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.05am Homes Under the Hammer
7.05 Street Patrol UK 7.50 Caught
Red Handed 8.20 Sign Zone 10.35
Click 11.00 BBC News 11.30 BBC
World News 12.00 Daily Politics
1.00pm Fred Dibnah’s Building of
Britain 1.30 The Fred Dibnah Story
2.00 Cash in the Attic 2.30 The
Chef’s Protégé 3.00 Celebrity
MasterChef 3.45 Nature’s Weirdest
Events 4.45 Great British Railway
Journeys 5.15 Put Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is 6.00 Two
Tribes 6.30 Eggheads. Quiz show
7.00 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
8.00 University Challenge. Bath
take on Glasgow 8.30 Only Connect
9.00 Alex Polizzi: The Fixer 10.00
Him & Her: The Wedding 10.30
Newsnight 11.20 The Two Amigos:
A Gaucho Adventure 12.20-
12.50am Sign Zone: Scrappers
4.00-6.05 BBC Learning Zone

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Loose Women 1.30 ITV News;
Weather 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
3.00 The Alan Titchmarsh Show
4.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes? 5.00
The Chase 6.00 Regional News 6.15
ITV News; Weather 6.45 Emmerdale
7.15 Live International Football:
Switzerland v England (Kick-off
7.45) 10.00 ITV News at Ten and
Weather 10.30 Regional News
10.40 International Football
Highlights 11.40 All Star Family
Fortunes 12.35am Jackpot247
2.30 Uefa Champions League
Weekly 2.55 The Jeremy Kyle
Show USA 3.40 ITV Nightscreen
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 3rd Rock
from the Sun 7.10 The King of
Queens. Double bill 8.00 Everybody
Loves Raymond 9.00 Frasier.
Double bill 10.00 Undercover Boss

11.00 Location, Location, Location
12.00 News 12.05pm Celebrity
Coach Trip 12.35 Jamie’s Money
Saving Meals 1.05 Come Dine with
Me 2.10 Phil Spencer: Secret Agent
3.10 Countdown 4.00 Deal or No
Deal 5.00 Come Dine with Me 6.00
The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks 7.00
Channel 4 News 8.00 Jamie’s
Comfort Food 8.30 Gadget Man
9.00 Cops and Robbers 10.00 8
Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown
11.00 NFL: The American Football
Show 12.00 FILM: No (2012)
Fact-based drama 2.05am Scandal
2.50 Mammon 3.55 Sarah Beeny’s
Selling Houses 4.50 River Cottage
Bites 5.05-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am The Real A&E 7.00
Futurama 9.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
11.00 Hawaii Five-0 1.00pm NCIS:
Los Angeles 3.00 Glee 4.00
Futurama 5.00 The Simpsons
5.30 Futurama 6.30 The Simpsons
8.00 Duck Quacks Don’t Echo
9.00 50 Ways to Kill Your Mammy
10.00 An Idiot Abroad 11.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 1.00am Hawaii Five-0
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00
BBC World News 10.30 World
Business Report 10.45 Sport Today
11.00 BBC World News 12.00 GMT
1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday
11.30 Asia Business Report 11.45
Sport Today 12.00 Newsday
12.30am Asia Business Report
12.45 Sport Today 1.00 Newsday
1.30 Asia Business Report 1.45
Sport Today 2.00 BBC World News
2.30 Asia Business Report 2.45
Sport Today 3.00 BBC World News
3.30 Asia Business Report 3.45
Sport Today 4.00 BBC World News
4.30 HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World
News 5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 7.00 WWE:
Bottom Line 8.00 Goals on Sunday
9.00 Football Gold 9.30 Football
League Gold 9.45 Football Gold

10.00 Goals on Sunday 11.00
Football Gold 11.30 FL72 Highlights
12.00 Goals on Sunday 1.00pm
FL72 Review 2.00 Football’s
Greatest Players 3.00 FL72
Highlights 3.30 Football’s Greatest
Players 4.00 Game Changers 5.00
Fantasy Football: The Highlights
5.00 Football’s Greatest Players
5.30 Soccer AM: The Best Bits 6.30
FL72 Review 7.30 Live Elite League
Speedway 9.30 Life of Tai 10.30
FL72 Review 11.30 Fantasy Football:
The Highlights 12.00 Speedway
1.00am FL72 Review 2.00 Fantasy
Football: The Highlights 2.30
Soccer AM: The Best Bits 3.30 Elite
League Speedway 5.30-6.00
Fantasy Football: The Highlights

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Super League Gold 7.00
International T20 Cricket 8.00 NFL
10.00 Super League Gold 10.15 Red
Bull Air Race 11.15 Sporting Rivalries
12.45pm Women’s International T20
Cricket 1.45 International T20
Cricket 2.45 Super League Gold
3.00 GAA 6.00 Super League
Fulltime 7.00 Sporting Rivalries
7.30 NFL 9.30 Sporting Rivalries
10.00 WWE: Late Night — Bottom
Line 11.00 WWE: Late Night —
Afterburn 12.00 WWE: NXT 1.00am
Live WWE: Late Night — Raw 4.15
WWE From the Vault 4.30 Super
League Fulltime 5.30-6.00 Top 14
Rugby Union Highlights

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Greats 6.30 Red
Bull Air Race 7.30 Total Rugby 8.00
US Open Tennis 9.00 Top 14 Rugby
Union Highlights 9.30 Sporting
Greats 10.00 US Open Tennis 11.00
Racing News 11.30 Surf Unleashed
12.00 US Open Tennis 1.00pm NFL
3.00 Surf Unleashed 3.30 US Open
Tennis 4.30 WWE: Raw 6.30 Red
Bull Air Race 8.00 Sporting
Rivalries 8.30 US Open Tennis 9.30
Live US Open Tennis 12.00 Sporting
Rivalries 12.30am Sporting Greats
1.30 Super League Fulltime 2.30 US
Open Tennis 3.30 Bumble! The
David Lloyd Story 4.30 Sporting
Rivalries 5.00-6.00 US Open Tennis

British Eurosport
7.30am Motorsports Weekend 7.45
Live Snooker: Shanghai Masters.
Coverage of the opening day at the
Shanghai Grand Stage in China
10.30 Cycling: Vuelta a España 11.30
Cycling: Tour of Britain 1.15pm Live
Cycling: Tour of Britain. Coverage
of the second stage of the race
4.00 Cycling: Tour of Alberta
4.45 Cycling: Vuelta a España
6.45 US Open Tennis 7.45 NFL
Round-Up 8.30 British Superbikes
10.00 World Superbikes 11.00
Cycling: Vuelta a Espana 12.00-
1.00am Cycling: Tour of Britain

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58 Tweet
of the Day 6.00 Today 9.00 The
Educators (r) 9.30 The Ideas That
Make Us (r) 9.45 (LW) Daily Service
9.45 Book of the Week 10.00
Woman’s Hour 11.00 The Mother of
the Sea 11.30 The Pale Horse 12.00
News 12.01pm (LW) Shipping 12.04
Home Front 12.15 You and Yours
1.00 The World at One 1.45 Wow!
How Did They Do That? (r) 2.00
The Archers (r) 2.15 Afternoon
Drama 3.00 Quote: Unquote
3.30 The Food Programme 4.00
Casa Negra: The Real Casablanca
4.30 Beyond Belief 5.00 PM 5.54
(LW) Shipping 6.00 News 6.30 Just
a Minute 7.00 The Archers 7.15
Front Row 7.45 Craven 8.00 The
Philosopher’s Arms 8.30 Crossing
Continents (r) 9.00 Shared Planet
(r) 9.30 The Educators (r) 10.00
The World Tonight 10.45 Book at
Bedtime 11.00 Word of Mouth (r)
11.30 Today in Parliament 12.30am
Book of the Week (r) 12.48
Shipping 1.00 As BBC World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
HARDtalk 9.30 The Why Factor
9.50 More or Less 10.00 World
Update 11.00 News 11.06 Outside
Source 12.00 News 12.06pm
Outlook 1.00 Newshour 2.00
Newshour 3.00 News 3.06 Business
Daily 3.30 Heart and Soul 4.00 The
Newsroom 4.30 Sport Today 5.00
The Newsroom 5.30 World Business
Report 6.00 World Have Your Say
7.00 The Newsroom 7.30 Discovery.
Insights from leading scientific
figures 8.00 News 8.06 HARDtalk
8.30 World Business Report 8.50
From Our Own Correspondent 9.00
Newshour. The stories behind the
latest headlines 10.00 News 10.06
Outlook. Perspectives on important
issues 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 World Business
Report 12.00 News 12.06am The
Newsroom 12.20 Sports News
12.30 Heart and Soul 1.00 News
1.06 Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Discovery 3.00
News 3.06 Outlook 4.00 Newsday
4.30-5.00 The Documentary

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast. With Petroc
Trelawny 9.00 Essential Classics.
With Rob Cowan 12.00 Composer
of the Week: Jean-Philippe Rameau
1.00pm News 1.02 Live BBC Proms
Chamber Music. The Nash Ensemble
in Shostakovich’s Four Waltzes and
Walton’s Façade 2.00 Afternoon
on 3. The Czech Philharmonic
Orchestra in Janácek, Beethoven
and Dvorák 4.30 In Tune. Suzy Klein
presents a selection of music and
news from the arts world 7.00 Live
BBC Proms 2014. The Cleveland
Orchestra in Brahms and a Jörg
Widmann UK première 9.30
Albrecht Dürer: Printing Press
Native. Charlotte Higgins charts the
printing prowess of the German
Renaissance artist (r) 10.15 BBC
Proms 2014. The Scottish Chamber
Orchestra in a celebration of Peter
Maxwell Davies’ 80th birthday,
featuring the Strathclyde Concerto
No 4 with the clarinettist Dimitri
Ashkenazy 11.45 Jazz on 3. The
guitarist Chris Sharkey in concert
with his trio Shiver in London
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Games

The computer was certainly hav-
ing some fun in the English Bridge
Union’s Brighton Teams. Not that
anyone was complaining – we
were certainly getting better value
for money than defending a series
of tight 1NT contracts. Here was
perhaps the freakiest of several
wild deals, with East-West holding
all 13 hearts and North-South
“only” 11 diamonds.

Table One was exciting, but com-
pared with Table Two it was rela-
tively tame. West, Anne Rosen,
found the best opening lead of the
queen of spades. Declarer won the
ace, drew trumps and led a club to
the jack. Phew! The finesse succeed-
ing, he returned to a trump, led a
club to the queen, cashed the ace
felling the king and the two long
clubs, but still had to give up a spade.
12 tricks and slam made. N-S +920.

Can you blame Table Two’s
West for leading the ace of hearts v
7♦? It wasn’t so much that he
expected it to live – it was that he
didn’t want to lead a black suit
from his honours. The heart lead
gave declarer a precious (and
unusual) ruff-and-discard at trick
one. He ruffed in dummy and
threw a spade from hand. He drew
trumps, finessed the jack of clubs,
returned to a trump, finessed the
queen of clubs, and could then cash
the ace and two small clubs throw-
ing all his spade losers. 13 tricks and
grand slam made. N-S +1440.

At Table Three East took out
insurance in 7♥. Wise. And cheap.
North led a slightly panicky ace of
clubs (promoting declarer’s king),
then a spade to South’s ace. That was
it – just down two. N-S a mere +500. andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6♦ (by S), Opening Lead: ♠Q

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: East-West

1♦ 4♥ 6♦(1) End
(1) Knows if he bids 5♦, the opponents will
bid 5♥ and he’ll want to bid 6♦. Much
better to bid 6♦ straight away – forcing his
opponents to guess at a higher level.

Table One

S W N E

Teams

Table Two

S W N E

Contract: 7♦ (by S), Opening Lead: ♥A

N
W E

S

♠K542
♥KJ653
♦76
♣73

♠986
♥-
♦109542
♣AQJ98

♠AJ103
♥-
♦AKQJ83
♣642

♠Q7
♥AQ1098742
♦-
♣K105

1♦ 4♥ 5♦ 5♥
6♦(1) Pass Pass 6♥
Pass Pass 7♦(1) End

(1) Bidding one more because of their dia-
mond voids and not expecting to get rich
defending an opposing heart contract.

Table Three

S W N E

Contract: 7♥ Dbled (by W), Opening Lead: ♣A

1♦ 4♥ 5♦ 5♥
6♦ Pass Pass 6♥
Pass Pass 7♦ 7♥(1)
Dbl End

(1) Insurance. Bidding one more is usually
the prudent course on these sort of freaks.

________
á D D ! D]
àDbD HpDp]
ß D D 4 D]
ÞDp$ D 0k]
Ý D D D D]
ÜD D ) D ]
ÛP) 1 DP)]
ÚD D D I ]

ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Winning Move

White to play. This position is from
Vachier-Lagrave - Carlsen, St. Louis 2014.
Despite the exposed black king White is
in big trouble due to the mate threat on
g2. How can he save the day?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

Caruana controls

Today I give the crosstable of the
first half of the Sinquefield Cup in
St. Louis where Fabiano Caruana
scored a clean sweep against five
of the world’s leading grandmas-
ters, including world champion
Magnus Carlsen. The game is
Caruana’s victory against the top
board gold medallist from the
Tromsø Olympiad, which con-
cluded last month before the start
of the Sinquefield Cup.

White: Veselin Topalov
Black: Fabiano Caruana
Sinquefield Cup, St. Louis 2014
English Opening

1 Nf3 Nf6 2 c4 c5 3 Nc3 Nc6 4 g3
d5 5 cxd5 Nxd5 6 Bg2 Nc7 7 0-0
e5 8 a3 Rb8 9 d3 Be7 10 Be3

White’s opening play is rather
conventional. Black can easily
defend his c5-pawn hence lever-
ing open the centre with Nd2-c4
and f4 is more direct.
10 ... 0-0 11 Rc1 Bd7 12 Nd2

At last White undertakes
something energetic, but after the
various delays Black’s counter
measures are in good order.
12 ... Nd4 13 Nc4 f6 14 f4 exf4

New but entirely natural. 14 ...
b5, immediately challenging the

white knight was seen in Petr-
Pokazanjev, Pardubice 2007.
15 Bxf4 Nde6 16 Bd2 b6

________
á 4 1 4kD]
à0 hbg 0p]
ß 0 Dn0 D]
ÞD 0 D D ]
Ý DND D D]
Ü) HPD ) ]
Û ) GPDB)]
ÚD $QDRI ]

ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

17 g4
An incomprehensible weaken-

ing. Far superior is 17 Ne3 with
the plan of Nd5 or Nf5.
17 ... Be8 18 Be1 b5 19 Ne3 Bd6
20 Ncd5 Nxd5 21 Bxd5 Bf7 22
Nf5 Be5 23 Qd2

Here White starts to contort
his pieces. Far better is 23 Bc3
which also maintains the lure of
23 ... Qxd5 24 Ne7+.
23 ... Nd4

Now White’s weaknesses on
both sides of the board become
hideously apparent.
24 Bxf7+ Rxf7 25 Rd1 Nxf5 26
gxf5 Qd4+ 27 Bf2 Qg4+ 28 Kh1
c4 29 Qc2 Re8 30 dxc4 Qh5 31
h4 Qg4 32 Qd3 bxc4 33 Qe3
Rfe7 34 b3 Bb2 White resigns

Sinquefield Cup, St. Louis 2014, scores at half-way

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Caruana * 1 1 1 1 1 5
2 Topalov 0 * ½ 1 0 1 2½
3 Carlsen 0 ½ * ½ 1 ½ 2½
4 Vachier-Lagrave 0 0 ½ * 1 ½ 2
5 Aronian 0 1 0 0 * ½ 1½
6 Nakamura 0 0 ½ ½ ½ * 1½

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Spavin a. A supporting strut b. To neuter an animal
c. A bony growth
Covey a. A flock of quail b. With an indented coastline
c. A South American rodent
Scrim a. Upholstery fabric b. Unbending
c. Wasted food

Across
1 — Dimittis, canticle (4)
4 A lament (8)
8 Violinists (8)
9 Talk informally (4)
10 Parts of ships (5)
11 Greek goddess (7)
13 Instrumental work (6)
15 24 ac archipelago (6)
18 Spectrum in the sky (7)

20 Number; rowing boat (5)
23 Drunk; anticyclone (4)
24 From the northern UK (8)
25 Composer who was prince

of Venosa (8)
26 Deceased (4)

Down
2 Bring together (5)
3 Mark used under a c (7)
4 At that time (4)
5 Public toilet (US) (8)
6 Shallow recess (5)
7 Make a note of (an
appointment) (S, not Z) (7)

10 1969 Ken Loach film (3)
12 Baggage conveyor (8)
14 Semi-translucent glass (7)
16 Woven from wool (7)
17 Nevertheless (3)
19 First Indian PM (5)
21 Plant grown for foliage (5)
22 Unacceptable thing (2-2)

Solution to Crossword 6499

T2 CROSSWORD No 6500

1 2 3 4 5 76

8 9

10 11

12

13 14 15 1716

18 19 2120

22

23 24

25 26

S O U N D T R A C K
F U P I E O
I N S I P I D S P R A T
S A E D T R H
T E N D R I L F R O Z E
I E U D R
C H I S E L F L E E C E
U G N R A
F I N C H I N C H I E F
F E A P R N T
S C O R N O V E R D U E

U C F D U R
I S L E O F D O G S

Times Quick Crossword No 6500

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of three or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
14 words, average;
19, good; 24, very good;
30, excellent

Saturday’s answers aioli, also, caul,
cavil, civil, class, clou, coal, coil, cola,
coulis, iliac, laic, lascivious, lass, lassi,
lasso, lias, liassic, locus, loss, louis,
oval, sail, salvo, silica, silo, sisal,
social, soil, sola, solus, soul, vail, vial,
viol, viola, visual, vocal, voila

Word Watching answers

Spavin (c) A bony inflammation in a horse’s hock, from
old French espavin.
Covey (a) A flock of quail, fromOld French cover, to sit on, hatch.
Scrim (a) an open-weave muslin or hessian fabric, used
in upholstery.

Winning Move solution

1Rxg5+!Kxg52Qg7+Rg6(2...Kh53g4+wins)3Qe5+andWhite
willgiveperpetualcheck,eg,3..f54Qxf5+Kh65Qf8+Kh56Qf5+
Kh67Qf8+.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6799 Easy

5 6 4 3 8 1

9 1 3 2
6 1 4

9
9 4 2 3 5 1 6

1 7 6 8 3
4 7 3 1 2 9 6 8

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3896 Gentle 5min

23 12 3 12 11

7 16 15

8 13 17 3 14 5

15 23

4 11 13

10 14 8 15 4 26

17 15 9

13 22 8

9 10

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2184

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

S

S

I

I

D

D

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

16 22 6 7 4 23 15 11 23

8 9 23 15 10 21 20 18 4 4 5

18 1 19 1 21 18 10 20 4

4 4 17 10 3 23 19 15 16 19

9 10 5 16 15 1 4

9 16 5 1 3 7 2 2 20 16 12

10 18 10 5

3 23 4 26 9 10 12 1 3 23 10

15 18 4 12 10 15 10

16 3 4 13 3 16 21 9 1 3

24 6 13 9 10 10 19 23 20

10 14 1 7 10 10 17 10 8 9 16

9 15 9 23 25 8 16 2 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
6 8 9 3 4 7 2 5 1
7 1 2 8 5 6 9 4 3
3 4 5 9 1 2 8 7 6
2 9 8 5 6 4 3 1 7
5 7 3 1 8 9 4 6 2
1 6 4 2 7 3 5 8 9
9 5 6 4 2 1 7 3 8
8 2 7 6 3 5 1 9 4
4 3 1 7 9 8 6 2 5

5 3 6 9 8 2 4 1 7
7 4 8 3 6 1 9 2 5
1 2 9 4 7 5 3 6 8
9 5 4 8 1 3 6 7 2
6 1 3 2 5 7 8 9 4
2 8 7 6 9 4 1 5 3
3 9 2 7 4 6 5 8 1
8 7 5 1 3 9 2 4 6
4 6 1 5 2 8 7 3 9
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T the game6 The Big Read

Hero who
beat cancer
on road to
Hartlepool
Mark Hodkinson speaks to Bury’s Joe Thompson

“Hartlepool, away” is football
shorthand for: what are you made of?
Are you up for the challenge? Are you
sufficiently in love with your sport, with
life itself?
Victoria Park, the home of

Hartlepool United, is battered by winds
fermented in the nearby North Sea. A
fortnight ago — mid-August — the Met
Office issued a yellow weather warning
and advised that the wind “carried a
risk to those engaged in outdoor
activities”.
The latest squad of footballers to visit

this northern outpost were Bury, of Sky
Bet League Two. Among their number
was a tall, skinny 25-year-old. He didn’t
play but was an unused substitute. He
sat with his peers on the bench. He
kicked a football around on the pitch at
half-time. For Joe Thompson
“Hartlepool, away” was bliss, sheer
bliss.
Over the past year Thompson

has been man-marked by the
most difficult opponent of his
career. In October 2013 he was
diagnosed with Nodular
Sclerosing Hodgkin’s
Lymphoma, a cancer of the
lymphatic system. Typically, he
first realised that he was
unwell while on a football field.
The midfielder was playing for
Tranmere Rovers in August
last season against Crewe
Alexandra.
“Even in the warm-up I

knew something wasn’t
right,” he said. “Everything
was happening so fast
around me and I felt to
be in slow motion. I was
having to alter my game,
thinking things through
first because I didn’t
trust my body to get
there. I kept saying
to myself, ‘Fit,
healthy Joe would
be able to do that’.”
A team-mate,

Danny Holmes,
was sent off in
the first half at
Crewe and
Thompson was
substituted in

the tactical shake-up. “I was relieved
because I was really struggling out
there,” he said. He continued to feel
unwell, suffering night sweats, itchiness
and swollen glands. Reuben, his
younger brother, had shown similar
symptoms when he had glandular fever
and Thompson thought he might have
caught it too.
He played for Tranmere five weeks

against Port Vale and was again taken
off after another team-mate, Liam
Ridehalgh, was dismissed. Once more,
he was relieved. He visited the club
doctor, Dr Sam Huddlestone, who ran

through a list of possible
illnesses, including, in
passing, cancer. “I
thought, ‘I’m 24 —
there’s not a chance’,”
Thompson said.

Antibiotics and
iron tablets were
prescribed and he
was advised to
have a biopsy. On

the day he was to
receive the results at
the Murrayfield
Hospital in the
Wirral — October
22, 2013 — he was so
sure they would be

negative that he
combined it with a day
out, taking his partner,
Chantelle Perry, and
their one-year-old
daughter, Thailula, to
the park and shopping
beforehand.
His consultant, David

Berstock, told him that
he had small tumours in
his neck, chest and
spleen. “Chantelle started
crying and then Thailula
did because she didn’t

know what was happening,”
Thompson said. “I was sitting

between them, trying to hold it
together. I associated cancer
with death and old people. I got
in the car and started driving
home. It was a long, long
journey.” When he arrived
home in Prestwich, north

Manchester, he rang his mother,

Michelle. She lives in Rochdale, the
town where Thompson had begun his
professional football career, making 150
appearances for his home-town club.
Before joining them he had spent six
years in the youth set-up at Manchester
United where he played in teams
alongside Tom Cleverley and Danny
Welbeck.
“My mum seemed OK but was being

strong for me,” he said. “I knew as soon
as the phone went down that she will
have crumbled.”
Five days after the diagnosis,

Chantelle, a hairdresser, tweeted: “God
gives his hardest battles to his strongest
soldiers. We are the strongest soldiers
and an even stronger team.” Reuben
Thompson, an accountant, surfed the
internet and told his brother that the
survival chances were good. More than
60 per cent of people with the same or
similar cancers survive at least ten
years and Joe’s odds were all the better
for being young and fit. In fact, his high
fitness levels had probably masked
symptoms because doctors said it was

possible that he had contracted cancer
up to two years previously.
He attended the Christie Hospital in

Manchester where he was told that the
plan was to “blast” the cancer. He had
12 chemotherapy infusions over six
months. These comprised four drugs,
two injected directly and the others via
an intravenous drip.
“I was laughing and joking with the

staff the first time I went, full of
bravado,” he said. “I got in the car and
just started shaking like a junkie. My
temperature got so high that night I
was on the verge of having to go back
to hospital. The chemo was worse than
the cancer symptoms, so I thought I’ve
got to fight fire with fire.”
A teetotaller, Thompson did all he

could to return to good health.
“Chantelle was buying herbal stuff and
we threw away all the sugary food and
cordials we had in the house,” he said.
“I woke up each morning to the sound
of the blender whirring away and
realising I had to eat all this disgusting
liquid.” He was a little uneasy being

Strong support and
a thriving campaign

The football world rallied
to show support for Joe
Thompson. He received
messages from Bryan
Robson, the former
England captain; Mark
Halsey, the
former referee; Alan
Stubbs, the Hibernian head
coach, and Stiliyan Petrov,
the former Aston Villa
midfielder. Tom Cleverley,
his former team-mate at
Manchester United, sent a
signed shirt.
‘‘They have all been so

nice and inspiring to me,”
Thompson said.
Max Power, his former

team-mate at Tranmere
Rovers, was behind the
“Grow 4 Joe” campaign,
raising money for
Leukaemia & Lymphoma
Research.
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Kick-off 7.45 unless stated
Today: European Championship qualifying:
Group C: Luxembourg v Belarus; Spain v FYR
Macedonia; Ukraine v Slovakia. Group E:
Estonia v Slovenia; San Marino v Lithuania;
Switzerland v England (in Basle). Group G:
Austria v Sweden; Montenegro v Moldova;
Russia v Liechtenstein (5.0).
Internationalmatch:SaudiArabiavAustralia
(8.0, at Craven Cottage).

Sky Bet League Two: Newport County v
Cambridge United.
Tomorrow: European Championship
qualifying: Group A: Czech Republic v
Holland; Iceland v Turkey; Kazakhstan v
Latvia (5.0). Group B: Andorra v Wales (in
Andorra La Vella); Bosnia-Herzegovina v
Cyprus. Group H: Azerbaijan v Bulgaria (5.0);
Croatia v Malta; Norway v Italy.
Friday:ScottishChampionship:RaithvRangers.
Kick-off 3.0 unless stated
Saturday:BarclaysPremierLeague:Arsenalv
Manchester City (12.45); Chelsea v Swansea;
Crystal Palace v Burnley; Liverpool v Aston
Villa (5.30); Southampton v Newcastle;
Stoke v Leicester; Sunderland v Tottenham;
West Bromwich Albion v Everton.
Sky Bet Championship: Birmingham v Leeds
(12.15); Blackburn v Wigan; Blackpool v
Wolverhampton Wanderers; Bolton v
Sheffield Wednesday; Bournemouth v
Rotherham; Brentford v Brighton; Cardiff v
Norwich; Charlton v Watford; Huddersfield v
Middlesbrough; Ipswich vMillwall; Reading v
Fulham. League One: Barnsley v Milton
Keynes Dons; Bradford City v Swindon;
Bristol City v Doncaster; Chesterfield v
Scunthorpe; Coventry vYeovil; CrawleyTown
v Fleetwood Town; Crewe v Port Vale; Leyton
Orient v Colchester; Oldham v Gillingham;
Peterborough v Notts County; Sheffield
United v Rochdale;Walsall v Preston. League
Two: Accrington Stanley v AFC Wimbledon;
Burton Albion v York; Carlisle v Bury;
Dagenham & Redbridge v Cambridge United;
Exeter v Oxford United; Hartlepool v
Tranmere; Luton v Cheltenham; Morecambe
vPlymouth;Newport County vNorthampton;
Southend v Portsmouth; Stevenage v
Shrewsbury; Wycombe v Mansfield.
Scottish Premiership: Celtic v Aberdeen
(12.45); Dundee United v Hamilton;
Kilmarnock v St Mirren; Partick v Inverness
Caledonian Thistle; Ross County v
Motherwell; St Johnstone v Dundee.
Scottish Championship: Dumbarton v Heart
of Midlothian; Falkirk v Queen of the South;
HibernianvCowdenbeath; LivingstonvAlloa.
Sunday:BarclaysPremierLeague:Manchester
United v Queens Park Rangers (4.0).
Sky Bet Championship: Nottingham Forest v
Derby (1.15).

Fixtures
European Championship qualifying: Group D
Georgia (1) 1 Ireland (1) 2
Okriashvili 38
40,000

McGeady 23, 90

Germany (1) 2 Scotland (0) 1
Müller 18, 70
60,209

Anya 66

Sent off: C Mulgrew (Scotland) 90
Other result: Gibraltar 0 Poland 7.

P W D L F A GD Pts
Poland .............................1 1 0 0 7 0 0 3
Ireland.............................1 1 0 0 2 1 0 3
Germany..........................1 1 0 0 2 1 0 3
Scotland..........................1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
Georgia............................1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
Gibraltar..........................1 0 0 1 0 7 0 0

Group F
Hungary (0) 1 Yeovil (0) 2
Priskin 75
12,000

McGinn 81
Lafferty 88

Other results: Faroe Islands 1 Finland 3; Greece 0 Romania 1.

P W D L F A GD Pts
Finland ............................1 1 0 0 3 1 0 3
Northern Ireland.............1 1 0 0 2 1 0 3
Romania..........................1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3
Hungary...........................1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
Greece .............................1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Faroe Islands .................. 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 0

Group I: Denmark 2 Armenia 1; Portugal 0 Albania 1.
International matches: Bolivia 0 Ecuador 4; Brazil 1 Colombia
0; Chile 0 Mexico 0; Kosovo 1 Oman 0; Palestine 7 Taiwan 3;
Paraguay 0UAE0; Philippines 2Myanmar 3; Serbia 1 France 1;
Singapore 2 Papua New Guinea 1; Vietnam 3 Hong Kong 1.

Sky Bet League One
Bradford City (1) 1 Yeovil (2) 3
McArdle 26
12,601

Martin 8, 23
Leitch-Smith 72

Bristol City (0) 2 Scunthorpe (0) 0
Flint 52, Cunningham 83 12,007

Crawley Town (0) 0 Rochdale (1) 4
2,534 Done 10, Vincenti 54, 66

Andrew 75

Oldham (1) 1 Fleetwood Town (0) 0
Forte 45+3 (pen) 4,425

Peterborough (1) 3 Port Vale (0) 1
Maddison 30, Vassell 72
Payne 79

Slew 83
6,024

Walsall (0) 0 Colchester (0) 0
4,009

Top of the table..............P W D L F A GD Pts
Peterborough..................6 5 0 1 12 6 6 15
Bristol City......................6 4 2 0 9 4 5 14
Fleetwood Town.............6 3 2 1 6 3 3 11
MK Dons..........................5 3 1 1 9 5 4 10
Bradford City ..................6 3 1 2 9 7 2 10
Chesterfield....................5 3 1 1 6 4 2 10

League Two
Accrington (1) 3 Tranmere (0) 2
Gray 8 (pen), 78
Naismith 82

Bell-Baggie 46, 70
2,151

Burton Albion (1) 2 Portsmouth (0) 0
McGurk 2, Akins 55 2,980

Carlisle (2) 4 AFC Wimbledon (2) 4
Dempsey 13, 45+3, Gillies 52
Potts 70
3,955

Rigg 4, Tubbs 22, 81 (pen)
Azeez 90+3

Sent off: Dicker (Carlisle) 81
Dag & Red (0) 0 Northampton (2) 2
2,186 Richards 8, 23

Exeter (0) 1 Mansfield Town (2) 2
Grimes 67
2,771

Bingham 14
Bell 40

Hartlepool (1) 2 Shrewsbury (0) 0
Wyke 5, Walker 79 3,368

Luton (0) 0 Plymouth (0) 1
7,864 Blizzard 68

Morecambe (0) 0 Cheltenham (0) 0
2,273

Southend (1) 1 Oxford United (0) 1
Payne 36
5,315

Hylton 67 (pen)

Stevenage (0) 2 York City (2) 3
Whelpdale 59, Pett 64
3,090

Coulson 3
Fletcher 15, 75 (pen)

Sent off: Bond (Stevenage) 32
Wycombe (0) 0 Bury (0) 0
3,483
Top of the table..............P W D L F A GD Pts
Burton.............................6 5 1 0 9 3 6 16
Cheltenham.....................6 4 2 0 7 3 4 14
Morecambe.....................6 4 1 1 10 5 5 13
Shrewsbury.....................6 3 2 1 11 6 5 11
Wycombe........................6 3 2 1 8 4 4 11
Bury.................................6 3 2 1 7 4 3 11
Northampton..................6 3 2 1 6 4 2 11

Vanarama Conference: AFC Telford United 1 Dover Athletic 4;
Altrincham 2 Dartford 1; Barnet 2 Alfreton Town 1; Braintree
Town2BristolRovers0;ChesterFC1MacclesfieldTown0;East-
leigh2Southport1; FCHalifaxTown1AldershotTown0; Forest
Green Rovers 0Wrexham 1; Grimsby Town 2Welling United 0;
Kidderminster Harriers 2 Gateshead 1; Torquay United 4 Nun-
eatonTown0;Woking3LincolnCity1.North:Barrow1Worces-
ter City 0; Brackley Town 0 Guiseley 3; Bradford Park Avenue 1
BostonUnited3; ColwynBay4GainsboroughTrinity 1;Glouces-
ter City 1 Hyde FC 1; Hednesford Town 1 Stockport County 1;
Lowestoft Town 0 Harrogate Town 0; North Ferriby United 1
SolihullMoors 3; Oxford City 1 AFC Fylde 8; Stalybridge Celtic 0
Leamington1; Tamworth0Chorley 3.South:BathCity 1White-
hawk 4; Bishop’s Stortford 2 Basingstoke Town 3; Bromley 0
ChelmsfordCity 1; EbbsfleetUnited 4StAlbansCity 1; Farnbor-
oughTown0Havant&Waterlooville5;GosportBorough0Bore-
ham Wood 1; Hayes & Yeading 2 Wealdstone 1; Hemel Hemp-
stead Town 1 Weston-Super-Mare 1; Staines Town 1 Maiden-
head United 2; Sutton United 1 Concord Rangers 1.
Petrofac Training Cup: Second round:Morton 0 Alloa 1; Peter-
head 0 Livingston 1; Stranraer 1 Falkirk 0.

Results

ON THE BOX

T

Today: 7.45pm: Switzerland v England,
European Championship qualifier, ITV.
7.45pm: Spain v Macedonia, European
Championship qualifier, Sky Sports 5.
Tomorrow: 5pm: Kazakhstan v Latvia,
European Championship qualifier, Sky
Sports 5. 7.45pm: Andorra v Wales,
European Championship qualifier, Sky
Sports 5. 7.45pm: Czech Republic v
Holland, European Championship
qualifier, ITV4. 7.45pm: Norway v
Italy, European Championship
qualifier, Sky Sports 1.
Wednesday: 7.45pm: Dover Athletic v
Barnet, Vanarama Conference, BT
Sport 1.
Friday: 7.30pm: Bayer Leverkusen v
Werder Bremen, German league,
ESPN. 7.45pm: Raith Rovers v
Rangers, Scottish Championship, BT
Sport 1. 8pm: Almeria v Cordoba,
Spanish league, Sky Sports 5.
Saturday: 12.15pm: Birmingham City v
Leeds United, Sky Bet Championship,
Sky Sports 1. 12.45pm: Arsenal v
Manchester City, Barclays Premier
League, BT Sport 1. 12.45pm: Celtic v
Aberdeen, Scottish Premiership, Sky
Sports 3. 5pm: Empoli v Roma, Italian
league, BT Sport 2. 5.30pm: Liverpool v
Aston Villa, Premier League, Sky
Sports 1. 5.30pm: Borussia
Mönchengladbach v Schalke, German
league, BT Sport 1. 7pm: Real Madrid v
Atletico Madrid, Spanish league, Sky
Sports 5. 7pm: Saint-Étienne v Caen,
French league, BT Sport 2. 7.45pm:
Juventus v Udinese, Italian league, BT
Sport 1. 9pm: Malaga v Levante,
Spanish league, Sky Sports 5.
Sunday: 1.15pm: Nottingham Forest v
Derby County, Championship, Sky
Sports 1. 1.30pm: Genk v Bruges,
Belgian league, Premier Sports. 2pm:
Fiorentina v Genoa, Italian league, BT
Sport 2. 2.30pm: Eintracht Frankfurt v
Augsburg, German league, ESPN. 4pm:
Manchester United v Queens Park
Rangers, Premier League, Sky Sports
1. 4pm: Valencia v Espanyol, Spanish
league, Sky Sports 5. 4.30pm: Hanover
v Hamburg, German league, BT Sport
1. 6pm: Seville v Getafe, Spanish
league, Sky Sports 5. 7.45pm: Parma v
AC Milan, Italian league, BT Sport 1.
8pm: Granada v Villarreal, Spanish
league, Sky Sports 5.

Tthe game6 Results and fixtures

viewed as a star patient at the Christie
because of his status as a footballer and
later having to interact with the media
and public at charity events. “I didn’t
even have a Twitter account or
anything before and no one had really
heard of me,” he said. “I had to put on a
brave face at times but when you’ve got
cancer you’re in a bubble anyway.”
On June 16 of this year Thompson

was given the all-clear. “I was optimistic
because I was no longer feeling any of
the original symptoms,” he said. “I went
with the girls again.
“I thought all along that it was in the

hands of God, what ever will be will be
— if I am to die then that was the
period I was meant to be on earth for. I
think the cancer was sent to wake me
up, to maximise my potential and do
something with my life.” His contract

with Tranmere expired in the summer
and he has signed for Bury on a
one-year deal. “I really missed the
competing, the playing,” he said. “I feel
free when I’m on a football pitch. I’m
still working to match fitness but I’ll get
there.”
But, “Hartlepool, away”: what was it

like? “Cold. All us lads on the bench
were thinking of getting out the big
anoraks but it didn’t feel right, it being
August. I tell you, if it had been next
weekend, well into September, we’d
have put them on and probably gone
for the huge towels over the legs as
well!”
Fans of Tranmere and Rochdale held

a minute’s applause during games in
the seventh and 15th minute
respectively — the times reflecting
Thompson’s squad number at each club.
The largest single donation was almost
£2,500 from fans of Rochdale, where
Thompson has spent the majority of his
career.
Donations can be made at:

justgiving.com/grow4joe

Prospects looking up: Thompson, above,
is standing tall after fighting cancer,
having felt discomfort at Tranmere, far
left. He had support from Cleverley, left

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, BRADLEY ORMESHER
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T the game6 Euro 2016 qualifying

McGeady helps
Ireland get off
to perfect start

scott rutherford

Aiden McGeady scored the opening
goal of the European Championship
yesterday but, far more importantly, the
Everton winger scored the final, crucial
goal of Ireland’s opening match, a
90th-minute winner securing a vital
victory for Martin O’Neill’s team. If the
manager’s first competitive fixture, a
long ten months after his appointment,
was not a thing of beauty, the three
points that accompanied it offered vivid
compensation.
While their performance was patchy

and the game not a classic, the Irish
displayed both patience and endeavour
and McGeady proved to be the pivotal
figure, creating space for himself on the
fringes of the 18-yard box shortly before
the end and unleashing an unstoppable,
curling shot beyond the goalkeeper.
“He was terrific,” O’Neill said. “He was
the only player on the pitch I believe
capable of that goal.”
In the 23rd minute, McGeady had

shot with clarity after James McCarthy,
his team-mate at Goodison Park, neatly
played him in and although Georgia
responded when Tornike Okriashvili,
the Genk midfield player, let fly with a
dipping volley that deceived David
Forde at his near post, Ireland
recovered.
For that, O’Neill found cause for

positivity, declaring himself satisfied
with a victorious start, even if he was
unhappy with the “really sloppy”
equaliser. “Other teams will have to
come here and win matches now and
I’m delighted we have three points and,
yes, I agree we can improve,” he said.
Forde, the Millwall keeper, had been

chosen ahead of Shay Given in what
was one of the few selection issues
facing O’Neill. Given, 38, returned to
Ireland’s team for last week’s friendly
victory over Oman after retiring from
international football two years ago
and although he is not playing
regularly at Aston Villa, he was
expected to start. “I’m delighted, but
we’re all playing under the same flag,”
Forde said. “Shay has been a big help.”
The Irish play their second qualifying

fixture at home to Gibraltar next
month, a game they will expect to win,
before travelling to Germany, the world
champions, three days later. They
round off their competitive matches for
2014 with another away game against
Scotland in November and there is an
acceptance that their challenge is a
tough one. In the latest Fifa world
rankings, Ireland stand 66th, behind
Germany, Scotland and Poland, who
are also in their group.
“To get off to a winning start in any

campaign is huge, especially in that
manner,” Forde said.

Lafferty strike
inspires talk of
more success

sport staff

Michael O’Neill lauded Kyle Lafferty,
the match-winner, after he inspired
Northern Ireland to a first away win in
four years in Budapest.
Lafferty has been a mercurial

presence for his country, offering much
promise but too often failing to deliver.

Indeed, he came into the Euro 2016
opener against Hungary having not
scored in more than two years.
But he produced a fine run and assist

for Niall McGinn to pull Northern
Ireland level with ten minutes
remaining to cancel out Tamas Priskin’s
75th-minute goal for Hungary before
scrambling home to secure a 2-1 win.
O’Neill, the Northern Ireland

manager, has been critical of the
Norwich City forward’s discipline but
was glad to see the 26-year-old deliver
yesterday. “We needed someone to step
up and Laff did that for us, I’m
delighted for him,” O’Neill said.
“We needed something big to open

the game up and Lafferty gave us that.
Then he finds the winner as well. When
he’s focused and he’s right on it he’s an
asset to any team.”
Lafferty now has 10 international

goals and O’Neill is hoping he can grow
into the role of their regular scorer.
“We need a big campaign from Kyle

now. He’s started great and now we

need him to stay fit and keep
producing.
“Kyle needs to give us as a centre

forward what someone like Gareth
McAuley gives us as a centre back or
what Steven Davis gives us as a
midfielder. We need a big campaign
from all of those players.
“When you play away from home

you need a focal point and that has to
be Kyle because our other strikers
maybe don’t have the experience Kyle
does or aren’t playing at his level.”
The result gave Northern Ireland

their first success away from home
since a win in Slovenia in 2010, and
gives O’Neill his second win in more
than two and a half years in charge.
O’Neill, though, insisted that he had

never lost heart about what his side
could achieve. “I don’t dwell on things
like that,” he said. “This is a group of
players that in the last campaign got
very little in their favour. But this is a
good start and another win would put
us well on the way to qualification.”

Müller picks up
where he left off
to sink Scotland
paul forsyth
Dortmund

If the main objective for Scotland in the
opening match of their Euro 2016
qualifying campaign was to continue
the progress that has been made under
Gordon Strachan, this narrow defeat in
Dortmund last night has to go down as
a resounding success.
Only a late, scrappy goal by Thomas

Müller saw off the Scots, for whom
Ikechi Anya had cancelled out an early
opener. That Strachan was furiously
demanding more time for a last-gasp
equaliser is an indication of how well
his team played on a dramatic night in
the Westfalenstadion.
In the end, they had nothing to show

for their efforts, but Germany, who
were contesting their first competitive
match since winning the World Cup,
were given one hell of a fright. Despite
finishing with ten men after Charlie
Mulgrew was sent off for a second
bookable offence, Scotland came
mighty close to pulling off a historic
result.
Not only was it Scotland’s first

competitive match in nearly a year, it
was their first meaningful one since the
early days of Strachan’s reign. That it
also happened to be against the best
team in the world added to a palpable
sense of excitement among the Tartan
Army, an estimated 10,000 of whom
flooded into Dortmund for the
privilege. On nights such as these, in
one of football’s finest arenas, you are

reminded how much Scotland and their
long-suffering supporters ache for a
return to the big stage.
Strachan responded to the magnitude

of the occasion with some pretty big
calls, not least of which was his decision
to pick David Marshall, the Cardiff City
goalkeeper, ahead of Allan McGregor.
Russell Martin, a pre-match injury
doubt, lined up alongside Grant Hanley
in central defence, while Mulgrew and
Darren Fletcher offered protection.
Steven Naismith took his well-earned
place in attack, but the exclusion of
Shaun Maloney, in favour of James
Morrison, was the big surprise. Instead
of the usual three-pronged supporting
cast, Morrison was given an advanced
role behind Naismith.
Scotland needed it to be tight and

stuffy, but it was nothing of the sort
during a frantic opening period in
which the home side made no secret of
their intentions. In response, there was
a brief flurry by Scotland, first when
Anya wriggled free of Jérôme Boateng.
When he laid the ball back, Morrison
squared it to Barry Bannan, whose shot
was deflected wide. Then Mulgrew let
rip with his left foot, only to see an
offside flag raised before the ball came
back off the upright.
The suspicion was that it was too

open for Scotland’s good. And sure
enough, a minute after Marshall had
saved Erik Durm’s shot, Germany
opened the scoring through a
predictable source. When Sebastian
Rudy floated in the cross, Müller rose
above Hanley and Martin to send his
header looping over Marshall.
Thereafter, Germany settled into a

rhythm, attacking in waves down both
wings. When Marco Reus, back in the

Georgia
Okriashvili 38 1
Ireland
McGeady 23,90 2
RefereeKBlom (Holland). Attendance 40,000

Hungary
Priskin 75 1
Northern Ireland
McGinn 81,Lafferty 88 2
RefereeDAytekin (Germany) Attendance 12,000

Germany
Müller 18, 70 2
Scotland
Anya 66 1
Referee S OMoen Attendance 60,209

side after missing the World Cup, had
his shot saved, the ball broke to André
Schürrle, whose effort was blocked by
Martin. In a majestic, sweeping move
just before half-time, Germany came
within inches of doubling their lead.
Reus exchanged passes with Schürrle
and the ball was slipped across the six-
yard box. Somehow, Marshall clawed it
from the goalline.
That there was still just a single goal

between the teams was enough to
encourage Scotland, who emerged
brightly from the interval. When Alan
Hutton picked out Naismith in the box,
the Everton striker stepped past one
defender, then another, the

teams
Germany (4-2-3-1): M Neuer —
S Rudy, J Boateng, B Howedes,
E Durm —T Kroos, C Kramer —
T Müller, M Reus (sub: MGinter,
90min), A Schürrle (sub: LPodolski,
84)— M Götze. Substitutes not used:
R Zieler, R Weidenfeller,
K Grosskreutz, S Sam, A Rudiger,
M Gómez. Booked:Durm, Müller.
Scotland (4-4-1-1): D Marshall —
A Hutton, R Martin, G Hanley,
S Whittaker — B Bannan (sub:
SFletcher, 58), D Fletcher (sub:
JMcArthur, 58), C Mulgrew, I Anya —
J Morrison — S Naismith (sub:
SMaloney, 82). Substitutes not used:
A McGregor, C Gordon, G Greer,
C Bryson, K McDonald, C Burke,
M Reynolds, C Forsyth, C Martin.
Booked: Hanley, Morrison, Mulgrew.
Sent off: Mulgrew.

Lafferty celebrates
Northern Ireland’s win
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Only worry for
Bale is starting
with a victory

phil cadden

Gareth Bale, the Real Madrid forward,
has no fears over playing on a 3G pitch
in Andorra.
Wales’s opening Euro 2016 qualifier

got the green light only six days before
tomorrow night’s group B showdown
after a second pitch inspection on the
artificial surface by Fifa. Yet Bale, the
most expensive player in the world
after his £86 million move from
Tottenham Hotspur to Madrid in the
summer of 2013, claims that the
conditions will not be a problem.
Bale said: “There’s been a lot of talk

of it [the pitch] but you have to put it to

one side. When you’re playing for your
country, no matter where the game is
or what it’s played on, we’re going to
try to win the game.”
Bale believes he is in a better place

than he was 12 months ago. Back then,
he was completing the formalities of
his big-money move to Spain and the
25-year-old reckons that being settled
will help his game on the pitch.
Bale said: “It’s a lot different to a year

ago, being able to relax and
concentrate purely on football, so I’m
looking forward to everything ahead of
me. It’s vital we get off to a good start
in this group.”
Bale, who will win his 45th cap in

Andorra, is now one of the senior
players in Chris Coleman’s squad.
“Time has flown by,” he said. “I

remember coming into the squad and
always being the youngest, now I’m
one of the oldest. We feel we’re getting
to a stage where we need to start
producing, hopefully we can kick on
and qualify for a major tournament.”

rory smith

Speak to most Barclays Premier League
managers and they will tell you it is a
nuisance. Just as the transfer window
closes, just as they are starting to put a
side together, just as the domestic
season is hitting its rhythm, everything
is put on hold for a fortnight. Most fans
would be inclined to agree; the vast
swathes of empty seats at Wembley on
Wednesday night spoke eloquently of
how supporters feel about the
September international break.
This time, though, there is no reason

to go cold turkey. Yesterday, anyone
suffering withdrawal symptoms had a
choice of eight Euro 2016 qualifiers to
watch on the various Sky Sports
channels, from Scotland’s visit to
Germany to Gibraltar’s first competitive
international game.
Should the prospect of seeing

England’s brave new dawn against
Switzerland this evening not appeal,
there is no lack of alternative: there are
eight more fixtures, including Spain’s
meeting with Macedonia, to watch.
Italy, Iceland and Turkey are all in
action tomorrow, too. In a week that is
so often dismissed as being devoid of
action, 24 games will be broadcast
across 72 hours. The desert has been
engulfed by a flood.
This, of course, is all part of Uefa’s

plan to revitalise the international
game, what Gianni Infantino, the
body’s general secretary, has dubbed
the “week of football”. It is one of those
ideas that seems straightforward, yet
was deemed revolutionary when it was
first unveiled in January: rather than
staging two dozen games on one night
and at the same time, it might be better
to spread them out over a few days.
“Supporters will get the chance to

attend and watch more national team
matches than ever before,” Infantino
said. “Broadcasters will get more games
to view. National associations will have
a consistent schedule and stable
revenue. And national team football
will get greater exposure than before,
great news for fans and for football.”
Something more significant is at play

here, though, than simply Uefa’s desire
to convince fans that the international
break is a blessing, not a curse.
Broadcasters are under no compulsion
to show these games; while television
companies love football because it is a
relatively cheap way to fill airtime, it
still presents an expense. That Sky have
seen fit to show all 24 matches — seven
of them in direct competition with the
England game on ITV — suggests that
they feel the appetites of the viewing
public are changing.
It is only 20 years since the only

exposure British fans had to the
continental game came in the form of
Gazzetta Football Italia. Sky introduced
Spanish football a little more than a
decade ago, but it was only with the
arrival of David Beckham in La Liga
that it became a core component of
their scheduling.
Goldenballs may have gone, but now

Barcelona meeting Real Madrid can
attract as many viewers — and
generate as much buzz — as all but the
very biggest Premier League games. It
was no coincidence, then, that when BT
Sport launched last year, much of their
airtime was taken up with French,
Italian and German games: once again,
relatively cost-effective, but targeting
an expanding market of fans whose
horizons stretch beyond their team,
their league. It is a minority audience
still, but it is a significant one.
BT has boosted its portfolio to

include the Portuguese top flight; Sky
has hit back by launching a channel
theoretically dedicated to European
football, which will provide a home for
their coverage of the Spanish game, live
broadcasts from the Eredivisie and
many of the internationals showing this
week. European football, increasingly, is
seen as a legitimate battleground in the
war for primacy. It is no longer seen as
a niche audience.
Much of that is because of the

internationalism of the Premier
League, but it is also because the
football world has become so much
smaller. Barcelona and Bayern Munich
are probably more familiar to many
than Leicester City or Burnley; Paris
Saint-Germain and Juventus contain
more household names than
Birmingham City or Leeds United.
That can be attributed to a large

extent to the scope and reach of the
Champions League, but there are other
factors: the millions who play games
such as Football Manager and the Fifa
series; compilation videos on YouTube;
and the ease with which action is
disseminated across social media by
video-sharing apps such as Vine.
Foreign football is no longer foreign.

We have become accustomed to the
idea that stars can come from across
the world; it is a natural extension that
we should no longer feel tied down to
one league, to local loyalties, or even to
watching one national side.
The football-watching public have

been treated as consumers for two
decades; it is only natural that they
are now starting to behave like them.

Screened break
shows fans now
accept foreign
bodies in their
living rooms

switzerland v england
Follow the action from Basle
with our live commentary

the game webchat
Can England set down a
marker against the Swiss?
Ask Rory Smith at 1pm
thetimes.co.uk/football

Jordan Perez, the Gibraltar goalkeeper, is
dejected during a 7-0 defeat by Poland

consequence of which was that he had
to pull his shot back across goal. It was
a good one, though, sliding past the
outstretched Neuer and glancing the
outside of a post.
Schürrle whistled a volley over the

top after Hutton had only half-cleared,
but Scotland were clearly growing in
confidence. Strachan swapped Bannan
and Fletcher for Steven Fletcher and
James McArthur, a move that was
followed by another scoring chance.
Anya found Naismith in space, but the
striker lacked composure, slashing it
wide with his left boot.
Then, in the 66th minute, in as fine a

move as any produced by the home

side, Scotland equalised. Steven
Whittaker found Fletcher, who spun his
man to release Anya. The little Watford
player had plenty do, but he remained
strong, homing in on goal and planting
a low shot into the far corner.
As Scotland’s bench rushed out on to

the track in celebration, it looked,
suddenly, as though they might just pull
it off, which only made what followed
all the more painful. Just five minutes
after scoring, Germany restored their
lead, and they were not even required
to work for it. A simple corner was not
properly dealt with and, as the ball
bounced around the penalty area,
Müller turned it high into the net.

Moment of hope: Anya
completes a fine run by
scoring the equaliser for
Scotland in their stirring
display against the world
champions last night
JOHN WALTON/PA
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What we
learnt
this week
rory smith

Go easy, Tom
“The chance to work
with the manager and
Roy Keane made the
decision to come to
Villa an easy one,”
according to Tom
Cleverley. It didn’t look
easy, Tom. To quote Roy
Hodgson: “F***ing
b****cks.”

Red heads to FA
Much speculation this
week that Brendan
Rodgers is the man to
lead England back to
the top. We agree. He
has experience
restoring institutions
that were successful a
long time ago, and
dealing with fans who
refuse to let that go.

Money talks
More lessons in
negotiation from
Manchester United.
Apparently they can
afford to buy a Suárez a
year for ten years. Once
again, maybe shouting
about how much money
you have isn’t a great
idea.

Not so sweet
Great to see Argentina’s
friendly win in Germany
described as a “measure
of revenge”. Someone
book a bus parade.

Cover image: Laurence Griffiths
Getty Images

New England face
awkward opening
Oliver Kay
Chief Football
Correspondent writes
that there
will be an
unfamiliar
look to a
team on
the slide

In an ideal world, Roy Hodgson said on
arrival in Basle yesterday, England
would not be playing Switzerland this
evening. He would be happier if their
Euro 2016 qualifying campaign began
at Wembley or in one of those sleepy
stopping points on a journey that he
feels certain will lead to France —
Ljubljana, Tallinn, Vilnius or Serravalle.
You can see Hodgson’s point — that

ideally he “would have liked a bit more
time to prepare with this group of
players” before England face their

toughest assignment in group E, that it
might be preferable if this “big test” had
come a little farther down the line for
his new-look team rather than so soon
after their limp exit from the World
Cup. Certainly the England manager
would be far happier had he not lost
Daniel Sturridge to injury on Friday
and suffered a scare last night over the
fitness of Jordan Henderson.
Henderson hopes to be passed fit this

morning after limping off the training
pitch at St Jakob Park last night holding
his leg. Should the Liverpool player fail
a fitness test, James Milner will
deputise alongside Jack Wilshere in an
untested central-midfield partnership.
The England line-up will already have
an unfamiliar, inexperienced look, with
John Stones expected to fill in at right
back and Phil Jones starting in central
defence, while Hodgson must also
decide which of Wayne Rooney and
Raheem Sterling is to operate on the
left-hand side and which behind Danny
Welbeck in a 4-2-3-1 system.
All in all, these do not feel like the

ideal circumstances for England, at an

18-year low of 20th in the Fifa rankings,
to take on Switzerland, who are ninth.
Perhaps that is why Hodgson has taken
to telling us that the result is not the
be-all and end-all this evening, that his
belief in the certainty of qualification
— they need only finish in the top two
among Switzerland, Slovenia, Estonia,
Lithuania and San Marino, while even
third place would take them to a
play-off — means that the demand is
almost as much for an encouraging
performance as for a positive result.
“I want to see them perform,”

Hodgson said. “What’s my judgment
going to be afterwards? Are we going to
play well and be unlucky and not get a
result. I’m looking beyond that. What
would I prefer? Given the choice, I
would prefer to play badly and win, but
we do have to lift our heads a little bit.
How we play is vitally important.
“Is it enough to come here and play

with ten men behind the ball and sneak
a 0-0? No, I would say it isn’t. We have
to play well and do well here. If the
result costs us, we have to make sure
we learn from losing the battle and

make sure we win the war. Winning
this game doesn’t make us a great team
in 2016. Neither does losing it make us
a poor team in 2016.”
This is an unexpected departure for

an England manager — maybe even
more so in the case of Hodgson, who
has spent much of his tenure defending
performances that have lacked
cohesion and fluency. In many ways,
the change of tack seems laudable, as it
would hint at aspiration to the kind of
long-term progress that seemed not to
be on the agenda during the World Cup
qualifying campaign. The expanded
Euro 2016 tournament allows for a little
more breathing space, a little more
margin for error, but this call for better
performances also seems to suggest
that Hodgson acknowledges it will not
be enough merely to qualify without
clear signs of long-term improvement.
A performance or a result? Too often

with England in recent times, there has
been neither. Very rarely do we get
both. In Basle this evening, against a
confident Switzerland, Hodgson and his
team must find a way to optimise the
counter-attacking threat of Sterling,
Welbeck, Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain
and others while maintaining far
greater solidity and discipline in
defence. If that putting an extra man in
midfield or getting Rooney and Sterling
to take turns to track back on the left-
hand side to support Leighton Baines,
who will have his hands full with the
talented Xherdan Shaqiri, so be it.
It was interesting to hear Hodgson

lay out the strengths of this England
team, as he sees it. “The players we
have today are very different to the
ones we had in Euro 2012,” he said. “We
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matt hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent, Basle

Roy Hodgson insisted last night that he
is not interested in courting popularity
with his players or the public as he
received a strong endorsement of his
managerial reign from Wayne Rooney.
The England captain claimed that his
team-mates are “100 per cent” behind
their manager as they begin their
European Championship qualifying
campaign with a difficult match against
Switzerland this evening.
Hodgson’s stock has fallen after

England’s disappointing World Cup, but
he still appears to have the support of
those who matter most in the dressing
room. While Hodgson repeatedly
stressed that being popular with his
players does not concern him, he will
be relieved to retain their respect
before what looks like the most
hazardous fixture of the qualifiers.
“As a team, not just myself, we back

Roy 100 per cent,” Rooney said. “We
made that clear after we went out of
the World Cup. He brings ideas to us.
We know the World Cup was a
disappointment, but I still feel we can
move forward as a team.
“We’re progressing all the time. I

think that will show in the next two
years. The lads are working hard to get
the best out of the ideas Roy is showing
us. Hopefully we can do that in the
next two years.”
Hodgson went to extreme

lengths to demonstrate that the
post-World Cup backlash has
not affected him, even
revealing that he can be
vicious in the way he
spoke to his players
during training sessions.
The 67-year-old’s

dismissal of criticism
of England’s
performance against
Norway last week as
“absolute f***ing b*******”
came as a surprise to many,
but Hodgson was
unrepentant, portraying
himself as an occasionally
angry individual
not afraid to speak his mind.
“Popularity doesn’t really mean

much to me,”
Hodgson said.
“I’ve never
been
interested
with
being
popular
with players. I want to be respected
by them with the job I can do as a
professional. That’s all that bothers me.
I’m not a calm person. I’ve never been a
calm person. As any player who has
worked with me would attest, there are
always moments of extreme anger and
viciousness in my coaching sessions.

“Is Roy Hodgson an angry person,
has he got a nasty streak? You wouldn’t
have to go too far to prove it. The
players would come out of the
woodwork in no time.
“I’ve never sought popularity. I like to

consider myself a good professional, a
good coach and someone who believes
in his players. But be careful of
stereotyping me too much as a calm,
collected person.”
Hodgson will hope that his players

remain calm this evening against a
Swiss side who impressed in reaching
the last 16 at the World Cup, where it
took an extra-time winner from
Argentina’s Ángel Di María to
eliminate them. England have travelled
with a threadbare squad reduced to 19
after the withdrawals of Daniel
Sturridge, Jack Colback and Ben Foster,
and suffered another setback last night
when Jordan Henderson left training
early at St Jakob Park with an injury to
his right leg.

Henderson will be given a
chance to prove his

fitness today, with
James Milner
standing by to take
his place and John
Stones in line to
make his first
competitive start at

right back.
Despite the

daunting
circumstances,
Hodgson
insisted that
England will
not set out
to play for a
point, and
even
suggested

that the
visiting team’s
performance is
of greater
significance

than the rest as he looks
to rebuild for Euro 2016 in
France. “It’s up to us now
to perform well and play
well,” Hodgson said. “Is it
enough to come here
and play ten behind the
ball and sneak a 0-0?
No, I’d say it isn’t.
“We have to play

well and do well here.
If the result costs us, we
have to make sure we
learn from losing the
battle and make sure
we win the war.
“Winning this game

does not make a great
team in 2016. Neither
does losing it make
us a poor team in

2016.”

Hodgson claims he has
no desire to be popular
after startling outburst

I wa

his

point

that
vi

si
than
to
France.

we

bat
we

have been a stereotype. We were a
passing team. Now we’re a dribbling
team. We’re not a long-ball team any
more. We try and pass through the
midfield and create openings.”
The obvious question is whether

Hodgson, with his love of straight lines
and 4-4-2, is the right type of manager
to optimise the strengths of Sterling,
Oxlade-Chamberlain, Welbeck and
others and to effect the type of
technical and tactical transformation
he is talking about. He seemed
affronted by the implication that he
might have to change. “I don’t
understand that [question],” he said.
“Either you’re a good coach or you’re
not. Either you know how to put your
approach across or not.”
In many ways, though, this is the

question that Hodgson is still to answer
as England manager. The call is for

youth, for optimism, for verve, for
fluency, for long-term improvement, for
reinvigorating a team and making
people believe in it again.
Hodgson spoke yesterday morning of

the possibility that England might
“have to go through a further period of
pain” before perceptions are turned
around — although he did seem to
have cheered himself up a little by the
time he and his squad reached Basle in
the afternoon. “We will be at Euro 2016,
of that I have no doubt [. . .] and two
years along the road we will be much
stronger, much better and more
experienced,” he said.
That is what every England

supporter wants to see. Tonight, they
hope, will be a significant first step on
the road to recovery — particularly if
the alternative is to continue what has
been a worrying drift.

European
Championship
qualifier, group E

St Jakob Park,
Basel

Kick-off Tonight 8pm
TV ITV
Radio BBC 5 Live, talkSPORT
Referee Jorge Sousa (Portugal)

Switzerland v

England

European
Championship
qualifier, group E

St Jakob Park,
Basel

Kick-off Tonight 7.45pm
TV Live, ITV1
Referee C Cakir (Turkey)

Switzerland v

England
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ayXherdan Shaqiri is comfortable playing on

either flank, but he is at his most potent on the
right-hand side, cutting onto his left foot.
It will fall to Leighton Baines to try to keep him
in check. He cannot allow the winger to cut
inside onto his left foot, so Baines must try to
force him down the line where possible.
With Stephan Lichtsteiner supporting Shaqiri
there is the danger that Baines could be
over-run. It is essential that Raheem Sterling,
tracks back in support.
If Shaqiri succeeds in cutting inside Baines,
then England’s defence must ensure the Swiss
forward does not get the opportunity to shoot.

TALKING TACTICS Stopping Shaqiri

Injury worry:Henderson limped off in
training yesterday in Basle yesterday

Starting again: England’s
new-look squad train in
preparation for their
qualifier against
Switzerland, when they
hope to renew optimism
FABRICE COFFRINI / AFP
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W
ayne Rooney is
one of the finest
British sportsmen
of recent years. I
know that
sentiment will not

endear me to many people, but hey ho.
The attitude to the new England
captain is rather jaundiced, within
football and beyond. He is regarded as
overpaid (250 grand a week!),
overhyped (useless for England!) and, at
times, overweight too.
This is not just about Rooney,

however. There is a general
presumption against England’s
footballers. People mock their inability
to play the game in the way of, say,
Brazil (pre the Germany meltdown) or
Spain. If the last stand-up act I went to
is any indication, they are the butt of
many jokes too. I suggest it is time for
this to change.
Olympians, few of whom measure up

to Rooney, are eulogised. We admire
their work ethic and dedication. But
allow me to let you into a little secret:
they are no more dedicated than our
top footballers. The stories of Steve
Redgrave pushing himself to the point
of exhaustion day after day are well
known, but his journey, to my mind, is
no more impressive than that of
Rooney, who played football on the
streets of Croxteth until his feet bled.
In fact, read the back-story of any

great footballer and you will glimpse a
tale of dedication against staggering
odds. Steven Piennar made his way to
the top from the badlands of the
Westbury township near Johannesburg.
Eusébio overcame grinding poverty on
the streets of Lourenco Marques in
Mozambique. He was spotted by a
scout from Benfica and went on to
change football. These stories are the
stuff of football’s rich tapestry.
The same story recurs with English

footballers. Joey Barton (love him or
hate him) learnt to play on the street
outside a council house in Huyton,
Liverpool. He practised for hours every
day, honing his technique, and played
matches with other kids from the
neighbourhood on the gravel pitch near
where the drug dealers plied their
trade. He sometimes had to walk miles
to get to matches.
David Beckham, whose dedication

matches that of any sportsman I have
interviewed (including Redgrave),
practised so much that I winced
hearing about it. He (unlike many
Olympians) was able to run through
the feared bleep test (a standard test of
stamina in British sport). I know this
contradicts the stereotype, but there we
are.
But what about Rooney’s private life,

I hear you ask? Can’t we give him a
kicking for that? Well, if you must. But

here’s some news: my private life is not
perfect either. Is yours? Consider too
that many Olympians (you know, those
nice girls and boys) have private lives
that would raise your eyebrows. Some
have committed adultery, got drunk
and fallen over on the side of the street.
I even saw a medal-winner at the

Olympics in Beijing puffing on a
cigarette (a crime Jack Wilshere has
committed, to general outrage) after
the tournament was over. “Just letting
my hair down,” he said. “You need to
cut loose every now and again,
otherwise you’ll go mad.” I have little
time for smoking, and have seen the
evidence that even an occasional fag
can do damage, but I took his point.
You won’t have read about the

indiscretions of Olympians for a simple
reason: newspapers don’t publish details
on their private lives. Footballers, on
the other hand, are “fair game”. Rio
Ferdinand (who grew up on a Peckham

council estate and made it to the top
through fierce dedication) tells the
story of getting propositioned by a girl
at a nightclub. He refused her
invitation, but she followed him out of
the club and they were snapped by
waiting paparazzi. “Two days later I
read in one of the papers that we were
whispering sweet nothings into each
other’s ears and were going out on a
number of dates,” Ferdinand said.
And why should we despise our top

players because of what they earn? It is
a free market, something I rarely tire of
repeating. You are entitled to despise
the system that pays them so much,
and you are free to propose an
alternative in which, say, wages are
controlled by committee. You can even
join the Communist Party, if you’re in
the mood. But despising our players for
money they freely earn is depressingly
ad hominem. It is going after the man
rather than the ball.
But let us get back to Rooney the

footballer, because that is want I really
want to talk about. It is not so much the
trophies that reveal his virtuosity (five
Premier League titles, one Champions
League, two league cups, etc) but the
pleasure of watching him play when on
form. He is a footballer who revels in
the “collision” aspect of the game, going
shoulder to shoulder, figuring out the
precise amount of torque to prise a
defender away from the ball. He oozes

appetite when he loses himself in the
intensities of the game.
Then there is his passing, which, on

its day, is close to sublime. I have stood
near him when he is hitting those long,
raking balls. There is a distinctive
acoustic: it really does “ping”. Don’t let
anybody tell you that this skill is easy to
master. The foot has to travel at
astonishing pace and connect with
immaculate timing. Watch some non-
League football and you’ll get the point.
Rooney’s passing is beautiful. Indeed, it
almost measures up to that other
English genius, Paul Scholes.
Most importantly, Rooney has

imagination of a scintillating kind. That
overhead kick against Manchester City
in 2011, conceived in the instant he
realised that Nani’s cross was veering
behind him, was a thing of staggering
audacity. His body was horizontal,
almost five feet off the turf, a few
milliseconds before impact. His right
arm was raised, to provide balance as
his body rotated, his left arm reaching
vertically downward. This was not like
Nureyev, as some at the time suggested.
It was like Nureyev doing ballet while
juggling four balls and marked by three
defenders.
The goal against West Ham United

last season was another detonation of
genius. It started with a characteristic
Rooney collision, brushing aside a
defender as the ball flew across the

halfway line. This was followed by a
glance at the keeper in the time it takes
most normal people to blink. Then
there was the instantaneous calculation
of trajectory and torque. The volley
itself, a swerving, teasing, missile of a
shot, was merely the icing on the cake.
Overpaid? A loser? I could just about

understand that sentiment coming
from Messi or Pelé, if they were in a
bad mood and wanted to give him a bit
of stick. But coming from anyone else,
it just sounds like prejudice and mean-
spiritedness. Yes, he has bad games, bad
spells, bad seasons. I was there in Cape
Town when he put in an abject
performance against Algeria in the
2010 World Cup. The match was so dull
I spent most of the second half chatting
to an American tourist.
But I also know that football is

ferociously competitive and that
Rooney has lasted the distance. He
could overcome both Bobby Charlton’s
scoring record and Peter Shilton’s caps
record for England. Highlights include
his buoyant performances in Euro 2004
and the 2010 World Cup qualifying
campaign, in which he scored ten goals.
For United, he scored 34 goals in the
2009-10 season. It is not such a bad
track record.
Above all, Rooney has provided

moments that, even now, take the
breath away. One of the finest British
sportsmen of recent years? Too right.

Backstreet hero for
whom dedication is
the name of the game

Matthew Syed
Sport Columnist of the Year

Master of his craft:
Rooney’s overhead goal
against City in 2011 was
no spectacular one-off
but a study in technique
honed from his days as a
young lad playing the
game on the streets of
Croxteth until his feet
actually bled

‘Olympians, few of
whom measure up to
Rooney, are eulogised’
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Fontwell Park
Going: good

2.10 (2m 2f hdle) 1, Vosne Romanee
(Sam Twiston-Davies, 11-10 fav);
2, Gimme Five (9-4); 3, Zephyr
(33-1). 7 ran. Ol, Kl. Dr R Newland.
2.40 (2m 6f ch) 1, Ladfromhighworth
(Nick Scholfield, 11-8 fav); 2, Perfect
Timing (3-1); 3, Regal One (5-2).
5 ran. Kl, 44l. J Scott.
3.10 (2m 2f hdle) 1, Gran Maestro
(Sam Twiston-Davies, 11-4); 2,
Conducting (11-4); 3, Mondlicht (2-1
fav). 8 ran. 5l, 1Nl. Dr R Newland.
3.45 (2m 2f ch) 1, Try Catch Me (L P
Aspell, 9-2); 2, Fitandproperjob (8-
1); 3, June French (14-1).
Accessallareas (4th) 2-1 fav. 7 ran.
10l, 2Kl. Mrs A Batchelor.
4.15 (2m4f hdle) 1,Marju’s Quest (A
P McCoy, 5-1); 2, Get Home Now (7-
2); 3, Taste TheWine (9-1). Halling’s
Wish11-4 fav. 9 ran. 5l, nk. D Dennis.

4.50 (2m 6f) 1, Jewellery (Paul John,
11-4); 2, Amazing D’azy (2-1 fav); 3,
Ninfea (13-2). 7 ran. NR: Cash For
Steel . 1Ol, 7l. V Dartnall.
5.20 (3m 2f ch) 1, Decimus (Matt
Griffiths, 11-8 fav); 2, Crannaghmore
Boy (6-4); 3, Baily Storm (10-1). 5
ran. 3N, 31l. J Scott.
5.50 (1m 6f flat) 1, Fountains
Blossom (Rachael Green, 4-1); 2,
Benim (9-4); 3, Surf In September
(12-1). Lady Of Provence (4th) 13-8
fav. 5 ran. 8l, 19l. A Honeyball.
Placepot £17.60. Quadpot £8.90.

York
Going: good to firm (good in places)

2.00 (7f) 1, Invincible Gold (G Baker,
15-2); 2, Spring Offensive (9-2); 3,
BinkyBlue (33-1). SupremeOccasion
(4th) 7-2 fav. 15 ran. Sh hd, sh hd.
Ed Walker.
2.30 (1m 2f) 1, Cosmic Halo (P
Hanagan, 5-1); 2, Duke Of Yorkshire

(16-1); 3, Ribblehead (9-1). Jalingo
(4th) 7-2 fav. 15 ran.Kl, 1Nl. R Fahey.
3.00 (6f) 1, Naadirr (M Harley, 2-1
fav); 2, Ladies Are Forever (11-2); 3,
Justineo (4-1). 7 ran. NR: Intibaah.
1l, nk. M Botti.
3.35 (5f)1,Bamboccianti (PHanagan,
4-1); 2, Beau Eile (5-1); 3, Brando (8-
1). La Cuesta (4th) 15-8 fav. 10 ran.
NR: Just Us Two. Ol, nk. R Fahey.
4.05 (2m 88yd) 1, Entihaa (R
Winston, 5-1); 2, Dr Irv (12-1); 3,
Knightly Escapade (12-1). Chivers
4-1 fav. 12 ran. 2Kl,Ol. G Swinbank.
4.40 (6f) 1, Caffeine (M Dwyer, 8-1);
2, Lexington Abbey (17-2); 3, Money
Team (11-1). Fast Track 3-1 fav.
14 ran. NR: Kaiulani. 1Nl, 1l. WMuir.
5.10 (1m 4f) 1, Zeus Magic (Oisin
Murphy, 9-4 fav); 2, Next Edition
(13-2); 3, Northside Prince (10-1).
9 ran. Sh hd, 4Kl. B Ellison.
Jackpot: not won (pool of £41,556.27
carried forward to Brighton today).
Placepot: £680.00. Quadpot: £77.00.

Varian sets sights on famous double
Roger Varian believes that Kingston
Hill, his InvestecDerby runner-up, is in
the right shape to bid for theQatar Prix
de l’Arc de Triomphe in Paris next
month, though only after he seeks to
give the stable a first classic in the
Ladbrokes St Leger this week.
Emboldened by 14mm of rain that

has turned theDoncaster going the soft
side of good, Varian is confident that
conditions will be suitable for a horse
that he has twice withdrawn close to
post-time this summer. His plans to go
on to Longchamp received no
discouragement inGermanyyesterday,
when Sea The Moon, the previously
unbeaten Arc favourite, suffered a
surprise defeat.
Sent off odds-on for the Longines-

sponsored Grosser Preis von Baden,
Sea The Moon faded in the last half-
furlong and finished a poor second to
Ivanhowe. Ladbrokes pushed him out
to 10-1 for theArc and reinstatedTreve,
last year’s brilliant winner, as favourite.
Varian, however, gave a decidedly

upbeat bulletin on Kingston Hill, seen

only once since being beaten by
Australia at Epsom. “We let him down
after the Eclipse but he’s in great form
now,” he said. “It’s no concern to me
thathehasn’t run forawhileandI’dbe
keen on the Arc if all goes well at
Doncaster.
“I know it’s never been done,

winning the Leger and the Arc
in the same season, but he
hasn’t had a busy summer
and Andrea [Atzeni, his
jockey] got off him the
other day and said he’d
never felt better. First things
first, he has to win at Doncaster,
but he has an amazing
constitution and could go on
to a target three weeks
later.”
The Newmarket trainer,

who will send Cursory
Glance, his leading
juvenile, to a group one at
the Curragh next
Sunday, won a £150,000

handicap at Ascot on Saturday and has
already passed his best seasonal prize-
money total. “I’m pleased with that but

we certainly haven’t finished
yet,” he said.

Varian maintains he was
correct to scratch
Kingston Hill in
the hour before

both the IrishDerby
and the Great Volti-
geur Stakes at York.
“Nobody likes doing
that,” he said. “Both
were tough deci-
sions but, looking
back, I don’t

regret either. They
were made with the
long-term prospects
of the horse in
mind.

“I’m hoping I
don’t have those
worries again
before the Leger.
The rain they
hadatDoncaster
on Saturday was

very useful for us. There is very little
chance of any more, this week, but this
is September, not July. Tracks don’t
get bakedbyhot sunat this timeof year,
so we should not have the same
problems.”
William Buick has yet to decide

between three possible Leger mounts
for John Gosden but already has a
helicopter booked to make the ride on
Western Hymn in the Qipco Irish
Champion Stakes, three hours later.
The two richest prizes on offer in

Turkey were farmed by British-trained
horses yesterday. Glory Awaits, second
in the 2,000 Guineas last year, won
the Topkapi Trophy for Kevin Ryan
and Pether’s Moon, trained by Richard
Hannon, won the Bosphorus Cup.

ARC threatens
legal action
over fixtures
Alan Lee

Alan Lee Racing Correspondent

Blinkered first time: Brighton 4.00 Captain George.
4.30 Born To Reign. 5.00 Cueca. Perth 3.20 Majestic
Mayhem.

Kingston Hill is in
trim for the St Leger

Newton Abbot
Rob Wright
2.10 Upsanddowns 4.10 Strong Wind
2.40 Allthekingshorses 4.40 Speed Check
3.10 On Tour 5.10 Dry Ol’Party
3.40 Ainsi Fideles
Going: good At The Races

2.10 Maiden Hurdle
(£2,737: 2m 1f) (6 runners)

1 40442 GIN AND TONIC 5 M Wigham 4-11-0 J Quinlan
2 30 NERVOUS NINETIES 57 Fergal O'Brien 5-11-0 C Shoemark (3)
3 264 NORTHERN BAY 25 D Pipe 4-11-0 K Edgar (3)
4 /13-2 UPSANDDOWNS 18 (T,BF) E Williams 6-11-0 C Ring (6)
5 -3F13 ANNAROE 20 A Dunn 5-10-7 D Prichard (6)
6 -0655 CALVERLEIGH COURT 9 M Sanderson 7-10-7 Conor Smith (5)

2-1 Upsanddowns, 7-2 Gin And Tonic, 4-1 Northern Bay, 11-2 Nervous
Nineties, 6-1 Annaroe, 12-1 Calverleigh Court.

Rob Wright’s choice: Upsanddowns shaped well when
second in a bumper here last time Danger: Northern Bay

2.40 Handicap Chase
(£6,963: 3m 2f 110y) (6)

1 P2P-4 WIESENTRAUM 22 (P) Mrs L Wadham 8-11-12 L Aspell
2 015-3 BARLOW 78 (T,P) W Greatrex 7-11-8 N Fehily
3 P-146 OVERCLEAR 25 (H,P,C) V Dartnall 12-11-7 G Hawkins (3)
4 P02-1 ALLTHEKINGSHORSES 118 (T,P) P Hobbs 8-11-5 R Johnson
5 10240 JOHNNY'S WAY 12 (P) R Woollacott 10-11-1 Mr M Legg (7)
6 6P-P3 VELATOR 23 (P) P Bowen 7-11-0 D F O'Regan

11-4 Allthekingshorses, 7-2 Barlow, Wiesentraum, 9-2 Velator, 13-2 others.

Wright choice: Allthekingshorses battled hard to win at
Wincanton and can follow up Danger:Wiesentraum

3.10 Novices' Hurdle (£3,508: 2m 3f) (5)
1 -P446 AN POC AR BUILE 63 Fergal O'Brien 5-10-12 C Shoemark (3)
2 0033- CARRE NOIR M Hill 5-10-12 H Frost
3 ICE KONIG J Frost 5-10-12 C O'Farrell
4 213-2 ON TOUR 20 (BF) E Williams 6-10-12 P Moloney
5 5- HAWKER 218 J Ferguson 4-10-11 A P McCoy

2-1 Hawker, On Tour, 4-1 Ice Konig, 13-2 Carre Noir, 8-1 An Poc Ar Buile.

Wright choice: On Tour should appreciate this stiffer test
after a staying-on second atWorcesterDanger:CarreNoir

3.40 Novices' Chase
(£6,963: 2m 5f 110y) (4)

1 31-11 LAMB OR COD 26 (T,B,C) P Hobbs 7-11-12 R Johnson
2 F4642 ABBEYGREY 26 E Williams 5-11-2 A Wedge
3 P53-0 SCHINDLERS ROCK 122 Paul Henderson 10-11-2Mr G M Treacy (7)
4 20111 AINSI FIDELES 23 (T,B) D Pipe 4-10-13 T Scudamore

Evens Ainsi Fideles, 5-4 Lamb Or Cod, 14-1 Schindlers Rock, 16-1 Abbeygrey.

Wright choice: Ainsi Fideles has impressed with his
jumpingonall threestartsover fencesDanger:LambOrCod

4.10 Handicap Hurdle
(£3,508: 2m 6f) (9)

1 40312 THE SNAPPY POET 47 (H) J Scott 5-11-12 Matt Griffiths (3)
2 13U04 BEDOUIN BAY 7 (CD) J Farrelly 7-11-11 Mr R Hawker (7)
3 5-022 BATHWICK MAN 23 (C,D,BF) D Pipe 9-11-11 T Scudamore
4 1-24P THE RATTLER OBRIEN 56 (CD,BF) M Hill 8-11-10 H Frost
5 550-3 IN THE CROWD 12 B Barr 5-11-6 D Prichard (7)
6 212P2 PROVINCIAL PRIDE 7 M Hammond 7-11-6 A P McCoy
7 43-53 LOOK FOR LOVE 110 (H) S Gardner 6-11-6Miss L Gardner (5)
8 22203 MISTER BRICOLAGE 42 (T) P Bowen 7-11-4 R Johnson
9 -0631 STRONG WIND 56 (CD) J Frost 8-11-3 C O'Farrell

4-1 BathwickMan, 5-1 The Snappy Poet, 11-2 The Rattler Obrien, 13-2 others.

Wright choice: StrongWind beat subsequentwinner Cash
For Steel here Dangers: Provincial Pride, The Snappy Poet

4.40 Handicap Hurdle
(£2,463: 3m 3f) (7)

1 00321 FINISH THE STORY 8 (T,B) J Farrelly 8-12-0 Mr R Hawker (7)
2 13234 VINCESON 18 Miss J Westwood 6-11-12 Mr C Gethings (7)
3 0-224 DIRECT FLO 18 H Daly 7-11-0 R Johnson
4 0511O SPEED CHECK 14 (P,C,BF) D Cantillon 7-10-12C Shoemark (3)
5 445-3 SPANISH FORK 7 Sheena West 5-10-12 M Goldstein
6 P00-6 GOODACRES GARDEN 56 (T) S Lycett 7-10-3

Peter Carberry (3)
7 -2021 CHAMPION VERSIONS 4 (P,D) Mrs L Hill 7-10-2 A Coleman

5-2 Champion Versions, Finish The Story, 11-2 Direct Flo, 6-1 others.

Wright choice:SpeedCheckhadevery chancewhencarried
out three out at Huntingdon Danger: Finish The Story

5.10 NH Flat Race (£2,053: 2m 1f) (8)
1 PPP6- BOBONYX 158 G Brown 4-11-2 N Scholfield
2 64- BORGUY 141 J Snowden 4-11-2 B Powell
3 40-P FAMILY MOTTO 129 C Gordon 5-11-2 T Cannon
4 HEAVENLY MAGIC M Hill 5-11-2 A P McCoy
5 3-35 NICOLAS CHAUVIN 113 (BF) N Henderson 6-11-2B J Geraghty
6 PATAVINUS A G Newcombe 5-11-2 A Tinkler
7 5 UP FOUR IT 25 Jamie Poulton 6-11-2 J McGrath (3)
8 5- DRY OL'PARTY 151 P Hobbs 4-10-9 R Johnson

5-6 Nicolas Chauvin, 5-1 Dry Ol'Party, 7-1 Family Motto, 15-2 others.

Wright choice: Dry Ol’Party raced too freely at Taunton

Brighton
Rob Wright
2.30 Poetic Choice 4.30 Tunnel Tiger
3.00 Best Example 5.00 Ding Ding
3.30 Fiftyshadesofgrey 5.30 Anginola
4.00 Law Keeper (nap)
Going: good (good to firm in places)
Draw: no advantage At The Races
Tote Jackpot meeting

2.30 Fillies' Handicap (£2,587: 5f 213y) (8)

1 (4) 12223 GINZAN 14 (CD) M Saunders 6-9-6 D Sweeney
2 (2) 40123 POETIC CHOICE 21 (D) N Littmoden 3-9-5 G Baker
3 (8) 42214 CASTORIENTA 14 (D,BF) G Baker 3-9-5 A Kirby
4 (7) 3-016 MARIA MONTEZ 30 (D,BF) C Hills 5-9-4 S Sanders
5 (3) 23142 MISS BRAZIL 14 (D) R Hannon 3-9-4 R Hughes
6 (6) 4-215 BYRON'S GOLD 42 (D) B De Haan 3-9-3 R Tate (3)
7 (5) 30453 OLNEY LASS 7 (CD) L Pearce 7-8-11 S Pearce (3)
8 (1) 31202 BIRDIE QUEEN 11 (H,CD) G L Moore 4-8-10 H Crouch (7)

9-2 Birdie Queen, Ginzan, 5-1 Castorienta, Miss Brazil, 13-2 others.

3.00 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 6f 209y) (7)

1 (2) 4 BEST EXAMPLE 58 S Bin Suroor 9-5 F Tylicki
2 (1) 44 BURAUQ 16 W Muir 9-5 Martin Dwyer
3 (5) 632 FIELDSMAN 24 (BF) E Dunlop 9-5 G Baker
4 (4) 2 GLORIOUS MAGIC 27 O Stevens 9-5 H Bentley
5 (6) 0 PLEIADES 29 Sir M Stoute 9-5 S W Kelly
6 (3) 02 SHADOW ROCK 17 R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes
7 (7) SHAKOPEE L Cumani 9-5 L Souza

2-1 Shadow Rock, 5-2 Fieldsman, 11-2 Best Example, 9-1 Glorious Magic,
10-1 Burauq, Pleiades, Shakopee.

3.30 Handicap
(£2,587: 6f 209y) (7)

1 (3) 31110 SIOUXPERHERO 20 (B,C) W Muir 5-9-9 D C Costello
2 (6) 06564 FOOTSTEPSINTHERAIN 7 (D) D Dennis 4-9-6

Luke Morris
3 (5) 66050 WASEEM FARIS 10 (V,C) M Channon 5-9-6 G Baker
4 (7) 36241 BAYLEYF 7 (P,CD) L Carter 5-9-6 S Donohoe
5 (2) 60353 FIFTYSHADESOFGREY 13 (P,BF) G Baker 3-9-4 A Kirby
6 (4) 41226 ROYAL CONNECTION 13 (CD) R Hannon 3-9-2

R Hughes
7 (1) 12600 SHIFTING STAR 16 (T,V,D) J Bridger 9-9-2 W A Carson

9-4 Bayleyf, 5-1 Fiftyshadesofgrey, 11-2 Royal Connection, Siouxperhero,
13-2 Shifting Star, 7-1 Waseem Faris, 9-1 Footstepsintherain.

4.00 Handicap
(£2,587: 1m 1f 209y) (8)

1 (6) 05131 DILETTA TOMMASA 41 (P,D) J Stimpson 4-9-8
E J Walsh (5)

2 (3) 53522 WHITBY JET 7 (C,D) E Vaughan 6-9-7 H Crouch (7)
3 (4) 213 LAW KEEPER 20 J Tate 3-9-5 R Hughes
4 (7) 42221 HESBAAN 22 M Tregoning 3-9-5 P Hanagan
5 (8) -0426 DIANORA 23 Sir M Stoute 3-9-4 S W Kelly
6 (2) 3-023 THIS IS THE DAY 20 C Fellowes 3-9-3 F Tylicki
7 (1) 03416 PENNY'S BOY 31 (T,C,D) S Kirk 3-9-3 L Keniry
8 (5) 00425 CAPTAIN GEORGE 19 (V) J Fanshawe 3-9-2 G Baker

7-2 Hesbaan, 5-1 Law Keeper, 11-2 Whitby Jet, 13-2 Dianora, Penny's Boy,
7-1 Diletta Tommasa, This Is The Day, 8-1 Captain George.

4.30 Handicap (3-Y-O: £1,940: 1m 3f 196y) (12)
1 (7) 03665 ARMOURER 20 (P) W Muir 9-7 Martin Dwyer
2 (3) 53253 TUNNEL TIGER 8 (H) W Knight 9-7 J Duern (5)
3 (2) 13042 BISHOP WULSTAN 15 (B,D,BF) R Hannon 9-7 R Hughes
4 (11) 55132 CAMELEY DAWN 9 (C) M Saunders 9-6 D Sweeney
5 (12) 3-031 OHIO 12 N Littmoden 9-5 Luke Morris
6 (1) 23353 HALLOUELLA 70 (P) D Elsworth 9-4 L Keniry
7 (5) 33135 ASSOLUTA 21 S Kirk 9-4 Renato Souza
8 (10) -2405 SNOW CONDITIONS 58 P Hide 9-3 G Baker
9 (6) -0405 DANGLYDONTASK 9 (H,B) D Arbuthnot 9-2 P Aspell
10 (4) 00044 LITTLE FLO 38 B Powell 9-0 S Sanders
11 (9) -5060 BORN TO REIGN 24 (B) Michael Bell 8-11 L Steward (5)
12 (8) 00000 EXCEED POLICY 9 (T) D Dennis 8-7 K O'Neill

9-2 Bishop Wulstan, 13-2 Tunnel Tiger, 7-1 Armourer, 15-2 Cameley Dawn,
8-1 Hallouella, Ohio, Snow Conditions, 10-1 Assoluta, 11-1 others.

5.00 Handicap (3-Y-O: £1,940: 7f 214y) (11)
1 (2) 500 MR SOPRANO 77 S C Williams 9-7 G Baker
2 (11) 00-56 STILLA AFTON 26 (P) M Tregoning 9-4

Charlotte Jenner (7)
3 (6) 0-005 MONTE VISO 20 (T) W S Kittow 9-3 A Kirby
4 (5) 53-53 DING DING 15 M Channon 9-1 D Cremin (7)
5 (4) 5-463 PELAGIAN 30 M Attwater 8-13 S Drowne
6 (10) 40000 CUECA 35 (B) J Portman 8-12 D Brock (3)
7 (8) 00400 SEE NO SHIPS 14 (P) M Usher 8-11 Hayley Turner
8 (7) 54005 PREVIOUS ACCLAIM 32 (B) Miss J Feilden 8-8

Shelley Birkett (5)
9 (3) 50000 WATER FOR LIFE 26 (P) Dave Morris 8-8 N Alison (5)
10 (9) 0-045 TIDAL BEAUTY 157 M Appleby 8-8 A Mullen
11 (1) 00-00 DESERT ISLAND DUSK 12 J Bridger 8-8 W A Carson

4-1 Ding Ding, 5-1 Mr Soprano, Stilla Afton, 13-2 See No Ships, 8-1 others.

5.30 Apprentice Handicap
(£1,940: 7f 214y) (8)

1 (2) 46560 TAX REFORM 46 (B) G L Moore 4-9-7 H Crouch (5)
2 (1) -6665 STONECRABSTOMORROW 7 (C) M Attwater 11-9-0

D Cremin
3 (6) 00005 BERWIN 5 S Kirk 5-8-12 K Shoemark (3)
4 (4) 34353 ANGINOLA 7 (B,C,D) Mrs L Mongan 5-8-11 Charlotte Jenner
5 (8) 36360 ARABIAN FLIGHT 19 M Appleby 5-8-10 G Buckell
6 (5) 22033 BIG CITY BOY 7 Phil McEntee 6-8-8 J Vaughan
7 (3) 00/3- FLUMPS 608 J Stimpson 5-8-7 A McLean
8 (7) 66-00 THOMAS BLOSSOM 7 (V) P Chamings 4-8-7R Hornby (3)

9-4 Arabian Flight, 5-1 Anginola, 11-2 Tax Reform, 13-2 Big City Boy,
15-2 Thomas Blossom, 8-1 Stonecrabstomorrow, 10-1 Berwin, 12-1 Flumps.

RobWright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook

Perth
Rob Wright
2.20Mo Rouge 4.20 Dry Your Eyes (nb)
2.50 Forget And Forgive 4.50 Dotties Dilema
3.20 Flash Crash 5.20 Noir Girl
3.50 Robin’s Command
Thunderer: 2.20 Big Kern (nap). 3.20 Flash Crash.
Going: good At The Races

2.20 Novices' Hurdle
(£2,599: 2m 4f 110y) (7)

1 21121 BIG KERN 29 B Hamilton (Ire) 6-11-5 J E Moore
2 24233 BADGED 23 Mrs L Normile 5-10-12 R Mania
3 113-1 BAILEYS CONCERTO 124 (D) Mrs D Sayer 8-10-12 B Hughes
4 46- CALTON ENTRY 186 I Semple 5-10-12 P Brennan
5 PPO/3 LET ME AT IT 41 (T) S Crawford (Ire) 7-10-12 A J Fox (7)
6 5P2-1 MO ROUGE 67 (CD) Mrs J Stephen 6-10-12 T Kelly (3)
7 0/06 WILLIE WHISTLE 13 (T) M Barnes 5-10-12 M J McAlister

2-1 Big Kern, 9-4 Mo Rouge, 11-4 Badged, 13-2 Baileys Concerto, 12-1others.

2.50 Handicap Chase
(£3,249: 2m 4f 110y) (5)

1 5-0FU MOONLONE LANE 23 (T) P Stafford (Ire) 7-11-12Mr J C Barry (7)
2 30452 ENDEAVOR 14 Mrs D Sayer 9-11-12 R Mania

3 05-20 SHINE A DIAMOND 40 (T) Miss L Russell 6-11-4 G Watters (5)
4 3-242 FORGET AND FORGIVE 41 (P,BF) D Hughes (Ire) 6-11- 0

B Hughes
5 62322 SOLWAY DORNAL 4 (P,CD) Miss L Harrison 9-10-5 R Day (10)

9-4 Endeavor, 11-4 Forget And Forgive, 100-30 Solway Dornal, 11-2 others.

3.20 Handicap Hurdle
(£3,249: 2m 4f 110y) (8)

1 4/433 FLASH CRASH 7 (T,V) Jim Best 5-11-12 R Flint
2 -3542 SOLWAY DANDY 23 Miss L Harrison 7-11-7 S Mulqueen (7)
3 65-05 MOMKINZAIN 57 (P,C) Miss L Russell 7-11-6 C Nichol (3)
4 6-523 STROBE 40 (P,C,D) Mrs L Normile 10-11-1 R Mania
5 60P1- NORTHERN ACRES 137 (C,D) N Alexander 8-10-11

Mr K Alexander (7)
6 05050 MAJESTIC MAYHEM 13 (B,D) W Young Jnr 11-10-11Mr J Dixon (7)
7 000-2 OXALIDO 16 (D) H Burns 12-10-10 B Hughes
8 02-05 CARTERS REST 13 (H) G Bewley 11-10-9Miss J Walton (7)

100-30 Northern Acres, 4-1 Solway Dandy, 5-1 Momkinzain, 13-2 others.

3.50 Handicap Chase (£6,498: 2m) (6)
1 1333- CLONDAW KNIGHT 139 Miss L Russell 6-11-12 P Buchanan
2 5-254 SERGEANT PINK 14 (P,CD) Mrs D Sayer 8-11-7 H Brooke
3 -0131 TOLEDO GOLD 13 (H,T,CD) M Barnes 8-11-5 M J McAlister
4 -1211 ROBIN'S COMMAND 40 (CD) Mrs R Dobbin 7-11-0C Nichol (3)
5 -56F3 CLARAGH NATIVE 13 (D) M Todhunter 9-10-11 W Renwick
6 B2125 CITY LINE 18 (T,C,D) K Thornton (Ire) 7-10-9 B Hughes

3-1 Clondaw Knight, Robin's Command, 4-1 Sergeant Pink, 9-2 others.

4.20 Juvenile Hurdle
(3-Y-O: £3,249: 2m 110y) (5)

1 HIGH EXPECTATIONS 136F G Elliott (Ire) 10-12Tom O'Brien
2 THE WALLACE LINE 45F T Vaughan 10-12 M Byrne
3 UPLIFTED 28F K A Ryan 10-12 B Hughes
4 5 DRY YOUR EYES 14 D McCain 10-5 W Renwick
5 22 JAZZY LADY 11 Jim Best 10-5 J E Moore

15-8 Jazzy Lady, 7-2 Dry Your Eyes, The Wallace Line, 4-1 others.

4.50 Handicap Chase (£4,548: 3m) (5)
1 41F31 GLEANN NA NDOCHAIS 41 (C,D) A Whillans 8-11-12C Whillans (5)
2 -6F03 THE ICE FACTOR 23 (T,C) S Crawford (Ire) 6-11-8A J Fox (7)
3 63133 ULTRA LIGHT 10 (P,D) R A Hennessy (Ire) 6-11-6 B Hughes
4 35-42 DOTTIES DILEMA 23 (T) Miss L Russell 6-11-1 P Buchanan
5 P4313 ATTYCRAN 16 M Barnes 9-10-9 M J McAlister

3-1 Gleann Na Ndochais, 100-30 Dotties Dilema, 7-2 Attycran, 4-1 others.

5.20 Handicap Hurdle
(£2,599: 3m 110y) (6)

1 /33-4 BLAZIN WHITE FACE 23 (C) Miss L Russell 7-11-12G Cockburn (5)
2 -60U5 NORTHERN EXECUTIVE 22 (P) Karen McLintock 6-11-7P Brennan
3 03641 NOIR GIRL 14 (P) P Kirby 5-11-4 A Nicol (5)
4 54401 RAIFTEIRI 16 W Young Jnr 7-10-9 Mr J Dixon (7)
5 34PP- RECKLESS ROMEO 255 (P) R Ford 5-10-2Miss J Walton (7)
6 P50-0 SOLWAY LEGEND 129 Miss L Harrison 7-10-0 R Day (10)

5-2 Blazin White Face, 7-2 Noir Girl, 4-1 Northern Executive, 9-2 others.

Britain’s racing regulators have been
threatened with legal action over new
proposals for fixture allocation. A letter
from solicitors acting for Arena Racing
Company (ARC), operators of 15
racecourses, hasbeensent to theBritish
Horseracing Authority (BHA),
outlining a series of objections that
could end in an unseemly court battle.
ARC, which also saw its plans to con-

vert Newcastle to a floodlit all-weather
track deferred by the BHA last week,
has respondedwith abristlingdenunci-
ation of the 2015 fixture process. The
legal letter, seen by The Times, claims
the proposals are “unfair, discriminato-
ry, abusive and potentially unlawful”.
Sent to Paul Bittar, chief executive of

the BHA, the letter concludes with a
clear declaration of intent, stating that
if the objections “are ignored and the
process is formalised next week, ARC
will consider bringing more formal
legal challenges to the proposals.”

Yesterday’s results

Exclusive to subscribers

Rob Wright’s views on
the weekend action

thetimes.co.uk/racing

Course specialists
Brighton: Trainer S Bin Suroor, 7 winners from 15
runners, 46.7%. Jockeys R Hughes, 30 winners from
96 rides, 31.2%; S Donohoe, 12 from 53, 22.6%.
Newton Abbot: Trainers N Henderson, 13 from 32 ,
40.6%; J Ferguson, 6 from 20, 30%. Jockeys A P
McCoy, 56 from 200, 28%; N Fehily, 9 from 33, 27.3%.

International rescue
England finish summer
on high with thrilling
T20 victory over India

Cricket, page 61

Pointless answer
London Welsh subjected
to humiliating defeat
on return to big time

Rugby union, pages 58-59
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Woodhouse Grange
savour ‘home’ victory
Cricket Most cricketers dream of
playing once at Lord’s but for
Woodhouse Grange, the East
Riding club whose XI yesterday
had 35 appearances at
headquarters between them, the
challenge was to improve upon a
record of “only” two victories in
five Village Cup finals since 1995
(Benjamin Moorehead writes).

They did so with an emphatic
ten-wicket win over Great & Little
Tew, the Oxfordshire side whose
decision to bat first on a greenish
wicket under cloud cover looked
dubious, more so by time the sun
was breaking through an hour
later with their innings in tatters
at 60 for five in the 17th over. They
never recovered. Chasing 115 in
hazy sunshine, Andrew Bilton (70)
and Nick Hadfield (43) knocked
off the runs with 101 balls to spare.
Woodhouse Grange join Troon
and St Fagans as three-times
winners of the Village Cup.

Lipsky masters threat
of Storm in play-off
Golf David Lipsky won the
European Masters by beating
Graeme Storm, of England, at
the first hole of a sudden-death
play-off at Crans-sur-Sierre in
Switzerland. The American, below,
had a final round of 65, five under
par, to make up a three-stroke
deficit on Storm, the overnight
leader, and finish on 18 under par.
Lipsky had a par four to Storm’s
five at the first extra hole, despite
finding thick rough and a bunker.

French and Evans seal
successful Warsaw trip
Modern pentathlon Britain ended
their World Championships
campaign on a high by winning
silver in the mixed relay in
Warsaw yesterday. Kate French
and Joe Evans were edged out of
gold by the Lithuanian pair of
Laura Asadauskaite and Justinas
Kinderis. Samantha Murray won
individual gold on Friday, with
Murray, French and Freyja
Prentice winning women’s team
silver on the same day.

Kiyonari dominates at
Donington to close gap
Motorcycling Ryuichi Kiyonari
won both races in the ninth round
of the MCE Insurance British
Superbike Championship at
Donington Park yesterday.
Kiyonari, below, consolidate third
place in the standings and is 27
points behind Shane Byrne, the
overall leader, as both battle to
win a record fourth title. Byrne led
the opener before Kiyonari’s late
challenge, but next time out the
Japanese rider was never headed.

O’Sullivan admits Selby’s style gets under his skin

Ronnie O’Sullivan begins his first-
round match against Alan McManus at
the Shanghai Masters today still
chastened by his defeat by Mark Selby
in the final of the World Championship
in May, but keen to put down an early-
season marker to his rivals.

O’Sullivan, 38, the five-time world
champion, failed toescape thestrangle-
hold exerted on him by Selby at the

Crucible Theatre, slumping to an 18-14
loss after leading 10-5 as the “Jester
from Leicester”, who also lines up in
Shanghai, claimed his first world title.

The clash of styles between O’Sulli-
van and Selby makes theirs one of the
most compelling match-ups in sport,
with O’Sullivan insisting that Selby’s
methodicalapproach to thegame isone
that he will never understand or
imitate, however much he admires the
31-year-old’s fighting spirit. What price
another grudge final on Sunday?

“I respect Mark’s mental skills, the
way he never gives up,” O’Sullivan said.
“Even when he is not playing great he
never gives in and I wish that I had that
resilience. But as far as the game and the
way he plays it, it is difficult for me to
relate to the way he thinks about shots.

“I am very instinctive, I see a shot and
go bang, bang, bang. I do think about it,
but not much. There are players I can
relate to because I feel we have some-
thing in common but Mark isn’t one of
those. It is very difficult for me to stay

focused because I don’t understand
what he is doing with his shots. He is
very tactical, very prepared to slog it
out and play a lot of 50-minute frames.
There is a quality there to be respected,
but I couldn’t do that.

“I rely on hitting the ball well and
being aggressive, while Mark is ready to
sit there and sweat it out and wait for
someone to basically say, ‘I’ve had
enough’ and play a poor shot. But you
have to beat everyone, and find a way of
combating that style.”

Snooker
Hector Nunns

Frampton’s show of class ensures
McGuigan’s gamble claims jackpot

Carl Frampton looked a bit the worse
for wear as he emerged for breakfast at
the Europa Hotel, but the world must
have seemed a particularly happy place
for him yesterday. He had become a
world champion with a display so
complete that he was quickly being
regarded as a future all-time great, a
world star and Ireland’s best ever.

That last label came from Barry
McGuigan, Frampton’s manager and
promoter, who some may credit with
that status now. But McGuigan had
gambled big by paying Kiko Martínez a
hefty ransom to defend his IBF super-
bantamweight title in Belfast. Now they
could have hit the jackpot.

For a land so steeped in boxing, world
champions tend to be few and far
between from Northern Ireland, or Ire-
land as a whole. Frampton has quickly
risen to the title of national hero. Satur-
day night is one that will be remem-
bered for years to come as 16,000 fans
created a fevered atmosphere on a
bitterly cold night down by the docks in
a purpose-built outdoor stadium in the
Titanic Quarter. Frampton, though,
could be just as big a star if the party
takes to the road, to the south, to
England or the big prize for an Irish
boxer, the United States.

“Carl’s fans will travel, 65 per cent are
not boxing aficionados,” McGuigan
said. “We believe we are just at the
bottom of the ladder. You have to win a
world title to get the attention and we

Frampton’s trainer and son of Barry,
said.

There looks to be much more to
come. As impressive as Frampton

was, there was never the feel-
ing that he was outside his
comfort zone. He knew that
he had Martínez’s number,
having beaten him for the
European title 19 months
previously, but there was no

complacency.
“This kid could end up being

the best Irish fighter who ever
lived,” McGuigan Sr said. “He

could go up to featherweight and
super-featherweight because

he knocks out lightweights in
the gym. He is twice the

Boxing
Ron Lewis Boxing Correspondent

Big-money nights on cards for new champion

Frampton’s wish list
Leo Santa Cruz (Mexico)
WBC super-bantamweight champion
Age 26 Record 27-0
Scott Quigg (England)
WBA super-bantamweight champion
Age 25 Record 28-0-2
Abner Mares (Mexico)
Former three-weight world champion
Age 28 Record 27-1
Jhonny González (Mexico)
WBC featherweight champion
Age 32 Record 56-8

Who he has to face
Chris Avalos (United States)
IBF No 1-ranked contender. Frampton
has 30 days to negotiate the bout or
it will go to a purse bid.
Age 24 Record 24-2

Who he does not want
Guillermo Rigondeaux (Cuba)
WBO and WBA “super”
super-bantamweight champion
Age 33 Record 14-0
Words by Ron Lewis

fighter I ever was. He is 27, but there are
not many miles on the clock.”

Suddenly the world was taking no-
tice, so McGuigan had reason to be
proud. The first win over Martínez was
promoted by Eddie Hearn’s Match-
room group on Sky. But, unhappy with
the opportunities on offer, they walked
away, taking a television deal with Box-
Nation.

Hearn promotes Scott Quigg, who
defends his WBA title against Stephane
Jamoye in Manchester, and also had an
agreement to represent Chris Avalos,
the IBF’s mandatory challenger from
the US, but McGuigan and Frampton
are in no mood to be told what to do.
“He [Hearn] is like an old girlfriend who
will not go away,” Frampton said.

A bout against Quigg interests
Frampton, although McGuigan is clear
thathismanwill have toget thebumper
end of the purse. Quigg has been tread-
ing water since winning the title last
year and Frampton has regularly
sneered at Quigg’s title. Guillermo
Rigondeaux, the Cuban, is regarded by
most as the WBA’s real champion, as he
holds its “super” title.

There was also talk of big-name
Mexicans, Leo Santa Cruz, the WBC
champion, Jhonny González and
Abner Mares, but Avalos will have to be
accommodated first. The IBF will write
toFramptontoday tellinghimhehas30
days to negotiate a bout with Avalos, or
it will go to a purse bid. That bout will
have to take place by February, but once
Avalos is taken care of, there should be
no stopping Frampton.

Sky’s the limit: the arena in the Titanic Quarter starts filling up for an undercard bout that preceded the local hero winning the IBF super-bantamweight title

CHARLES MCQUILLAN/GETTY IMAGES

had to do it the hard way by spending a
lot of money to get Martínez here.”

Frampton, 27, was masterful, show-
ing astonishing maturity
considering it was only
his 19th bout. He boxed
in the main on the back foot, inviting
the aggressive Martínez forward, but
ensuring that he was met with a volley
of punches whenever he ventured into
range.

The Spaniard was on the floor in the
fifth round, from an excellent chop-
ping right, and while Frampton seemed
to have the champion teetering in the
last two rounds, a combination of
Martínez’s toughness and Frampton
remaining cautious ensured that it
went the distance, Frampton winning
by a wide, unanimous points decision.
“It was the best performance I have
ever seen live,” Shane McGuigan,

prev

the best Irish fighter who ever

g

Frampton was hailed
as a future great
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Results

Fixtures

Athletics
Great North Run
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Men: 1, M Farah (GB)
1hr; 2, M Kigen (Kenya) 1:00:01; 3, S Kiprotich
(Uga) 1:01:35. Women: 1, M Keitany (Kenya)
1:05:39 (course record); 2, G Steel (GB) 1:08:13;
3, T Gelana (Eth) 1:08:45.

Cricket
Third women’s Twenty20
international:EnglandvSouthAfrica
Edgbaston (South Africa won toss): England
beat South Africa by eight runs
England (balls)
C M Edwards c Lee b Kapp 4 (8)
L Winfield c Luus b Tryon 74 (60)
S J Taylor c Tryon b Letsoalo 9 (12)
N R Sciver st Chetty b Van Niekerk 4 (7)
L S Greenway not out 19 (20)
H C Knight c Chetty b Tryon 8 (8)
D N Wyatt b Ismail 0 (2)
J L Gunn not out 2 (3)
Extras (lb 6) 6
Total (6 wkts, 20 overs) 126
DHazell, KHBrunt andAShrubsole did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-64, 3-73, 4-102, 5-122,
6-123.
Bowling: Ismail 4-0-23-1; Daniels 4-0-15-0;
Kapp 2-0-24-1; Van Niekerk 4-16-1-0; Letsoalo
3-0-18-1; Luus 1-0-6-0; Tryon 2-0-18-2.
South Africa (balls)
D van Niekerk run out 35 (40)
T Chetty run out 34 (37)
L Lee lbw b Gunn 9 (13)
M du Preez c Greenway b Gunn 3 (4)
M Kapp run out 1 (3)
C L Tryon not out 16 (12)
B Bezuidenhout st S J Taylor b Brunt 12 (9)
S Luus not out 2 (3)
Extras (w 5, nb 1) 6
Total (6 wkts, 20 overs) 118
SIsmail,MDanielsandMMLetsoalodidnotbat.
Fallofwickets:1-59,2-77,3-86,4-86,5-89,6-114.

Bowling: Brunt 4-0-30-1; Shrubsole 4-0-30-0;
Hazell 4-0-18-0; Knight 3-0-14-0; Gunn 4-0-
18-2; Sciver 1-0-8-0.
Umpires: R J Bailey and D J Millns.
6England won three-match series 3-0
First Test match: Kingstown: Third day of five,
at tea: West Indies 484-7 dec (K C Brathwaite
212, S Chanderpaul 85 not out; Taijul Islam5 for
135); Bangladesh 105-4.
Triangular tournament: Final: Harare:Australia
217-9 (A J Finch 54; DW Steyn 4 for 35); South
Africa221-4 (FafduPlessis96,ABdeVilliers57
not out, H M Amla 51). South Africa won by six
wickets.
Royal London Cup: Semi-final: Emirates Dur-
ham:Durham353-8 (BAStokes 164, PMustard
89); Nottinghamshire 270 (J W A Taylor 114,
S R Patel 52). Durham won by 83 runs.

Cycling
Tour of Britain
First stage (Liverpool, 130km): 1,MKittel (Ger,
Giant-Shimano) 2hr 16min 35sec; 2, N Ruffoni
(It, Bardiani-CSF); 3, M Cavendish (GB, Omega
Pharma-Quick-Step) both same time.
Vuelta a España
Fifteenthstage (OviedotoLagosdeCovadonga,
152.2km): 1, PNiemiec (Pol, Lampre) 4hr 11min
9sec; 2, A Valverde (Sp, Movistar) at 5sec
behind; 3, JRodríguez (Sp,Katusha) sametime.
Leading overall positions: 1, A Contador (Sp,
Tinkoff-Saxo) 58:31:35; 2, Valverde at 31sec;
3, C Froome (GB, Team Sky) 1min 20sec.

Golf
Omega European Masters
Crans-sur-Sierre, Switzerland: Leading final
scores (Great Britain and Ireland unless
stated): 262: D Lipsky (US) 67, 64, 66, 65;
G Storm 64, 66, 64, 68 (Lipsky won play-off at
first extra hole). 263: B Koepka (US) 65, 65, 66,
67; THatton 67, 66, 65, 65. 264: T Fleetwood 64,
68, 63, 69;DWillett67, 70, 64, 63.265: JDonald-
son 65, 64, 69, 67. 266: R Ramsay 62, 66, 70, 68.

267: R Wattel (Fr) 68, 69, 65, 65; G Maybin 64,
67, 69, 67; L Slattery 68, 68, 65, 66.

USPGA BMW Championship
CherryHillsCountryClub,Colorado:Leadersafter
three rounds (United States unless stated): 197:
WHorschel 68, 66, 63. 200: R Palmer 69, 64, 67.
202:BWatson 70, 66, 66;MKaymer (Ger) 68, 70,
64.203:RFowler71, 66, 66.204:SGarcía (Sp)68,
64, 72. 205: J Furyk 70, 68, 67; G Delaet (Can) 68,
68, 69; J Spieth 67, 70, 68. 206: RMcIlroy (N Ire)
67,67,72;JBHolmes71,68,67;AScott (Aus)71,
66,69;MHoffmann72,72,62;CHadley68,70,68.

Motorcycling
World Superbike Championship, tenth round
Jerez, Spain: First race: 1, MMelandri (It, April-
ia) 34min 20.164sec; 2, S Guintoli (Fr, Aprilia)
34:21.561; 3, C Davies (GB, Ducati 34:24.447.
Second race: 1, Melandri 34:25.940; 2, Guintoli
34:28.785; 3, T Sykes (GB, Kawasaki) 34:32.037.
Leading championship positions: 1, Sykes
352pts;2,Guintoli 321;3, JRea(GB,Honda)285.

Rugby league
First Utility Super League
Bradford 12 Widnes 32
Bradford: Tries: Olbison, Walker. Goals: Gale 2.
Widnes: Tries: Flynn 2,Marsh 3, AhVan,White.
Goals: Phelps 2. Att: 7,438.
Castleford 26 Wakefield 22
Castleford: Tries:Dorn, Clare 2,Dixon,Webster.
Goals:Sneyd3.Wakefield:Tries:Gilmour,Riley,
Anderson, Owen. Goals: Sykes 3. Att: 9,182.
Huddersfield 38 Hull 28
Huddersfield:Tries:Connor2,Faiumu,Brought-
on2,Ferres,Mullally,McGillvary.Goals:Brough
3. Hull: Tries: Houghton, Heremaia, Shaul,
Thompson, Ellis. Goals: Rankin 4. Att: 6,370.
Hull KR 14 Catalan Dragons 32
Hull KR: Tries: Salter, Hallett, Chan. Goal:
Burns. Catalan Dragons: Tries:Oldfield 3,Willi-
ams 2, Escare. Goals: Bosc 4. Att: 6,412.

Salford 58 London Broncos 26
Salford:Tries:Lee, JGriffin4, JWalne,Tomkins,
Walton, Johnson 2. Goals: J Griffin 9. London
Broncos: Tries: Atkins, Macani, Cook, Drinkwa-
ter, Slyney. Goals: Drinkwater 3. Att: 3,268.

P W D L F A Pts
St Helens 26 19 0 7 780 546 38
Castleford 26 17 2 7 808 555 36
Wigan 26 17 1 8 810 409 35
Warrington 26 17 1 8 773 491 35
Huddersfield 26 16 3 7 768 610 35
Leeds 26 15 2 9 666 397 32
Catalan D 26 13 1 12 705 661 27
Widnes 26 13 1 12 605 689 27
Hull KR 26 9 3 14 585 647 21
Salford 26 10 1 15 572 689 21
Wakefield 26 10 1 15 539 708 21
Hull 26 9 2 15 629 567 20
Bradford 26 7 0 19 466 948 8
London Broncos26 1 0 25 402 1191 2
Kingstone Press Championship: Doncaster 10
Batley 34; Halifax 30 Barrow 24; Keighley 24
Featherstone 26; North Wales Crusaders 16
Leigh 28; Rochdale 16 Sheffield 58; Swinton 18
Whitehaven 44; Workington 23 Dewsbury 4.
Championship One:Oldham 68 Gloucestershire
All Golds 24; SouthWales 6Hunslet 50; York 38
London Skolars 28.

Rugby union
Rugby Championship
Australia 24 South Africa 23
Australia: Tries: Folau, Horne. Con: Foley. Pens:
Foley 4. South Africa: Try: Hendricks. Pens:
Steyn 6. HT: 11-14.
New Zealand 28 Argentina 9
NewZealand: Tries:Savea 2,Messam,ASmith.
Con: Slade. Pens: Barrett, Slade. Argentina:
Pens: Sanchez 3. HT: 13-6. Att: 21,329.

P W D L F A B Pts
New Zealand 3 2 1 0 91 41 2 12
South Africa 3 2 0 1 69 61 1 9
Australia 3 1 1 1 56 86 0 6
Argentina 3 0 0 3 46 74 2 2

Aviva Premiership
London Welsh 0 Exeter Chiefs 52
Exeter: Tries:Waldrom 2, Ewers, Hill, Whitten,
Arnott, Botha. Cons: Steenson 7. Pen: Slade.
HT: 0-17. Att: 2,776.
Leicester 36 Newcastle Falcons 17
Leicester: Tries:Goneva 3, Mele. Cons: Burns 2.
Pens: Burns 4. Newcastle: Tries: Mayhew,
Saull.Cons:Socino2.Pen:Socino.HT:12-3.Att:
22,639.
London Irish 15 Harlequins 20
London Irish: Pens: Geraghty 5. Harlequins:
Tries: Monye, Lindsay-Hague. Cons: Evans 2.
Pens: Evans 2. HT: 6-20. Att: 61,424.
Sale Sharks 20 Bath 29
Sale: Tries: Jennings, Easter. Cons: Cipriani 2.
Pens:Cipriani2.Bath:Tries:Watson,Rokoduguni.
Cons: Ford 2. Pens: Ford 5. HT: 13-16. Att: 6,800.
Saracens 34 London Wasps 28
Saracens: Tries:Ashton,Strettle 3.Cons:Hodg-
son 2, Farrell 2. Pens:Hodgson 2.Wasps: Tries:
Hughes,Wade 2. Cons: Goode 2. Pens: Goode 3.
HT: 20-9. Att: 61,424.
Greene King IPA Championship: Bristol 23
Worcester 19; Cornish Pirates 18 Yorkshire
Carnegie 29; Doncaster 27 Plymouth Albion 6;
London Scottish 32 Rotherham Titans 23;
Moseley 22 Jersey 22.

Guinness PRO12
Connacht 16 NG Dragons 11
Connacht: Tries: McKeon, Poolman. Pens: D
Leader 2. Newport Gwent Dragons: Try: Cudd.
Pens: Tovey 2. HT: 8-8. Att: 4,213.
Glasgow 22 Leinster 20
Glasgow: Tries: Horne, Gray, Strauss. Cons:
Pyrgos 2.Pen:Hogg. Leinster: Tries: JMcGrath,
Denton. Cons:Gopperth 2. Pens:Madigan, Gop-
perth. HT: 19-3. Att: 5,275.
Scarlets 32 Ulster 32
Scarlets: Tries: Robinson, Pitman, G Davies 2.
Cons: Priestland 3. Pens: Priestland 2. Ulster:

Tries: Van der Merwe, Tuohy, Ludik, Trimble.
Cons: Humphreys 3. Pens: Humphreys 2. HT:
24-15. Att: 6,531.
Zebre 26 Cardiff Blues 41
Zebre: Tries: Leonard, Ferrarini, Berryman.Con:
Orquera. Pens: Orquera 2, De Marchi. Cardiff
Blues: Tries: Patchell, L Williams, Fish, Cuth-
bert, Dacey. Cons: Patchell 5. Pens: Patchell 2.
HT: 15-14. Att: 2,200.
BT Scottish Premiership: Edinburgh Academi-
cals 15Boroughmuir 33; Gala 60Currie 22; Glas-
gow Hawks 18 Ayr 20; Hawick 12 Heriot’s 16;
Stirling County 23 Melrose 18.

Tennis
US Open
Flushing Meadows, New York: Men: Singles:
Semi-finals: K Nishikori (Japan) bt N Djokovic
(Serbia) 6-4, 1-6, 7-6, 6-3;MCilic (Cro) bt R Fed-
erer (Switz)6-3,6-4,6-4.Doubles:Final:BBryan
(US) andMBryan (US) btMGranollers (Sp) and
MLópez (Sp) 6-3, 6-4.Women: Doubles: Final: E
Makarova (Russ) and E Vesnina (Russ) bt M
Hingis (Switz) and F Pennetta (It) 2-6, 6-3, 6-2.

AEGON GB Pro-series men’s event
Cumberland Club, London: Final: F Nielsen
(Den) bt M Willis (GB) 2-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Cricket
First one-day international: Dublin: Ireland v
Scotland (10.15).

Other sport
Cycling: Tour of Britain: Second stage
(Knowsley to Llandudno).

6Football fixtures are in the game, page 11

Nicholson saves best for
last and makes history
with Burghley hat-trick
Equestrianism
Jenny MacArthur

Andrew Nicholson, the world No2,
became the first rider to achieve a hat-
trick of wins on the same horse at the
Land Rover Burghley Horse Trials
yesterday when he and Avebury
completed three days of outstanding
competition with a clear round in the
final showjumping phase.
It is the fifth success that the New

Zealander, 53, has had in the competi-
tion and was greeted with foot-
stamping cheers and applause from the
packed arena.
Nicholson praised Avebury, a 14-

year-old owned by Mark and Rose-
mary Barlow, who had a foot-perfect
round over Saturday’s cross-country in
the fastest timeof theday. “It is a special
horse that can win something like this
three years in a row,” he said. “He just
lovesBurghleyand Iknow if I domy job
he’ll do his.”
For Rosemary Barlow, who has

supported the Wiltshire-based
Nicholson for more than 20 years,
the win, which follows his third
British Open and Barbury victo-
ries this summer, it was fur-
ther confirmation that
the winner is “a
fantastic jockey on an
amazing horse”.
Jonathan Paget and

Clifton Promise, deter-
mined to put the record
straight after their win
last year, was ruled out
when the 16-year-old
gelding failed a dope
test — Paget was
subsequently ab-
solved from any
wrongdoing — had
to settle for second
place.
A polished clear

round yester-
day moved
Paget up two
places—Sam
Griffiths, of
Australia, on
Happy

Times, dropping to third after eight
faults — the same place they achieved
in 2009 on the first of their five Burgh-
ley starts.
Britain’s twobestperformancescame

from William Fox-Pitt on his Lexing-
ton winner, BayMyHero, and Gemma
Tattersall, on Arctic Soul, who finished
fourth and fifth respectively.
Although Fox-Pitt, winner of aworld

team silver and individual bronze in
Normandy last week, failed to extend
his record of six successes, his fourth
place confirmed his win in the FEI
Classics series for the best overall
results in the top six events in theworld.
It is the fourth such success for the
inimitable Fox-Pitt since the series
started in 2008.
Nicholson, who was last into the

arena yesterday, could afford a fence
down and still win, but he was leaving
nothing to chance. Despite his run of
wins on Avebury, mistakes at key
events on his top horse, Nereo, had
reminded him of the need for
perfection.

“I threw away Badminton, where I
shouldn’t have fallen off, and I
was ninth in Normandy when I

wanted a medal, so I put a lot of
pressure on myself this week to
drag myself out of the dol-
drums,” he said.
6 JeroenDubbeldambecame
the firstDutch rider towin the
world showjumping title on
the closing day of the Alltech
FEI World Equestrian
Games in Caen yesterday.

Dubbeldam, the 2000
Olympic champion and
a member of the gold
medal-winning team

last Thursday, was the only
rider in the four-horse final to
have four clear rounds. Patri-
ce Delaveau, of France, took

the silvermedalwith
Beezie Madden, of
the United States,
winning the bronze.

the

last

Farah’s final flourish gives
mixed year a happy ending
Athletics
Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

Mo Farah’s rollercoaster year finished
on a high yesterday, as he became the
first British winner of the Bupa Great
North Run for 29 years. A year ago,
Farah had been beaten in a thrilling
sprint finish in the race by Kenenisa
Bekele; this time he came home just
ahead of Mike Kigen, of Kenya.
It was so close that both Farah and

Kigen recorded the same time of exact-
ly one hour, a British best— it does not
countas aBritishhalf-marathon record
because the course is downhill. After
winning two gold medals at the Euro-
pean Championships, a year that had
included a disappointing marathon
debut and a health scare that led to him
missing the Commonwealth Games,
ended on a high.
“It feels great, I got massive support

from the crowd, I had to dig in deep,”
Farah said. “There’s no chance I
thought I would be that quick. I was
thinking Imight get 60-something, but
not as fast as that. It’s great to end the
seasonwithagoodwinandagood time.
I can finish with a smile now.”
The end of the race appeared odd,

however, as Kigen, a regular training
partner of Farah, forced the pace
throughout but dropped back twice
near the end to chat with Farah. With
just over a kilometre to go, Farah took
the lead, but failed to shake off Kigen,
who finished right behind him.
Farah said that the pair had planned

to work together during the race, but
denied that Kigen had dropped back to
allow him to catch up.
“We had a chat before the race and I

said, ‘Mike, look what we should do is
try and go off, leave everybody else and
work together to see what we can do,’ ”
Farah said. “Mike is a great athlete and
in great shape. He pushed the pace on
and kept pushing and pushing.
“There were a couple of times I was

struggling but I managed to get back to
him. I knew if it camedown to the finish
I couldusemy sprint finishbut todayhe
actually did test me and I believe he
could have run a lot faster if he had
people to go with.
“I was thinking, ‘Don’t give him too

much gap like last year’. This year has
beenupanddown.But to turn it around
is incredible with two medals at the
Europeans and a two-mile British
record and to comehere is incredible. If
you had asked me six weeks ago, I
wouldn’t have thought I’d have done all
three of them.
“NowIwant to take abreak and relax

andget ready for theWorldChampion-
ships in Beijing next year.”
Stephen Kiprotich, the Olympic and

world marathon champion from
Uganda, finished third with Andy
Vernon, a doublemedal-winner behind
Farah at theEuropeanChampionships,
finishing sixth.
Mary Keitany, of Kenya, won the

women’s race, knocking a second off
Paula Radcliffe’s course record in
1:05.39, with Gemma Steel producing
an impressive run to finish second in
1:08.13, 32sec in frontofTikiGelana, the
Olympic marathon champion. Shelly
Woods won the women’s wheelchair
race for the sixth time, with the men’s
title going to Jordi Madera, of Spain.

Season of highs and lows

March Collapses after finishing
second in New York half-marathon
in freezing conditions, having fallen
during the race

April Eighth in London marathon,
missing his target of a British record

July Collapses in bathroom after
altitude training in Utah. Is airlifted
to hospital after complaining of
severe stomach pains. Withdraws
from Glasgow Grand Prix and then
Commonwealth Games

Aug Complete 5,000 metres
and 10,000 metres double at
European Championships in Zurich.
Breaks Steve Ovett’s British two-mile
record in Birmingham

Sept Wins Great North Run
Words by Ron Lewis

RICHARD LEE/BPI /REX FEATURES

Flying finish: Farah crosses the line ahead of Kigen in the Bupa Great North Run

Jumping for joy
Nicholson and his
mount, Avebury
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It was a case of try, try and try again on
the opening weekend of the Aviva
Premiership as George North, David
Strettle and Vereniki Goneva all
launched their seasons with hat-tricks,
but it was the performance of another
wing that will have most interested
Stuart Lancaster, the England head
coach.
Strettle is out of the international

picture, much to his own bemusement
given he scored 11 league tries last
season, but Christian Wade is firmly in
Lancaster’s plans as England look to
nail down the No14 shirt for theWorld
Cup. (Marland Yarde is in possession of
the No11 jersey on the left wing.)
Wade returned to action for the first

time in nine months after recovering

from an ankle injury and he scored
twice asWasps launched an impressive
second-half comeback against Sara-
cens at Twickenham, storming from
20-9 down to lead 28-20 heading into
the final quarter.
The 23-year had played just one pre-

season game but he displayed his
poacher’s instincts at Twickenham,
beating Chris Ashton to an Andy
Goode kick and grounding it in a flash
just before his knee slid into touch. His
second trywas created byAshley John-
son, the flanker, who poked a grubber
kick in behind and Wade outstripped
Strettle to score under the posts.
Lancaster has delayed the

announcement of his elite squad until
late October, giving all those in
contention something tangible to play
for. The usual safety net of pre-season

England selection has been
removed.
Wade also has the added

pressure of enhanced
competition for places at
Wasps, following the
summer recruitment of
Sailosi Tagicakibau and
Alapato Leiua but he
has welcomed those
challenges as he
targets a World Cup
place.
“I don’t think anyone

is safe in their positions
and the first six or seven
weeks before the autumn
internationals is where the
boys want to prove what
they can do,” Wade said.
“Coming back from a

long injurymymain focus is to get back
into the Wasps team. It will be a battle
every week to get into the team.”
Wade’s fine work was undone by

Strettle, who completed his hat-
trick in the last minute as

Saracens rallied to win
34-28 but he was
happy to have
made a mark on
his comeback.
“I amgrateful to

be back fit and it
was good to get on
the scoreboard but I
feel rusty,” he said.

Of the other right wing options,
Ashton was also on the scoresheet for
Saracens while Lancaster spent
Saturday afternoon in Manchester,
where he watched Anthony Watson
open the scoring as Bath, led impress-
ively by George Ford at fly half, beat
Sale Sharks 29-20.
Yarde, who impressed against New

Zealand in the summer, had few
opportunities to shine on his debut for
Harlequins in a drab and error-strewn
20-15 win against London Irish in the
second game of the London double
header.
Strettle could only shrug his shoul-

ders when the subject of England
cropped up. “You are asking the wrong
man. I think I played well enough last
year to be in the squad and it didn’t
happen,” he said.

his

be
wa

Alex Lowe

Yarde provides eye-catching turn for Lancaster to consider

London Welsh
chase shadows
on harsh return
to the big time

This was a veritable slaughter for
London Welsh. Forget the romance of
the underdogs charging courageously
back into the big time. You could hardly
see the wind knocked out of a team
more quickly and more effectively. To
concede seven tries is calamity in itself;
but little sucks the spirit from an
against-the-oddscampaign likeplaying
at home on day one and failing to
record a single point.
Exeter played fast and dynamic and

ran London Welsh ragged. And,
for sure, they were good but exactly

howgood ismighty hard to knowwhen
they can canter through tackles
and feast on tries as soft as some of
those on showhere. For the record, this
was their record win in the Aviva
Premiership and the first time they
have ever scored more than half a
century of points.
Smallmercies for LondonWelsh, but

at least hardly anyone noticed. For this,
their grand return to the big-time, they
mustered a crowd of 2,776. That is
10,000 below an average Premiership
attendanceand smaller thananycrowd
they had here when they were last at
this level two years ago.
Theirs is the tale of the little team,

bleak in hope and popularity, and
yesterday’s opener showed just how
much more likely a nosedive failure is
than the comeback story from
nowhere. Much was made before this
game of the exiles and their raft of new
signings — all the “right” kind of char-
acters for thiskindofmission.Butevery
club thesedays recruits players for their
spirit as much as their skills. London
Welsh, however, struggled to showcase
a whole lot of either.
The game actually finished with

Exeter a man down and LondonWelsh
hammering away at their line. And
from that mini-contest it was Exeter
again who came away with a small vic-
tory, a clean sheet and their heads high,
and Welsh again got nothing.
Justin Burnell, the London Welsh

head coach, refused to reflect any kind
of despondency afterwards — at this
stage, how can you? — yet neither
would he make excuses about a new
teamwith somany new signings. As he
said, they could “gohomenowandhide
away”, or “come back, chest out, smile
on your face and get back to work”.
He also said that the standard of the

challenge was no surprise. “We knew
what it was about,” he said. “We could
have stayed in the Championship.
People can hide behind the number of
signings, but it’s nothing to do with the
amount of signings you make. You’ve
got to make your tackles. Individual
errors arenothing todowith cohesion.”
They have five days, now, to correct

those errors. Then they play Bath away.
Happy days.
Their decline yesterday started early

with the first of two scores came from
Thomas Waldrom, an Exeter new boy.
BothofWaldrom’s trieswerecharacter-
istically barrelling finishes; he is hardly
a secretweapon, buthe featuredhere in
parts of the park you would not have
necessarily have scripted for a “Tank”

No8. This suited his appetite for carry-
ing ball, but his offloadingwas accurate
too and complemented Exeter’s all-
court running game.
London Welsh had the opportunity

to chip away at the lead with a pair of
straightforward penalties, but, just
when his team needed a lift, Olly Bark-
ley pushed two copycat kicks wide.
At half-time, though,Welshwere still

only 17-0 down; they had a game to
chase and it didn’t look too calamitous.
But that perspective changed mighty
fast when Exeter ran in another five
tries in 23 minutes.
Some of these were decent scores.

The last one, from Chrysander Botha,
their newNamibia full back, was a solo
beauty, SamHillmadeonewith ahit on
TimMolenaar that coughed up the ball
and thenanunopposed run-in, likewise
Jack Arnott ran in unchallenged after
claiming an up-and-under.DaveEwers
and IanWhittenwere the other scorers

Scorers: Exeter Chiefs: Tries:Waldrom 2 (11, 27), Ewers
(45), Hill (51), Whitten (60), Arnott (62), Botha (68).
Penalty goals: Slade (37). Conversions: Steenson (12,
28, 46, 52, 61, 63), Slade (69).
Scoring sequence (London Welsh first): 0-5, 0-7, 0-12,
0-14, 0-17, 0-22, 0-24, 0-29, 0-31, 0-36, 0-38, 0-43, 0-45,
0-50, 0-52.
London Welsh: S Jewell (rep: R Crane, 61); S Stegmann,
T May, T Molenaar, N Scott; O Barkley (rep: T Roberts,
64), P Weepu (rep: R Lewis, 64); R Reeves (rep: P Henn,
54), K Britton (rep: N Vella, 41), T Vea (rep: J Gilding,
59), D Schofield (rep: M Corker, 46), J Down, P Browne,
R Thorpe, L McCaffrey (rep: O Stedman, 61).
Exeter Chiefs: C Botha; I Whitten, H Slade, S Hill (rep:
J Arnott, 58), M Jess; G Steenson (rep: C Sweeney, 64),
H Thomas (rep: W Chudley, 34-40, 46); C Rimmer (rep:
B Moon, 52), J Yeandle, T Francis (rep: M Low, 52),
M Lees (rep: D Armand, 61), R Caldwell, D Ewers,
B White (rep: K Horstmann, 61), T Waldrom.
Referee: D Richards (Berkshire). Attendance: 2,776.

How they stand

P W D L F A B Pts
Exeter 1 1 0 0 52 0 1 5
Northampton 1 1 0 0 53 6 1 5
Leicester 1 1 0 0 36 17 1 5
Saracens 1 1 0 0 34 28 1 5
Bath 1 1 0 0 29 20 0 4
Harlequins 1 1 0 0 20 15 0 4
London Irish 1 0 0 1 15 20 1 1
Wasps 1 0 0 1 28 34 1 1
Sale 1 0 0 1 20 29 0 0
Newcastle 1 0 0 1 17 36 0 0
Gloucester 1 0 0 1 6 53 0 0
London Welsh 1 0 0 1 0 52 0 0

JAMES MARSH/BPI /REX

Runaway winners: Whitten, of Exeter Chiefs, breaks through the London Welsh line on a painful start for the home side

Owen Slot Chief Rugby Correspondent

London Welsh

Exeter Chiefs

0
52

Yarde scored
twice for Wasps
but could not
inspire victory

but far, far too meekly did London
Welsh send their opponents sailing off
towards their bonus point and more.
Finally, amention for PiriWeepu.He

is LondonWelsh’s big-name signing, he
came all the way fromNewZealand for
this and yesterday was his birthday.
There were no happy returns.

Tries, tries, tries
Video watch highlights
of all the best action from
the Aviva Premiership,
including Exeter Chiefs’
thrashing of London
Welsh yesterday

Download it at the App Store or
via Google Play
timespacks.com/sport1pound
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Try of the week
George North Northampton v Gloucester

James Wilson, the full
back, offloaded to
George Pisi and the
Samoa centre
delivered a one-
handed pass
out of the
tackle to
North, who
spun brilliantly
away from Charlie
Sharples and
stepped past two
more defenders to
score the second
try of his hat-trick.

Foreign fields
Gaüzère’s incorrect
decision to rule out a try
when they trailed 18-9.
The All Blacks then
pulled away to secure the
bonus point, with Julian
Savea scoring two tries.

Worsley wins admirers
despite defeat in Toulon
Top 14— Toulon, the
French and European
champions, may have
beaten Bordeaux Bègles
18-13 at home on Saturday
night, but many of the
plaudits went to the
visiting side and their
defence coach, Joe
Worsley, the former
England flanker, for
claiming a losing bonus
point. Toulon are third in
the league, one point
behind Montpellier and
Clermont Auvergne.

Landmark day proves
forgettable for Habana
Rugby Championship —
Bryan Habana’s 100th cap
was not one he will want
to remember. Harshly
sent to the sin-bin after
65 minutes for what
appeared to be a good
tackle on Adam
Ashley-Cooper, Habana
then had to watch from
the sidelines as Australia
mounted a comeback
from 23-14 down with 11
minutes remaining to win
24-23 in Perth.

Savea double keeps
All Blacks in top spot
New Zealand remain top
of the table after battling
to a 28-9 victory over
Argentina in Napier on
Saturday. Argentina were
left to rue Pascal

Team of the week
JWilson (Northampton);GNorth (Northampton), L Burrell
(Northampton), S Hill (Exeter Chiefs),D Strettle (Saracens); S Myler
(Northampton),RWigglesworth (Saracens); A Corbisiero (Northampton),
DHartley (Northampton),HAulika (London Irish), S Manoa
(Northampton), J Launchbury (Wasps), C Clark (Northampton), TWood
(Northampton),NHughes (Wasps).

6
Matches played in the
Aviva Premiership

34
Tries scored

3
Individual hat-tricks

310
Total points scored

Stuart Barnes
Commentary

Wales must bridge the mental gap to halt Australia

T
he edge between winning
and losing can be thin, but
the difference between a
winning and a losing team is
huge. There is no habit as

good as a winning one. On Saturday
Australia scored a superb late try to
beat the Springboks. Any win against
South Africa is a good win but it was
not a great performance.
Indeed, had the home team not

received a great dollop of good
fortune, with George Clancy
mistakenly showing the yellow card
to Bryan Habana in the 65th minute,
the likelihood is that Australia would
have one draw and two defeats after
three rounds of the Rugby
Championship.
Instead they have a draw with the

All Blacks (forget the hammering in
round two, New Zealand were near
their best and near their best no other
side come near them) and a win over
the Springboks in Perth, where South
Africa have a 50-50 record against the
Wallabies. Contrast Australia’s record
with that of Wales, their World Cup
pool rivals.
Everyone knows that the Wallabies

have beaten Wales on all nine
occasions they have met in this
decade. What is sometimes forgotten
is the margin of victory. The past four
Wallaby wins have been by four, two,
one and two points. The thinnest of
margins but nine straight defeats
suggest that Australia have a
significant advantage over Wales as
2015 approaches.
On average, Wales’s nine defeats

have been by fewer than five points.
Close, as they say, but nowhere near
close enough. Australia beat the
Springboks 24-23. They were lucky.
The most recent time Wales
confronted South Africa, they were
the better team but lost 31-30. There
appears to be the finest margin
between the teams but the
psychological gap is immense. Unless
Wales beat Australia in Cardiff on
November 8, it will require a leap of
faith to see Wales ending this losing
sequence at Twickenham.

International rugby is as much in
the head as the hands, boots and
bodies. Whereas Wales at their best
appear capable of beating all bar the
best, Australia have rediscovered their
priceless capacity to eke out the

results without impressing. Under
Ewen McKenzie, Robbie Deans’s
replacement after the Kiwi coach
signed his Wallaby future away with
his awful selection of James
O’Connor at fly half against the Lions

in 2013, the results are coming. Last
season the Australians lost all four
games to the Springbok/All Black
duopoly. That record is improving.
Since England beat them at
Twickenham, they have lost only one

of their past ten games. The Deans
years are behind them and it is
business as usual when it comes to
the Wallabies; the bloody cussedness
of their team and the sheer irritation
of their scrum.
When South Africa were able to

keep the scrum upright, they were
able to put pressure on this Achilles’
heel and force penalties and points
from them. But completed scrums are
a rarity against Australia. Free kicks
are the norm. When James Slipper
left the field to the acclaim of the
Australian commentary team, the
Wallabies had not once managed to
get the ball from the scrum half’s
hands to the feet of the No8.
Prop forwards are rated for their

carries, tackles and skills and the
scrum is a bonus. Guile and cynicism
prevails over power. South Africa had
been heavily outpointed by the
powerful Pumas’ scrum a fortnight
earlier, but to read the Wallabies’
public pledge to attack the Springboks
at the scrum was to laugh at the
temerity and understand the little
psychological games that play such a
part in the sport.
The scrum collapses? “Come on

referee, you know we think we can
attack them in the scrum” . . . and a
sucker, after all, is born every few
minutes. Even with Stephen Moore
back at hooker, this is a scrum that
can be squeezed if referees enforce
the set-piece.
If they can escape the scrum,

Australia are formidable. Kurtley
Beale’s eight-minute cameo from the
bench is a reminder of the talent
behind the scrum. Israel Folau’s
first-minute try is another reminder
of that glittering strike force.
I would imagine that both Stuart

Lancaster and Warren Gatland would
have noted how awkward the full
back was when kicking from
narrowed angles in his own 22. Time
and again he lost out in the tactical
kicking battle. But whereas a year is
not long to find new personnel to sort
out a scrum, it is plenty of time to
rethink a kicking strategy.
There will also be time enough for

Quade Cooper — who delivered a
fly-half masterclass in Cardiff last
autumn — to regain fitness and Will
Genia his form. If these two arrive in
shimmering form, Australia, with
their collapsing scrum, their revived
mateship and their genius, are
capable of surviving pool A.

CAMERON SPENCER/GETTY IMAGES

Winning habit: Israel Folau helps Australia to a narrow victory over South Africa in the Rugby Championship on Saturday

World Cup watch
Fly half Stephen Myler set the standards with an outstanding
performance for Northampton on Friday night, but his rivals for the
England No10 jersey responded well. Freddie Burns shone on his debut
for Leicester and George Ford overshadowed Danny Cipriani as Bath

beat Sale Sharks. Owen Farrell was restricted to bench duty for Saracens
but Henry Slade impressed as Exeter Chiefs demolished London Welsh.

Guinness PRO12
Stuart Hogg held his nerve to land
a penalty with time up on the
clock to give Glasgow Warriors a
22-20 victory over Leinster and
gain a modicum of revenge for
their defeat by the Irish province in
last year’s final. Hogg’s kick
completed a Scottish double over
Irish sides after Edinburgh beat
Munster 14-13 at Thomond Park.

Message received
Newcastle Falcons apologised
“if some didn’t get the banter”
on their Twitter feed during the
defeat by Leicester. The running
commentary included claims of
bias from Luke Pearce, the referee.
One example: “Another
@LeicesterTigers penalty at scrum
time. As usual we’re pkaying [sic]
Welford Rd Laws today.”

per

Compiled by Alex Lowe
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Nishikori and
Cilic worthy of
their place on
the grand stage

Music was the answer for Jordanne
Whiley, of Great Britain, as she created
history by winning the women’s
wheelchair doubles to complete her
own grand slam in 2014.
The 22-year-old from Birmingham

teamed upwith Yui Kamiji, of Japan, to
beat the defending champions from the
Netherlands, JiskeGriffioen andAniek
vanKoot, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.Whiley haswon
every grand-slam event this season.
When the searing heat gave way to

showers with the deciding set finely
balanced, Whiley was fretting. “I was a
bitworriedbecause I’mnot goodat rain
delays, especially when I was just
getting intomy groove in the third set,”
she said. “But we went to the locker
rooms, played some music and busted
out some moves. It kept us lively.”
There was disappointment for

Gordon Reid, of Scotland, in the men’s
wheelchair doubles, as he and Maikel
Scheffers, his Dutch partner, lost in a
third-set tie-break to StéphaneHoudet
and Shingo Kunieda, the top seeds.
EkaterinaMakarovamadeup for los-

ing in thewomen’s singles semi-finals to
Serena Williams by winning the
women’s doubles. She and Elena
Vesnina defeated Martina Hingis and
Flavia Pennetta 2-6, 6-3, 6-2.

Steve Brenner

Whiley back in
winning groove

Finalists have put setbacks behind them

When Kei Nishikori was sitting on a
collapsible chair in Florida this sum-
mer, hitting balls back to his coach to
keep his eye in, the prospect of compet-
ing at the US Open, let alone reaching
the final, was a pipedream.
Acystonhis right toewascausing the

Japanese serious discomfort, but after a
successful operation, a spot of soul-
searching and a show of real heart and
determination, the 24-year-old will
step out today to play Marin Cilic, of
Croatia, in the men’s final at Flushing
Meadows. Itwill be the first grand-slam
final for both.
Since Marat Safin beat Lleyton

Hewitt to win the Australian Open in
2005, every men’s singles final at a
grand-slam event has featured at least

one of Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic
or Rafael Nadal. In that time, only Juan
Martín del Potro, Andy Murray and
Stanislas Wawrinka have interrupted
that trio’s dominance.
To see Nishikori and Cilic, respec-

tively No11 and No16 in the world,
reach this stage has been heartening
andmust be seen as good for the game.
Certainly, there could be no argument
that either deserved to win their semi-
finals: Nishikori and his rapier back-
hand were simply too much for
Djokovic, while Cilic’s thumping serve
was particularly impressive in his
victory over Federer.
Nishikorihas longbeen trumpetedas

a star but injury and inconsistencyhave
hampered his progress. He was forced
to retire in the final set of the Madrid
Open final against Nadal this year
because of a back problem, while last
year’s New York campaign was ended
on the opening day of the tournament
by Dan Evans, of Great Britain, who
failed to get past qualifying this time.
That has changed. Nishikori has

Michael Chang, the former French
Open champion, andDanteBottini, his
Argentine coach, in his corner, and
their support has helped to push him
into uncharted territory. Today he
becomes the first Asianmale to contest
a grand-slam singles final.
When he followed his fourth-round

victory in five sets overMilosRaonic, of
Canada, which finished at 2.26am local
time on Tuesday, with another five-set
victory, this timeagainstWawrinka, the
Australian Open champion from
Switzerland, it was the first time that a
player had completed a victory at
Flushing Meadows at that hour and
gone on towin their subsequentmatch.
It proved that going the distance

would not be a problem for Nishikori.
Mental and physical barriers were
gloriously hurdled.
“He has been working so hard from

the beginning of the year, so that has
helpedplayabigpart inhelpinghimget
through those long matches,” Bottini
said. “He believes in himself and in his

came here to see what physical state he
was in, but by the Sunday before the
start here we knew that he would be
ready.”
Chang, such a fighter in his playing

days, simply would not allow Nishikori
to think that another opportunity was
passing him by.
“The cyst wasn’t an injury,” Chang

said. “Therewasnothing to rehab, it just
had to heal. I told him to keep up with
his physical stuff, and although hemay
not havehad the amount ofmatches he
wanted coming into the Open, we will
go early, work on the timing and once
you get through the first two matches
anything can happen.”
As for Cilic, the burning anger of

being suspended for fourmonths by the
International Tennis Federation for
using an over-the-counter glucose
supplement that was on the banned list
(his mother purchased it in Monte
Carlo but was unaware that the French
version was different and contained an
extra stimulant called nikethamide, a
prohibited substance) has only served
to fire his desire.
With thehiringof formergrand-slam

champions as coaches in vogue, Cilic
turned toGoran Ivanisevic. The results
have been startling.
“You can see there is a justice, there is

somebody upstairs watching,” Ivanis-
evic, the 2001 Wimbledon champion,
said. “It was not an easy time [during
the ban]. He was angry but this is just
amazing. He deserves this. Marin has
always had performances like this in
him. He just never believed.”

Tale of the tape

tennis. He has had some great results
this year, last year also he was beating
top-ten players. The fact that he is in
better condition now helps, too.
“Before the tournament we said to

him, ‘just come here to the US Open
and try.’ I know it wasn’t the greatest
preparation but [when] I was working
with him in Bradenton, Florida, he was
sitting in a chair [unable to run because
of the cyst] and I was feeding him balls
for an hour. Always I tried to bring him
to the courts so we could have an extra
hour together.
“It was close to him not coming. We

The final countdown: end of an era at Flushing Meadows

There have been 38 grand-slam
men’s singles finals since Marat Safin
defeated Lleyton Hewitt to win the
Australian Open in January 2005. Until
tonight, all of them have featured one
of the game’s so-called “big three”

2005 French: Rafael Nadal (Sp) bt
Mariano Puerta (Argentina);
Wimbledon: Roger Federer (Switz) bt
Andy Roddick (US); US: Federer bt
Andre Agassi (US)

2006 Australia: Federer bt Marcos
Baghdatis (Cyp); French: Nadal bt
Federer; Wimbledon: Federer bt
Nadal; US: Federer bt Roddick

2007 Australian: Federer bt Fernando

González (Chile); French: Nadal bt
Federer; Wimbledon: Federer bt
Nadal; US: Federer bt Novak Djokovic
(Serbia)

2008: Australian: Djokovic bt
Jo-Wilfried Tsonga (Fr); French: Nadal
bt Federer; Wimbledon: Nadal bt
Federer; US: Federer bt Andy Murray

2009 Australian: Nadal bt Federer;
French: Federer bt Robin Söderling
(Sweden); Wimbledon: Federer bt
Roddick; US: Del Potro bt Federer

2010 Australian: Federer bt Murray;
French: Nadal bt Söderling;
Wimbledon: Nadal bt Tomas Berdych
(Cz); US: Nadal bt Djokovic

2011 Australian: Djokovic bt Murray;
French: Nadal bt Federer; Wimbledon:
Djokovic bt Nadal; US: Djokovic bt
Nadal
2012 Australian: Djokovic bt Nadal;
French: Nadal bt Djokovic;
Wimbledon: Federer bt Murray; US:
Murray bt Djokovic

2013 Australian: Djokovic bt Murray;
French: Nadal bt Ferrer; Wimbledon:
Murray bt Djokovic; US: Nadal bt
Djokovic

2014 Australian: Stanislas Wawrinka
(Switz) bt Nadal; French: Nadal bt
Djokovic; Wimbledon: Djokovic bt
Federer
Words by Steve Brenner

Roger and out: Cilic claims success over Federer at Flushing Meadows before his meeting with Nishikori in the final

Steve Brenner New York

SHANNON STAPLETON/REUTERS

Marin Cilic Kei Nishikori
2 Head-to-head record 5
16 World ranking 11
25 Age 24
6ft 6in Height 5ft 10in
180lb Weight 150lb
45/16 Year-to-date won/lost 39/9
2 Year-to-date titles 0
11 Career titles 2
Live on Sky Sports 3 and British Eurosport

Nishikori has fulfilled his early
promise under Chang’s guidance
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Gunn provides the ammunition to
ensure England secure whitewash

England’s women completed their first
seasonasa fullyprofessionaloutfitwith
a victory that secured a 3-0 whitewash
in the Twenty20 series. They held their
nerve better in the final quarter of the
game at Edgbaston, but there were still
moments to support the view of
Charlotte Edwards that her team must
become more ruthless.
Only LaurenWinfield, with a career-

best 74, passed 20 as Englandmade 126
for six, and the bowling that followed
was too inconsistentuntil JennyGunn’s
experience and straight yorkers held
sway. Ultimately, England had the ath-
leticism of Lydia Greenway and Sarah
Taylor in the field to thank for victory.
Winfield, 24, drove powerfully, hit-

ting nine fours and the first six of the
season in any format for England, a
smear overmid-wicket against the left-
arm seam bowling of Chloe Tryon.
South Africa have never beaten

England in the format. The strong
prospect of success yesterdaymayhave
proved too heady. Dane van Niekerk
and Trisha Chetty built a good founda-
tionas theyadded59 for the firstwicket,
and the touring teamneeded50 from37
balls with nine wickets in hand when
the promising innings imploded with
four wickets falling in 12 balls.
Greenway and Natalie Sciver com-

bined to run out Chetty, before a fine
overhead catch by Greenway at deep
mid-wicket removedMignon du Preez.
Taylor then produced two pieces of
magnificent glovework to turn a throw
on to the stumps to run out Marizanne
Kapp and, standing up to the pace of
Katherine Brunt, stump Bernadine
Bezuidenhout.
Scoreboard, page 57

Woakes holds nerve to deny Dhoni at the last

NatWest International T20
Richard Hobson
Deputy Cricket Correspondent

A capacity crowd of around 24,000,
many of them British Asians wearing
replica blue India shirts, watched a
thrillingendto the international season
packed with strong, intelligent hitting
by some of the best 20-over batsmen in
the world and equally thoughtful
bowling by England for most of the
tense, closing stages.
Eoin Morgan deserved the man-of-

the-match award for an innings of 71
from 31 balls that included seven sixes.
There was a return to form, too, for
Virat Kohli, finally completing a half-
century on the tour. Then came
Mahendra Singh Dhoni, whose self-
belief was surely never more evident
than in the final over when he twice
rejected singles even though a special-
ist batsman in Ambati Rayudu stood in
partnership at the other end.
With 17 needed from the last six balls,

Dhoni swung Chris Woakes over
square leg for six, turned a single into a
very smart two and clubbed the fourth
ball overmid-off. That reduced the tar-
get to five from two balls, or four to take
the game into a Super Over. At that
pointhe turneddownarun fora second
time, setting himself to smite the ball

over the ropes. The crowd gasped. Few
would have bet against him, but
Woakes, as he had for Birmingham
Bears in the Twenty20 final on the
same ground, held his nerve. A mere
single ensued. “At the start of the over,
I said [to Rayudu] that if I face six
deliveries I have a good chance of scor-
ing 17 runs,” Dhoni said. “I could have
got a couple more over the boundary,
but it was one of those days where they
came off the toe of the bat.”
And so, whereas England scored 81

runs fromthe last five Indiaovers, India
managed only 42. James Tredwell
bowled slightly quicker and fuller than
usual, Steven Finn used the short ball
brilliantly, not least in removing Kohli,
while Harry Gurney’s mixture of
slower balls and yorkers justified his
selection to contain an end in the
closing stages.
Morgan, the captain, spoke of smiles

in the dressing room at the end of a
long, tough summer. “To finish on such
ahighagainsta strong20-over sidewho
reached the final of the World Twen-
ty20 a few months ago is a great
achievement,” he said. Intriguingly, he
suggested that the resultwill encourage
the selectors to experiment on the one-
day tour to Sri Lanka in November.
It is not too disrespectful to suggest

that spectators turn out to watch these
games for the powerful hitting rather
than subtleties with the ball. Theywere
treated from the second ball, reverse-
swept by Jason Roy for his first runs as
an England player. Roy did not go on
significantly, but Alex Hales hit three
sixes in a brisk 40 andMorgan revealed
his intent by getting off themarkwith a
six against Ravichandran Ashwin.
India had chosen three slow bowlers

and Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja and Karn
Sharma, a wrist-spin bowler on debut,
rattled through themiddle overs large-
ly unpunished. That changed in the
16th over when Morgan heaved Jadeja
over long on. Two more sixes followed
in the next over as Karn dropped too
short, and then another two from
Mohit Sharma’s low full tosses.
Thebowlers lost their lengthbecause

they were being attacked, not that the
margins are great between the perfect
yorker and something sufficiently awry
to disappear. EvenwhenMorgan holed
out in the final over, Ravi Bopara
engineered two fours and a six from
successive balls. England must have
been buoyant at the break.
Even so, India were ahead after the

first powerplay with Kohli at his most
imperious for weeks and Shikhar

Dhawan reproducing strokes that illu-
minated the Champions Trophy last
year. Finn, rapidly finding his best form
again, then out-manoeuvred Kohli,
whowas not expecting a bouncerwhen
hewalked down the pitch, and a perfect
inswinger fromGurney in the 17th over
bowled Suresh Raina.
The occasion was tarnished only by

some rather nasty booing by India
supporters of Moeen Ali. Both Dhoni
and Morgan claimed to have heard
nothing, in which case they really do
need their ears tested. “It is the last day
of the tour,”Dhoni said. “Letusnot look
at the controversies.”

Scoreboard

England (balls)
J J Roy c Rahane b Ahmed 8 (10)
A D Hales c Rahane b Jadeja 40 (25)
M M Ali c Rahane b M M Sharma 0 (2)
J E Root c Rayudu b K V Sharma 26 (29)
*E J G Morgan c Rahane b Ahmed 71 (31)
†J C Buttler c Rayudu b Ahmed 10 (15)
R S Bopara not out 21 (9)
C R Woakes run out 0 (0)
Extras (lb 3, nb 1) 4
Total (7 wkts, 20 overs) 180
J C Tredwell, S T Finn and H F Gurney did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-26, 2-27, 3-75, 4-85, 5-130, 6-166,
7-180.
Bowling: Ashwin 4-0-37-0; M M Sharma 4-0-39-1;
Ahmed4-0-38-3; KVSharma4-0-28-1; Jadeja 4-0-35-1.

India (balls)
A M Rahane b Ali 8 (4)
S Dhawan b Woakes 33 (28)
V Kohli c Hales b Finn 66 (41)
S K Raina b Gurney 25 (20)
*†M S Dhoni not out 27 (18)
R A Jadeja run out 7 (4)
A T Rayudu not out 3 (5)
Extras (lb 4, w 4) 8
Total (5 wkts, 20 overs) 177
K V Sharma, M M Sharma, R Ashwin and Mohammed
Shami did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-10, 2-89, 3-131, 4-145, 5-153.
Bowling: Finn 4-0-28-1; Ali 3-0-31-1; Gurney 4-0-29-1;
Woakes 4-0-43-1; Bopara 1-0-14-0; Tredwell 4-0-28-0.
Umpires: I J Gould and R T Robinson.

Edgbaston (South Africa won toss): England beat
South Africa by eight runs

Women’s T20 international
Richard Hobson

England v South Africa

Morgan, of England, hits his way to 71

Edgbaston (England won toss):England beat India
by three runs

England v India
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Rosberg’s blunder
adds fuel to latest
conspiracy theory
Kevin Eason
Motor Racing Correspondent, Monza

Awkwarddidnotquite cover it.The two
main combatants in the Formula One
WorldChampionship lookedas though
theywere anxious patients in a doctor’s
waiting roomas theyweremade towait
to greet the Monza crowds.
Lewis Hamilton had won the Italian

Grand Prix and Nico Rosberg had to
settle for second place this time. Felipe
Massa thought he was ushered into the
tiny ante room to prepare to collect
his trophy for third place, but found
himself acting as unofficial chaperone
to the pair of warring team-mates.

They looked up, they looked down,
they waved to familiar faces in the
crowd—anything to avoid eye contact
until they finally cracked, clinked
champagne bottles and took a swig.
Hostilities are officially over, but the
tension fizzed and popped like the
victor’s bubbly.
If you believe the more outlandish

outpourings of social media, the
embarrassment was compounded by
an extraordinary act of contrition on
Rosberg’s part, handing over victory to
his beleaguered team-mate as payback
for the collisiona fortnight ago inBelgi-
um that has dominated the F1 agenda.
Hamilton went home empty-handed

that day, while Rosberg swept up points
and extended his lead in the World
Championship over his team-mate.
It all made sense, didn’t it? Rosberg

even had a rehearsal, seemingly miss-
ing his braking point and driving his
Mercedes down the escape road at the
Variante del Rettifilo while safely four
seconds up the road in the lead. In a
season of conspiracy theories, this was
a plot too far, an intrigue that would
give JKRowling a sleepless night trying
to fathom the intricacies.
And all on the day when praise

needed to be heaped on a driver who
had overcome yet more adversity to
drive like a prince between the trees
that line Monza’s royal park. Hamilton
has endured almost every misery
except a plague of locusts, yet he keeps
plugging away defiantly. His reward
was a sixth victory of the season, one
more than in his championship year of
2008.
Perhaps the omens are good after all,

but he could have been forgiven for
thinking he was in for another bad day
at the office as he sat on pole position
and triggered the launch programme
for the start. The brain of his Mercedes
froze, the car stuttered and Rosberg
shot past him into the lead, followed by
McLaren’s Kevin Magnussen and the
Williams of Massa.
Fortunately, the electronic neurons

reconnected and Hamilton set off, but
there was much to do, trapped behind
the McLaren and Williams. It took ten
laps to dispense with both so that he
could give chase.
Therewas a choice: foot down and be

aggressive or conserve car, tyres and
energy fora final assault.PeteBonning-
ton, his race engineer, advised caution,
staying a conservative 2.5sec off his
team-mate’s exhaust pipe, but his call
fell on deaf ears. Hamilton responded
with a fastest lap, deciding that this was
his moment to attack — and believing
thathis team-matewouldcave in. Itwas
like the old days in karting, Anthony
Hamilton, his father, said, when his son
drove only to win.
“I didn’t ignore team orders,” Hamil-

ton insisted. “I knew that if I applied the

pressure, an opportunity would event-
ually come.”
It did, and at that first chicane that

seemed to cause Rosberg so much
trouble. He hadmade one trip between
the safety bollards and now, on lap 29,
he braked too late and weaved his way
down the escape road while Hamilton
disappeared between the trees around
the Curva Biassono.
He would not be caught, not by

Rosberg or anyone else. Massa was a
long way back and joined by Valtteri
Bottas, who put on one of the drives of
the day. He started from third but his
Williams also stuck fast on the grid,
forcing him to battle back from 11th to
an admirable fourth place and a pleas-
ing day for Sir Frank Williams. After
some desperate times, the grand old
team — still independent after almost
four decades— are enjoying a marvel-

Fans vent fury over ‘too easy’ victory
Continued from back page
between the team-mates createdby the
fracas in Belgium had been repaired,
Rosberg appeared awkward and the
pair barely looked at each other as they
prepared for the podium ceremony.
It was a pity that such a crucial vic-

tory for Hamilton should be overshad-
owed yet again in a tumultuous season
that has ranged from elation to despair.
Hamilton has been forced to face more
thanhis fair share of adversity in recent
weeks, from car fires and breakdowns
to the collision in Belgium where he
came off worst.
Even moments before the race

yesterday, a mechanic accidentally
dropped a brake cooler on to his front
wingasHamilton steeredhis car topole
position. That had to be changed at the
very last second. Then his car’s launch

control failed and he had to battle back
from fourth place to the lead.
Anthony Hamilton, who has guided

his son throughhis career, believes that
he can now win “an extra special”
World Championship because it will be
achieved against the odds.
“What has happened to Lewis in the

past few weeks has been unreal,” he

said. “It is all character-building but it is
extraordinary — and that is why I am
feeling this extra-special something,
that this championship is giving Lewis
such a hard time but he comes through
it. We just have to keep the faith.”
It was a bittersweetweekend for Brit-

ish motorsport, with Hamilton the
third British winner of the day after
Dean Stoneman took the GP3 junior
class, followed by Jolyon Palmer, who
strengthened his lead in the GP2
championship with a victory.
At the impoverished end of the F1

paddock, though, there was gloom and
heightened fears that the Caterham
team once owned by Tony Fernandes,
the Queens Park Rangers football club
chairman, may not survive. Christijan
Albers resigned as team principal yes-
terday after only four races in charge.

Turning a corner: Hamilton prepares to pass Rosberg, his Mercedes team-mate,

Six to go

Singapore (Sept
21): Hamilton won
this street race
under floodlights
in 2009 but it has
been a struggle
since then.
Probably not a
banker for victory

Japan (Oct 5):
Hamilton won at
Suzuka in his
rookie season and
likes the wide
open spaces. Like
Monza, it should
suit him

Russia (Oct 12):
Hamilton and
Rosberg start on
equal terms with
neither knowing
the Sochi track for
inaugural Russian
Grand Prix

United States
(Nov 2): One of
Hamilton’s
favourite tracks.
He christened the
first US Grand
Prix with victory
and should be
favourite there

Brazil (Nov 9):
Interlagos was
where Hamilton
won his maiden
world title but,
apart from a third
place in 2009, his
results have not
been good

Abu Dhabi (Nov
23): This will be
the most crucial
race of the year.
Double points will
be awarded for
the first time, so
no driver can
afford a
retirement
Words by
Kevin Eason

Anthony Hamilton says his son can win
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Crash could bring
Cavendish’s week
to painful early end
Tour of Britain
John Westerby

Here is a tale you might have heard
before, but with a painful new twist. In
front of an expectant home crowd, on
an opening stage ideally suited to his
sprinting ability, Mark Cavendish
crashes heavily and requires a visit to
hospital while Marcel Kittel, his heir
apparent as theworld’s leading sprinter,
timeshis finishingburst toperfection to
win the stage.
That was the scene played out in the

opening stage of the Tour de France, in
Harrogate two months ago, and there
were painful echoes of Cavendish’s
season-defining tumble in Liverpool
yesterday on the opening stage of the
Tour of Britain.
Now for the differences between the

two incidents. Whereas Cavendish’s
crash inHarrogate had beenduring the
final sprint, yesterday he went down
with about 40 of the 104.8kilometres
remaining. In Harrogate, where he
suffered a serious shoulder injury, he
had taken the blame for the incident as
he jostled for position with 300 metres
to go.
Yesterday, with Mark Renshaw, his

lead-out man for the Omega
Pharma-QuickStep team, he hit the
backof a teamcar that had slammedon
its brakes to deal with a puncture. Both
riders fell heavily, Cavendish landing
onhis left thigh, andhis participation in
the second stage of the race today, from
Knowsley to Llandudno, was in doubt
last night.
All ofwhichmade it remarkable that,

watched by large crowds lining the
roads by the Royal Liver Building,
Cavendish actually went on to contest
the final sprint and finish in third place,
just behind Kittel and Nicola Ruffoni,
the Italian sprinter. He did so without a
lead-out man, too, as Renshaw had
opted not to join his team-mate in the
sprint because of the after-effects of his
own crash.
Still more remarkable was that Cav-

endish had endured more misfortune
earlier in the race, forced to stop to
change thecleatsonhis shoes.The final
race of a frustrating seasonmight have
begun with further disappointment
yesterday, but there was no shortage
of character in Cavendish’s efforts
to put on a show for spectators in
a citywith such close links tohis
native Isle of Man.

In Harrogate, the personal
link had been to his family, a
sprint finish in his mother’s
home town that would have

given him the chance to wear
the maillot jaune for the first time in
his career, the race around which his
season was built. The expectations
were not quite so great in Liverpool,
not least because he has only recently
recovered from that shoulder injury,
but the sadness etched on his face as he
hobbled down the steps of his team bus
yesterday told its own story.
“I was behind a car, the car slammed

on because someone got a puncture,”
he said. “There was an island, so I went
left and I whacked another car. I went
down and my bike went smack.”

For a time, Cavendish, 29, felt that he
would not be unable to contest the
sprint because of the pain in his thigh,
but he reassessed once he had caught
thepeloton. “I reallywanted to tryand
win in front of the British public,” he
said. “But accidents like this are a part
of cycling.”
As the race entered its final 500

metres, AdamBlythe, the sprinter from
Sheffield, launched an early bid for
victory before hewas overhauled in the
final 50 metres by Kittel, who crossed
the line first in 2hr 16min 35sec.
The success enjoyed this season by

Kittel, 26, has been in sharp contrast to
Cavendish’s mishaps. In particular, the
muscular German has enjoyed his
visits to England, after his victory in
Harrogate with another two days later
in London. He also won two stages of
the Giro d’Italia in Ireland in May, first
in Belfast, then in Dublin.
This was supposed to be the year in

which Kittel and Cavendish locked
horns ina series of duels, butCavendish
has not been able to stay on his bike
long enough to engage in battle.

6Przemyslaw Niemiec won the 15th
stage of the Vuelta a España
yesterday. The Pole was part of an
early breakaway group and held on
for his first stage victory in a Grand
Tour over the 152.2-kilometre ride
from Oviedo to Lagos de
Covadonga. Alejandro Valverde, of
Spain, finished second, five seconds
ahead of fourth-placed Alberto
Contador, but cut the latter’s lead in
the general classification by 11
seconds to 31 thanks to the bonuses
on offer for the top three in every
stage. Chris Froome, the Team Sky
leader from Britain, lost seven
seconds on Contador and is tied
with Joaquím Rodríguez in third,
1min 20sec behind Contador.

home

Today’s stage

Knowsley to Llandudno, 201km
On day two, the peloton winds its
way through north Wales, with an
intriguing finish on the Great Orme
headland, including a 3km climb up
Great Marine Drive, followed by a
downhill dash to the finish.

lous revival. The Finn gave the famous
tifosi some entertainment, which the
home side singularly failed to do. Fer-
nando Alonso dragged his recalcitrant
Ferrari around Monza until his energy
recovery system gave up but the best
that Kimi Raikkonen, once a Ferrari
world champion, could manage was
ninth.
Quietly charging into fifth place was

Daniel Ricciardo, the dark horse in this

World Championship. Monza was
alwaysgoing tobea struggle for theRed
Bulls, but Ricciardo is proving to be a
master tactician as well as fine driver.
He timed his finish to perfection and
overtook Sebastian Vettel, nominally
his team leader, with ease.
Ricciardo hinted that team orders

may be needed to maximise his chan-
ces. Who would have thought that a
year ago,whenVettelwaswinning here

on his way to his fourth consecutive
title?
Multiple titles have eluded

Hamilton. Lady luck has refused to
co-operate and even he must have
wondered at times whether he was the
victim of a backroom conspiracy.
Not this time, though, not in Monza

yesterday, where he eventually
found redemption in this torrid World
Championship.

Result fromMonza

53 laps: 1, L Hamilton (GB, Mercedes) 1hr 19min
10.236sec; 2, N Rosberg (Ger, Mercedes) at 3.175sec;
3, F Massa (Br, Williams) 25.026; 4, V Bottas
(Fin, Williams) 40.786; 5, D Ricciardo (Aus, Red Bull)
50.309; 6, S Vettel (Ger, Red Bull) 59.965;
7, S Pérez (Mex, Force India) 1min 2.518sec;
8, J Button (GB, McLaren) 1:03.063; 9, K Raikkonen
(Fin, Ferrari) 1:03.535; 10, *K Magnussen
(Den, McLaren) 1:06.171; 11, D Kvyat (Russ,
Toro Rosso) 1:11.184; 12, N Hülkenberg (Ger,
Force India) 1:12.606; 13, J-E Vergne (Fr, Toro Rosso)
1:13.093; 14, P Maldonado (Ven, Lotus) 1 lap;
15, A Sutil (Ger, Sauber) 1 lap; 16, R Grosjean
(Fr, Lotus) 1 lap; 17, K Kobayashi (Japan, Caterham)
1 lap; 18, J Bianchi (Fr, Marussia) 1 lap;
19, E Gutiérrez (Mex, Sauber) 2 laps; 20, M Ericsson
(Swe, Caterham) 2 laps.
Not classified: 21, F Alonso (Sp, Ferrari) 28 laps
completed; 22, M Chilton (GB, Marussia) 5.
*Five-second penalty

Fastest lap: Hamilton, 1min 28.004sec (lap 29).

Qualifying positions
1, Hamilton 1min 24.109sec; 2, Rosberg 1:24.383;
3, Bottas 1:24.697; 4, Massa 1:24.865; 5, Magnussen
1:25.314; 6, Button 1:25.379; 7, Alonso 1:25.430;
8, Vettel 1:25.436; 9, Ricciardo 1:25.709; 10, Pérez
1:25.944; 11, Raikkonen 1:26.110; 12, Vergne
1:26.157; 13, Hülkenberg 1:26.279; 14, Sutil 1:26.588;
15, Gutiérrez 1:26.692; 16, Maldonado 1:27.520;

17, Grosjean 1:27.632; 18, Kobayashi 1:27.671;
19, Bianchi 1:27.738; 20, Chilton 1:28.247; 21, *Kvyat
1:26.070; 22, Ericsson 1:28.562.
*Sixth engine change of the season, receives a
ten-place grid penalty

World Championship positions
Drivers: 1, Rosberg 238pts; 2, Hamilton 216;
3, Ricciardo 166; 4, Bottas 122; 5, Alonso 121;
6, Vettel 106; 7, Button 72; 8, Hülkenberg 70;
9, Massa 55; 10, Raikkonen 41; 11, Pérez 39;
12, Magnussen 38; 13, Vergne 11; 14, Grosjean 8;
15, Kvyat 8; 16, Bianchia 2. Constructors: 1, Mercedes
454; 2, Red Bull 272; 3, Williams 177; 4, Ferrari 162;
5, McLaren 110; 6, Force India 109; 7, Toro Rosso 19;
8, Lotus 8; 9, Marussia 2.

2015 Formula One provisional calendar
Mar 15: Australian GP (Melbourne). Mar 29:
Malaysian (Sepang). Apr 5: Bahrain (Sakhir).
Apr 19: Chinese (Shanghai). May 10: Spanish
(Barcelona). May 24: Monaco (Monte Carlo).
June 7: Canadian (Montreal). June 21: Austrian (Red
Bull Ring, Spielberg). July 5: British (Silverstone).
July 19: German (Nürburgring). July 26: Hungarian
(Budapest). Aug 23: Belgian (Spa-Francorchamps).
Sept 6: Italian (Monza). Sept 20: Singapore (Marina
Bay). Sept 27 or Oct 4: Japanese (Suzuka). Oct 11:
Russia (Sochi). Oct 25: Mexican (Mexico City).
Nov 1: United States (Austin). Nov 15: Brazilian (Sao
Paulo). Nov 22 or Nov 29: Abu Dhabi (Yas Marina).

M ROSSI /REUTERS

after the German makes a mistake on lap 29 of the Italian Grand Prix to hand the British driver his sixth victory of the season

Hamilton holds up the trophy on the
podium in Monza yesterday but his
victory speech was greeted with boos

Fast show: Kittel celebrates victory,
finishing ahead of Cavendish in the
opening stage of the Tour of Britain
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1 Frivolous Liberal in secure position
(8)

6 Illicit aid concealed by Home
Counties writer (6)

9 Early course presented in ins-
talments, so to speak (6)

10 Islander cheers Scotsman after
successful shot (8)

11 Stake Joan ultimately worried
about (4)

12 Noted performer’s nervous tension
on air? (10)

14 Promise to pay strike-breakers
outside this plant (8)

16 Behaved disgustingly in petty
quarrel (4)

18 Language teacher who’s no good
grasping Dutch at first (4)

19 Important that new friar enters the
Derby area? (8)

21 Weapon whose use may make a
child’s pulse race? (10)

22 Container used inMonica’s kitchen
(4)

24 Co-Head’s inflexibility? (8)
26Neat duke touring on behalf of

university (6)
27 Bear witness, attending trial (6)
28 Little bird flying in glens, circling

Tomintoul initially (8)

2 Main complaint minister initially
dismissed about church (5)

3 Strange, but those are near that
place! (11)

4 Current reference— not a figment
of the imagination (8)

5 Be quick! Board eastern vessel
accompanied by girl and boy
(3,4,6,2)

6 Breach in southern church is over
Mass (6)

7 Rising sailor, one who deserts the
sinking ship? (3)

8 Refuses to tolerate gossip about
English feature of fairy tale (9)

13 Ingenious new clue, for sure (11)
15 One way to support race— one

that’s upwardly mobile (9)
17 Animal with tail up— and not held

to be very big (8)
20 Secret court remaining in the

interior (6)
23 Father Brown’s last device for

giving warning (5)
25 Leaders of many areas, East and

West (3)
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british press awards — sports team of the year

England prepare for opening Euro 2016
qualifier in Switzerland as brave Scotland
come up just short against Germany
Pages 48-54
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Fans vent fury
over Hamilton’s
‘too easy’ return
to winning ways
Accusations were rife last night that
Lewis Hamilton was handed victory at
the Italian Grand Prix by his team-
mate.
As Hamilton’s family urged him to

“keep the faith” after he overcame
another series of setbacks to take what
appeared to millions to be an impress-
ive win in Monza, conspiracy theorists
flooded social media with suggestions
that this was payback for the infamous
collision in Belgium a fortnight ago
caused by Nico Rosberg.
Rosberg had apologised for the

incident that ended Hamilton’s race in
Belgium and allowed the German to
extend his lead over his team-mate in
the World Championship to 29 points.
That lead was cut to 22 thanks to the
Briton’s triumph yesterday.
Hamilton celebrated with Anthony,

his father, and Linda, his stepmother, in
the Mercedes hospitality suite and the
champagne was long overdue — this
was his first victory since he thrilled the
home crowds at the British Grand Prix
on the first weekend in July.
In between Silverstone and Monza,

Hamiltonhasbeen forced toendure the
torture of car failures and the accident
last time out in Belgium that probably

robbed him of victory when his race
was ended byRosberg. This time, Twit-
ter ignited when Rosberg steered his
car down the escape road at theVarian-
tedelRettofilo, thechicaneat theendof
the 220mph main straight, and Hamil-
ton drove past to take the lead. Even Sir
Jackie Stewart, the three-times world
champion, was suspicious that
Rosberg’smanoeuvre lacked theurgen-
cy of a serious misjudgment.
“I thought it was a bit too easy,”Stew-

art said. “I thought he could have at
least made an effort to get round the
corner. I first thought, ‘That’s wise’,
because he knew it wasn’t a difficult
thing to believe; the second time I
thought: ‘Hello,what’s goingonhere?’ ”
However, Rosberg, who finished

second, scoffed at the idea that missing
the first chicane was pre-planned.
“Whatwould be the reason forme todo
something like that deliberately?” he
said. “There is no reason why the team
would ask me to change position.
Mistakes happen and that’s the way it
is.”
The fans had their say whenRosberg

mounted the podium to collect his
second-place trophy, booing loudly
even though he attempted to speak to
the Monza crowd in Italian. Although
Hamilton assured the fans that the rift
Continued on page 62
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Final flourish: Alex Hales hits out as England finish their summer with a T20 victory over India yesterday. Report, page 61
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